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ABSTRACT

Computational modeling of the auditory periphery has

become an integral part of hearing and speech research in recent

years. This reflects the importance of computers and computa—

tional models as a research tool for experimenting flexibly in the

domain of complex auditory phenomena. Both our general un-

derstanding and the fragmental knowledge of details known from

hearing research can be reconstructed and tested in the form of

functional models.

This paper approaches the auditory models primarily from

another aspect: their applications within speech processing. Al-

though there are almost no existing practical applications where

.systematic modeling has proven to be superior to traditional

methods, the approach as such is seen as promising and neces-

sary. Several approaches to auditory modeling are viewed in the

paper with the main emphasis on functional and psychoacoustical

properties, including some principles proposed for higher-level

processing. Potential areas of applications are discussed with

examples taken from our own studies.

INTRODUCTION

- The theories, models and applications of speech percep-

tion are without any doubt lagging behind the level of knowledge

in speech production. The main reasons for this are due to the

complexity of the hearing system and the diffiCulties in experi—

menting with it, the lack of basic understanding of the higher-

level processes and the problems in the implementation of

experimental models to simulate the auditory system

What is (or could be) auditory modeling?

The development of computers and software-based

simulation makes it more and more attractive to experiment with

principles of hearing. To some extent electronic and even

mechanical models have been tried but the computer has become

a superior tool for the task. The concept of auditory model is

used normally to refer to a computational model of the peripheral

hearing system. The physiological functions of the basilar

membrane and other cochlear processes up to the neural levels

arggonsidered as the primary subject to be simulated by the

m els.

Another theoretical and experimental basis for auditory

modeling comes from psychoacoustlcs, where the correspond-

ence to the underlying physiology is not direct anymore.

Perception thresholds and psychophysical "transfer functions"

are more central to the approach. Psychoacoustical concepts like

pitch and loudness that are related to the peripheral hearing are

well developed and exact to a high degree. They have been

verified by subjective listening experiments. More abstract

properties exhibit fuzziness and random behaviour but can be

included in computational models if they are stable enough.

The third approach to modeling is to hypothesize

functional principles that possibly could be found in the hearing

system. They may not be verified by direct physiological or

psychological experiments. Most auditory models concerning

higher levels of hearing will probably be of this type because the

physiological basis is too complex and hard to access, and even

the psychological approach does not test and validate the models.

The borderline between auditory modeling and general informa-

tion processing principles is not very clear at these levels.

Why auditory models?

Auditory modeling is attractive as a research tool because

it presents the possibility to test hypotheses and experiment with

new ideas flexibly in a proper context. The hearing system

consists of complex subsystems that tend to be nonlinear and

contain feedback loops, which makes it practically impossible to

apply analytical modeling methods except to small subproblems.

Computational models are useful also in conceptualizing the

signal and information processing aspects in hearing apart from

the underlying physiology.

The basic research of hearing is only one of the motiva-

tions for auditory modeling. Major challenges for future work

are to be found in potential applications, especially in speech

recognition. The human hearing system is the best processor to

recognize speech messages; why not to try to duplicate it in

technical form. The results so far show that this will not be done

easily. In principle, however, this approach is promising and

necessary, at least to gain a deeper insight into the many

problems of speech recognition.

This paper reflects the point of view of the author towards

auditory modeling. Physiological models are not seen as the

only, and even not the major subject of research, when it comes

to applications. Especially for speech processing we need

flexible functional models based on signal processing and

artificial intelligence. The rest of the paper‘will tie together a

number of subproblems in auditory modeling along with some

applications and experiments performed by our own research

gr°“P-.

MODELS OF THE PERIPHERAL HEARING SYSTEM

External and Middle Ear Models

Computational modeling of the hearing system begins

from the acoustics of the external ear. Localization of sound and

PI 2.1.1
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the frequency sensitivity of‘the ear are greatly influenced by the

-. acoustical details of the pinna and ear canals. The experimental

studies and measurements [1] that have been made have led to

successful results in computationally reconstructing an authentic

sound environment sensation [2]. In combination With cochlear

and neural modeling this could lead to better directional

selectivity and sound localization [3] e.g. in speech recognition

devices. Otherwise the role of the external and rrnddle ear_is a

relative simple, almost linear filter as a part of a complex auditory

model, contributing to the frequency sensitivrty properties. .

Cochlear Madeling -- . _

The physiology of the inner ear [4] - [8] is a main source

of knowledge providing a concrete basis for present auditory

modeling. This area of research is fairly rich in results and

approaches, see [9] - [14], but no comprehensrve and systematic

cochlear models exist in computational form.

Modeling of the inner ear can be divided into several
subproblenis. The mechanics of the basilar membrane has
received considerable attention since the studies of von Békésy
[7]. The mathematically elegant principle of the nonhomogene-
ous transmission line must be enhanced with nonlinear processes
and complex interactions with hair cells and neural processes
[15] - [17]. Some recent results propose interesting computable
models of interaction to improve the sensitivity and selectivity of
the inner ear, Zwicker [18] and Lumer [19]. The acoustic
emission, see Kemp [20], [21], should also be included into a
full-scale model. The mechanical to electrical and neural trans-
duction takes place in the hair cells and can be modeled in
physiological detail or functionally including the random nature
of single cell firings, e.g. Schriider and Hall [22], Lyon [23].

Towards Higher Levels

As the computational modeling domain moves towards the
neural levels, more functional principles must be used instead of
physiological facts. Mixing of physiology, psychology and
highly hypothetical ideas in the form of computer programs is an
important approach. Some models are more oriented towards the
study of advanced computational implementations and applica-
tions than the hearing process as such, e.g. Lyon [23] - [25].
Reaching higher abstraction levels in relation to physiology by
computer programs may prove to be valuable when studying the
representation of speech and complex stimuli in the hearing
system. -

The problem of neural representations of speech signals
has become a subject of remarkable research in recent years.
[10], [26] - [28]. There are different explanations of how the
spectral and temporal information is coded into the neural signal.
The saturation effect of a single nerve fiber iti sending amplitude
data must be takeninto account. The computational models uy to
capture the essentials of this process in different ways: e.g. the
synchrony model proposed by Seneff [29], [30] is based on thefiring synchromsm pnncrple found in the auditory nerve to avoidthe spectral structure from being flattened. Seneff also made a

eneral' ti ' ' ' - .55teetio15a on of the pnncrple so that it can be applied to pitch

Psychoacoustical Models
Some existing computational models find their 'and experimental basis primarily in psychoacous‘:i:(s’m'tll'haeJconcepts of Bark scale (critical band scale), loudness andloudness densrty spectrum, masking curves, temporal timeconstants etc. [31] cannot be entirely reduced to the physioloof hearing. Examples of auditory models that are closely relatgedto psychoacoustics are given e.g. by Schroder et a1. [32] andZwicker [33]. Both of th ' '

applications in mind. cm were developed With technical

Including'l’honetic Aspects . - _

Some research groups have worked by experimenting and
modeling the perception of speech and its phoneticafly relevant
features. Peripheral models of hearing tend to be nonspecificin
relation to speech. How should the formants and formant
transitions be processed by auditory models, and how should the
phonetic features and categories be reflected in them? These
problems are important from the point of view of applications,
especially speech recognition.

Carlson: Granstrr'im et al. have discussed these questions
and proposed several models for auditory speech analysis [34] - -
[36]. Klatt has a similar approach and he suggests a phonetic
distance measure for comparison and classification of phonemes
[37] - [39]. Principles and models relating auditory concepts to
higher-level perception of speech are studied by Chistovich et
a1, [40] - [42]. Among them is the concept of center of gravity.

Auditory Modeling and Traditional Speech Processing

Many technically oriented systems for speech processing
contain features that model the human hearing to some extent but
some widely used methods do not exploit auditory features at all.
It has been shown that linear predictive coding (LPC) in the
original form is not optimal because it is based on a linearly
weighted frequency scale. With Bark and loudness scaling its
performance could in principle be considerably better [43] - [45].
Hermansky et al. have presented novel modifications of LPC
analysrs to include many important auditory features that can be
applied to speech recognition [45] - [46].

AUDITORY SPECTRUM COMPUTATION

Most auditory models analyze audio signals by returning
something we could call an auditory spectrum. This is natural
because the inner ear (basilar membrane, hair cells) also forms.
somekind of a spectrum analyzer, even if it is different from
technical devices and algorithms for the Fourier transform.
. The models for auditory spectrum analysis can be divided
into two classes according to the processing of temporal
dynamrcs. If we are not especially interested in the detailed time
constants of the resulting (short-time) spectrum representation.
we can first apply the Fourier transform and then warp the
frequency scale to the Bark scale. Otherwise, we need a trans-
mission-line or filter-bank type analyzer to allow more freedom
in the desrgn of temporal features.

Auditory Spectrum by Fourier Transform
The human auditory system may be seen as a spectrum

analyzer that differs from Fourier analyzers in many ways. The
most important differences are:
l . spectral emphasis by the inverse of the equal loudness

curves,
. use of the Bark scale (critical band scale) instead of the Hertz

frequency scale,
frequency domain resolution of about one Bark.masking effect in the frequency domain and spreading Of a“
spectral components, and .time dcmarndynamics: temporal integration and mafikmg
effect in the time domain (forward and backward mash“)

(
"
A

W
N

b th All these properties are known from psychoacousdcs [3.1]at _ere have not been very many attempts to apply ‘hem mpractical applications. Schroder & al. have used a computationmodel when evaluating signal-to-noise ratios in Speech ms-mission [32]- We adopted their mathematical formulation with
minor modifications as follows:
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* Computation of the Fourier transform with a 35 ms
Hamming window.

* Emphasis of the spectrum by an approximation of the
frequency sensitivity curve of the ear (inverse of the equal
loudness curve).

* Transformation of frequency f fo Bark variable x by:

x = 7 arsinh(f/650Hz) . ‘ ' ‘

* So called “excitation function" E(x) is found by smoothing
the Bark-scaled pre-emphasized power spectrum S(x) with a
"spreading function" E(x):

E(x) = S(x) * E(x), (* indicates convolution)

where E(x) in our model is a piecewise linear approximation
of the Schroder et a]. spreading function

1010g(B(x)) = 15.81+7.5(x+0.474) - 17.5" 1+(x+0.474).2

by linear slopes (+ 25 dB/Bark, -10 dB/Bark) and power
series approximation for the top of the curve (see Fig. lb).

* dB-scaled E(x) is the final auditory spectrum used in the
study. Two examples of such spectra of simple signals are
shown in Fig.1. The spectrum of an impulse (1a) has a form
which is similar to the frequency sensitivity of the ear. The
auditory spectrum of a sine wave (1b) gives the masking
curv)e and an approximate form of the spreading function
30: .

0 lkflz 2 3 4 5
l I 1 l J
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-20 -I

-30-

-40—

.-so-
as
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0. 5 10 lSBark,

' Fig. l. Auditory spectra of simple test signals; (a) impulse
spectrum and (b) sine wave spectrum.

Some examples of auditory spectra with corresponding
Fourier spectra for speech sounds are plotted in Figures 2 and 3.
The Finnish vowel lal shows clearly how the harmonic structure
in a Fourier spectrum is smoothed'out but the main formants are
retained in an auditory spectrum (Fig. 2). In the fricative Is] the
random variation of the Fourier spectrum is also smoothed and
the "fricative formant" shows up in the form of a normal vowel
formant (Fig. 3). ' , '

/

Auditory Spectrum by Filter-bank Modeling/

It was found to be difficult to include proper temporal
dynamics when using the Fourier transform )echniques. The
filter—bank principle is well suited to audit vSpectrum analysrs
because the human auditory system — basil, membrane and hair

cells - also consists of a multi-channelyralyzcr. The bandwidth
of the overlapping channels is abouta critical band or 1 Bark.

Instead of thousands of hair cells in the biological system it is

enough to have 1 - 4 channels pet one’Bark in a computational
' model. This means 24 - 96 channels covering the 24 Bark audio

/
/
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Fig. 2. Fourier spectrum and auditory spectrum for a
Finnish vowel /a/.
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Fig.’ 3. Fourier spectrum and auditory spectrum for a
Finnish fricative /s/ (in context lassal).

range. With 0.5 Bark spacing our model has 48 channels, which
seems to be a practical compromise between good resolution of
spectral representation and a low amount of computation. ‘

Each channel consists of a bandpass filter, a square-law
rectifier, a fast linear and a slower nonlinear lowpass filter, and a
dB-scaling stage (Fig.4).
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Fig. 4. A 4"3-channel filter-bank model for auditory spectrum

computation. B.P.=bandpass, L.P.=lowpass filter,

x2“ square-law detection, LOG = dB-scaling.

Bandpass filter bank

Bandpass filters with 0.5 Bark spacing and about 1.3

Bark bandwidth give the desired frequency selectivity to the

model. Each bandpass is a 256th order FIR-filter, carefully
designed to have a frequency response which is the mirror image

of the spreading function B(x) given by Schroder et al.

This filter bank design gives a good approximation of the
desired masking properties in the frequency domain. Computa-
tion of the filter bank was implemented as a matrix multiplication
in an array processor (Floating Point Systems FPS 100). Even
an array processor could not run it in real time. By a proper lIR-
filter design the speed of the computation could be more than 10
times faster but accurate design of these filters is a difficult task.

Not only frequency selectivity but also the frequency
response (sensitivity) of the car must be built into the filter bank.
The simple way we used is to let the relative gains of the
channels be proportional to the inverse of the equal loudness
cm've (60 dB-level).

B .fi . , \\

. The rectification effect in the hair cells of the inner ear is
primarily of the half-wave type. Since a square-law element was
needed for temporal integration in our model, we ended up using
it Without any half-wave rectifier. We-found that in the auditory
spectrum analysis of speech this makes no noticeable difference.
A constant level is added after the rectification to simulate the
threshold of hearing. -

E] E l . . l E l l .

The remaining two filters are for smoothin the on ms of
the rectified bandpass filters. The faster one is a fg’irst-ordtg’r low-
pass With a time constant of about 3 ms. The second one is more
important. Its purpose is to implement many effects: temporal
integration and pre- and postmasking effects.

Temporal. integration is realized by linear first-order low-
pass filtering (time constant of about 100 ms) applied to the
output of the square-law rectifier. Premasking is not a very
important and critical phenomenon. No additional modeling was
necessary to match it well enough.
. Postmasking was found to be more difficult to irn
in sufficient detail. A linear lowpass filter with a 100 r511:ItIiIrcnli'.t
constant yielded postmasking effect that was many times too
long.We used a nonlinear (logarithmically linear) behaviour of
the filter for masking conditions (X4 < X5). The form of the
temporal masking pattern is now close to the actual one found in
psychoacoustical studies [31] but a delay of about 10 ms present
in the real masking effect is lacking in the model. The overall
response of the slow nonlinear lowpass can be stated now:

\

= K1*x4 + (1-K1)*X5(n-1). if X4 2 xs,
$83 = x5(n-iggzxp(K2*log(X4(n)/X5(n-1))). if X4 < x5,

where X4 and X5 are the input and output of the filter, K1 and

K2 the filter coefficients, and n the discrete time variable. A good

value for K1 was found to be 0.0005, and 0.0007 for K2 When

the sampling frequency is 20 kHz.

Auditory short-time spectra computed by the model can be

displayed in many forms: spectral series, spectrograms, etc.

Examples of these are given later in this paper.

AUDITORY FORMANTS AND FORMANT SPECTRA _

The auditory spectrum, as was analyzed by the models

above, is not a speech-specific representation. Attempts to utilize
it or other similar preprocessing methods in speech recognition

have shown only moderate results, see e.g. [47]. It is obvious

that some further processing of auditory spectra is needed to

exhibit speech-specific features and more "phonetic—like" audi-

tory representations of speech.

Some hints and guidelines can be found e.g. from the

studies of Klatt [37] - [39], paying special attention to the

formant peak regions in the auditory spectra. Global properties
such as the slope of the spectrum have only a minor effect on the
phonetic quality of a sound. Klatt suggested the use ofphonetic
distance measures [39] based on local properties of the formants‘
in auditory spectra. Another concept that is closely related to
ppgitory formants is the center of gravity by Chistovich et a1.

Emphasizing and Sharpening the Auditory Formants

Possible conclusions that may be drawn from the results
of using short-time auditory spectra in speech recognition could
be that the perceptually important formant peaks are excessively
smoothed and the local properties of the formants are not prom-
inent enough. Is it possible to compensate for these effects?
There are neurophysiological principles that are candidates for
the spectral sharpening effect: lateral inhibition is one such
candidate. A strong excitation at a certain place along the basilar
membrane tends to suppress the neighbouring channels.

, The formant features can be .sharpened or emphasized
computationally in many ways. We can perform highpass or
bandpass filtering of the auditory spectrum in the Bark domain to
supress the global forms (e.g. spectral tilting) and to emphasizc
the local formant peaks. This can be realized by convolving the
loudness-scaled auditory spectrum by a proper spatial (Bark

. > domain) bandpass filter impulse response. Figures 5 and 6 show
original auditory spectra for a vowel /a'/ and fricative-ls/ along
With the resulting auditoryformant spectra, as we call them.

\ In both cases the auditory formant spectrum exhibits
derail)! the formant peaks so that the global spectrum structure
does not have a major dominance. Serial displays of auditory
spectrum and audito forma t - F' .7 for

the vowel combinaticliyns /aiai/_n sl’¢<3tr'um are shown in 1g ‘

The Concept of Auditory Formant
. . The perceptual relevance of the eaks in audito spectra
implies the usefulness of the concept afiditory formanrz It must
be rec°Enized as different from the acoustic and articulatory
$36018 0f formants even if there is a clear corresP°ndence
. tween them. A useful characterization of the auditory mm”!
15 ‘9 state 1} as any peak or relatively localized high-loudness
region, a kind of landmark in an auditory spectrum.

Several studies have been done on th e tual behavior
of auditory formants and formant groupsfspfemeg. Chistovich
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Fig. 6. may. /s/: (a) auditory spectrum. (b) auditory
formant spectrum. -

[40]. The integration of closely spaced formants, the concept of

center of gravity, etc. are principles that should also be imple-

mented in computational models.

Is it possible to extract auditory formants and to describe

them as discrete units? The auditory formantspectrum above is a

good data source for this extraction. In Figures 5, 6 and 7 a

spatial bandpass filtering with a one Bark resolution was applied

to give a proper pie-emphasis to the spectrum. A peak-picking

algorithm easily finds the formants as the local maxirna of the

curves. Fig. 8 illustrates how the short-time auditory spectrum of

the utterance [kuusi/ (Fig. 8(a) dB-scaled, Fig. 8(b) loudness-

scaled) is transformed to an auditory formant spectrum, Fig.

8(c). The formant peaks are finally plotted and shown in a

spectrogram-e display (Fig. 8(c)).

The one Bark resolution does not always work. Closely

spaced forrnants may give a better response e.‘g. to a 2 Bark

resolution filtering, Fig. 8(d). (See also the 2 Barkformant

spectrogram in Fig. 8(f)). This finding shows the need for

different resolutions in different contexts. According. to

Chistovich the auditory system can integrate neighbouring

forrnants up to a distance of 3.5 Barks [40]. 'I'hiscorresponds to

about a 2-3 Bark resolution in our bandpass filtering. - —

Since there is no single optimal resolution a better strategy

is to use multiple resolutions in parallel. This means that the

formant peaks are picked to form several formant lists. Later on

it is possible to utilize the data that seems to be the most reliable

based on the context.

We can also visualize the multiple resolution auditory

formant data in a spectrogram form by using different gray levels

or colors for the formant trajecwries of different resolutions. Fig.

9 shows the mixed result of 1 and 2 Bark auditory formant

analyses for the word /kuusi/. The general principle of multiple

resolution analysis is discussed below.

Fig. 7. Spectral series for the vowel combination Mail:

(a) auditory spectrum, (b) auditory formant

spectrum.
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Fig. 8. Auditory spectrum presentations for the word /kuusi/:

(a) original dB-scaled spectrum, (b) loudness-scaled
spectrum, (c) auditory formant spectrum with 1 Bark
resolution, (d) auditory formant spectrum with 2 Bark
resolution, (e) formant spectrogram of l Bark resolu-
tion and (f) formant spectrogram of 2 Bark resolution.
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Fig. 9. An auditory formant spectrogram with two overlayed
((igplagys for resolutions of l Bark (black) and 2 Barks

ay .

Local vs. Global Features of Auditory Spectra
. Both the auditory formant spectrum and the 'grscrete formant parameters emphasize the prom‘ijriéfiiulgtflfeatures in auditory spectra. We could also analyze and charac-terize the global properties. An average spectral slope and thcenter of gravrty over the whole audic range are good exam 1 eof such global attributes. From the point of view of speleglst

perception the absolute values of these parameters are not as
important as the relative changes they exhibit. For instance, large
static spectral tilting is allowed with only minor change in the
phonetic quality of a vowel [39].

Spectral tilt or center of gravity can also be computed over
any limited range in the Bark domain. An interesting special case
is to analyze closely the effective movement ranges of the lowest '
forrnants, e.g. over 2 to 6 Barks for F1. The values of these
parameters describe the average slope or the approximate posi-
tion of the formant in the defined range. Fig. 10 shows the
results of such an analysis for the full audio range, F1, F2, and
F3&F4 range, along with the loudness function and a two-
resolution auditory formant spectrogram for the Finnish word
/viisi/.

LOUDNESS

i

L

"$1 SLOPE

SLoPE

T39» SLOPE

Fig. 10. Several different analyses for the Finnish word
/vust/: (a) formant spectrogram, (b) loudness func-
tion, (c) global slope and the local spectral slopes
for the formant ranges F1, F2 and F3&F4.

Analysis of Formant Movements
Itis known that the hearing system is especially sensitive

to changes in sound. It is also known that the auditory system
contains specralrzed analyzers for frequency sweeps and formant
movements [48]. Such detectors may have an important role in
the perception of speech signals and they should be included in
ccfimputational auditory models. To some degree, the derivatives
$11the slope funuons above represent this kind of information.

e output of an advanced detector could be a series of "formant
movement events" similar to the time structure analysis method
in the followrng section.

TIME STRUCTURES AND
MULTIPLE RESOLUTION ANALYSIS

dimensfgfils one of the most difficult and least understood
real S ech n Speech srgnal analysrs. The rhythm and tinting ll’l

straigllictfoI-wmes Wldely accordmg to the context and therefore

The transfo methOdS 0f s‘igtnentation do not work reliably.

discrete u grim?“ frOm continuous-time representations to
ti “1.5 In time should be studied more carefully so that

me resolution rs seen as one parametric scale. _
Let us consider a set of - .

. parametnc or feature functions as

i333: gem a Speech S‘gnal. Fig. 11 shows the total loudness
(relative hum of all the filter-bank channels), nonstationarlty

c ange 1n short-ume auditory spectrum) and the global
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Fig. 11. Auditory formant spectrogram and multiple temporal
feature functions for the Finnish word /yksi/:' (a) total

loudness function, (b) nonstationarity function and
(c) global spectral slope. '

spectral slope as a function of time, along with the formant
spectrogram for the utterance /yksi/. What is a flexible and
reliable way to do "segmentation" based e.g. on the loudness
function?

If proper bandpass filtering is applied to the loudness
function the "events" that match best to the impulse response of
the filter are emphasized. The same principle is used as was for
the filtering of forrnants in the frequency domain. An example of
a useful impulse response for a resolutionfilter is shown in Fig.

Iii {am

" 12.

1W RESOLU‘HON
-t,o . SPAM

Fig. 12 An example of an impulse response for a resolution
filter.

Any single filter emphasizes the events of its correspond-
ing time resolution the most. The extrema (maxima and minima)

of the response are easily picked up .as prominent events in the
time structure of the signal. To be more flexible (I set of resolu-

tion filters can be applied to the loudness function in parallel. In
this multiple resolution analysis each resolution filter channel
produces a list of potential loudness events. Other parametric
unctions like the global spectral slope create their own event lists

and list structures. The idea of multiple resolution analysis has
some resemblance to the scale-space filtering proposed by Witkin
[49].

"‘ ” A's'an example of using the principle, nine filters with time
resolutions ranging from 10 to 320 ms were applied to the
loudness function of Fig. 11. The convolution results are plotted
in Fig. 13. A continuous scale of resolutions is in principle the
ideal case but a series of filters with resolution ratios of about
1N2 was found to be practical. The method of multiple resolu-
tion analysis leads to an excessive amount of computation in
comparison to single resolution (single window, frame, etc.).
This is the cost to be paid for more flexibility. In highly parallel
neural networks such computational redundancy is easily
achieved but with present digital signal processing hardware it is
a problem.

Loudness

ms

585 700 815 929 1044 ms

Fig. 13. Resulting curves from the multiple resolution
analysis of the loudness function. Vertical lines
indicate potential event positions.

Event-based Approach to Auditory Speech Analysis

Each feature to be used in a speech analysis system and
each resolution of feature produces a corresponding list of
events, containing much redundant information. In Fig. 13 e.g.
the maxima of the neighbouring channels are closely interrelated.
By a proper method we can discard many of the peaks as masked
by more prominent neighbouring peaks. The potential events can
be organized into the form of complex event list structures and
processed further by rule-based and other artificial intelligence
methods. This approach is discussed in‘ more detail by Altosaar
and Karjalainen in [50].

The event-based approach may be useful at several levels
of auditory modeling. We could apply it at the auditory nerve
level by picking up the most prominent peaks from the multiple
resolution filtering of a single critical band channel in the model
of Fig. 4, point X4. Here the range of interesting time resolu‘
tions is within a typical pitch period of speech. At the output
level of the model (point X5) the resolution range corresponds to
typi- cal speech segments of 10 to 300 ms. The prosodic features
reveal still longer event objects. By parallel processing and
concurrent programming techniquesa realization of this approach
could be undertaken.
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TEMPORAL FINE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

OF SPEECH SIGNALS

It is still a common belief that the temporal fine structure

of speech signals within a pitch period (below 10 ms span) and

the phase properties are irrelevant to speech perception. This

belief is mostly due to the interpretations of the studies by

Helmholtz [6]. Even if thisis true as the first approximation

several findings suggest a more important role for these detail!.

For example, the success of the so-called multi-pulse LPC [51]

in comparison to the simple impulse source and all-pole

modeling shows how much the detailed time structure may affect

the sound quality. In our Finnish speech synthesis studies we

found that a careful zero—phasing (i.e. setting the phase of all

harmonics to zero) of a natural utterance /illi/ changed it to be

heard sometimes rather like [inni/.

Concepts Related to Temporal Fine Structure

The auditory spectrum output in our filter-bank type
auditory model (Fig. 4 ) does not represent the temporal fine
structure of speech signals at all. It is therefore possible to obtain
identical auditory spectra for a voiced and an unvoiced sound
from this model. The degree of voicing and pitch for voiced
sounds are certainly concepts with close relationship to the
temporal fine structure. This information should be analyzed

from the fast response of the auditory filter bank, i.e. the point
X4 in Fig.4, corresponding to the first neural stages of the
hearing system.

Lyon [23] has presented computational auditory models to
analyze the periodicity properties of speech signals by following
the principles proposed by Licklider [52]. The models rely on
correlation and coincidence functions from neural firings.

The phase properties of speech signals are difficult both to
analyze and to interpret meaningfully. A traditional way of
looking at phase has been by the Fourier transform of the signal.
The phase in this sense is, however, very sensitive to noise,
reverberation and other disturbances in speech. If any concept of
auditory phase can be formed, it must be defined in a totally
different way. i

'A step towards auditory phase could be to interpret it from
the pornt of vrew of the modulation envelope in different critical
band channels (Fig. 4). The fast response corresponding to the
output of the hair cells in the hearing system carry this informa-
tion. In the case of voiced speech sound these outputs exhibit the

.fundarnental frequency of the speech. The relative phase shift'of
these pitch modulations between the neighbouring channels

‘ could be useful as the auditory phasefunction. The same data
could be expressed also in the form of auditory group delay.

Sound Separation

The role of auditory analysis of temporal fine structure 1
takes on a new appearance when we set the 'goal of modelin to
be the phenomenon of sound separation. People can eaEily
followa srngle speaker in a high noise environment (e.g. the
cocktail party effect). To make machines recognize speech at or
below the level of back ound n ‘ .
sound separation is needig. 0186, a successful modeling of

This is a fairly new subject for serious co '‘ ' m utat
modeling. Weintraub [53] has made remarkable conuigutiorligrbirl
studying some peripheral processes of auditory analysis in sound
separation. He has em hasi ed ‘to solve this problem. p z the need for a multilevel strategy

Some special cases of sound se '- . paration can be '-
Enlentebd wrth easrly. We used the fast reSponse outputsegtP221-
;] ter- I1:}nk model (Fig. 4) and computed the cepstrum for each oft em. there was a vorced speech sound that dominated a Bark

channel, the corresponding pitch period was easily found as a

dominant peak in its cepstrum. By‘summing the cepstra of all the

channels the pitch periods of the individual sounds in a mixed

signal were possible to be separated. After this it is feasible to
estimate the spectrum of each speech sound in those frequency

areas where the signal is not totally masked by other sounds.
Such methods tend to be computationally so excessively heavy

that it prevents their use in any real-time applications now or in

the near future.

APPLICATIONS OF AUDITORY MODELS

There are very few if any practical applications of compu-
tational auditory models. This is quite natural because the subject
of research is complex and relatively new. Some preliminary
results of using them e.g. in speech recognition have shown
poor or at best only marginal results. This has been discouraging
but it has not stopped either basic research or application-oriented
work in the field. If the human hearing system performs as the
best as a speech recognizer, why couldn't a good model of it be
the best speech recognizer as well.

Speech recognition has been an explicit motivation in the
development of several practically oriented auditory models [33],
[36], [46], [54] and implicitly in many other cases. One of the
earliest works was documented by Zagoruiko and Lebedjev [55].
Only recently has there been signs of obtaining better results than
wrth traditional methodology, see e.g. Cohen [54]. It is pre-
mature to draw conclusions about the real status of auditory
models in speech recognition. It seems to be evident that no
fundamental problems can be solved without models covering
many or_ even all essential levels from acoustic signals to liguistic
processrng. One area of preprocessing where auditory models
could help is in high background noise conditions.

Speech analysis in phonetics and basic speech research
can gain from applying computational models of hearing. For
example, auditory spectra give a picture of the important spectral
features in speech signals from the point of view of perception.
Carlson and Granstrom [35] and Klatt [38] among others have
discussed the development of an auditory spectrograph. Tradi-
tionally the articulatory and acoustic aspects have been more
dominant in speech analysis because of better instrumentation
and tools for experimental work. With modern signal pro
cessors, personal computers and new programming techniques it
was possrble to develop a speech research workstation called
18A [56] that utilizes many of the representations described in
this paper.

Speech synthesis is a process where auditory models can
not be used directly. In the development of speech synthCSisi
however, we have been succesful in applying them. The micw
phonemic method by Lukaszewicz and Karjalainen [58] showed
how the auditory formant spectrogram exhibited just the infomia-
tion needed for extracting pitch period prototypes from real
speech. The use of the Bark scale was essential.
h In speech coding the auditory models could be applied in

t e analysrs phase, as a design tool, and in performance analysis.
. see Schroder et al. [32]. It is shown that the compactness of

LPC-analysis could be impoved if auditory features could b6
. integmted into the coding [43] - [45]. Unfortunately the auditory

analysis tends not to preserve the ro ' needed for
easy resynthesis of speech. p perties that are

_ Measurement of sound uali es eciall nonlinear diS'
[01110“) }n speech transmissionzvas gubield by usyto find a better
correlation between subjective and objective measures, Karjalfli'
3:311 [58]. [59] and Helle and Karjalainen [60]. We have show“
_ at an auditory spectrum distance of 2 dB corresponds to the
just noticeable level of nonlinear distortion in speech signals"
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prototype of a microprocessor—based distortion measurement

system was also developed.

Technical audiology and phoniatrics are other areas of

potential applications. In the delopment of hearing aids and

cochlear implants it is evident that some kind of auditory models

will be used in the future. In phoniatrics the'properties of

pathological voice can be analyzed based not only on articu-

latory and acoustic measurents but also on advanced auditory

models [56].

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an overview of auditory

modeling from the point of view of speech processing research

and applications. Both physiological, psychoacoustical and

higher-level functional models are needed to gain a deeper under-

standing of the underlying phenomena and to be able to apply

this knowledge to speech technology. Auditory modeling is a

difficult area of research where progress is not always rapid. It

also takes time to transfer the results into practice. Within the last

ten years the interdisciplinary studies of computational auditory

modeling have shown trends to expand and grow. Without any

doubt this tendency will continue as the computational capabili-

ties of modeling rapidly develop.
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INTEGRATION AND SEGREGATION IN SPEECH PERCEPTION
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In this paperj present an ,ov‘ervi'ew ,of some ‘

recent research on speech perception.! To reduce-my

task to manageable size, I have chosen to focus 'on

the topics of perceptual integration and

segregation. which have guided, more or less

explicitly, a considerable amount of speech

perception research and theorizing in recent years.

This will be a selective review, therefore, but I

hope it will nevertheless convey some of the flavor

of contemporary ideas and findings, even though

that flavor will be tinged with my own favorite

spices.

CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS

Integration and segregation are hypothetical

perceptual ‘functions

physical structures in the world with mental

structures in the brain. An integrative function

maps multiple physical units (trivially, a single

physical unit) onto a single mental unit, whereas a

segregative function maps multiple physical units

(sometimes, paradoxically, a single physical unit)
onto different mental units. Though mutually

exclusive for any particular physical structure at

any given time, these two processes nevertheless

cooperate in sorting a complex stream of sensory

inpdts into an orderly sequence of perceived

objects and events.

These definitions seem rather straightforward,

but they rest on four important assumptions: (1)

The physical and mental worlds are not isomorphic.

(2) There are objectively definable units in the

physical world. (3) There are units in the mental
world that are different from the physical units.

(M) There are perceptual functions or processes

that accomplish the mapping between the two types

of units. I will briefly defend each of these

assumptions; at .the end of this presentation, I

will consider the consequences of abandoning some

or all of them.

The first assumption, that the mental world is

not isomorphic with the physical world, reflects

the facts that physical variables are filtered and

transformed by sensory systems. that perception is

a function not only of the current sensory input

but also of the past history of the organism, and

that there is often an element of choice in

perception which permits alternative perceptual

organizations for the same sensory input. Without

this assumption, it would be difficult to say

anything meaningful about perception, except that

it happens.

(or processes) that link

Haskins Laboratories, 270 Crown Street, New Haven, CT 06511-6695

The second assumption, concerning th

existence of physical units, is necessary in orda

to be able to talk about perceptual integration

These units or dimensions are what is being

integrated. Perceptual segregation, too

ordinarily implies that certain objective lines of

division can be found in the sensory input. It i:

always possible to find a physical description that

is more finely grained than our description of the

perceptual end product. The fact that the machines

we use to assess physical characteristics of speecr

are mere transducers (or, at best, model only

peripheral auditory processes) generally assures a

mismatch between physical and perceptual

descriptions even when the grain size is comparable

(and even though our visual perception is engaged

in interpreting the machine outputs). Although

there are different ways of characterizing the

physical energy pattern, they are all equally valid

for descriptive purposes. It is an empirical

question whether or not perceivers are sensitive to

any observed physical divisions, i.e., whether

these divisions can serve as the basis for

perceptual segregation or whether they are bridged

by integrative processes. Research of this kind

may enable us to find a physical description with a

simpler mapping onto perceptual units.

The third assumption concerns the existence

and nature of perceptual (mental) units. There is

no theory of speech perception that does not assume

mental units, usually the ones supplied by

linguistic theory. The argument has been over the

"perceptual reality" of syllables, phonemes, and

features, and over their relative primacy in

perceptual processing (see. e.g., [69, 83, 95, 102,

1N61). However, which level of the linguistic

hierarchy is perceptually and behaviorally salient

depends very much on the task and the situation a

perceiver is in. As McNeill and Lindig ([102],

p. M30) have aptly put it, "what is 'perceptually

real' is what one pays attention to." The validity

of the basic linguistic categories, questions of

detail aside, is guaranteed by the success of

linguistic analysis. Linguistic units provide us

with a vocabulary in which to describe the time

course of accumulation and perceptual processing of

linguistic information. Even though the perceptual

processes themselves may be of an analog nature, we

need discrete concepts to theorize and communicate

about these processes. From this perspective, it

is not an empirical issue but a fact that

perceivers process features, phonemes, syllables,

words, etc., since they are what speech is made of.

Their awareness of these categories is another

' 7 Pl 2.2.1
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"one. This is true in so far as

I

matter that shall not concern us here. (See [90,

99,'106].) Clearly;"sp€ech ‘perception generally

proceeds -without awareness of all but the highest

levels of description (i.e.. the meaning of the

message). ' ‘ ' " - n

The fourth assumption is that there are

perceptual processes in the brain that map sensory

inputs onto internal structures. While such

processes have been traditionally assumed in

psychology since the demise of radical behaviorism,

a new challenge (to the other assumptions as well)
comes from the so-called direct realist school of

perception, which claims that perceptual systems

merely "pick up" the information delivered by the
senses [5H, 60]. I will return to this-issue
later. Here I merely note that the same input~ is
not always perceived in the same way. Contextual

factors, past experience, expectations, and

strategies may alter the perceptual outcome, and
this seems to require the assumption.of perceptual
processes that mediate 'between the input and the

perceiver's interpretation of it. Whether these
processes (and indeed, integration and segregation
as such) are thought of as neural events with
actual time and space coordinates or as abstract
functional relationships between physical and
mental descriptions is irrelevant to most of the
research I will discuss here. '

Having attempted to Justify the four principal
assumptions, it remains for me to mention two
issues that are important in much research on
perceptual integration and segregation. One is the
question of whether the processes inferred are
specific to the perception of speech or whether
they represent general capacities of the auditory
or cognitive system. By a speech-specific function
I mean one that operates .on properties that are
unique to speech. There is no question that
general capacities to integrate and segregate are
common to all perceptual and cognitive systems.
Speech perception presumably results from a
combination of general and speech-specific
perceptual functions (see, e.g., [39]). Just as
speech resembles other sounds in some respects and
differs in others. One frequent research strategy
therefore, is to determine whether or not
particular instances of integration or segregation
can be _observed in both speech and nonspeech
perception. This question can be asked only if th
physical characteristics of speech and nonspeec:
stimuli are comparable-~a condition that i
notoriously difficult to satisfy (see e S
[112]). The mental descriptions of speech End
nonspeech are, ~by definition, different at somehigher level; thus the' empirical question 1whether that level is' engaged in a partic 1 s
integrative or segregativeprocess. u ar

The other issue is whether a
integrative or segregative function is
or optional. This question is ‘sometimes linkedwith that of speech-specificity in thathigher-level, speech-specific function mi ht aeasier to disengage than a lower-levelgaudiizs:

adopting the
eech as if it

difficult to

obligatory

deliberate strategy of listening to sp
were nonspeech (which is often

_ especially when there are few

Particular ‘

achieve) may have the effect of eliminating certain
' forms of integration or segregation: It ‘seems to

be difficult- or impossible to disengage phonetic

processes through conscious strategies within the

speech mode (e.g., by linguistic parsing [135,

136]). 'Moreover, it has been suggested [86] that

some speech-specific

represent a "higher" level of perception but rather

a mode of operation that, because of its biological

significance, takes precedence over nonspeech
perception, and if so, these functions may indeed

be difficult to manipulate. On the other hand, in

the auditory (nonspeech) mode listeners often have
a variety of perceptual strategies available,

ecological

constraints on the stimulation, even though certain

functions of peripheral auditory processing are

surely obligatory. Thus, although it is useful to

gather information about the relative flexibility

of a process, this may not bear directly on the

question of speech-specificity, as both speech and
nonspeech perception are likely to involve levels
of varying rigidity.

One final prefatory remark: Although one may
legitimately talk about the integration of
syllables into words and of words into sentences,
or about the segregation of syntactic constituents
from each other, I am not going to consider such
higher linguistic processes in the present review.
By' speech perception I mean primarily the
perception of phonetic structure without regard to
lexical status or meaning, and my review is
restricted accordingly.

INTEGRATION

The function of integrative processes is to
provide coherence among parts of the input that
belong together" according to some perceptual rule

or criterion. Auditory integration occurs within
the physical dimensions of time, (spectral)
frequency, and even space (in the case of'
artificially split sources); thus it creates
15:23:31, spectral, and spatial coherence of sound
resolutionln fpart this is due to the limited
these dime : the auditory system along each of
cohere e ns ons, but auditory events will often
within thzgn Then there are discriminable changes
more noteworthhe larger these changes are. the
to us T Y the integrative process will seem

- he perception of phonetic structure
_ involves. in addition, integration of relevant

igggzgatifn across all physical dimensions or theperce t s gnal--a 'function requiring higher-levelp ual or cognitive mechanisms. ‘

2592252; inte ation

auditggzigrprocesses of sensory integration and

0f any refggization ensure the temporal coherence
including o Vely homogeneous auditory input,‘

integratio ~°mp°nent3 °f Speech. This form of

comment, n i: so obvious as to hardly deserve
periods of aui’ f” example. successive pitch

toEsther (i e Owel are Perceived as belonging

even thoughtth. as a Single Vowel, not two or many)
eir duration and spectral composition

may cha
"as as a function of- intonation.
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functions do not really

diphthongization, and coarticulation. While there

may be a physical basis for subdividing a sound

into smaller units such as individual pitch pulses

or transition 'versus steady state, thevrate and

extent of change from one unit to the next are too

small to ‘ disrupt sensory integration.

Nevertheless, changes occurring within such units

(e.g., transitions. in a vowel or fricative noise)

'may have perceptual effects. That- is,’ perception

of temporal coherence does not imply insensitivity

to changes over time, only that these changes are

not large enough to cause perceptual segregation.

‘ Growth of loudness. Temporal integration at

this most elementary level has the consequence

that, as the duration of a relatively homogeneous

sound increases, its perceived loudness or

perceptual prominence will also increase, up to a

certain limit. In psychoacoustic research, the

lowering of the detection threshold and the growth

of loudness with increasing stimulus duration are

well-established phenomena (see, e.g., [26, 192]).

The time constant of the (exponential) integration

function is about 200 ms, which encompasses the

durations of virtually all relatively homogeneous

speech events. While loudness Judgments or

explicit threshold measurements are uncommon in

speech perception research, the effect of an

increase in the duration of a signal portion can be

shown to be phonetically equivalent to that of an

increase in its intensity, especially when the'

relevant signal portion is brief.

One example is provided by studies in which

the duration and relative intensity of aspiration

noise were varied orthogonally as cues to the

voicing distinction in synthetic syllable-initial

English stop consonants [31, 126]. Although the

trading function obtained was much steeper than the

typical auditory temporal integration function, it

bore some similarity to integration functions

obtained in an auditory backward masking situation

[189], which is not unreasonable in view of the

.following vowel. ‘It seems likely that the observed

time-intensity reciprocity reflects basic

properties of the auditory system, rather than

speech-specific processes. Indirect support for

this hypothesis comes from a study showing that the

trading relation between aspiration duration and

intensity holds regardless of whether or not

listeners can rely on phonemic distinctions in

discriminating speech stimuli [131]. In another

recent study, stop consonant release burst duration

and intensity were varied in separate experiments

as cues to stop consonant manner in /s/-stop

clusters [13“]. Since both parameters proved to be

perceptually relevant, a trading relation between

them was implied. An analogous conclusion may be

drawn from an older informal study [88], in which

the duration and intensity of stop closure voicing

were varied as cues to the perceived voicing status

of an intervocalic stop consonant.

Auditory short-term adaptation. An effect

closely related to temporal integration is that the

auditory nerve fibers responsive to a continuous

sound become increasingly adapted. Auditory

adaptation is a topic of great interest to

psychoacousticians and auditory physiologists, who

have identified at least three different time

constants of adaptation in 'animals‘ (see; e:g;,

[N5]). So-called auditory short-term adaptation,

with a time constant of about 60 ms, seems the most

relevant to phonetic perception. Although ongoing

adaptation seems to have no direct perceptual

consequences, the recovery of auditory nerve fibers

following the_ offset of a relatively homogeneous

. stimulus resultSVEn-reduceq sensitivity to other,

spectrally similar inputs for a‘shor63time period.‘

Consequently. -the auditory representation of' a

speech component whose spectrum overlaps that of a

preceding segment will be modified. A striking

demonstration of such an interaction was provided

in recordings.frcm cats' auditory nerves responding

to synthetic /ba/ and /ma/ syllables [3H, 35].

Even though the two syllables were identical except

for the nasal murmur in /ma/, the auditory response

at vowel onset was very different. The murmur,

having strong spectral components in the

low-frequency range, effectively acted as a

high-pass filter, reducing the neural response in

the low-frequency region at vowel onset. Recent

experiments suggest, however, that this particular

auditory interaction has no important consequences

for perception of nasal consonants under normal

listening conditions [138]. In a more artificial

situation, Summerfield and colleagues [160, 162]

have demonstrated an auditory aftereffect

attributed to short-term adaptation: A sound with

a uniform spectrum was perceived as a vowel when

preceded by a sound whose spectrum was the

complement of the perceived vowel's . spectrum.

Generalizing to natural speech, these authors

pointed out that auditory adaptation effectively

enhances spectral change and thus may aid phonetic

perception in adverse listening conditions.

One general lesson to be learned from

psychoacoustic research on temporal integration.

adaptation, and other auditory interactions is that

adjacent portions of the speech signal should not

be thought of as mutually independent in the‘

auditory system. Whenever a particular component

is singled out for attention in careful analytic

listening (to the' extent that this is possible),

influences of surrounding context on the perceived

sound must be reckoned with. It is important to

keep in mind, however, that listeners normally do

not listen analytically but rather attend to the

continuous pattern of speech. All peripheral

auditory transformations are a natural part of the

pattern and, because of past learning, are also

represented in a listener's long—term memory of

phonetic norms, which provide the criteria for

phonemic classification in a language. Since

auditory input and central reference both

incorporate the -distortions imposed by the

peripheral auditory system, these distortions

cannot be said to either help or hinder speech

perception [138]. Only a change in auditory

transformations, as might be caused by simulated or

real hearing impairment, would prove disturbing to

listeners; in normal speech perception, peripheral

auditory processes probably do not play a very

important role.
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Spectral integration . *_
.....

Most speech sounds have complex spectra
determined ‘by the resonance frequencies of the
vocal tract. Formants are usually visible as
prominent energy bands in a spectrogram or as peaks
in a spectral cross-section. Why are these bands
perceived as a single sound with a complex timbre
and not as separate sounds With simpler qualities?
Why, indeed, are' the' individual harmonics of
periodic 'speech sounds not heard as so many
simultaneous tones? Even thdugh these questions
are provoked by our instrumental and visual methods
of spectral analysis, they are not unreasonable,
since the ear operates»essentially as a frequency
analyzer. One answer to these questions is that we
do process these spectral components, only we are
not conscious of them and find it difficult to
focus selectively on them when asked to do so.
Multidimensional statistical analySes of vowel
similarity judgments have confirmed that the lower
formants function as perceptually relevant
dimensions, even though they seem to blend into a
complex auditory quality [56, 115, 119]. and
psychoacoustic pitch matching tasks have revealed
that listeners can detect a number of lower
harmonics in a complex periodic sound (e.g., [110,
11u]). Some central integrative function must be
responsible for the perceptual coherence and unity
of all these spectral components.

Critical bands. Some spectral integration
does take place in the peripheral auditory system.
A \large amount of psychoacoustic research has
established‘ the concept of critical bands, i.e.,
frequency regions over which spectral energy is
integrated, and whose width increases with
frequency in a roughly logarithmic fashion [105,
190]. It is now quite common to represent speech
spectra on a critical-band frequency scale (the
Bark scale) to better take account of the resolving
power of the auditory system. However, critical
bands cannot account for the fact that formants are
integrated into a unitary percept, because the
lower formants of speech are usually several
critical bands apart, and thus potentially
separable. Even the lower harmonics, especially of
female and child speech, are spaced more than 1
Bark apart. Critical bands may explain why higher
harmonics and higher formants are not well resolved
auditorily, but these spectral components do not
contribute much phonetic information.

It is difficult, therefore, to point to any
direct consequences of critical band limitations
for speech perception, except in hearing~impaired
listeners, whose critical bandwidths are abnormally
large. A recent study by Celmer and Bienvenue [21]
may serve as an example. These investigators
digitized speech materials, degraded their spectra
by simulating critical band integration ranging
from one-half to seven times the normal _widths,
converted the manipulated spectra back into sound,
and presented them to groups of normal listeners
and to hearing-impaired listeners believed to have
abnormally wide critical bandwidths according to
independent psychoacoustic tests. The results
sho'ed that the degree of critical bandwidth

\

-. filtering required to cause an intelligibility
'decrehent'was’directly' related to' the subjects
measured critical bandwidth. Thus, normal subjects
were sensitive to filtering at twice the normal
bandwidths, while hearing-impaired subjects, though
their intelligibility scores were lower to begin
with, tolerated up to five times the normal
bandwidths before any decrement in intelligibility
occurred. Many other studies, too numerous to
review here, have examined correlations between
measures of critical bandwidth (or frequency
resolution) and measures of‘ speech perception in
hearing-impaired individuals, with mixed results
(see, e.g., [uu, 152]). The looseness of _the
correlation may be accounted for by the facts that _
speech perception engages higher-level functions-‘
that help overcome peripheral limitations, often
requires only relatively coarse spectral
resolution, and relies on other physical parameters
besi des spectral structure .

Integration of harmonics. Given that the
lower harmonics of a periodic speech sound are not
automatically integrated by the peripheral auditory
system, not to mention the lower formants
themselves, the question of why they are grouped
together in perception still needs to be answered.
The most general answer is that they share a
"common fate": They usually start and end at the
same time; they are at integral multiples of the
fundamental frequency; they have similar amplitude
envelopes; and there is no alternative grouping
that suggests itself. Below I will have more to
say about the factors that may cause segregation of
harmonics. Principles of auditory organization
have received much attention in recent years (see,
e.g., [10, 28, 184]), and one interesting
conclusion from that research is that, even at such
a relatively early stage in auditory processing.
speech-specific criteria begin to play a role.
They are speech—specific in the sense that a
listener's tacit knowledge of what makes a 300d
speech pattern influences the perceptual grouping
of auditory components, as presumably does
knowledge of other familiar auditory patterns. Yet
another answer to the question of why harmonics
(and formants) are grouped together is, therefore:
They make a speech sound--that is, a complex SOUHG
that could possibly have emanated from a human
vocal tract.

If it is the case that formant frequencies are
salient parameters of speech perception (an
assumption that is not made by some researchers who
favor a whole-spectrum approach; e.g., [7. 15“]L
then it is of interest to ask how listeners
estimate the actual resonance frequencies of the
vocal tract from the energy distribution in the
relevant spectral region. This question is
especially pertinent with respect to the first
formant (F1) in periodic speech sounds, for tCh
critical bands are narrow and frequency difference
limens are small. This means that the actual F1
frequency often falls between auditorily resolvable
harmonics. Early work by Mushnikov and Chistovich
[107] suggested that the brain takes the frequency
or the Single most intense harmonic as the estimate
of F1. Later studies [1, 18], however. have
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indicated that the subjective F1 frequency

corresponds to a weighted average of the two most
intense harmonics, and one experiment 53015.43“
shown that the perceptual boundary between /I/ andv
/e/ can be affected by the intensity of as many as'

five harmonics between 250 and 750 Hz, spaced 125
Hz apart. This indicates that the weighting
function applied by the speech perception system in
estimating formant frequencies extends over several
critical bands (which are 100 Hz or less in this

'frequency region). The function is also
asymmetric, giving more weight to higher than to
lower harmonics,' which may reflect a
speech-specific constraint related to the fact that
changes in actual F1 frequency affect primarily the

I amplitudes of the higher harmonics in the vicinity
bf the spectral peak [1]. Listeners thus seem to
have tacit knowledge of the physical constraints on
the shape of the vocal tract transfer function

[29].

Integation of formants. This leads us to the
more general question of whether the speech
perception system integrates over adjacent formants
(or any two peaks in the spectrum) when they are
close in frequency but not within a critical band.
It has been known for a long time that reasonable
approximations to virtually all vowels can be
achieved in synthesis with just two formants, and
even with a single formant in the case of back
vowels [33]. Delattre et al. [33] noted that the
approximations were best when the two formants
replaced by a single formant were close in
frequency (F1 and F2 in high back vowels; F2 and F3
in high front vowels), and that the best
single-formant substitute tended to be intermediate
in frequency, suggesting that closely adjacent
vowel formants form a perceptual composite or
average. This idea was later elaborated by the
Stockholm research group [18, 19] into the concept
of F2', a hypothetical effective formant
intermediate in frequency between F2 and F3 (except
for /i/, where it falls between F3 and FR). These
authors developed a formula for calculating F2'
from F1, F2, F3, and Fu, which gave good
approximations to the results of perceptual
matching experiments.

More recently, Chistovich and her
collaborators have conducted_ a number of
experiments on the "center of gravity" effect-~the
demonstrable phonetic equivalence of a single
formant to two adjacent formants of varying
frequency and/or intensity (see [22] for a review).
One important question concerned the critical
frequency separation of the two formants beyond
which no satisfactory single-formant match could be
achieved; it turned out to be about 3.5 Bark, i.e.,
3.5 critical bands [23]. This finding has received
considerable attention. For example, the 3.5 Bark
limit has been related to the separation and
boundaries between English vowel categories in
acoustic space [166], and it has been used,
together with the center of gravity concept, to
explain perceived shifts in the height of nasalized
vowels, which often have two spectral prominences
in the F1 region [M].

It is noteworthy,. however, that already
balattre 'et al. [33] were unable 'to achieve
satisfactory single-formant' matches to arbitrary
two-formant patterns that did not correspond to
familiar vowel categories. This finding, which was
replicated by Traunmfiller [172, 174] suggests that
spectral integration over 3.5 Bark is tied' to the
perception of phonetic. (or phonemic) categories.
Specifically, it may reflect the resolution of the
auditory long-term memory in which phonetic

'reference patterns are stored [17H]. Indeed, it is
an open question’ whether the 3.5 Bark limit.
explains the acoustic spacing of vowel categories
[166], or whether it is the other way around. A
recent study by Schwartz and Escudier [151],
however, provides evidence that the 3.5 Bark limit
is not the consequence of phonemic categorization.
Their data suggest that there is indeed a higher
level of auditory representation that serves
phonetic classification and includes wide-band
spectral integration. The cause- of this
integration is unknown at present.

Redintegration of artificially separated
spectral components. Ultimately, it must be a
higher-level process that decides whether a
spectral array constitutes a single event or
several. Integration over the 'whole spectrum is
the natural state of affairs, since most natural
sounds have complex spectra and could not easily be
recognized if integration were not the default
operation. Even an unrelated set of pure tones is
perceived as a single complex structure when
sounded simultaneously, as long as no alternative
organizations suggest themselves [63, 77]. Such
integration is disrupted by temporal or spatial
separation of signal components, however; for
example, the "auditory profiles" studied by Green
and his coworkers are not well perceived when the
sinusoidal components are divided between the two
earphone channels [6”]. With familiar natural
events such as speech, perceptual coherence of
spectral components may be centrally guided and
hence greater and more resistant to disruption.
One possible example of this is the phenomenon
called spectral—temporal fusion [27] or duplex
perception [84], which has been studied extensively
in recent years.

Precursors of this research are found in
experiments where the formants of synthetic
syllables were separated and presented to opposite
ears (e.g.. F1 to one ear and F2 and F3 to the
other). It was found early on that this
presentation gave rise to an intact speech percept,
with little or no awareness of separate stimuli in
the two ears [1”]. Similar fusion of dichotic
stimuli into a single perceived sound is °observed
with complete synthetic syllables in the two ears
[122] and even with harmonically related tones
[37]. More surprising is the finding that
perceptual integration continues to occur even’when
listeners are aware of separate stimuli in the two
ears. Thus, Cutting [27] presented the
dichotically separated formants at different
fundamental frequencies and observed that subjects
still reported the percept corresponding to the
combination of the formants. (For similar effects
with diotic presentation, see [28]). In what is
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now called the duplex perception paradigm, Rand

[120] ~- presented- .the formant transitions_
distinguishing two synthetic consonant-vowel

syllables (such as /da/ and /ga/) to one ear and

the remainder common to the two syllables (the

"base") to the opposite ear. In this situatIOn,

listeners continue to report one or the other

syllable depending on which formant transition is

presented, even though that otransition -is~ also

heard simultaneously as a lateralized nonspeech

"chirp." The intact syllabl€”‘(not ‘the base) is

heard in the ear receiv-ing the base. Thus,

subjectively at least, auditory fusion takes place

despite the auditory segregation of the chirp--a

paradoxical situation. This-—fusion continues to

operate When the_' two signal components are
presented at different fundamental frequencies [27]

or with slight temporal offsets [139]. A very
similar phenomenon can be produced diotically by

making the critical formant transition audible

through temporal offset [139], amplification [187],
or different fundamental frequencies (informal

observations). None of these manipulations, within

certain limits, destroys the fused speech percept.

One interpretation of these findings [86] is
that a specialized speech "module" is responsible

for the perceptual integration and apparent fusion,

whereas the general auditory system is responsible

for the separate chirp percept. Bregman [11], on
the other hand, has proposed that the paradoxical

co-occurrence of fusion and nonfusion arises from

conflicting cues for integration and segregation in

the general process of "auditory scene analysis."

He and other students of auditory organization have

stressed the relative independence of What and

Where decisions in auditory perception [13, 28, 38,
1ST]. It seems that auditory components that have
been segregated can nevertheless be recombined in

the perception and classification of familiar sound

structures. That this recombination in the duplex
perception paradigm is genuinely perceptual and not

cognitive is indicated not only by the subjective
impression of an intact syllable but by the fact

that the components (chirp and base) presented by

themselves generally do not suggest the "correct"
phonetic percept [1N2]. ~

Integration of phonetic information

Speech consists of a sequence of diverse sound

segments which, as everyone knows, do not
correspond directly to linguistic units. Changes
in spectral structure are often very rapid and lead
to great spectral heterogeneity over time. Equally
striking is the alternation of qualitatively
different sound types (periodic vs. aperiodic, as
well as silence). Nevertheless, listeners perceive
a coherent event, and thus believe speech to be a
coherent stream of sounds. Since there is
absolutely no reason to assume that very disparate
sound structures are automatically integrated by
the auditory system, the subjective impression of
auditory continuity must be due to higher-level
articulatory and linguistic properties of
cohesiveness that capture the listener's
attention--a kind of categorical perception (see
[132]).

How can‘our brain perform integrative feats in ,

speech perception that exceed the capabilities of
the auditory system? One possibility is that there

exists a biological specialization in humans, a.
"speech module," which performs this task [#9, 86]
Alternatively, the answer may be ‘ mental
precompilation as a consequence of perceptual

learning 75 --an assembled module, as it were.
What distinguishes speech. perception from the‘
auditory perception of arbitrary tones and noises
(but not necessarily from the perception of other

ecologically significant auditory eVents) is that

the input can be mapped onto meaningful ~units of
various sizes. The integration of the auditory
components relating to each unit represented in the
perceiver's long-term memory has taken place long

ago during the process of speech and language
acquisition; it may be instantiated neurally as a

flexible (context-sensitive) system or
interconnections [N6, 75]. These precompiled units
then enable a perceiver to immediately relate a

number of functionally independent auditory

features to a common phonetic percept. Some
interesting (and arduous) attempts to simulate tMs
process of perceptual learning and unit formation
in nonspeech auditory perception have been reviewed
by Watson and Foyle [183], who stress the
importance of central processes in the

identification and discrimination of complex

stimuli. Experienced Morse code operators exhiwt

similar skills of "integrating" the acoustic dots

and dashes into larger units [17]. and so do
probably perceivers of other meaningful acoustic

events in our environment [70, 180], althoughin
none of these instances does the auditory stimulm
structure recede as much from awareness as it doa

in speech perception. From this perspective,

speech is unique not so much because it requirm '
specialized perceptual and cognitive functions hm

because it is structurally different, having

originated in the articulatory motor system. mm

biological specialization may simply lie in the,

fact that we can mentally represent a system that

complex.

"Integrated" auditory properties. The ability
to integrate over dynamically changing 50mm
patterns has occasionally been attributed to the
auditory system. Thus. Stevens and Blumstein [&
153, 15u]’ hypothesized that the onset spectrm
following the release of stop consonants provides

invariant acoustic correlates of place of

articulation. Since there are often rapid speCCPd
changes immediately following the release. an
since a spectrum cannot be comPUted
instantaneously, the hypothetical auditory enset

spectrum must derive from an integrative procesS-
Stevens and Blumstein hypothesized that the humfl
auditory system integrates over about 25 m3 a”
thus extracts the acoustic property relevant to

place of articulation.

The work of Stevens and Blumstein has «me
under criticism in recent years. Kewley-Port [Yfl
has argued that, for all we know, the auditwl

SYStem tracks spectral changes over time interVfl3
shorter than 25 ms and presumably deliveN

information about these changes to phoneme

decision mechanisms. Perceptual studies [8. 7“]
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.have suggested that listeners are indeed sensitive
to-' spectral changes“Immediately7,following .the
release of stop consonants.
themselves do not appear to be as invariant as was

originally claimed [81, 16M]. Blumstein and her
students meanwhile have abandoned the search for

invariant properties in onset spectra and have

instead gone on to define integrated properties
based on the relationship between spectra. or

intenSity measures obtained some interVal apart

[71, 79, 81]. Even though some of these properties
are quite complex, their- derivation is still
attributed to the auditory system by these
researchers. However, since it seems highly
implausible that .there are general auditory
functions which yield so specialized a result, the
epithet "auditory" should perhaps be understood as
referring merely to the input modality.
out of the infinity of possibilities, particular
relational properties are selected on the basis of
phonetic relevance. The integrative computational
process thus is specific to speech perception.

Integration of silence and other signal
components. Even though it seems unlikely that the
auditory system integrates over spectral variation
in the speech signal lasting tens of milliseconds,
this hypothesis has some measure of plausibility,
given the basic continuity of the signal changes.
There are many more abrupt changes in the speech
signal, however, such as changes in source (from
voiced to voiceless, or vice versa), in spectrum

(such as /z/ followed by /u/), and in intensity
(into and out of closures filled with nasal murmur,
voicing, or silence), usually in several of these
dimensions simultaneously. It would seem absurd to
attribute to the auditory system the capability to
integrate across such dramatic signal changes,
since the task of auditory perception is to detect
changes, not to conceal them. Nevertheless, there
is ample evidence from perceptual experiments that
listeners can integrate phonetic information across
such acoustic discontinuities in the signal.
Clearly, this integration must be a higher-level
function in the service of speech perception.

Perhaps the most striking instance is the

perception of silence in speech. (I have in mind
brief silent intervals of up to 200 ms duration,
not longer pauses.) From an auditory perspective,
silence is the absence of energy, a gap, an

interruption that separates the signal portions to
be perceived. In speech perception, however,
silence is bridged by, and participates in,
integrative processes. Rather than being the
neutral backdrop for the theater of auditory
events, silence is informationally equivalent to
energy-carrying signal portions. Relative duration
of silence has been shown to be a cue for the
perception of stop consonant voicing [76, 87, 116],
manner [3. 13h, 1N1], and place of articulation [3.
116, 133]. Why does silence function in this way
in speech? The answer must be that it is an
integral part of the acoustic patterns that a human
listener has learned to recognize. Being an
acoustic consequence of the oral closure connected
with (voiceless) stop consonants, it has become a
defining characteristic of that manner class.
Lawful variations in its duration as a function of

Clearly,f

voicing status or place of articulation also have
assumed the function of perceptual "cues. " A

The' onset-spEC$ra “ ‘Iistener'ssclong‘termzfépresentation of the acoustic .
pattern corresponding to is; stop -cohéonant thus

-includes the spectro-temporal‘ properties"of‘ the
signals preceding and following the closure as well
as the closure itself. (The precise nature of that
mental representation, or rather of our description

' of it, need not concern us here: it suffices to
note that listeners behave as if they -knew what
acoustic pattern to expect.) The silence thus is
not really "actively"
surrounding signal portions; rather, the
integration has already taken place during past
perceptual learning and is embodied in- the
perceiver's long-term knowledge of speech patterns
to which the input is referred during perception.

Not only is silence integrated (in the sense
just discussed) with surrounding signal portions in
phonetic perception, but acoustically rather

different components of the signal are integrated
with each other. Thus, for example, the spectrum
of a fricative noise and the adjacent vocalic
formant transitions both contribute to perception
of a prevocalic fricative consonant [91, 185], the
formant transitions in and out of a closure
contribute to stop consonant perception [168], etc.
Just as articulation distributes acoustic
information about individual phonemes over time,
perceptual integrative functions collect that

information and relate it to internal criteria for

linguistic category membership. An especially
interesting demonstration of this was provided
quite recently by Tomiak et al. [171]. Using a

well-known technique [59] 'for testing listeners'
ability to selectively attend to stimulus

dimensions, they showed that the "fricative noise"
and "vowel" portions of noise-tone analogs to
fricative-vowel syllables were processed separately

by subjects who perceived the stimuli as nonspeech
sounds, but were processed integrally by subjects
who had been told that .the stimuli represented
syllables. These latter subjects were unable to
selectively attend to either of the two stimulus
portions, even though coarticulatory interactions
were not present in the noise-tone stimuli.
Listeners in the "speech mode" thus seem to process
auditory components of speech in an integrative
manner even some of the information to be

integrated is not actually there; they are scanning
for it, as it were.

Independent aspects of the speech signal that
contribute to the same phonemic decision combine
according to a simple decision rule, as
demonstrated in many experiments by Massaro (e.g.,

[36, 98]). It is possible to trade various of
these cues, changing the physical parameters of one
while changing those of another in the opposite
direction, without altering the phonemic percept.
This phenomenon, often referred to as "phonetic
trading relations," has been demonstrated in a
large number of studies (reviewed in [129]). Fitch
et al. [H7] showed that listeners have great
difficulty discriminating two phonemically
equivalent stimuli created by playing off two cues
against each other, and they argued that this
reflects the operation of a special phonetic
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process that makes auditoyy-differenceslunavailable.

to perception. Whether .the grocess of phonetic

information integration 'is speechespficifxq._,is
debatable [138], even ttgh it is agreed that uni,
information being 'integrated is 'Epeech-specific.
Listeners' difficulty in discriminating
phonemically equivalent stimuli is familiar from
classical categorical.perception research (reviewed
in [132]). Experiments on phonetic trading
relations that include identification and
discrimination tests [6, M7] ' are generalized
categorical perception tasks, in which several
physical parameters are varied simultaneously. ‘If
each parameter variation by itself is difficult to
discriminate except when it cues a category
distinbtion, ' then joint variationS' in these
parameters will be almost as difficult to
discriminate unless a phonemic contrast is
perceived. This does not mean, however, that
auditory discrimination of such variations is
impossible. Appropriate training and use of
low-uncertainty discrimination paradigms has been
shown to reduce or eliminate categorical perception
of single dimensions [20, 128], and it is likely
that similar training would enable subjects to
discriminate simultaneous variations in several
cues, thus demonstrating that their integration
does not take place in the auditory system (see
also [6]). There is also evidence that certain
phonetic trading relations ‘occur only when
listeners can make phonemic distinctions, but not
within phonemic categories [131].

In summary. the various forms of phonetic cue
integration seem to represent, for the most part,
speech-specific functions in so far as the
articulatory processes and the corresponding
linguistic categories that cause the integration
are specific to speech. This idea is embodied in
Massaro's "fuzzy logical model" of phonetic
decision making [98], which assumes that, for each
phonemic category, listeners have internal criteria
for the degree of presence of various acoustic
features in the speech signal. Diehl and his
colleagues have recently argued that many trading
relations may have a general auditory basis [39,
109]. While their research may show that some
trading relations (especially those within a
physical dimension) indeed rest on auditory
interactions, this is unlikely to be true for the
many trading relations that cut across physical
dimensions. Although phonetic perception is
certainly not immune to auditory interactions, cue
integration appears to be mainly a function of
speech-specific classification criteria.

Phonetic context effects. Perceivers not only
integrate cues directly pertaining to a particular
phoneme or complex of articulatory gestures, but
they adapt their perceptual criteria to the
surrounding phonetic context. Examples of such
phonetic context effects _are the shift in the
/s/e/I/ category boundary depending on the
following vowel [78, 91] and the shift in the
/b/-/p/ voice-onset-time category boundary
depending on the speaking rate or duration of the
surrounding segments [65, 103, 157]. For reviews,
see [103, 129, 1H0]. As in the case of phonetic
trading relations, some of these effects may have

general.auditory processing explanations; thus, fer
example, the effect of vowel duration on perception
of the /ba/-/wa/ distinction:[1ou] probably is not
speech-specific, as a comparable effect has--also
been obtained _with nonspeech stimuli [113]. Many
other‘effects, however, seem to reflect listeners'
tacit knowledge of coarticulatory dependencies in;
speech production. For example, the different

'/s/-/I/-‘boundaries' in the context of:roundeg and
unrounded vowels may be related to the occurrence
of anticipatory liprounding during the constriction
phase in utterances such as‘ "soup" but not 'in
"sap." In a series of‘ experiments using
cross-spliced fricative noises and vowels. Whalen
[186, 188] has shown that even when the fricative
noise itself “is quite unambiguous. subjects'
reaction time in a fricative identification task is
influenced by the following vocalic context, being
slower when the fricative noise spectrum is not
exactly what would be expected in that context (of.
the study by Tomiak et al. [171] reviewed above).
In_an unpublished series of experiments, Repp [123]
demonstrated an effect he dubbed "coperception,"
which consisted of slower reaction times to decide
that the two consonants are the same in the
stimulus pair /aba/-/aba/ than in the pair
/aba/-/abi/, even though the pre—closure (VC)
portions of these synthetic VCV stimuli were
identical in both cases. That is, even though
subjects could have made their decisions after
hearing /ab/ in the second member of a stimulm
pair, they somehow had to take the CV portions or
the stimuli into account and then were slowed down
by the inequality of the vowels. All these studies
show that perceivers integrate all information that
possibly could bear on phonetic decisions, and this
integration often seems obligatory in nature. It
requires special instructions, special
(nonphonetic) tasks, and usually some amount of
training to disengage phonetic integration
mechanisms in the laboratory [6, 127, 128. 136]-

gggg§;mgg§l integration. In natural speech
communication, humans make use not only of auditory
but also of visual information, if available.
Audiovisual integration at the level of phoneme
perception has been a research topic 01’
considerable interest since the discovery by MCGUPK
and MacDonald [101] that subjects presented With
certain conflicting auditory and visual speech
stimuli report that they "hear" what they See-
Their findings have been replicated and extended in
a number of studies [89. 97, 157] and othersL
Massaro [96. 97] has shown that a general rule of
information integration based on the degree to
which signal features match expected feature values
can explain audiovisual integration, auditory an
integration, as well as many other forms of
perceptual integration outside the domain 0!speech. This suggests that we may be dealing witha general function following basic laws of decision
theory. Liberman and his collaborators [85. 1fl1Lon the other hand, have argued that integration 0f
speech cues, within or across modalities. occursbecause they represent the multiple, distributed
consequences of articulatory acts or gestured-Some internal reference to processes of 319139"?1production‘ is thus implied, as in the "motor
theory" of speech perceptiOn [86]. However. this
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account is complementary rather than antithetic to
Massaro's model: It is a theory of why integration
occurs, whereas Massaro is concerned with he!
integration works. The phonemes of a language are
articulatory events which have characteristic
acoustic and optic consequences, and perceivers
presumably have tacit knowledge incorporating both
of these aspects. 1? a portion of the-speech input
satisfies certain auditory and visual criteria for
phonemic category membership (as- in Massaro's
model) this also implies that the gestures
characterizing a particular phoneme have been
recovered (as in the motor theory). Whether the
sensory or the articulatory aspect is stressed in a
particular theory is largely a matter of philosophy
andvperhaps of economy. A complete theory must
include both.

Audiovisual integration at the more global
level of word, sentence, and discourse
comprehension has, of course, been of interest for
a long time in connection with hearing impairment
and communication in noisy environments. Research
on this topic has received a boost in recent years
with the advent of modern signal processing
technology and of cochlear implants. (See [158]
for a review.) The information provided by residual
hearing or by electrical stimulation of the
auditory nerve supplements that obtained from
lipreading to yield enhanced comprehension. In
many respects, these two sources of information are
‘complementary, with the auditory channel providing
information that is difficult to see, and vice
versa. What is of special interest in the present
context is that audiovisual comprehension
performance often seems to exceed what might be
expected from a mere combination of independent
sources of information. Thus, Rosen et al. [1N3]
demonstrated - that speech intelligibility is
improved substantially when lipreading in hearing
subJects is supplemented with the audible
fundamental frequency 'contour, or even Just with a
constant buzz representing the occurrence of
voicing; (See also [9, 62].) Since this auditory
component by itself provides virtually noinformation about phonetic structure, it must be
the temporal relationships between the auditory and
visual channels that contribute to intelligibility
[100]. Thus audiovisual speech perception is often
more than the sum of its parts; in terms of
Massaro's [96] model, the separate sources are
integrated before central evaluation. The close
integration.of inputs from the two modalities is
witnessed by anecdotal reports that
voicing-triggered buzz accompanying lipreading may
assume phonetic qualities [159].

The theoretical issues raised by audiovisual
integration have been discussed thoroughly by
Summerfield [159]. He, too, concludes that
auditory and visual cues to linguistic structure‘
are integrated before any categorical decisions are
made. There are four ways of conceptualizing how
this integration occurs: (1) The two channels make
independent contributions to linguistic decisions,
but temporal relationships provide a third source
of information. (2) The visual information is
translated into an auditory metric of vocal tract
area functions. (3) The auditory information is

' vocabulaFy ' in ' which' to

translated into a visual metric of articulatory
kinematics. (H) Both are translated into an
abstract representation of dynamic control
parameters of articulation. This last-mentioned
approach [15, 72] may ultimatelv provide the most
economic description of speech information in both
modalities, and thus may yield the most appropriate

describe‘ intermodal
integration.

Higher-level integration. Human listeners not
only integrate auditory and visual information
about a speaker's articulations, but they also
bring phonotactic, lexical, syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic expectations to bear on their
linguistic decisions, provided the auditory and/or
visual input is sufficiently ambiguous to give room
to effects of such expectations. Some well-known
demonstrations of effects in this category are the
"phoneme restoration" phenomenon discovered by
Harren_[181] and studied more recently by Samuel-
[1H5], in which lexical expectations fill in
missing acoustic information,- as it were; the
lexical bias effect reported by Ganong [58] and
replicated by Fox_[57]. which causes a relative
shift in the category boundaries on acoustic
word-nonword (e.g., DASH-TASH versus DASK-TASK)
continua in favor of word percepts; and the "fluent
restorations" in rapid shadowing of semantically
anomalous passages [94]. These phenomena, and a
host of related ones often referred to as
"top-down" effects, may be considered general forms
of cognitive information integration in speech
perception. Indeed, Massaro [96] has argued that
the rules by which such higher-level information is
integrated with the "bottom-up" information
delivered by the senses are the same by which
acoustic (and optic) speech cues are integrated.
Others argue that top-down influences should be
strictly separated from bottom-up processes--that
they represent general cognitive functions that
operate outside the autonomous speech module [R9,
86]. According to this second view. integration of
bottom-up cues to phoneme identity is a
fundamentally different process from the
integration of bottom-up and top-down information.
My own view in this matter is‘ that speech '
perception at every level requires domain-specific
knowledge stored in a perceiver's long-term memory;
The processes by which this knowledge is brought to
bear upon the sensory input are part' of our
metaphoric representation of brain function and
thus are bound to be general [138]. In the absence
of a radically different vocabulary in which to
characterize the processes within a module (though
such a vocabulary will perhaps emerge from the
study of articulatory dynamics and coordination),
the postulate of a speech module harks back to the
"black box" of behaviorism. It is quite likely, of
course, that phonetic perception is modular in the
sense that integration of phonetic cues precedes,
and is not directly influenced by, higher-level
factors. This issue can be addressed empirically
[#9. 58, 1h5, 165]. My point here is that
integration. whether it occurs inside a module or
outside it, is conceptually the same thing: a
many-to-one mapping. Indeed, Massaro's (e.g.,
[96]) extensive research suggests that the rules of

'information integration are independent of
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modularity.

SEGREGATION

The preceding section has illustrated the

pervasiveness of integrative processes in speech

perception. Much of perceptual and cognitive

processing is convergent, with multiple sources of

information contributing to single decisions, be

they explicit or implicit. Nevertheless, we also

need hypothetical mechanisms to prevent all

information from converging onto every decision

"node." Even though a perceiver's internal criteria

for linguistic category membership will

automatically reject irrelevant information,

information that does not belong is nevertheless

often potentially relevant. Thus, in the

often-cited cocktail party situation, the voices of

several ‘speakers must be kept apart to avoid

semantic and phonetic confusions. Various

environmental sounds could simulate phonetic events

and need to be segregated from the true speech

stream. In the speech signal itself, information

pertaining to speaker identity, emotion, room

acoustics, etc., needs to be distinguished from the

phonetic structure, and the overlapping

consequences of segmental articulation need to be

sorted out. These segregative processes have an

important complementary role to play in speech

perception: They ensure that integration is

restricted to those pieces of information that

belong together. Logically. segregation precedes

integration, even though functionally they may be

Just the two sides of one coin. The more

physically similar and intertwined the aspects to

be segregated are, the more remarkable the

segregative process will seem to us.

Temporal and spatial segregation

Without any doubt,.there are several factors

that enable perceivers to distinguish different

sound sources or events, regardless of whether they

.are speech or not. One of these is temporal
separation. Sounds occurring a long time. apart

will usually not be considered as belonging to the

same event, although they may come from. the same
,source. In speech, a .few' seconds are usually

enough to segregate phrases or utterances, and a

few hundreds of milliseconds of separation usually
prevent integration of acoustic cues into a single
phonemic decision. One demonstration of this fact

may be found in studies of the distinction between
single and geminate stop consonants. In a classic
experiment, Pickett and Decker [111] asked
English-speaking subjects to distinguish between
utterances such as "topic" and "top pick", varying
only the duration of the silent /p/ closure.
Between 150-and 300 msec were needed to obtain
Judgments of two Ip/s (and two words) rather than
Just one; the precise duration depended on the
overall speaking rate. (See also [108, 12“, 125].)
If two different stop consonants follow each other,
as in the 4nonsense word /abda/, about 100 ms of
silent closure are needed to prevent integration of
the two sets of formant transitions into a single
stop consonant percept [43. 124]. Dorman et a1.

[93] cued the perception of /p/ in "split" solely

by inserting a silent interval between an /s/ noise

and the syllable "lit" (a percept that may be said

to be a pure temporal integration illusion), and

subsequently investigated how much silence was

needed before subjects reported hearing "3"

followed by "lit." This duration turned out to be

as long as 600 msec. 'A' subsequent replication

[136] obtained a shorter but still surprisingly

long interval of 300-H00 msec. To cite a final

example, Tillmann et al. [170] investigated how

much temporal offset of optically and acoustically

presented syllables was needed to destroy the-

audiovisual integration effect discoVered by McGurk

and MacDonald [101]. It turned out to be 250-300

msec. These various situations have little in

common, which explains the different results. The

precise duration of the critical interval for

segregation surely depends on many factors and does

not reflect any general limits of temporal

integration. Rather, within the auditory modality

it may be related to the closure durations normally

encountered in natural speech [111, 130].

Temporal asynchrony is a helpful cue in

distinguishing speech from other environmental

sounds. This was elegantly demonstrated in a

series of studies by Darwin [29. 32]. who

investigated under what conditions a pure tone

added to one of the (pure-tone) harmonics of a

Synthetic vowel was treated by listeners as part of

the vowel spectrum or as a separate nonspeech

event. Darwin showed that, when the tone coincided

with the vowel, it affected the perceived vowel

quality. However, when the onset of' the tone

preceded that of the vowel or, to a lesser extent,

when its offset lagged behind that of the vowel,

listeners excluded it from the phonetic
information. Similar principles of segregation or

"auditory stream formation" have been demonstrated
in the perception of nonspeech sounds [12].

Another factor that may cause segregation is

spatial separation” In real life, the separation
of seVeral simultaneous voices or of speech from'
background noises is often possible because they

are perceived as coming fnom different locations.

In the laboratory,- presentation over the two
channels of. earphones has been used to induce
segregation. IOne interesting case in which this

form of spatial separation does not seem to prevent

integration is split-formant or—dfiplex perception.
discussed above. Note, however, that in duplex

perception one component of the speech signal (the
"chirp") is segregated and heard as a separate
auditory event; the paradox is that this event is

still, at the same time, integrated with the speech
in the other ear. (See [11].) There are many other
instances, however, particularly those in which
there is no temporal overlap between the two
signals, where spatial separation is sufficient to
disrupt perceptual integration. For example-
informal observations suggest that, if the
artificial "split" created by concatenating "s" and
"lit" with some intervening silence is divided
between the two ears, so that "s" occurs in one ear
and "lit" in the other, this is exactly "ha”
listeners report hearing; that is, there is no /p/

percept any more. Similarly, when
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nasal—consonant—vowel syllables such as /mi/ or

/31/ are divided between the two ears, so that the

nasal murmur occurs in one and the vocalic portion

containing the formant transitions in the other,

listeners have great difficulty identifying the

consonant, or in any case do not perform better

than if the two components were presented by

themselves [137]. Of ocurse, it is always possible '
to integrate independent sources of information at

a cognitive level. These two examples illustrate

the role of spatial separation as a segregating

factor. Unfortunately, in real life both temporal

and spatial separation are often unavailable as

segregating agents. and listeners need additional

means of sorting out the incoming stream of

auditory information.

Spectral segregation

When irrelevant (speech or nonspeech) sounds

are superimposed on speech, listeners have

basically two means of segregation at their

disposal: Segregation according to local spectral

disparity, and according to spectro-temporal (and,

in part, speech-specific) criteria of pattern
coherence. There are, of course, many sounds in

the environment, including those produced by most
musical instruments, that are sufficiently

different from speech to be perceived immediately

as different sources. Local spectral segregation
is not always effective, however, and for good

reason: First, some nonspeech events (e.g., the

pops of bottles or the hisses of steam valves) are

spectrally similar to speech sounds and thus are

difficult to' separate from them locally. Second,

and more importantly, speech itself is composed of
acoustic segments of diverse spectral composition,
.and it would be counterproductive if listeners were
prone to segregate them, because these segments

more often than not map onto the same linguistic
unit. Indeed, perceptual segregation of spectrally
dissimilar natural speech components can usually be

demonstrated only under special conditions, which
rarely occur outside the laboratory. Thus, Cole
and Scott [2”] rapidly iterated fricative-vowel
syllables and found that listeners sometimes
reported two streams of events: a train of

\fricative noises, and a'train of vowels, especially
when the vocalic formant transitions were removed.
A similar phenomenon was obtained with the repeated
syllable /ska/ by Diehl et al. [non who then used
their findings to explain the different effects of

/spa/ or-lska/ stimuli as adaptors (or precursors)
in selective adaptation and pairwise contrast
paradigms [1u7, 1H8]. The selective adaptation
task requires cyclic repetition of a single
stimulus, the adaptor, and thus may produce
"streaming" of signal components, so that /spa/ is
heard as /s/ and /ba/. with the phonological status
of the stop consonant altered. Repp [128] was able
to induce listeners through some training to
segregate a fricative noise from a follOwing vowel
and "hear out" the spectral quality of the noise.
Even the individual formants of vowels may
segregate under certain conditions. Following
earlier studies showing that it was difficult to
perceive the correct temporal order of four rapidly
cycling steady-state vowels [169, 182], Dorman et
al. EH2] found that this was because in such

artificial sequences individual formants tend to
group together and form separate auditory streams.
There are anecdotal reports of phoneticians being
able to "hear out" individual formants of vowels
(e.g., [66, 150), but this ability has remained
rare. Still, these various findings underline the
fact that spectrally diverse components of the

speech _ signal are potentially segregable;
fortunately, however, they are perceptually
integrated under normal circumstances.

When two different speech streams co-occur,

differences in fundamental frequency, intonation

'pattern, or voice quality may provide cues for

separation, in addition to higher-level factors

such as syntactic and semantic continuity. Effects
of this kind have been found in classical work on

selective attention (reviewed in [176]). More
recently, Brokx and Nooteboom [16] obtained a
beneficial effect of differences in fundamental

frequency and intonation on the identification of

meaningless sentences presented against a

background of a read story. In the much more

artificial situation of two simultaneous

steady-state vowels, Scheffers [1N9] and Zwicker
[191] found an improvement in recognition
performance when a fundamental frequency difference

was introduced. Since the magnitude of the

difference beyond one semitone did not seem to play

a role, the function of F0 differences in this case

seems to be to prevent fusion of the two sounds.

Similar, though small, effects of F0 on

identification scores have also been obtained in

dichotic. listening studies using synthetic

syllables [67, 121, 167] or vowels [191].

The potential of fundamental frequency (F0)

and voice quality cues to segregate successive

portions of speech has also been demonstrated in

the laboratory. The mechanisms studied here must

be involved in separating different speakers from

each other. Several relevant studies have used

stimuli in which perception of a stop consonant

rested on the duration of a silent. closure

interval. Dorman et al. [“3] found that when the
speech on each side of the silence was produced by

different voices, the silence lost- its perceptual

effectiveness; that is, listeners did not integrate

across it. On the other hand, it has' been shown

[118, 177] that silence retains its effectiveness

between syllables produced by male and female

voices if the general articulatory and intonational

pattern is continuous across the two speakers

(achieved by cross-splicing two intact utterances).

When the second syllable was spliced onto a first

syllable originally produced in utterance-final

position, however, the phonetic effect_ of the

silence was disrupted. Thus it seems that dynamic

spectra-temporal information about articulatory

continuity can override differences in F0 or voice

quality. A disruptive effect of discontinuities in

intonation on stop consonant perception has also

been reported [117]. but such an effect was absent
in a recent study [135] in which a constant

fricative noise preceded the critical silence,

suggesting that the breaks in the F0 contour are

effective only when voiced signal portions

immediately abut the silent closure interval.
J
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Segregation of linguistic and paralinguistic

information

So far I have discussed segregation of two
kinds: One separates speech from other, irrelevant
sounds (including competing speech streams), and
the other dissociates consecutive parts of the same
speech stream--a laboratory4induced phenomenon to'.
be avoided in natural speech communication. These
segregative processes are "literal" in that they
result in the perception of separate sound sources.
Segregative processes are also essential, however,
when listening to a single speech source, and for
two reasons. 'First. the speech signal conveys in
parallel, and largely over the same time-frequency
channels, information about phonetic composition,
speaker characteristics (vocal tract size, sex,
age, identity, emotion), and room or transmission
characteristics (reverberation, distortion,
filtering). A listener needs to separate these
three kinds of information, which Chistovich [22]
has termed "phonetic quality," "personal quality,"
and "transmission quality," respectively. (See
also [175].) Second, the acoustic information for
adjacent phonemes is overlapped and merged, a
phenomenon commonly referred to as coarticulation
or "encoding." If phonemic units are to be
recovered, the information pertaining to one

_phoneme needs to be separated from that for
another--or so it ‘seems; Both these kinds of
segregation are not literal in the sense that they
make a speech stream disintegrate perceptually;
rather, they separate different aspects of a
coherent perceptual event by relating these aspects
to different conceptual categories or dimensions
represented in long-term memory. They operate on
the' information in 'the signal, not on the signal
itself.

of the various types of information
segregation of the first kind, that-of separating
vocal tract size information from phonetic
information has received the most attention under
the heading of speaker normalization. An explicit
solution to this problem i§'of vital importance to
automatic speech recognition [as well' as- to any
theory of speech perception. In fact, the focus
has been so exclusively on the speaker-independent
recovery of 'phonetic information that it is
sometimes forgotten that listeners extract several
kinds of information ,in parallel. Rather than
"normalizing" their internal representation of the
speech wave and discarding information in the
process, they presumably use all available kinds of
information to mutual advantage.

Studies of speaker normalization have, for the
most part, been concerned with vowels rather than
consonants, and with acoustic analysis and
automatic recognition rather than with human
perception. Older normalization algorithms often
required knowledge of a speaker's whole vowel space
or average formant frequencies (see EH11). Whereas
more recent work has focused on perceptually more
relevant transformations based on parameters that
are immediately available in the incoming speech
signal (e.g., [163, 166, 173]). There have been
relatively few perceptual studies on this topic;
the general assumption has been that it is

' contextual

sufficient to deiine acoustic properties that are

relatively speaker-invariant and also plausible in

the light of what is known about the auditory
system. Demonstrations of "perceptual
normalization" usually show a performance decrement
in a listening situation where speaker
characteristics are varied

unpredictably, compared to one in which the speaker
remains constant [80, 161, 178]. Although emphasis
is sometimes placed on the perceptual "advantage"

resulting from effective normalization, the

negative consequences of presenting contrived and
misleading stimuli are perhaps the more salient.
outcome of this research (which is a; no means
unique in this respect).

Analogous experiments have been conducted on
normalization in the temporal domain--that is, on
the perceptual separation of speaking rate from
phonetic length (reviewed in [103]). An especially
interesting question arises in research on tone
languages, where the listener must segregate
lexical tones from the overall intonation contour
[25] and from speaker-dependent variation in F0
[82]. In that connection, it is noteworthy that
there is mounting evidence (reviewed in [1NH]) that
tone and intonation perception (and production) are
controlled by opposite hemispheres of the brain.

.At least some forms of linguistic/paralinguistic.
segregation may thus have a basis’ in‘
neurophysiological compartmentalization. A general
conclusion to be drawn from research on perceptual
normalization is ,that the auditory parameters
underlying phonetic classification are not absolute
quantities but relationships in the spectral and/or
temporal domain, computed over a relatively
restricted temporal interval, whereas properties ‘
signalling speaker sex or‘ identity, emotion.
speaking rate. etc., accumulate over longer
stretches of speech and/or are based on more nearly
absolute quantities. ' . '

Segregation of intertwined linguistic information

The emphasis on linguistic information in the
vast majority of speech perception studies makes it
difficult to find .good examples of research on
perceptual segregation of .linguistic and (rather
than from) nonlinguistic information. Examples of
segregation of equivalent information are easier to
find when only linguistic information is involved.
This leads me to the final topic, one that has been
of enormous significance in speech‘ perception
research--the problem of segmentation, that is. the
perceptual separation of the overlapped acoustic
correlates of adjacent phonemic units, particularly
of vowels and consonants.

One traditional view of the listener's taskhas been that it is one of phoneme (or feature). extraction, including "compensation" for contextualinfluences on a segment's acoustic correlates (see
[54]). Numerous studies have shown that listeners
perceive segments as if they knew all. the

modifications their acoustic
representations undergo [129, 1H0]. Thus! forexample, a fricative noise ambiguous between /S/and III in isolation is perceived as /5/ "he"followed by /u/ but as III when followed by /3/
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rapidly‘. and.

[91]. One way of describing this finding is that

listeners "know" that anticipatory liprounding for
/u/ may lower the spectrum of a preceding fricative
noise, so they adopt a different criterion for the

/s/-/I/ distinction in that context: This view,
which emphasizes the role of tacit phonetic
knowledge in speech perception, has recently been
elaborated by several authors (e.g., EH8, 138]).
The perceptual accomplishment seems more
integrative than segregative from that perspective.

An alternative view, having an- equally long
history, has a recent proponent in Fowler [53. 5H,
55] who has likened the separation of overlapping
segmental information to mathematical vector
analysis. According to her theory, listeners
literally subtract or factor out the influences of
one segment on another, so that invariant segments
are "heard." Fowler conceives of phonetic segments
as articulatory events, not as abstract mental
categories (see the exchange on coarticulation
between Fowler [50, 52] and Hammarberg [68]),
though listeners are assumed to be able to judge
their "sound" [53]. Several experiments [51, 53,
55] were intended to demonstrate this. They showed
that subjects judge acoustically different
representations of a segment to be more similar
than acoustically identical ones if the former

occur in their original contexts while the latter
have been spliced into inappropriate contexts.
However, since only the former match what listeners
expect to hear in a given context, these results
are also compatible with an alternative account
based on tacit knowledge of contextual effects in
speech production [129, 138]. That is, rather than
having access to the sound of segments [53],
listeners may have made their judgments on the
basis of the _discrepancy of the input from
context-sensitive mental norms or prototypes.

Other recent experiments in a similar vein
have addressed the separation of nasality and vowel
height information in nasalized vowels. Kawasaki
[71a] showed that English listeners judge vowels in
/m_m/ environment as increasingly nasal as the
surrounding nasal murmurs are attenuated: that is.
when the nasal consonants are -intact, the vowel
nasality is attributed to (coarticulation with) the
nasal consonants,'as it were, and is "factored out"
from the, vowel percept. Building on this result.
Beddor et al. '[5] first established that there are
different 'category boundaries -on synthesized
/btd/-/btd/ and /b?d/-/b§d/ continua. English
listeners apparently interpret some of the spectral
consequences of nasalization as a change in vowel
height. However, when an appropriate "conditioning
environment" was added in the form of a postvocalic
/n/. the -category boundary on the .resulting
/b?nd/-/b§nd/ continuum was identical with that on
the lbIdI-lbcd/ continuum, as if listeners
attributed the vowel nasality to '(coarticulation
H1th) the nasal consonant and "factored it out" in
Fowler's sense. The result is equally compatible.
however, with a theory that postulates
context-sensitive vowel (or syllable) prototypes.

.Indeed. it may be difficult-to come up with any
decisive experiments. Mentalism and realism may
simply represent different metatheoretical
perspectives.

Current efforts at Haskins Laboratories to

model articulation as a sequence of overlapping
segmental gestures (e.g., [15, 72]) may ultimately
provide ways of recovering these gestures from the

acoustic signal and thus provide a 'machine
implementation of Fowler's vector-analytic concept.
A promising mathematical technique for achieving

"the ' same goal, based ‘on' principal‘”components
analysis of vocal tract area function parameters,
has been proposed by Atal [2] and is currently
being explored [92, 93]. The recovery of
articulatory parameters from the acoustic signal
remains a central problem in speech research

because phonemes and alphabets surely represent an

articulatory, not an acoustic classification.
However. while a solution of this problem would
bring us a great step forward, processes of
integration and segregation would still be needed
to translate the articulatory "score" into a
sequence of discrete segments.

SPEECH PERCEPTION WITHOUT INTEGRATION AND
SEGREGATION?

In the introduction, I discussed four basic
assumptions: the separation of the physical and
mental worlds, the existence of physical units, the
existence of mental units, and the existence of
processes relating the two kinds of units. Can a
theory of speech perception do without them? The
assumptions are not independent, of course: If the
physical and mental worlds are distinct, they must
receive different descriptions; to be easily
communicable in the scientific world, these
descriptions must be in terms of discrete concepts
or units; and this results in certain functions or
relationships between the two descriptive domains.
If the physical and mental worlds were isomorphic,
there would be no need for a theory of perception.
If one or the other description were without units
(more likely an error of omission than a deliberate
theoretical choice). then perception would seem
either entirely integrative or entirely
segregative--not an attractive state of affairs.
Denial of functions, however abstract, linking the
two _domains would merely impoverish perceptual
theory. .Certainly we need these functions in
theories of auditory processing and organization.
As to the perception of phonetic information,
however, an alternative approach has been proposed.

. This approach, stated most eloquently by
Studdert-Kennedy [155] and Fowler [5A], follows the
"directsrealist" ‘ perspective ‘ of ecological
psychology [61, 179]. Although it affirms the
existence of linguistic units as articulatory
events, it essentially abandons the distinction -
between the physical and mental domains. The
segmental structure of speech (as characterized by
the linguist or phonetician) is assumed. to be
ever-present on its way from the speaker's to the
listener's brain. _There is assumed to be a direct
isomorphism between physical and mental
descriptions of speech events (such as phonemes),
though it is acknowledged that the appropriate
physical and motor-dynamic descriptions have not
been fully worked out. Thus this school of thought
rejects the idea that the input is divided into

. ' " Pl 2.2.13
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parts that need to be integrated or segregated by

the listener; rather, the input units are taken to

be identical with the perceptual units--that is,

they ggg already integrated or segregated with

respect to more primitive acoustic or auditory

units. The deliberate strategy of this philosophy

is to eliminate classical problems in perceptual

research (such as segmentation and invariance) by‘
redefining and redescribing physical events.

Rather than being attributed to the perceiver's

brain, the burdens of information integration and

segregation thus fall upon the investigator trying

to find an "integral" description of "separate"

speech events. However, this effort is equivalent

to that of finding a principled explanation of

perceptual integration and segregation: If we can

show that certain pieces of input are always

integrated, we might as well call them integral and

treat them as a single piece in our

descriptions--if we only had names for them.

Behind the rhetoric and the different terminologies

of mentalistic and realistic approaches lies a

common goal: to arrive at the most economic

characterization of linguistic structure in all its
physical incarnations. Clearly, even speech

research propelled by a mentalistic philosophy

(still predominant in the field) must strive to
minimize the work attributed to a

speaker-listener's mind. But will we be able to
relieve it of its entire burden to integrate and

segregate? What we take away (in theory) is likely
to re-emerge as logical conJunctions, disjuncticns,
and relational terms in our physical
characterization of speech events. As long as we
scientists communicate in conventional language,
integration and segregation at some stage in our
theories will be difficult to avoid.
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VOWEL-RELATED LINGUAL ARTICULATION IN /BCVCZ
SYLLABLES AS A FUNCTION OF STOP CONTRAST

Peter J. Alfonso I' -'

Univ. of Connecticut and Haskins Laboratories

Storrs (06268) and New Haven (06511) CT, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT
Lateral cineradiographic pellet-tracking of tongue blade

and tongue body movements along with formant frequency

trajectories show that articulation of the vowels /i/ and

/u/ in /6CVC/ syllables vary by as much as 8-10 mm as a

function of the'stop consonant environment in which they

are produced. The magnitude of the variation is related

to the identity of the stop and vowel.

INTRODUCTION

This study represents one of a set of experiments com~ ‘

pleted or underway at Haskins Laboratories that aim to

study the dynamics of vowel articulation. What distin—

guishes the set of studies from previous work is that the

dynamics of vowel articulation is studied by examining

data representing the four accessible measurement lev-

els of speech production, namely 1)muscle activity (by
hooked-wire electromyography), 2)corresponding movements
of the speech structures (primarily by tracking the move-
ments of lead pellets glued to the lips, tongue, and jaw by
lateral cineradiography or x-ray microbeam), 3)represen-
tative speech acoustic signals, and 4)perceptual testing of
selected auditory segments to determine whether or not
the underlying articulatory movements provide relevant
linguistic information. In the first experiment to use these
measurement techniques, a single subject’s productions of
disyllables of the form /0p/, Where V represented one
of eleven vowels, were analyzed. As an example of the con-
clusion that- can be drawn from multi-level analysis, the
results showed that vowel-related tongue horizontal and
vertical movements can have different time constraints
in labial environments. When fronting and raising oc-
cur together they are necessarily time-locked since they
are caused primarily by the same muscle, genioglossus.
Backing and raising, on the other hand, can and do occur
independently, since they are caused by different muscle
groups. While vertical movements for all vowels and hori-
zontal movements for front vowels always began about the
moment of implosion for the initial stop, horizontal move-
ments for back vowels began much earlier, even before the

‘This work was supported by NIH Grant NS—l3617 to Hasklns
Laboratories. The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of
Drs. Thomas Baer and Hiroshi Muta in data collection and analysis.

3,: ,

Satoshi Horiguchi ‘ ' -1. i-
Univ. of Tokyo *‘

Tokyo 113, Japan

- acoustic onset of the schwa. Acoustic and perceptual anal-
ysis indicated that anticipatory tongue movements were
linguistically significant since listeners were able to iden-
tify ‘the vowels when presented with only a portion of the
schwa segment.

More recently, a second subject has been run following
the same procedures but increasing the data base in two
ways: 1) the same set of vowels were produced in labial,
alveolar,‘ and velar stop environments, and 2) more ex-

" tensive tongue .EMG insertions representing the complete
set of lingual extrinsic and accessory muscles. Analysis of
EMG data from the second subject in general supports
the temporal differentiation in vertical-horizontal tongue
movements in the first subject in that the muscles of the
tongue appear to be distinctly organized for front ver-
sus back vowel production [2]. Biomechanical descriptions
of tongue dynamics, such as the relationship between ge-
nioglossus and fronting-raising in the first subject, will be
enhanced significantly by mapping the EMG data for the
second subject onto his x-ray data. While the overall pur-
pose of the combined EMG and x-ray runs is to study the
dynamics of vowel articulation in a fashion similar to the
initial experiment [1], the paper presented here will focus
on the x-ray run. The purpose of the paper is to give
a quantitative description at the movement and acoustic
levels of the variation in vowel-related tongue articula-
tion that occur as a function of producing the vowels /i/
and /u/ in labial, alveolar, and velar stop environments.

' METHODS
An adult male native speaker of American English with a
New York City dialect produced two repetitions of /0CVC/
disyllables where /C/ represents /p/, /t/, or /k/ and /V/
represents one of eleven vowels. The initial and final-con-
sonants in each utterance were identical. Lateral cinera-
diographic films were made at a rate of 60 frames per
second while the subject produced isolated syllables at a
rate of about one every two seconds. Figure 1 represents
a schematic diagram of the midsagittal plane of the vo-
cal tract sketched from a single frame of the x-ray film.
The figure shows the location of lead pellets glued to the
tongue blade, middle and rear dorsal areas of the tongue
surface at the midline, and a jaw pellet attached between
the lower central incisors. Measurements of pellet move-
ments were made on a frame-by—franle basis with the aid of
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Fig 1. 7mm"

a digitizing tablet. Fellet locations were fixed with respect

to two reference positions. the lead pellet attached be-
tween the upper central incisors and the point marked by

a template reflecting maxillary boundaries. The latter ref-

erence location is shown in Figure 1 as the point of origin

in the 10-millimeter (mm) grid. Pellet displacement data
shown in the following section are displayed in reference to

the point of origin. For example, positive vertical and pos—

itive horizontal displacement trajectories indicate move-

ments above and to the right of the origin, respectively,

Displacement values represent calibrated units in mm.

RESULTS
Considering, first, the dynamics associated with the artic-

ulation of /i/, Figure 2 shows vertical movement trajecto-

ries for the tongue blade (top panel), middle (mid panel)

and rear dorsal (bottom panel) pellets for production of
/0CiC/. Within each panel, the solid line represents tra-

jectories for /0pip/, the dashed line represents trajectories

for /8tit/, and the dotted line represents trajectories for

/0kik/. Except for infrequent instances when pellet lo-
cations were not visible and therefore not tracked, each
of the trajectories represent the average displacement of

two tokens per syllable. Although trajectories represent
combined jaw and tongue displacements, they primarily
represent tongue displacements since jaw movements were.

negligible for this speaker (see Table 1). The ordinate rep-
resents calibrated units in mm from the origin (see Figures
1 and 4). The distance between vertical markers along the
abcissa represents 100 ms intervals. The solid vertical line
at zero time represents the initial consonant release. Thus,
the time-span of the trajectories is 800 ms, segmented as

a 300 ms and 500 ms interval before and after initial con—
sonant release. The acoustic onset of the schwa and the
acoustic duration of the vowel varied with the identity of
the stop' but, in general, schwa onset occurred from about
150 to 200 ms before consonant release and vowel dura-
tion varied from 200 to 250 ms. Implosion of the initial
consonant varied from 75 to 125 ms before consonant re-
lease. Not unexpectedly, the top panel of Figure.2 shows

greater tongue blade vertical displacement during the con-

sonantal segment in the alveolar environment compared to

the labial and velar environments. Notice, however, that

tongue blade trajectories during the vocalic segment ap-

pear similar in all stop consonant environments. On the
other hand, the relative vertical displacement trajectories
for middle and rear dorsal pellets are clearly different from

tongue blade trajectories. The middle and bottom panels
of Figure 2 show that the corresponding tongue locations
were much higher in the velar environment than in the
labial and alveolar environments throughout the syllable.
That is, the vertical differentiation begins very early, at
about initial consonant closure for the rear pellet and at
the earliest point of measurement for the middle pellet,
and continues throughout the vowel and final consonant.

Figure 3 shows horizontal displacement trajectories for
the same three pellets‘. Notice that fronting is clearly dif-
ferentiated during the Vocalic portion of the syllables and "
that the velar context produces the most front /i/.

Table I lists jaw and tongue displacement measure-
ments in mm from the origin taken from trajectories shown
in Figures 2 and 3 at the moment of vocalic peak acoustic
amplitude. Acoustic peak amplitude occurred an average
of 125 ms after consonant release for the two tokens of
/0pip/ and /8tit/ and 175 ms after release for /8kik/.
Also shown are average first and second formant values
in Hz. The formant values represent the average of five
samples taken at five ms intervals beginning 10 ms be-
fore through 10 ms after the moment of peak amplitude.
Large differences in tongue shape across the three stop e11-
viromnents during /i/ production are clearly indicated in
Table I. For example, the middle dorsal area of the tongue
is displaced about 10 mm anteriorly and superiorly in the
velar stop environment relative to the labial and alveolar
environments. The'large effect of velar closure on tongue
body positioning for /i/ is reflected in the formant fre’

quency values as well; the lowest first formant and the

highest second formant values occur for /8kik/.

Finally, the influence of alveolar and velar stop pro-

duction on the entire tongue shape during /i/ production

is shown in Figures 1 and 4. The figures are schematic dia-
grams of the midsagittal plane of the vocal tract sketched

from x-ray frames corresponding to the temporal interval

represented in Table 1. Vocal tract shape at peak vowel

amplitude for /i/ during /6tit/ is shown in Figure 1, and
the corresponding interval during /6kik/ is shown in Fig-

ure 4. A comparison of the figures shows that alveolar
and velar stop consonant constrictions produce dramatic

differences in the tongue shape for /i/ articulation. Taken
together, the data indicate that the dynamics of tongue
articulation for /i/ is clearly different in each of the three

stop contexts, that the velar context yields the most high

and front vowel articulation.
Similar analyses have been made for /BCuC/ sylla-

bles, but space limitations rule that they be presented in
abbreviated form. For example, Figure 5 shows vertical

‘ displacement trajectories of the middle dorsal pellet for

/0CluC/. Note that the velar context produces the high-
est tongue body movements, and that the vertical differ-

entiation begins before the acoustic onset of the schwa-
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A comparison of Figures 2 and 5 shows that the vertical
differentiation in vowel articulation is less dramatic in /u/
than in /1/ . Figure 6 demonstrates that the alveolar con-
,text yields greater tongue blade raising than the labial and
velar contexts for /u/ and that the vertical differentiation
begins at about acoustic onset of the schwa. Furthermore,
a comparison of Figures 2 and 6 shows greater tongue
blade vertical differentiation in /u/ than /1/ . The tongue
blade is lower in labial and velar contexts in /60110/ rel-
ative to /aCiC/.

Horizontal displacement trajectories yield_similar trends.
First, the velar stop constriction has less influence on
vowel related vertical displacement for. /u/ than for /i/
and, second, the relative maximum raising usually co—

occurs with relative maximum fronting. For example, the

middle dorsal pellet in /3kuk/ is more front and high than
in /8pup/ and /8tut/. Finally, Table I also shows dis-
placement and formant frequency values for the vocalic
segment in /0CuC/ syllables. The vocalic peak amplitude
occurred 140 ms after release for /3pup/ and 200 ms after
release for /0tut/ and /6kuk/. Once again, appreciable

Figure 5. Vertical displacement Iu/

Figure 3. Horizontal Displacement III.
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differences in vowel related tongue displacement as a func-
tion of stop constriction location are observed. Although
the center frequency of the first and second formant also
showed large variation with stop context, the expected re-
lationship between formant frequency and tongue vertical
and horizontal displacement is not observed, presumably
due to the stop consonant influence on pharyngeal cavity
width and the movements of other structures, most likely

the lips or larynx.

DISCUSSION
The results show that for this subject the dynamics of

vowel articulation for /i/ and /u/ can be altered signifi-
cantly as a function of the identity of the stop in which
they are produced. Assuming that the middle and rear
dorsal pellets yield appropriate estimates of tongue body

shape, Table I shows that tongue body configurations for

/i/ vary by nearly 10 mm, with the velar context produc-

ing the most high and front /i/. For /u/, variation in
tongue body configuration is about 6 mm, and again the
velar context produces the most extreme lingual displace-

ment'Flgure 8. Vertical Dlsplecement Iu/

.. ..... ' H k ......... Blade A

~ ..... ' J — _ _\ _ _ _/

Middle

-20mm l 110mb! 1 1 IOVLj
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 .-3-a-1o.1 a 3 4
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TABLE 1.

Average pellet displacement‘in 17.31 from origin and average first and second

formant values in Hz for the vocalic segnent of laCiC/ and /3CuC/.

See text for definition of measurement techniques.

Vertical Displacement

Jaw Blade Middle Rear Jaw Blade Middle Rear

Horizontal Displacement Formant.

F1 F2

amp 0 7.2 9.6 -2.u 16.6 38.11 9.6 -8.0 310 1799
an: 1.6 8.0 9.6 -u.8 116.15 33.6 8.0 -6.u 312 1722
Edit 0.8 7.2 19.2 3.2 118.8 111.6 17.6 41.8 301 1851

apup 0.8 -5.6 8.8 -0.8 116.11 28.0 11.0 -16.0 382 9111
awe. 1.6 0.8 7.2 -1.6 116.11 30.18 11.8 411.2 °351 ~‘l1.9,11_

akuk 0.8 -2.u 12.8 0.8 118.0 30.14 9:6 -12.o . 389‘ 1007
- ‘

Tongue blade configurations also vary greatly as a func-

tion of the stop. Whereas the magnitude of fronting and

raising generally covary in tongue body articulation, they

do not seem to covary for tongue blade movements. The

variation for tongue blade configurations is about 6 mm
in the vertical dimension, the differentiation being larger
in [11/ than in /i/ with the alveolar context producing
the greatest displacement. In the horizontal dimension,
tongue blade displacement varies by as much as 8 mm,
the velar context producing the most front tongue blade
displacement. ,

Comparisons between movement data reported here
with previously published data are not straight-forward
since either the method used to measure tongue displace-
ment or the design of the experiments differ significantly.
For example, the patterns reported here can be compared
with corresponding data taken from a cinefluorographic
experiment that similarly measured the effect of the stop
consonant on vowel-related vertical displacement [3]. The
two experiments are in agreement in that vowels in velar
context are produced with greater vertical displacement
relative to labial and alveolar contexts. However, the pub-
lished displays of the cinefluorographic trajectories appear
to indicate that the magnitude of the variation during the
vocalic segment is no greater than 5 mm. For a number of
reasons, a more appropriate comparison of the magnitude
of the variation can be made between experiments that
employ pellet-tracking. X-ray microbeam pellet-tracking
was used to estimate the variation in a large number of
repetitions of the vowels /i/, /a/, and /ae/ occurring in
a wide variety of consonantal environments [4,5]. Though
not specified in the text, the figures indicate that the vari-
ation approximates the 8-10 mm maximum variation re--
ported here. Finally, there are many acoustic based stud-
ies on the topic (e.g. [6,7]). The first and second format
frequency values reported here are in good agreement with
these data.

Fig 4. Iaklkl
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SOME PROPERTIES OF AN

AEROACOUSTICS

CHARACTERIZATION OF

.., » PHONATION .. .. . .,

Richard S. McGowan

Haskins Laboratories

270 Crown Street

New Haven, CT 06511, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

When the conservation equations governing the n10-
tion of air are considered, it is seen that there are sources

of sound during phonation other than the volume velocity
at the glottis. One possible source is the result of forcing

between the solid surfaces near the glottis and the air. Ap-

proximations based on a schematic vocal tract show this

”source to be relatively weak compared with the volume

velocity source.

Sources of sound during phonation will be discussed
in this paper. The plural 1s used because there are other
acoustic sources than the volume velocity source during

' phonation. These other sources appear when the three-
dimensional character of the fluid velocity field in the vo-
cal tract is considered, showing that a one- dimensional

‘ characterization'1s not enough when considering vocal tract
sound production. While one-dimensional models using
volume velocity and pressure for- dependent variables may
be good approximations when considering plane wave prop-
agation of sound, such models do not correctly charac-
terize the production of sound during phonation. These
one--dimensional models, or analogs, are based on what
is known as a scalar field theory because the dependent
variables are scalar.

Both the sound production and sound propagation
parts of the one-dimensional analogs should be derivable
from the equations of motion for air. The equations of mo-
tion of air provide what is known as a vector field theory,

"This work was supported by NIH Grants NS-13870 and NS—13617
to Haskins Laboratories.

because the vector, fluid particle velocity is used instead
of the scalar, volume velocity. Here, the inadequacy of the

‘ one-dimensional scalar description of the sound source will
be discussed by going back to the more primitive notions
of the fluid mechanics of air: mass, momentum, and en-
ergy conservation. From this point of view, it will be seen
that volume velocity supplies only part of the picture in
sound production.

Theoretical aeroacoustics is a branch of fluid mechan-
ics providing a means of describing the sources of sound
from the conservation equations. The literature in this
field is extensive (e.g.[l]) and some of it will be used here.
Initially, we will concentrate on the basic differences be-
tween the aeroacoustic view and that provided by the cur-
rent analogs. The real vocal tract will be schematized to
illustrate some of the basic principles of the aeroacoustic
view. As a result, the sources of sound named here may
have to be modified when applied to a real vocal tract.

Because of the extra degrees of freedom provided by
the vector nature of fluid mechanics, we can decompose
the fluid velocity field, 3;, into two separate vector'fields,
the solenoidal field and the irrotational field [2].

L=M+flt ' (1.)

The solenoidal field, 115, will support rotational motion
but not compression and expansion, while the irrotational
field, 144, can support compression-and expansion,'but not
rotation. Because acoustic motion needs the potential en-
ergy of compression and expansion, the irrotational field 1s ' .
a necessary part of such motion. However, the solenoidal .
field can provide sources of sound, since solenoidal, in-
compressible fluid motion can provide pressure fluctuar
tions. This field is ignored by. the one-dimensional analogs,
where all the motion is irrotational, and therefore the

one-dimensional analogs ignore' possible acoustic sources.
Even after the decomposition of the fluid velocity field
given by equation (1) has been performed, the three- di-
mensional character of the solenoidal field also needs to
be considered. The full three-dimensional character of
the solenoidal field itself needs to be considered because
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M\\\\\\\\~ I velocity vector

._... : vorticity vector

Figure 1: schematic vocal tract

it will be seen that interaction between vectors, derived

from this field, provides one example of a sound source.

This sound source involves rotational motion of the air.

The sound source involving rotational motion of the

air can be derived by considering a particular geometric

feature of the vocal tract near the glottis. This feature

is the abrupt area change from the glottis into the vocal

tract. We will consider the vocal tract to be a straight,
semi-infinite, cylindrical tube with an abrupt area change

representing the glottis at x = 0 and a mouth at x = I

(see Figure 1). The source of sound occurring in such a

geometrical configuration will be considered with the un-
derstanding that the source could be altered when more

features of the geometry of the real vocal tract are-consid-

ered. To provide a detailed account of sound production
would be premature and beyond the scope of this paper. '.
It is well known that there is rotational motion which re-.

sults when there is flow through a. sudden change in area.
Rotational motion of the fluid can be inferred from a large
drop in pressure head, or stagnation pressure, p":

p. = p + 32912? (2)-
where p = static pressure and p0 = rest density of air.
Pressure head losses have been observed in experiments
using static configurations (e.g.[3]). Although investiga-
tors have attributed a large portion of the pressure head
loss they observed to the formation of turbulence, which
is both random and rotational motion of the fluid, it is the

rotational motion of the fluid which is the essential fac-

tor. In the current analog models this pressure head loss

is modeled as a nonlinear resistor without acoustic conse-

quences, other than determining the relationship between

transglottal pressure and the volume velocity. Using the

theory of aeroacoustics, this head loss is seen as a singu-

larity having consequences in the acoustic far-field.

Note that pressure head loss is known to occur on both

sides of model glottis’, but the loss above the glottis will
have the greatest acoustic consequences in the supragbl'
tal region, so this will be examined more closely. A150, ll“?
experiments have been on static configurations, .where the

results are applied to dynamic phonation with the quasi-

steady approximation. (In the dynamic situation it is less

likely that the rotational fluid motion just above the glot-
tis is also random.) While the quasi-steady approximation

allows for easy estimation of pressure head loss [4], it is

not a necessary approximation for asserting the existence

of such a head loss in a dynamic situation. It has been
shown experimentally that the head loss also occurs in the

dynamic situation [5].

. Before the acoustic consequences of the head loss are
discussed, the cause of the loss from the point of view of
the e(Nations of motion need. to be discussed. The cause
has to do with the formation of vorticity. Vorticity, 52,
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is a function of the velocity vector itself, and provides a

measure of the rotational motion of the fluid.

g=VXu (3)

We can imagine an oscillating jet of air exiting from the

‘glottis, and,‘eventually,' expanding into the cylinder. By '

the definition of the curl and the symmetry of the con-

figuration, the vorticity can be expected to be directed

azimuthally about the axis of the cylinder. (There is as-

sumed to be no azimuthal component of velocity, and

there is no dependence of the other components on the

azimuthal angle.) In fact, the secondary flow just above

the glottis may be in the form of a vortex ring.

As evidenced by the loss of pressure head above the

glottis, there is a forcing between the solid surfaces and

the air. This force is realized in the fluid as what can

be called the vorticity-velocity interaction force (per unit

volume):

pots X a)-
The radial components for these vectors tend to cancel

one another, while the axial components are directed away

from the glottis. The net result (in a spatial average) is

a vector directed away from the glottis in the axial direc-

tion. Because the velocity has a time averaged component,

as well as a fundamental and harmonics, the vorticity-

velocity interaction force will contain the same frequen-

cies in its spectrum as the velocity, although with different

weights. That the loss of pressure head is the result of this

forcing can be derived from the momentum.conservation

equation for an inviscid fluid, Euler’s equation, under the

quasi-steady approximation [6]. The negative of the gra-

dient of the pressure head is equal to the vorticity-velocity
interaction vector:

VPu = -po(g X a) (4).

From the above discussion, this gradient is directed against
the axial direction, which is consistent with what is ob-

served in the static' experiments. In, the following, the
acoustic consequences of such a force will ‘be considered
as some basics of sound production are discussed. ‘

, To create sound, we can make local density fluctua—'
tions by changing the volume of fluid in a region small
compared with the wavelength of sound in an oscillatory
way. Such a source is called a monopole source, an exam-
ple of which is provided by the volume velocity entering
the vocal tract. If two monopole sources, 180 degrees
out of phase, are put near one another (on the scale of -
wavelength), a dipole source is created. Such a source is
inefficient because there is a great amount of partial can--
collation [7]. An oscillating force within air causes air to
accelerate from one'region to another without an over-
all change in density, and so, resembles the dipole source

just mentioned, if the force is active in a region small

compared with wavelength. If it is assumed that the pres-

sure head loss above the glottis occurs in a region short

compared with. wavelength, then the vorticity—velocity in-

teraction force: can be said to provide a dipole source of

sound (see equation (4)) (In the static experiments the _

loss appears to occur within 2 cm. of the glottis, which

means that this should be a good approximation up to

about 3000 Hz.) -

What effect does this dipole source have on the sound

in the schematic vocal tract 7 We follow the aeroacoustic

theory of Powell [8], which was later elaborated by Howe
[9], to draw the following picture. The oscillating vol-

ume velocity at the glottis can be considered a monopole

source of irrotational fluid motion, which would be heard

as sound in the far-field if nothing else was to intercede.
However, because of the abrupt area change, there is a

transfer l energy from the irrotational fluid motion to ro-

tational :motion. The forcing associated with the transfer
of energy is the vorticity-velocity interaction force. Fur-

ther, this force provides a dipole source of sound. The

one-dimensional analogs, while providing a resistance to

the volume flow, do not account for the radiation of the

pressure fluctuations of the rotational fluid motion. The

picture presented here is similar to that described by Howe

[10] and Bechert [11] for the attenuation of low frequency
sound transmitted from a low Mach number jet.

It. is of interest to estimate the ratio of the strengths

of the acoustic fields due to these sources. Without filling

in the mathematical details, the relative strengths of the

two sources can be considered, as well as the efficiency
with which they radiate. Suppose the glottal fluid particle

velocity is a rectangular wave and the glottal area is a

triangular wave. Further, suppose the ratio of the vocal
tract area to the glottal area is greater than or equal to

five, the duty cycle is greater than one-third, and that the

quasi-steady approximation holds. It can be shown that

. the ratio of the dipole source strength to the monopole

souice strength goes as the first power of the glottal Mach

number, the first power of the ratio of the vocal tract area

to_the maximum glottal area, and to the first power of
the frequency to a good. approximation above, say, the

second harmonic. As may be expected from the fact that

the dipole source strength is a nonlinear function of fluid

particle velocity, the importance of this source grows with

frequency, after a given frequency.
As far as the efficiency of radiation, the monopole, vol-

ume velocity source appears to be efficient because it is

located at a high impedance boundary: the glottis. The.

result is a velocity source at a pressure maximum, which

means efficient energy exchange. On the other hand, the
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dipole source is a pressure type source, located just above

the same boundary. This will mean an inefficient radia-

tion, which will improve with frequency, at least as long as

the source region is short compared with wavelength (re-

call the discussion on dipoles). In this frequency regime,

the ratio of the the acoustic field due to the dipole source

to that due to the monopole source increases as the first

power of the frequency.

In the estimates made above, the impedance looking
into the glottis is presumed infinite. This allows us to pre-

scribe the input volume velocity into the vocal tract, and

it allows us to say that the efficiency of radiation of the

volume velocity source is a constant function of frequency.

To account for source-tract interaction, a finite, time vary-
ing impedance at the glottis needs to be considered. This
impedance may be difficult to deduce. The suubglottal re-

gion needs to be considered as part of the acoustic system
and the appropriate Green’s, or transfer, function derived
for. this more complicated geometry. While the imposition
of an explicit boundary condition at the glottis .is avoided
in this manner, other difficulties arise, such as the the fact
that different ambient conditions apply in the sxubglottal
and supraglottal regions.

CONCLUSION

_ Using the three-dimensional character of the fluid ve-
locity field and the geometric property of sudden change
in area, a sound source, other than volume velocity-J can
be identified. This source is a dipole type source, and is a
poor radiator at low frequencies. Other modifications to ‘
the picture of sound sources during phonation can be ex- -
pected when a more realistic geometry is considered (lag.

. the epiglottis). The difficult question of source-tract inter-
action needs to be considered by looking at both the sub-
glottal and supraglottal regions simultaneously. A more
satisfactory picture of the acoustics of phonation can re—

. sult by deriving the acoustic field from the conservation
equations governing the motion of air.
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ABSTRACT

Although speech errors are claimed to be uni-
versal. we have observed no naturally-occurring er-
rors in Hindi which break up.words. He therefore
tried to induce such errors in Hindi speakers using
a laboratory method. Subjects saw printed word
pairs which appeared in rapid succession and were
randomly required to pronounce some of them out
loud. occasionally in reverse order. Some trials
resulted in errors. Approximately 3% of all trials
yielded errors which involved fragmentation of
words. considerably less than the 10 to 40% error
rate reported for English. The reason for the
lower error rate in comparison to other languages
remains to be discovered.

INTRODUCTION

Although there has been scientific interest in
speech errors for nearly a centuryl it is only in
the past few decades that there has been a virtual
explosion of studies by linguists interested in
showing how such errors shed light on issues in
linguistic theory [1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. There
seems to be an implicit claim in much of this
literature that speech errors should be found in
all languages; Fromkin has made this claim explip
citly personal communication). To date. errors
have been reported primarily for ,Nestern Indo-
European languages. e.g.. German-[8]. Dutch [6].

we are .aware of a collection of
Japanese speech errors (S. Hiki. personal communi-
cation). This still leaves the vast majority of
languageSE-even language types--unaccounted for;
Relevant to this is the impression of the first

a native speaker of Hindi.
_ that she. has never encountered in her own Hindi

speech or that of others speech errors of the type
that break up parts of words. e.g.. spoonerisms of
the sort '...it is kistomary to cuss the bride'
(for '...customary to kiss...').

A SKETCH 0F HINDI PHONOLOGY

Hindi has a relatively large number of segments:
20 stops (including affricates), 4 fricatives. 9
sonorant consonants--of these 33 consonant types.
25 can be geminate as well--. 11 oral and 10 nasal
vowels [9].

Although medial consonant clusters are abundant
and quite complex, initial and final clusters tend
to be few. especially in native vocabulary.

JOHN J. OHALA

Department of Linguistics
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720 (USA)

words range from one to three syllables; four and
more syllables per word are uncommon. The prosodic
structure of Hindi is controversial and will be
discussed further below.

Hindi words. like those of most Indo-European
languages, may be morphologically quite complex,
showing affixes (both prefixes and suffixes). In a
few cases grammatical categories are marked by
vowel ablaut.

EXAMINING THE ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE

What is the observation? »
As m€fitionea above, the observation is that

speech errors that involve divisions of words or
morphemes into fragments (henceforth HF for 'word
fragmentation') with. optionally, their rearrange-
ment into 'erroneous' or unintended strings (whe-
ther these strings .themselves constitute valid
words or not) do not occur naturally in Hindi. The
types of errors that seem to be relatively easy to
find in other languages. e.g.. anticipation: ta
[met 1... < a man's natural inclination”, perse-
veration: "John gave the boy" -9 “...gave the
goy“, transposition: "keep a tape“ -)
“teep a cape" [5].

Observational error?
What are—the possibilities that this observation

.is faulty--that the errors are. there but are
overlooked for some reason? We believe this is -
unlikely for the following reasons.

i. The same observer (that is, the first tau-
.thor) has detected many grammatical errors (e.g..

' lack -of concord) in the speech of Hindi
‘ as in / lakrl

speakers,
ko pekar kar .kuiza ko maro I forv

/...kut:e .../ (literal translation: "stick (post-
pos.) 'hold (verb particle) dog (postpos.) beat",
grefi) translation: "Take the stick and beat the

og .
Further, this observer has had no trouble ob-

serving HF errors made by English-speakers speaking
English and even by Hindi-speakers (including the
first author herself) when they speak English,
e.g.. '...crogged freeways < ('clogged freeways').

2. The first author has also asked several
other Hindi-speakers, including many trained lin-
guists, if they have observed any speech errors in
Hindi (providing them examples from English. if
necessary) and their impressions have always coin-
cided with hers: no such errors in Hindi.

It would seem that the anecdotal evidence on the
scarcity of Hindi NF speech errors is not marred by

amounting largely to #c + glide- and —st# or - observational bias. Nevertheless, as in any issue
homorganic nasal + stop#. respectively. Most Hindi of this sort, it would be highly desirable to
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3

_ augment our observations with experimental data Table 1- Representative sequence of sti V 'Our reliminar attem ' - -° mulus won Table 3. Representative speech errors obtained; '8' n error of out ut that s stematicall violates the
the ngxt sectioh. pts to do this are given In :ggio:?ere relevant, pOSSible errors due to trans“ = “Ords were t0 be in same °rderi 'R' = Words were target as presefited to tn: subject'. ywe follow the

. to be in reverse Order- same practice here but recognize the desirabiégty
THE EXPERIMENT 3 ' ‘ of refinin the notion of 'speech error in isI __t1mu1us Possible Error Stimulus Error type of exgeriment. It might be advisable <i fu-

, ntroduction. sal moci . ture such studies to allow the subjects to in icate‘ ' " Baa'afid Motley [1] have introduced a method-- ' h (year, cabbler) - l. a”. 59?“ Dela [S] 59' Patha somehow when they detect an error in their own
lhtgb zgveral.va£han}s--for obthining speech errors p al Jora (fluit; collected) jei phoha (Water;§qm) (climb; raised) - (go; read) . response. _. -

u ance in e aboratory see also [2. 3, 4, olta (REVERSE) } der bag [R] bar deg

hgggl sggagggédtg :gealglzeoggulg Eggsgpzarhants to lei tall (jail- key) 3 (delay; garden). (turn; nonsense) ~ _ GENERAL DISCUSSION
ec errors " ’in the same we the did. ‘ h . . . - ' Phe' more [R] Photo me' If it can be acce ted that HF speech errors are

applied success¥ullyyto speaklgglgfmlghggaggg otfigg é?rh pala (allfw' raiseq) Path égla (reéd’ "e“” (Spread; turned) (SPre (h); dirt) scarce in Hindi. thl: immediately raises the ques-than English [7]. we chose to present stimuli 5'9 a (SAME? l kat kn], [R] kn]. khat tion: how is Hindi different from other languages
. 22thhggaphéfially (using the Devanagarl script). Ecuc; puffed rice) -- (pufféa rice; cot) whose speaker? exhibéglhuherous errors? We can

phgasesngin eofiiélfiiinél hzsghggcgrggrtheanztihgi:5 could earn 25% more if their speed and accuracy niia lap [8] hell Iap. , examine severa p055! It es'stimuli which would yield meaningful words 1% exceeded an unspecified threshold. In fact, them (blue; curse). _ (drain (n); curse) ' Tradition of word Decomposition.
produced with initial consonants reversed- lggnug? such criteria and all 55 were paid tm dal mori [Sl oar moll c°"1d Tf Abe the case thah_ h“? Hindi-speiking- ‘ . ' . -- ' . communit has no tradition w ic nvo ves aha ySlS
IDS method. th 55 were seated 1" a sound-treated room, facing (braHCh' drain (n')) (nonsense' nonsense) of wordsyinto parts? The answer would seem to be

A series of two word phrases were presented he memory drum. The handwritten Devanagarl lelal Pal [Sl pala! pal 'no'; Poetic devices (rhyme, alliteration).orthographically one after another to subjects (55) c aracters were well illuminated and subtended (search; raise) (type of tree; raise) certain word games, and many regular phonologicalfor a brief interval. At unpredictable times 55 gpproximateiy a .45 degree vertical angle in the ' processes all require speakers to be able to breakwere given a signal to pronounce out loud the ’la t 5 Visual field. A microphone was placed - words up into syllables and phonemes (for details,phrase that they read (which was th 1 s aPPY‘Olately 10 cm. from the subject's mouth and ' see [11]).visible). Sometimes the signal requlgednghatoggg; pgsitioned in a way so as not to obscure the view Discussion.pronounce the two words in the same order and at o the Slit 5h°"1“9 the StUIl; responses wem lfiese results show at least that NF speech er- The Devanagari SCEHEE-other times in reverse order, Given the pressure fumed 0" a high-quality analog tape recorder for rors can be inducedin speakers of Hindi in spite “Tonia ffiébe’lTa’nagari script somehow account forof time. etc.. 55 were liable to produce some of ater analysis. of the apparent-lack of such in naturalistic situa- the scarcity 0f "F errors? It has been demon-these spoken trials with speech errors. To R tions. The rate at which such errors occurred 'strated in psycholinguistic studies with Englishpresent the Hindi words written in Devanagarl to eSUItS' -however. 3.4%. or even the 5% for the shorter ISI. speakers, that orthography can have a major influ-our 55 we used a Imemory drumi. a device which a e 2 presents the results in terms of number is far less than the 10 to 40% reported by Baars ence on native speakers' phonological knowledgeadvances a roll of paper (on which the stimulus lf successful responses and number of errors, the [10] and Baars and MacKay [3]. It is possible that [12]. One of the 11 Hindi vowels. /a /. has nowords 9'9 written) a line at a time, for a control- atter broken down (see indented columns) into no lower ISI's would yield a greater error rate (al- overt symbol when forming part Of the CV syllablelable interval. such that only one line is visible response. ordering error (reversing when not re- though Baars [10] suggests that the errors are but is an understood part of each consonantai sym-
at any given moment. He presented 145 two word “"1"“ to. failing to reverse when required to), successfully elicited at lSl rates from about .5 to bol. If this were the general orthographic practicesequences written in black ink with 40 randomly errors attributable to probable misreading (due to 3 sec) but we believe that the greater graphical it might suggest that Hindi speakers (if influencedlntermlxed instructions ('same' and 'reverse‘) graphical similarity of certain Devanagarl sym- complexity of the Devanagarl script requires longer by the script) WOUId be less able to dissociate Cwritten in red ink to 11 adult male native speakers bOIS). errors attributable to probable intrusion of IS! in order to allow the stimuli to be accurately from V in CV sequences and thus WOUld be lessof Hindi (Indian students at University of Cal1t parts of words presented just prior to the target read by the 55. A smaller 151 would no doubt yield likely to break on such sequenceS- However all thenia. Berkeley, who could read Devanagarl). 55 were sequence (and thus more a memor error than a an inefficiently high percentage of uninteresting other ten vowels are represented overtly and thispaid for their participation. With six 55 the speech production error). ambigaahs errors (cause errors (no responses.' misreadings. etc.). This would imply that the script presents no bar to theinter-stimulus interval (151) was 1.8 second--twice unknown). and HF errors. A representative sample of .lower error rate, vis-a-vis those obtained for native speaker's analysis Of words into their pho-as long as that usually used by Baars and Motley in the "F Speech errors is given in Table 3, ' experiments involving English. is compatible with nemic constituents. -their StUdleS--but since Devanagarl is graphical] the anecdotal observation that HF speech errors are - ' , l 'more complex than the Roman alphabet. this seemeg Table 2- Correct and Erroneous Responses uncommon in Hindi. E£9§EEX -justified. With 4 55 we used a faster rate of 1 1 The. experiment was not designed to and thus did - ' . are is one'aspect 0f Hindi. however. which may15;, 55 were given 12 stimulus sequences includih Condition: 1.8 sec 1.1 sec Total not give any Clues as to why Hindi exhibits so ’few . be a good candidate to account for its odd behavior

three instruction words as practice, 9 ISI ' :5; errors of this sort. Furthermore. as noted by with regard to speech errorS. namely its prosodicThe two word sequences occasionally formed what Response Type: ' Baars 'and Motley [2] we have no way of 'knowing structure. Although it is disputed whether Hindi
might be construed as a meaningful phrase but . ' whether speech errors elicited experimentally have has stress or not. even those writers who claim itgenerally they did not. The placement of the in- Correct: 235 103 38 (75 3%) all the properties of errors produCed under natural has stress agree that it is much weaker phonetical-struction words and whether they were to repeat the ' ' situations;' -However, as in previous work with ly than in English and plays little role function-preceding sequence in the same order or the Errors: 45 57 102 (23 2%) speech errors. whether gathered naturalistically or ally (differentiates few, if any. minimal pairs;reverse. were randomly placed in the list exce t ° in the laboratory, the vast majority of errors see [13])- Research by the first author [13] seemsthat the instruction words never occurred more thp No Response 8 14 22 (5%) resulted in real words [4], to indicate that in Hindi stress probably onlyseven trials apart. A portion of the list is ivan The question arises: how can we be sure that involves pitCh. unlike languages like English,in Table 1, where the items (/ sidha/) 9 e3 Fallure to follow 8 9 17 3 8%) what we counted as NF errors were genuine speech German, and Russian. where stress correlates in-(/olta /) constitute the directions to rcpeat :2 1"Str"°ti°"5 ' ( ' errors, i.e., unintended production errors (like clude pitch, duration, intensity, and vowel
last sequence in the same order or reversee typing mistakes) made after the process of correct reduction. Furthermore, rather than being an immu-respectively. . Probable misreading 5 13 18 planning of the lexical sequence and not failures table property Of a word, as generally true in Eng-55- were told that this was part of a memor (4-l%) of memory, etc., i.e., errors made before the plan- lish, stress assignment shows considerable mobilityexperiment and were instructed that when the wordy Influence of prior 4 4 % ning of the lexical sequence? When the error was a in Hindi since more than one phonetically Eligible/5leha/ and /olta / appeared they were to sa : StimUIl 8 (1'8 l ' nonsense word we can be fairly sure it was a speech syllable in polysyllabic words (i.e., strong sylla-lOUd. in the order indicated, the last two ywogg . error as this is usually defined. However, in bles) can receive stress under different circum-
that they had read. They were told to answer 5 Ambiguous 13 9 other cases there is, in fact, 4 some ambiguity in stanceS-quickly and as accurately as possible and that thas 22 (5%) the interpretation. Baars and Motley [2] answered The existence 0f strong word stress seems neces-ey Word Fragmentation 7 3 15 (3 4%) this question by Operationally defining a slip 'as sarily to imply some kind of hierarchical structure
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical structure determining stress.

to words and. possibly, phrases, i.e.. some struc-
ture which clumps syllables Into feet. marking one
syllable in the clump as dominant (strong) and the
others subordinate (weak) [14]. MacKay [15] (and
others) have noted that speech errors typically
involve segments from the same position in adjacent
feet, i.e., syllable initial segments in stressed
syllables usually interchange with (or anticipate
or perseverate) syllable initial segments in the
adjacent stressed syllables, etc. Thus in the
phrase 'happy Pamela', with the hierarchical struc-
ture indicated in Fig. 1 (where 'S', 'H'. '0' and
'R' stand for 'strong'. 'weak'. (syllable) 'onset'
and (syllable) 'rhyme', respectively). the
hypothetical (perhaps improbable) speech error,
'pappy hamela', could occur if the similarly 1a-
beled S-nodes /pe / and /ha / got mixed up but.
given the constraints, 'correctly' fitted into
eligible positions within the hierarchical struc-
ture. i.e.. next to low-level H branches.

If stress is not very strong. as is the case in
Hindi. such hierarchical structure may either be
absent or functionally less important. Then. if
speech errors occur primarily at these lower levels
of the prosodic hierarchy (one may speculate that
this hierarchical structure is cognitively 'costly'
and may therefore be more subject to break-down),
the lesser salience of this level in Hindi--or its

'absence--might account for the scarcity of HF
.speech errors in the language. This. of course. is
speculation and needs further investigation.

CONCLUSION

Speech errors which involve breaking up words
into parts are scarce in Hindi: they have not yet
been observed under naturalistic conditions and
occur under laboratory conditions with much less
frequency than has been found for =comparable
studies with English. Hindi, therefore, must be
different in some way from those languages exhibit-
ing numerous errors, e.g.. English. Dutch, German.
A different prosodic structure seems to be a good
candidate for the factor giving rise to this dif-
ference. This issue is worth pursuing (a) for its
typological interest and (b) the light it could
shed on the mechanism of speech errors and. in that
way, on how speech is produced.
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THE HISTORY OF THE CLASSICAL VOWEL ARTICULATION MODEL:
A REPLY'TO CATFORD AND FISCHER-J¢RGENSEN

SIDNEY A J WOOD

This paper is devoted to a discussion of Catford's
(1) and Fischer-Jorgensen's (2,3) defence of the
classical vowel articulation model. Objections to
the model are not directed at Bell's personality,
but at the theoretical structure of his model: cri-
tical functions of the model are contradicted by
empirical data and by acoustical theory. Nor are
the objections only relevant for amendments intro—
duced by Jones. That argument is contradicted by
the chronology of the debate.

BACIGKDUND

The classical vowel model, originally introduced by
Bell in 1867 (4) arr] modified into various versions
by other authors, is characterized by the class of
central vowels. The model‘ was designed around the
single resonance theory, according to which the
upper surface of the tongue narrows the mouth chan-
nel locally in order to delimit the buccal cavity
and tune its natural resonance. Bell postulated a
oonfigurative aErture that "may be shifted to any
part of the back or front of the palatal arc "
(p. 71). He held that the horizontal and vertical
position of the tongue arch relative to the roof of
the nouth set the size and location of this aper—
ture, so that the natural resonance-of the mouth
cavity would rise progressively as the tongue 'moved
fiom lg to high at the back, centra_l_ and front
locations in turn. '

Much of Bell's terminology was soon changed. Sweet
substituted raised for the higher modification of
tongue height.~ Ellis replaced inner and outer by
retracted and advanced. The I.P.A. adopted the
French tradition of four degrees of oEning. Jes—
persen preferred three degrees, Jones followed the
I.P.A. The I.P.A. and Jones retained Bell’s term
mixed until the 1920s, when central was substi-
tuted. The dynamic periods in the evolution of the
model and the progress of the debate are the 18805,
and the years around 1915 and 1930, when authors
undertook major revisions of their textbooks in
response to Bell's original proposal, and to the
negative data reported by Meyer in 1910 (5) and by
Russell in 1928, (6).

The classical vowel model rapidly superseded the
ancient throat—tmgue—lip nodal. It was adopted by
the neogramnarians and the I.P.A., and was hyposte—

"‘ ‘ ‘ Department of Linguistics and Phonetics
.. University of Lund

_ . Sweden

ABSTRACT tized long before it could be tested. The first
anpirical data on the model, reported by Meyer and
by Russell, contradicted some tongue heights postu—
lated by Bell, especially for [1,9] and [3”,].
Phoneticians, already divided between the rival
organic and acoustic paradigms, took sides in a
bitter feud. Fischer-Jorgensen has given her per—
sonal recollections (3) of how the controversy was
conducted.

Analysis of 38 sets of midsaggital vowel profiles
(7,8,9), collected from the literature, confirm the
anonalous heights reported by Meyer and Russell,
and gave no evidence of intermediate ccnfigurative
apertures, i.e., of Bell’s class of central vowels.
It was concluded that the classical model was based
on an oversimplified acoustic theory and that it is
contradicted by physiological data, which weakens
its validity and explanatory power.

Catford and Fischer-Jérgensen argue that critics of
the classical vowel model have tended to exagge-
rate. They question the value of radiographic data
as evidence against Bell's nodel and they point out
that not all sets of x-ray pictures contradict the
model. Fischer-Jérgensen also maintains that cri-
ticisn of the classical model is really directed at
amendments introduced by Daniel Jones, and that an
alternative articulation model based on resonance
phencmena in the entire vocal tract would be less
suitable for phonology.

CATFCRD'S AND FISCHERWRCENSEN'S ARGMENTS

The Value o_f Radiographic Data is Evidence

Catford anphasizes that Bell's and Sweet's vowel
descriptions were based on perceived muscular sen-
sation, not on objective (radiogramic) records of
actual tongue position. "There is obviously a close
correlation between the objective and propriocep-
tive data, but one should not expect than to be
identical" (p. 23). This recognizes the difficul-
ties faced by Bell and Sweet When they judged
tongue positions from muscular sensation. But the
argiment against the classical model is not just
that Bell's kinesthetic vowel judgments are same-
times contradicted by radiographic evidence. That
could easily be allowed for and corrected. For
example, as Catford suggests, one could recognize
[I] as E2 or half-m, although Jespersen rejec-
ted precisely that solution when he'revised (10) in
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.. ' ' 'z ' ' he x—ray pictures
poise to 1‘ er 5 data. What t _ _

31%;:1 to codefim are certain tongue pOSitions pr:—

dicted by the model itself from 3e" fiadgiie

' ' ' bas . e —
tic theory on mich it was .

3515 thus directed at the empirical and theore—

tical structure of Bell's model, and not at Bell 5

personality or his phcnetic skill.

Bell's contemporaries nevertheless disputed several'

' ' 1e E6] in -‘
stulated tongue pOSitions. For. examp I_, , _

gglish let is low according to Bell but mid acoor

.- dihg ‘ tic—Ellis, Sweet and. storm. ' The. [a] of father

~ is mid according to Bell and Sweet but 1_ow_ accor—

ding-w everyone else. Jespersen found the p051—

tions for mid back and Low back vowels especially?

difficult ganalyse. This is why phonetiCians in-

vented measuring devices like grandgent 5 discs,

Atkinson 5 probe, Ziind—Burguet s pneumatic haight

indicator and Meyer's plastograms, and why they

finally turned to radiography. The x—ray prof]. es

show that mid back andfl back vowels are diffi-

oilt because their heights are random. The_ fact

that kinesthetic judgmexts of tongue pOSition

deviate from the true position underlines their un-

reliability and demonstrates the need for a more

reliable method of observation.

Which Sets of X~ray Profiles Support the Model?

Catford and Fischer-Jgérgensen point out that some

sets of x—ray profiles agree with the traditional

description. But any statisticalsurvey of biolo-

gical events will contain individual items that

contradict the trend. The problem is that so many

sets of x—ray profiles do not support the claSSical

model on the intermediate apertures of central

vowels, on tenseness and laxness and on the heights

of mid and low back vowels. There must be other

prinaples Everning the articulation of. these

vowels. The radiographic data can be summarized as

follows (7,8):

-- So—called central vowels do not have inter-

mediate configurative apertures

— The tongue is usually lower for high [1]

than for mid [e] .

- Only one third of mid [0] usually come out
higher than low Ia-a]

-'I\wothirds of mid [0] usually come out
higher than low Ia-a]

— Only one third of hi h [u] usually come out

higher than mid [0}.

, his leaves room for many sets of profiles

$66,231:; tgut all right. The most disturbing aspect

of the x—ray data is the failure to substantiate

the class of central vowels, which was Bell 5 revoC—1

lutionary innovation. Jespersen (ll, pp.18—l9) 1113

observed as early as 1889 that there were_no 2

central vowels, since the tongue made a discrete

transition between front and back apertures owing

to the domed diape of the palate. The e1u51veness

of the intermediate apertures may well-also be the

reason my phoneticians started referring to the

highest part of the tongue instead.

point, and (ii) rejection of tense lax.

.' .I I .

These pOints are not s

Daniel Jones and the Cardinal Vowels

Fischer—Jorgensen states that the objections to'the

classical model are only valid as r<1agards {evgigg

' Daniel Jones in the c asszica

lntroihceedpgyrpose of his cardinal vowel chart (2,

£0260 3 p.82). She particularly mentions (f1) use

if the laughest point of the tongue as a re erence

upported by the chronology. -

Jones’s cardinal vowel scheme, With its articglztc:

ry limits and auditory scales of timbre, was di

promise between the organic Vand'acoustic kit-(129T?)

But the first editions of Jones's textgoo' ,Tne

were completely in the dorgiaplicprgas 31:34, int

line (13) was a rea y '

filication was delayed by the war. Jones svgcpgafi

nition of Meyer’s report (13, p.19) surv1 .

the subsequent revisions of. (13). The _cardina1ic_

vowel scheme was introduced in 1917: the x rgepre-

tures (14) were made in January, the grgxgph cardi-

oording (15) was issued shortly after, . a (16).

nal diagram was included in Dent s dictionarym: of

A brief preface was added to the 1922 IQP§1 1923

(13), but a full account was not given ’mtlntrihr

(l7, pp.24, 27—41), followed by Jones 5 ()Dand the

tion to the 1925 Copenhagen conference (18 heme

1932 revision of (13). The cardinal vowel :c): was

was introduced after Meyer's report, While (1 heme

not fully revised to include the cardinal scam.

until after Russell's report. One can hardly di-

clude that Meyer's and Russell 5 reports wereug)

rected at Jones. 01 the contrary, Russell owel

welcomed the timbre scales of the cardinal V

scheme. But Jones and his associates also ass es

that equal increments on the timbre scales corr in

ponded to equal increments of tongue pOSition re—

Bell terms, so that the cardinal scheme has Ehat

served the classical model within itself. In 135‘

sense it is open to the same critiCism as the C

sical model.

The highest point of the tongue, used by Jones as:

reference in all his books from (12) owl-”<35: 1
not a necessary component of the cardinal

scheme. For Bell, the size and location Of mm:
postulated configurative aperture were 00(19t

with the high/fl and fi‘ont/back position 0 men
upper surface of the tongue. The immediate pro.
was to identify what part of the tongue was ral

and how far. By the 18805, this had eVidently b3:

reduced to determining the highest part Of t
tongue (Jespersen had occasion to emPhaSize *2t

this does not coincide with the narrowest part f
the mouth channel, see above). The highest part 2e
the tongue was already a well established referen

point at a time when Jones was still a Gum'stab‘
did not introduce the concept, he adopted an e
lished practice.

Jones's first stand on tenseness was simil.ar tn:
Sweet's, tensing or relaxing of the tongue madam
difference of height (12, p.12). But there lax
others, like Jespersen (11,20), who believed/e
(broad) vowels were slightly lower than the C015”
sponding tense (thin) vowels-field that thls
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achieved by furrowing the tongue, or, especially
for lower . vowels, bTy lowering :it‘: _ .The issue was

_' ‘ disputed, 'see- Sweet's:-correspo1dence with Storm
(21). Shreet believed it was a matter of convexing
versus flattening of the tongue, all at the same
height. The problem was thus whether laxness was
distinct from height or whether it could be sub-
sumed with raisigg? lowering.

Jones gradually amended his initial stand. He re-
ported Meyer's results (13, pp.19'~20) and modified
his own view of laxness to admit lowering. He
finally rejected laxness in favour of lowering in
the 1932 revision of (l3)._ .

The criticisms of the classical model are clearly
not aimed at Jones's usage, which represents his
various stands on older issues. His changing views
on tense/fl, and especially his innovation of the
cardinal vowel scheme, were surely his way of
coming to terms with these very same objections to
the classical model as the were made by Meyer and
Russell. The objections refer to the fundamental
structure of the classical model as it was con-
oeived by Bell himself, and concern Jones only in
so‘ far as the cardinal scheme reflected and perpe—
tuated the classical model.

The Utility o_f a Model Based on the Whole Vocal
Tract

Fischer—Jorgensen does not expect an alternative
model based on the whole vocal tract to be better
than the classical model. She doubts whether sound
typology supports the four locations analysed from

. x—ray data in (9) and she claims that this type of
model is less useful for phonology.

The model in question recognizes four major classes
of vowels depending on the part of the vocal tract
that is narrowed — palatalIi-e,y-oe]—like vowels,
velar [u-U,w] -1ike vowels, upper pharyngeal
[o—o,x]—like vowels and low pharyngeal [a—a—a] -like
vowels. Within each class, vowels are differen-
tiated by local manoeuvres involving the lips,
tongue blade, tongue posture, larynx depression
etc. (9,23,24,25).

These man-oeuvres are related to the parameters of
the classical model as follows:

velum

0 upper pharynx

l a: a

lower pharynx

open

Fischer—Jérgeqsen’s reference. to typology does not _
‘ ‘take into socount the allofiqoriiéyaria'tion that'is'

typical'of "small" vowel systems:- A- two—phoneme
system like Kabardin oontra§ts a' set" of low
pharyngeal [2'2 tfl—like allophones with a set of
palatal, velar and upper pharyngeal (uvular)
allophones, phonemically low pharyngeal versus the
rest. In three—phoneme systems, there is_usually
variation between velar [u]-like and upper pharyn-
geal [o]—like allophones. The same goes,for the
four-phoneme system quoted by Fischer-Jérgensen.
Whatever the language and however simple the vowel
system in terms of phonemic contrasts, the speaker
utilizes all four locations. '

Fischer-JySrgenserL cites‘ instances of vowel systems
that, she claims, cannot be handled without three
or four degrees of height (openness), whereas I
proposed just two degrees of jaw pOSition. This
was based on radiographic data that showed the jaw
opening tended to be narrower than about 9 mm for
[i_u]—like vowels (typically 5—7 mm) and wider for
e—o—a]—like vowels (typically 10—12 mm)

(23,24, 26). The term 9p_enness is used in two dif-
ferent senses here, lingual and mandibular respec-
tively. In the view of vowel articulation outlined
above, the classical heights are redistributed
between the open/close jaw positions and the four
locations along the vocal tract. The categories
for which Fischer~J¢Srgensen requires four heights
are still available, but now defined in terms that
more closely reflect the manoeuvres used in speech.

For example, using more tongue heights enables her
to make more generalizations, such as recognizing
that mid [e,¢,o] diphthongize to [ie,ye,us], while
low [0] does not, a case that would be impossible
to express without more heights. Let us say
instead that [a] is low pharyngeal, characterized
by hyoglossal and glossofiiaryngeal activity, while
[e,¢,o] and [i,y,u] share genioglossal or stylo—
glossal activity:

{:52i} ——-———€> [—c¥xxfl
+q)en

This solution makes predictions about the motor re—
organization underlying this change.

I prefer to ask if it is possible to handle vowel
systems in terms of resonator shaping by observable
manoeuvres with known neuromotor activity. Such a
model is a more effective instrument of prediction
and explanation and should yield more plausible
phonetic explanations for phonological problems. A
test case is vowel harmony, which Fischer—Jérgensen
believes can only be formulated very clumsily in
terms of four places of articulation. However,
Svantesson (22) has found that precisely this type
of model provides the key to a solution of the
problem of harmony and vowel shift in Mongolian, by
focusing and capturing the variations in pharyngeal
width that characterize this phenomenon. Formula—
ting the problem in this way, Svantesson demon-
strates that harmony in East Mongolian and its an—
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cestor languages Ancient and Classical Mongolian

'are Elatedp'rhe . shift-3 from frontinghammy‘to

pharyngeal harmony turns out to be a simplifica-

tion, which offers an explanation for why there are

no known examples of a shift in the opposite direc-

tion.

mousxon

Catford and Fischer‘slwrg‘énsen' 1.5.3.: def-ended .- the ' '
- classical» model by ques'tiOning the data. and by sug- '

gesting that the objections were really aimed at

Daniel Jones. I have argued that hypotheses about .

articulation must be tested with the best available

data, and I have shown that Jones's various amend-

ments in fact represent his personal stands on

older issues and that they were introduced in

response to the data that contradicted the clas-

sical model.

The evidence against the classical model continues

to recur and the same data consistently support an

alternative solution. I do not see it as an exagge-

ration to report that the same data simultaneously

provide confusing evidence for one interpretation

and consistent evidence for an alternative inter-

pretation.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports the results of model experiments '
designed to test hypotheses concerning the articu-
latory correlates of vowel reduction in Bulgarian.
It is concluded that reduction can be explained in
terms of neutralization of mandibular depression,
of lingual and labial canpensation for mandibular
variation, and of labial activity.

INTKDDJCI‘ION

Vowel reduction in Bulgarian is characterized, in
traditional terms, by raisifl and not by centrali-
zation. There is a reducing set /e,o,a/, whose re—
flexes merge with those of a non-reducing set
/i,u,a/ in unstressed syllables in informal speech
(/e/'—’[i], /o/-—>[u], /a/->[5]). The character
"5" denotes an [2] or [3]-like timbre.

The actual occurrence of vowel reduction in
everyday Bulgarian speech is subject to normative,
social and dialect constraints (1). Unstressed /a/
is reduced in all dialects. Conplete reduction of
both /e/ and /o/ is limited to eastern dialects,
but they are reduced to a varying extent elsewhere,

F! H:

100° 300° 1000 500

- 200
III Ill/

m

. [U n

1000

F1 M:

Figure l
The freqiencies of F1 and F2 for stressed Vowels in iso-
lated words and in focused words in sentences. The large
variation in F2 for /u/ is related to consonant environ—
nent (high F2 with preceding dentals) .

. . _...__

- depending on the formality- or the situation. The
reduction of /o/ is conmm in the qhia dialect,
but /e/ is frequently not reduced.

Figure 1 shows the F1 and F2 frequencies of the
vowels in fully stressed syllables, recorded by an
informant from the Sophia region. The examples of
/u/ with the highest F2 frequencies are preceded by
dental consmants. The position of /a/ is central
and midway between /e/ and /0/ (Fl about 350-450 Hz
and F2 about 1300-1600 Hz), agreeing with the tra- .
ditional analysis of the Bulgarian vowel systen
with /5/ as an "indeterminate“ _mi_d central vowel.

However, the well known correlation between tradi—
timal tongue feature usage and formant frequencies
does not express a causal relationship, since all
parts of the vocal tract contribute to each reso-
nance. me cannot deduce articulation by transla-
ting Fl into "height" and F2 into "backness". Fur—
ther, it was formerly believed that a central
tongue position narrowed the Irouth channel at sane
point between the hard and soft palates, but this
is not substantiated by midsagittal x—ray profiles
(2,3). Instead, the vocal tract is narrowed at one
of four locations: along the hard palate for [i_e]
and [wag—like vowels, along the soft palate for

F2 HI

soon 2000 moo coo. . . .

. - zoo

. - coo

. .

A

, , moo
F1 Ml

Figure 2
The frequencies of F1 and F2 for unstressed /e,a.o/ in
isolated words, conpared with the stressed vowel areas
(Fig. l). The variation of F2 for /o/ is related to con-
sonant emit-mt.
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combined modification is illustrated at B in
Fig. 5. ‘

. 20°
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A further possible reduction effect is neutraliza-
tion of lip spreading (C in Fig. 5).

Palatal /e/

The same variation of jaw opening between 14 and 6
nm with perfect lingual compensation for /_e/ is il-

' ' ' ' lustrated at D in Fig. 6. This maintains an ideal
. _- ' ' , degree of palatal constriction. E in Fig. 6 illus— ‘

'7 - - V. . - . "M ' . trates the same mandibular reduction, but without
a. . - . : ~ . "‘" ' Figure 5 V, lingual canpensation (the narrower palatal passage

" f ‘ i. I - '- ‘ ' ‘i ‘ . . . . F1“: ' ' . “OdePEd j?” °PeniP9 Verietim,14‘6" "m in 3'? /e/'1ike due to the higher mandible position is not correc-
' ’. ‘ ‘ V ‘°°°- - .. . - configuration: ‘31”? full lingual ”Wensauon.(m' "‘3 ted by lowering the the tongue). - Again, a further

' . ' . . .~- ' ‘ ""‘- V “ "' lingual ”Manon (5” and weakmed hp Spreadmg (C)' possible feature of vowel reduction is neutraliza-
figure 4 11 stressed and unstressed tion of lip spreading (F in Fig. 6).

t essed /i.u.§/ in Regressions of il/axrgngzerfigsaare divided into subclasses

The frequencies of F1 ended” 5:; tresstressed vowel areas /e,o,a[. t:"l'ne 0 ant envirormalt: word initial /0/ HF).

Itsrgéatfi. “mesagi: of :12 for IU/ is related to con- figfig velars (VEL). preceding dentals (DEN).

sonant envirormalt-

Figure 3

Pharmovelar /_o/_

The profile modifications for raising the mandible
th from 14 m to 6 nm with perfect labial and lingual

- ‘ re. r ct rofiles and then conwtmg e

[u-U] and [w]-like Vowels, 1“ the ‘Pper {ban f0 Of vocal tra p
. . Tn canpensation in /o/ (to maintain an ideal lip open—

. - for each new configuration: e ing and degree of pharyngeal narrowing) are illus-
d ]-1ike vowels, and 111 the lower Pilaf)?“x sonance frequenciidng manoeuvres to expernnent trated at G in Fig. 7. Mandibular reduction with-Efg;o][:a]£1ike vowels. rattorilzlzutffin: in detail at each example. The ge- out lingual or labial compensation, with reduced

. (4 5) 2:13]. principle is to deduce appropriate manoeuxlrres pharyngeal activity and weakened lip rounding is
E "nation of x—ray profiles by. TilflgoV/a/ and _ in each case from knowledge of spieeglagilyélo 09V shown at H in Fig. 7.

indicates that thihtgng‘qujfifikfizzmig. The and the structure of each vowel con 9 ' Figure 4 shows that reduced /o/ preceded by dental

/a[ lsdggt-demis that the jaw Opening is less The S rograp‘nic data in Figs, 2, 3 were obtained Figure 6 . . consonants in the informant's speech had a higher
main 1 5/ as in the similar difference between pe5c6t words recorded in isolation and in sen- modelled jaw opening variation 14-6 nm in an /e/-11ke F2, which is probably due to the tongue blade re-
open for /. ' d between [0] and [u] . The Spear-'31 from h 'n focal and nonfocal positions (6)- configuration: with full lingual canpensation. (D). no naining elevated in /o/. This modification is il—
[81 and [El-bane manoeuvres will be tested in the tences, box-dings were analysed using an IPC method. lingual carpensation (E), and weakened lip Spreadmg (F)-
effects 0 es - 'me reco
model experiments' The trends of the gradual Spegzlraléufign’sgions fig

' to e uced .

Figure 2 shows how reduction Of /e,o,a/ Shift-:1}: ti: giigfifigpifiggiinear regressions in Fig-
trastive spectra

and F2 well beyond the con

lustrated at I in Fig. 7.

RESILTS
, imam is to reproduce

'11 many cases causing coalescence 4. The 311“ 9f the moist ecxpetizg seizcted manoeuvres The results of the model experiments are recorded
accented vwels' 1 ' 1 The reduction recorded the regreSSIOnS by 5 ra 11k mines. in Fig. 8.

With /i'u'ééirest§ef;it{ev:xzent to which this infor- fron complete [e]. [a] and [o]— e P C;

in “9' 2 re ec ' and avoided reduction- . - for sane 15 . .--':--.. Full mneation
nant has respfiguginng: recordings of the word Analysis of published radiogrifi‘uégrdata . h 15' /’ ——-—

This was ‘32:: 0th? words were placed in sentences, languages (7) indicates tha I Luau “a”? 8
lists. . ' ' 11y depressed .. but /e/ typically re- the mandible is usua ngs to

thgreeawasméirerzzigtafinl Figure 3 shows that the run, typically to about 10 mn. Larger °Pem '
mam '

With full lingual canpensation for mandibular vari—

e in public speak‘

tra of weak / i u,‘é/ are similar to those of the say 15 m, would occur for exampl
spec '

ation 14-6 1111'! (and labial compensation in /o/), the
vowel spectra ranained in the respective contras-

' . 1d occur in mtbllngo tive areas ofthe nonreduced vowels (A, D, G; corn—
respective stressed forms. am.llys;::1:rmopeenmnlms 52:5 for mandibular varl- pare /a,e,o/ in Fig. 1). This illustrates thesua . . . . .

- ' ex lanations for this pattern of ation by maintaining a suitable degree 2:33:15“! 2% immigs glae nomgfatgezatggibuigizgggtlgg
Poseible phonetgc (ii; relaxed articulatory control, of the Palatal passage, of the velar pa stressed vowels in speech. .reductien' :ncgtgiculatory oanponents of the nonre- the pharynx, as the case may b6-
neutega till-We? and leading to a continuous transition Figure -, E lingual meetion

geiween unreduced and fully reduced forms. Alterna- Primal /a/ Modelled jaw opening variation 14-6 In in an /o/-1i.ke

tively (ii) switching between integral articula— . _ t x , es the effect of varying configuration: with full lingual (G) and labial conpensa- The simulated reduction of /a/ (B in Fig. 8) corn—
tions by substituting differeht mfiwegsendwfld '1't f3: gifl; 14 to 6 nm with full linggal $03; anneal summation (H): and elevated mm pages well with the /a/ regression in Fig. 4- The. . n r uc - . . e— a . ' _

led t° “are; 13.1";12:331., by its nature. empensation in order to maintain. the egalitarian is 2’32: mmh oefliigmreiufiiéaefiiiaflficfinsfi;
reduced'fg?“s' Phofiological aCCO‘JM-S are 313°! for gree 0f pharyngeal narrowing. This modi 1 smaller jaw opening shifted F1 and F2 in the
categorlégce. categoricaL The sped-rel regressions illustrated at A 1“ Fig. 5‘ direction of the observed regression.
$23.2; nonreduced and fully reduced /e,o,a/ in . t lingual ognpensa‘ ‘Fig 2 support explanation (i). The nest experimmt assigned thieduction (the W The Simulated reduction of /e/ (E in Fig. 8)- man is turned off urlngth pha at close! . ddifted the spectrum towards an [iJ-like vowel, but

would mttbe drawn mekfizztiikeiy characteristieof with a_ high F? rather than with the lower F2 exhi-MODEL EDCPERIMENTS ‘ 33 M72502: thatmthe typical pha eal ”tint: bited by the informant (Figs. 2, 4).
~ need “”3. t i c .

The spectral consequences of selected articulatory is weakened. Both of these features Will resu .

manoeuvres are studied by mnimlating the contours a wider pharynx and narrower P3131331 passage-
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figure 8
The malts of the modelled a‘ticslatcry modificatia‘s
(figs. 5-7). 5:3: wise: with the mists observed
in L‘s inm's sveedx (Sig. 4).

PP. sinistei :31e of [0/ (7-1 in Fig. 8)
cal-pines well with the regression for /c/ geoeded
by velar anteater-gs (fig. 4).

Weekend 11:23 sz‘reeiifi

"2-D experinerxs also assume-:1 weakened lip greacli‘g
5:: the agreed—lip voaels /e,a/. "The resslts a:e
We: at E‘ 5:11 C resgzectively in fig. 8. Cat!-
gvarei with S at! E. F215 lunar. Bcchaanic
shift the /a.’ specu‘a taaris the [Ta] ass. 3::
/e,-’. the hBi‘CiZ-ai lig greeting (5‘) Kiss the g’e,’
mix cheese: in the inferrant's spa-3:11
(53.35. 2.4).

Elevated tonne blaie—._.._—

the final experim adiei an elevated mas blade
2:) the simiatei redzxticns cf [3/ . he result. il-
lzstzated a: I in fig. 8. is ahigl'er 5‘2 angered
with 3. This outperes well with the regressim fcr
.I’o/ preceded by dental carscrazts (fig. 4}.

2133.582): 3GB 331125113

{he a:':ic.:lat:ry bani-€312: :ndellei t1 the eateri-
Ients saccessfully rem: the genital rein-
tin: recorded firm the iricrzazt- the results de-
an‘streze Eat the reintiaa cf 3.;1;erian /e,c>.asl
cz-m be explairzei in terms cf :21.m of :Jan—
(fibula: degr‘essien. of Li? sgreaiisg a: met—.9,
and of lingal and labial mien fer: wartim-
l=_t varieticn- this assnes the". reirntien is a.
process of Mimi. and mt (me of sxcstitzzzing
amusetcfnacoeuvres farfiaeraiineivmel. The
grad l fiectral trazsiticn 5:111 :Drrei‘xei to
fully rained degeais a; which augments heater to

- tLt'Zei 50-11 and how 51:. If the? is a. tiers:-
dy far m'eLiaz. he sages: the fellatg
order: 33111343.: dqxessizn. meaticn. lip
activity.

'Ihe formant freqaeqcies yielded in the _ exmrflintalts

do ‘not reproduce those of the informant exactly.
To do that, it would be necessary to model the in-

fomant's am vocal tract. The results have general
interest orecisely because the observed Spectral

terximes were reproduced by manipulating a set of

profiles that were chosen at randon.

We propose that the feature that distinguishes the
reidng set /e,o,a/ flan the. nonreducing set
/i,q,a/ is the degree "of”jaw opening, and that the
other phonetic correlates of reduction are sub-
sned. 'Ihe reducing set are [open] and the
rxxzrechcing set [nonopen]. Vowel reductim in
ailgarian will then be captured by the follmving

‘mle:

[men] —) [-open]
[—stress]
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THE AUDITORY FEATURES OF VOWEL AND FRICATIVE PHONEMES

' ‘_ ' ‘ , ’ SHIHAB A. SHAMMA
Electrical Engineering Department & Systems Research Center, University of Mary-
land, College Park, Maryland 20742Mathematical Research Branch (NIDDK),Maryland 20982

ABSTRACT .
The acoustic features of vowels and fricatives are ex-amined in the response patterns of a model of auditoryprocessing. For the vowels, a. few harmonics dominate thepeaks of the internal representation, reflecting the formantstructure by their spatial locations, and the front cavity

tic elements of speech sounds and their relevance to per-ception and articuation. In recent years, important dis-coveries in peripheral auditory function (both at the basi-lar membrane/hair cell level [1-3], and from auditory—nerverecordings [4], have facilitated the construction of cochlearmodels that can adequately replicate the primary responsefeatures in the auditory nerve [5]. With such models, it isrelatively easy to analyze the response patterns associatedwith a. wide variety ofspeech sounds, and under many signalconditions. Specifically, it is now possible to generate in-ternal auditory representations of the acoustic spectra, andhence to. examine closely the expression of such acousticfeatures as vowel formant locations, amplitudes, and tran—sitions, and fricative spectral shapes. It is important tonote, however,‘that beyond the peripheral auditory stages,little is known about the central neural networks and theprocessing they perform on the cochlear outputs. This adds

may be irrelevant for phonemic perception and classifica-tion if the central nervous system ignores, or is incapableof processing them. We shall address this point further af-ter first illustrating the response patterns to the stimulus/position/ (Fig.1), as generated by a cochlear model.The peripheral auditory model consists of a linear for-mulation of basilar membrane mechanics, a fluid-cilia cou-pling stage which transforms membrane vibrations into hair

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,

cell cilia displacements, and a simplified description of theinner hair cell nonlinear transduction of cilia displacementsinto intracellular electrical potentials. The potentials ateach hair cell along the cochlear partition is then taken asa. measure of the probability of firing of the nerve fiber in-nervating it. Many more details of cochlear function canbe incorporated in such models, e.g. adaptation at thehair cell/nerve synapse [6]. active mechanisms of basilarmembrane motion [7], the effects of the middle ear musclesand of the efferent system [8]. This simplified model repro-duces the major response properties observed experimen-tally, especially with relatively steady and broad-band stim-uli like vowels and fricatives. The outputs of the cochlearmodel are computed at 128 equally spaced locations alongthe cochlear partition, and are all displayed together as a‘2-dimensional spatiotemporal pattern representing the en-samble activity of the tonotopically organized array of au-ditory nerve fibers [9]. The spatial axis is labeled by thecharacteristic frequency (CF) of each output channel, i.e.the frequency of the tone which produces its maximum fi-nal output at that location (see below for further details ofthe central processing of the cochlear outputs).The responses to the vowel portions of the stimulus(/I/,/u/) posses a typical structure that is observed in allexperimental data [10,11] - that is the dominance of the 'entire pattern by a few'stimulus harmonics. These harL 'monics correspond to the largest components located near'the formants of the stimulus spectrum.’ They excite trav-elling waves along the basilar membrane which are evidentin the fine temporal structure and spatial Spread of the re-sponses. Because of the unique asymmetrical shape of thecochlear filters, the waves decay in amplitude, and begin to

as the harmonics become spatially less segregated (less re-solved) and begin to interfere (e.g. the responses at theCF’s of the higher harmonics). For each of the vowel re-sponses, the identity of the underlying dominant harmonicscan be deduced from him sources: (1) The temporal courseof the response (e.g. by measuring the frequency of thesynchronized response), or (2) by the location of the above
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described features along the spatial axis (i.e. a tonotopic

axis). Thus for the vowel /I/ (Fig.1), there are two re-

sponse domains, the first is the apical region CF _<_ 2 kHz,

corresponding to the F1 harmonics (2-3), each of which de-

caying and experiencing phase shifts at its appropriate CF

”location. An abrupt transition in the response patterns oc-,

curs at approximately 2 kHz as the harmonics associated

with the higher formants become dominant. These trends

are seen again in the /u/ vowel responses, where F; is at

a lower CF location (5: 250 Hz) and F2 is considerably

weaker.
The auditory responses of the fricative portions /z/,/§/

differ considerably from those of voiced vowels. To start

with, there is a random component in the excitation that

is quite evident in the cochlear responses as randomly ini-

tiated travelling waves. Another distinctive aspect is the

predominance of the high frequency components and their

. sudden deCay .at a different location for each of the frica-

tives. For the voiced fricative /z/, there is an additional ‘

voiced component in the excitation waveform.

The CNS derives its auditory percepts from the cues

available in the spatiotemporal outputs of the cochlea. The

identity of these cues and the way they may be extracted

and processed are two issues that are essentially inseper-

able. In the cochlear patterns, there is an abundance of

spatial and temporal cues to the physical parameters of the

stimulus [12]. However, given the complexity of the extrac-

tion algorithms involved, only a subset of of these cues are

probably relevant in that the CNS is actually capable of

utilizing them. Since little is known about the anatomical

and functional role of the neural networks of the central au-

ditory system, little can be said in support of any process-

ing algorithm aside from the general plausibility arguments

regarding its biological implementation and the degree to

which the isolated parameters explain the psychophysical

measurements [13]. ' - ' . \

In viewing the cochlear outputs as spatiotemporal im-

-‘ages, a set of cues emerge that are robust and particularly

. 'easy to extract. These are the spatial edges due to the

asymmetrical shape of the cochlear filters [9] As noted
earlier, such edges occur ‘at the regions separating the re-.

sponses to the strong, resolved components of the stimu-

lus. While the expression of these edges is dependent on

the integrity of the phase locked reponses (i.e. the ability

to visualize regions of different temporal character), they

can also appear in the high frequency regions (where phase

locking is minimal) as the peaks and valleys of the spa-

tial average rate profiles. In all cases, the location of these

edges along the tonotopically organized spatial axis, and

their saliency, are reliable indicators of the stimulus fre-

quency and amplitude [13]. As with normal visual images,
such spatial discontinuities can be detected and highlited
by relatively common and simple neural networks as the

lateral inhibitory networks (LIN) [14].
We have processed the cochlear patterns of a wide va-

riety of sounds with models of recurrent and nonrecurrent

The results shown in Fig.2 for part of the

word [position/ and in Fig.3 for a vowel series, are gener-

ated with a two layer LIN: the first nonrecurrent and per.

forms the initial edge detection and extraction, the second

is a recurrent version which further sharpens the outputs

of the first layer and preserves only locally large peaks [15],

For the vowel portions of the stimulus, the LIN’s typically

extract two or three peaks corresponding to the components

near the nominal formant frequencies 0f the vowels; an ad-

ditional low frequency peak sometimes appears correspond.

ing to the fundamental or second harmonic components of

voiced sounds (especially for females). The variability in

the locations of these peaks for different speakers and sex”

seems to be similar to that observed in traditional spec-

trogram outputs [15], though this remains to be confirmed

with much larger data samples. An interesting aspect of

these and other VOWel outputs [15] is the systematic change

in the relative amplitudes of the high-CF and low-CF peaks

(or equivilantly, the location of center of gravity of the pat-

tern) for different vowels (Fig.3). Thus, for high vowels

(e.g. /i,u/), the high-CF peak is always relatively large

when the constriction is fronted (as in /i/), and vice versa

in the back vowel /u/ . In all close vowels (e.g. the frontal

/i,y/ and back /u/), the place of the constriction seems

to be the primary factor in determining the overall weight

distribution of their outputs. Lip rounding seems to have

only a secondary effect, increasing slightly the relative size-

of the higher CF peaks. The open vowels /ae/ and [3/

occupy an intermediate position in that the two peaks are

LIN’s [13,15]-

comparable.

These relations are summarized schematicaly in Fig.4.

0n the left, the vowels are organized along a continuum in

the plane of AhAz - the relative amplitudes of the low and

high-CF peaks respectively. The small arrows indicate the

_ effects of lip—‘rounding. The figure On the right illustrates

the organization of the same vowels on the plane of two

articulatory features: The open-clos‘e axis reflecting tongue

height, and the front-back axis indicating the position of

the constriction. These two figures are closely related, in

that the vowel continuum in the ADA: plane (left) can be .
thought of as the continuum that would result if we project

the vowels in the articulatory plane unto the front-back
axis. Since movement along the latter axis correlates well
with the length of the front cavity, the organization of the
vowels in the 111,143 [plane (i.e. the relative height of the

LIN peaks) may also reflect the effects of the position (fre-
quency) of the ‘front cavity resonance’ and the so—called
F; [16], which also move in the same direction for this se-
quence of vowels [17]. Finally, the effects of lip-rounding in
this schematic are viewed only as local modulations (in the
direction of the arrows) of the parameters already estflb'

hshed by the'articulatory features. Therefore, it is possible
to reach the same point along the vowel continuum of the
left figure with different combinations of lip-rounding and
front-back articulations [17].

Correlates of the pitch percept associated with voiced
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Fig.4
- A schematic of the relationship among vowel model pa-

rameters (left) and articulatory features (right).

vowels can also be descerned in the LIN responses. In Fig.2

outputs, this is seen in the beating of the LIN peaks at the

voiced portions of the stimulusl. The origin of this tem-

poral character is the combining by the LIN of locally dis-

similar waveforms at the regions of discontinuities in the

cochlear patterns. These responses are due to different re-

solved harmonics of the same fundamental, and hence beat

at this frequancy [15]. As expected, in the LIN outputs of

unvoiced fricated speech (e.g. /s/, and the high CF region

of /z/) the regular beating is absent.

The LIN outputs (Fig.2) of the .fricatives show major

peaks that correspond to the most important discontinuity

in the spatiotemporal patterns, i.e. the edge created by the

rapid cut-off of their high frequencies (Fig.1). The down-

ward CF shift of this peak from that of /z/ to /§/ reflects

the lengthening of the frontal cavity which largely deter-

mines the high frequency extent and overall spectral shape

of the fricative [18].
In summary, auditory processing of speech phonemes

isolates specific features that may play an important role

in the perception and recognition of these sounds. These

auditory features can be related to articulatory aspects such

as the formant resonances of vowels and the front cavity.

resonances of fricatives and vowels. They also contain cues

to other attributes of the speech signal, e.g. pitch.
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EVALUATION OF DISTANCE METRICS USING SWEDISH STOP CONSONANTS

Diana Krull

Institute of Linguistics
University of Stockholm

ABSTRACT

In recognition algorithms and certaintheories of speech perception the processof signal interpretation is modeled interms of distance metrics comparing thesignal with stored references. In order toevaluate such metrics, listening tests wereperformed. The stimuli were short (about2mm) fragments derived from theconsonantal release of Swedish V C:V2"words“. A stop (b,d,d,g) appeared in asystematically varied context ofphonologically short vowels (i,e,a,o,u).The test yielded confusions which appearedto make qualitative sense in terms of theacoustic properties of the stimuli.
The spectrum level of the stimuli wasmeasured at two time points after the stoprekmsa Euclidean distances werecalculated using spectra derived by meansof 1/4 octave filter analyses. Two kinds ofdistances were calculated: static, based onspectra sampled at the first time point,and dynamic, based on the differences inspectral change between the two samolingpohms. Linear regression analysesperformed on symmetrized percent confusionsversus stimulus—reference distance producedcorrelation coefficients of -.85 (static),-.83 (dynamic), and ~.92 (static anddynamic combinedJ

INTRODUCTION

This investigation is based on theconception of a perceptual space for Speechsounds where the distance between differentsmufis reflects the degree of theirperceptual similarity. The greater thesimilarity between two sounds, the smallerthe distance between thenh Similar soundstend to be confused with each other,therefore the number of confusions betweensounds can be used as a measure of theirperceptual distance. A further assumptionis that correct identification of a soundindicates minimal distance from a storedreference.
.For both theoretical and practicalreasons, it is often desirable to be ableto predict perceptual similarity from

Department of Phonetics
S~lO6 91 Stockholm Sweden

acmmtic data. Such predictions areimportant especially in automatic speechrecognition.To implement such a model, itis necessary, on the one hand, to find arealistic transformation of the speechsignaL e.g. in terms of a realisticauditory model, and, on the other hand, anempirically calibrated distance metric.

ELICITATION OF PERCEPTUAL CONFUSIONS

The aim of this study is the evaluationof such a prediction model for Swedishvoiced stops. It has been shown for Swedish/1/ that there considerablecoarticulation effects for such stops inintervocalic position. To make gse of theseeffects, stimuli of the form VlC:V2 wereprepared, where the consonant was Ib,d,q,gland the vowel [Lt,a,Lv1. The resultingone hundred nonsense words were read inrandom order by a male speaker of theCentral Swedish dialect. The Swedish graveaccent was used in order to give bothsyllables about equal prominence.
From these "words" shorter stimuli wereprqmred by cutting out ca 26ms longsegments beginning at consonant release.For simplicity, these stimuli willhmmeflxth be referred to as ”Burst"alumuwz contain alsobeginning of the vocalic transitions.Notwithstanding the fact that the durationof the noise burst varies with place ofarticulation, all stimuli were given thesame length in order to avoid lettingstimulus length constitute an extra placecue.

A tape was prepared where each "Burst"stimulus appeared three times. The order ofthe stimuli was randomized. 20 nativespeakers of the Central Swedish dialectlistened to the tape, their task being toidentify the consonant.
The results of the perception test areshown in 25 confusion matrices, one foreach vowel context (Fig.1). In each row ofmatrices the preceding vowel changes fromfront to back while for each column ofmatrices it is the following vowel thatchanges in the same manner. Comparing theresults by vowel contexts and consonants,
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number of the confusions. With such effectsPERCENT ANSWERS in mind. three models auger-e chosen for BACK VOWEL ‘7defining the acoustic s ances t? be
Ddyn- . ___ 2": _ C- 2

1 a-I a-I v-I correlated to the Perceptual e°nfuelonu. dB 1.3 “a i,n 3,11
b d b ddg The first model was based on formant St”

E (2)

\ ‘ b ddg ‘19 2 frequencies at the moment of consonant a, ‘ O-IOmS
q

. ‘
2 3 release,/3a/nd the ee°°nd °n 3°ne'3el’k so I“ o 10'-20ms wheé'e nniJ: difference in level change

I '

s ectra .

_
in B tom t to t betw ‘en . . - '

‘
2 p The third model was based on bandpass ‘0 5' °"Q‘ an“ 5109 Ci n= level change2 for stimuifigmiu,hba1n§n: J

filtered spectra sampled at two paints in .3 release ,time: t1, integrated Over the £117“- 10mg 1
Before performing regression analyses

after consonant releta:ev;er:n:a:§ied10mg m 30
correlating acoustic distances and

ter. The measuremen . out 4
perceptual confusions, the re

with 14 digital 1/4 octave filters, .4 20
sults Of the

covering a frequency range from about .4kHz
to about 4.5kHz. The measured sound 10.
pressure levels were plotted as a function
of frequency. The resulting spectra showed
similarities and differences not. only
according to the place of articulation of

perception test were manipulated in twoways: first, the answers were divided into12 groups in the same way as the spectraand mean values were calculated for eachgroup; second, the answers were symmetrizedaccording to a method described by Klein,

‘\

'66

Plomp, and Pols /5/. The regression

3
the consonant but also according to the

analyses were then calculated between the

2
following vowel, thus forming 12 groups:

symmetrized confusion data and three kinds

.:
labial, dental, retroflex, and velar stop:

of acoustic measures: (1) static, i.e.
m

read in in the context of a following front .4
difference between spectra at 1:1,- (2)

vowel, /a/, and back vowel. Differences <t
dynamic, i.e. difference in the amount and

within groups being small, mean values were ’2 direction of change in two spectra; (3’
calculated for each group, both a.t t1 and m

static and dynamic distances combined
at t . The t1 spectra were normalized with Q 20

according to the equation~respect to their mean SPL in order to avoid
including differences in overall intensity '0

4
into the distance measure- Two examples of , Dill: V(Ds“ati,j)2 + (Ddyni ~)2
the resulting spectra are shown in Fig.2.

A0“
’3Distances betweer;l spectlrta vyaesria‘llizg 2 4 6 5 1° l2 V, Eq(3)calculated [for t1: *- e-resu l'd

where Di -= combined static and dynamic

"static" distance, uSing the film i can _
distance between stimuli i and '

metric:
Fig.2. Examples of spectra_sampled at two

3time oints after sto rel a . l . .
band-Sass filters were) use; se /4 octave Th: resulting correlation:coefficients

. u u

are s own in the table below.

Fig.1. Confusion matrices for Burst DStati,j =
stimuli in 25 vowel contexts.

E (1)
r(t1) -— static :q
Front vowel /a/ Back vowel

. - . .
-.78 —.93 _.

Dstati Q = the distance between stimulii _' b1 f h 1 b l h 1 55" -
remains Sta e or t e a la , w i e .

- the confusions form a and J a time t , ' - - r(t2—tl) __ dynamic

:zgfiigrbgagtesgnthgotr example, [91 in front Li 11“ the level in band n Sigpg‘iilgtignitha latlhlo ucgthh etrh ep léafoe: 10: Front vowel /a/ Back vowel
'

- '

. '
“-78 '09 -.

g°wfill°§$e§§e”2:15:33.“3555:513'0‘3.321°; The changes in spectrum level that occur comparatively small for the velar. It thus 4 14

en a .
the labial. In back vowel context, on the
other hand, the velar was often confused
‘with the labial but almost never with the
dental or the retroflex. The consonants
seem to have been easiest to identify in
the context of /a/. The influence of the
preceding vowel was less pronounced than
that of the following one. (For more
details see /2/). Perceptually, the
distance between the velar and the dental
is thus small in front vowel context and
large in back vowel context, while the
reverse is true for the pair labial—velar.’

USING PHYSICAL DISTANCE MEASURES TO PREDICT
THE PERCEPTUAL CONFUSIONS

A qualitative comparison of stimulus
spectra showed that there are pronounced
coarticulation effects and, also, that
these can have influenced the direction and

after stop release show characteristic
differences with place of articulation.
These dynamic differences have in recegt
years been investigated especially n
connection with the question of acoustic
invariance for stOp consonants /4/. 1

Comparing the change in spectrum leve
of the twelve spectra, it could be seelll
that at low frequencies the spectrum leve
rises during the interval between t1 and :2
for all spectra, and is comparativzz

steady at 1.5kHz. It is at frequenc}
above 1.5kHz that the amount‘ and direction
of the change varies in a systematic WY;
before front vowels the level goes “P f;
the labial, remains unchanged for the
dental, and drops for the retroflex and t r
velar. Before /a/ the level also rises fat
the labial, but in contrast to the fiche
vowel context, the level drops for both ft“
dental and the retroflex but is stable 1
the velar. In back vowel context the 1e"e

Se 22.2.2
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seems that although the change in level is
dependent on place of articulation, the
following vowel must be taken into accounttoo. There tends to be less change if the
spectra of the consonant and the followingvowel are relatively similar as is the casefor the dental and front vowels, for thevelar and la! and for the labial and backvowels.

The dynamic distances were calculatedin a similar way as the static ones withthe help of the Euclidean metric, but onnon-normalized spectra and only for the sixfilter bands above 1.5kHz, that is in thefrequency range where there were systematicdifferences between groups:

static + dynamic
Front vowel /a/ Back vowel- .80 —.9s -.58

It can be seen that good predictions canbe made only for consonants before thevowel /a/. The results were especiallynegative for the back vowel context. Whatcould be the reason for this? A possibleanswer could be that the listeners, if theycould not recognize the following vowel,used a strategy somewhat different fromthat assumed here. Even if we are correctin assuming that.a comparison of thestimulus with a stored reference doeshueai take place in the listeners'processing,-we might be wrong in supposingthat the stored reference is the spectrumactually associated with the specific VCV
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r(l) -- static

Front vowel /a/

—.89 -.93

r(tz-tl)-—dynamic

Front vowel [a]

-.94 -.94

static+dynamic

Front vowel la/

-.96 -.98

Back vowel

,
--90
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listeners either
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ABSTRACT

A case is made for global perceptual
strategies. In poor listening conditions subjects
appear to be able to perceive and comprehend
elliptic speech, albeit with some difficulty. If
sufficient semantic information is available, they
seel capable of basing themselves on global
characteristics in speech sounds, particularly on
information related to place of articulation. The
study pleads for the formulation of perceptual
features to obtain a better insight into the
processes operative in speech perception.

I. INTRODUCTION

When Zue (1) showed that a trained spectrogra-
reader can recognize a substantial number of words
from spectral information, the discussion on
invariant features in speech perception gained new
ground. In the seventies many linguists did not
take invariance very seriously, although some
invariant features were generally accepted (see
e.g. 2 and 3). Naturally, Zue's success in reading
spectrograms was partly caused by extensive use of
linguistic expectancy to solve ambiguities, but it
made clear that some sort of invariance must be
present in speech, although perhaps of a different .
nature than had traditionally been accepted in
terms of linguistic features.

Carlson, Elenius, Granstrom and Hunnicut (h)
and more recently Veenhof and Bloothooft (5) have
shown that it may theoretically be possible in many
cases to come a long way in arriving at word
identification by specifying the acoustic
information on the basis of broad phonetic
categories. They showed that a classification of
phonemes into global categories such as plosives,
nasals, fricatives, relaining sonorant or vowel,
often provides sufficient information to limit the
number of words in a cohort for recognition to take
place. This insight that word recognition may be
feasible on the basis of a broad phonetic
classification has proved helpful in automatic
speech recognition (6,7).

W. EEFTING

Dept. of Phonetics
Utrecht University
Trans 14
3512 JK Utrecht, The Netherlands

However, it is by no means certain if human
perception can adequately use a broad phonetic
classification in the process of listening to
connected speech, and if so, it remains
questionable whether listeners base themselves on
the same phonetic categories' as are frequently
adopted in theoretical studies. If we wish to find
out what phonetic underlying features can be used
in human ~perception, it is imperative that
listening tasks are constructed which vary the
amount of acoustic information along global
phonetic parameters. An attempt at such a task was
an informal study by Ringeling (8), who
demonstrated that Dutch listeners could fairly
successfully identify sentences in which all
consonants had been replaced for consonants that
were similar with regard to place of articulation,
in such a way that the phonotactic constraints of
Dutch were not violated. The use of elliptic speech
(see e.g. 9) thus served to manipulate the amount
of acoustic information in the speech signal. An
English example in ordinary orthography would be
the conversion of the saying: 'no place like home'
to 'mow crafe wipone'. The resulting sentences
sounded Dutch, but could not readily be understood.
However, when redundancy of the acoustic signal was
reduced by adding noise to the sentences, it turned
out that listeners produced much better recognition
scores on the same material. One of the most
interesting findings of this study was that
subjects were rarely aware of the manipulations
that had been carried out. This suggests that a
global phonetic analysis had taken place on the
basis of sililarity of place of articulation. In
view of the task at hand, which drew heavily on an
intensive use of linguistic expectancy, sentences
with constraining tontext were understood much
better than those with relatively neutral content.

Van der Houde (10) based a study on this idea.
He investigated the theoretical possibility of
arriving at unique identifiability of words by
grouping consonants together, either on the basis
of manner of articulation, or on the basis of place
of articulation. On the basis of a random sample of
100 words from 68,000 word tokens (12,000 word
types), he found that specification of Dutch words
in terms of broad phonetic classes thus defined,
did not yield a clear theoretical advantage to
either classification. In his definition of
patterns, leaving vowel-quality intact, he found

Se 22.3.1
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that actual speech perception need not avai i it
of these theoretical possibilities. In fact, re
would seem highly unlikely that both strategies :he
equally effective, since it is well-known to;aSis
literature that perceptual conqions on the h re
of changes in place of articulation are muc moof
frequent than those on the baSIS of mannerf re
articulation (see e.g. 11). It was there oh
decided to undertake a preliminary study into t e
perceptual relevance of global phonetic liséenigg
strategies on the basis of place-change a

- ha ed consonants.
IIanneililleggand Isard as early as 1963.(1?)' showed
that listeners can extract the linguistic content
of a message if they have access to norma
syntactic and semantic information when speechhis

presented under high levels of naise. If t gs

linguistic information is also deteriorated, i e
listeners identification will suffer‘ according y.

We therefore expect that in the experiment reported
on here, sentences with high semantic constraints
will be identified correctly more often than
neutrally constrained sentences. Moreover, on the
basis of what was stated above, we will expect to
find a discrepancy in recognition scores based on
the amount of phonetic information. If the
place-changed and manner-changed consonants lead to
unique word patterns, better recognition scores are
expected than if the resulting word patterns leave
room for ambiguities.

2. METHOD

2.1 Stimuli

21 Sentences were synthesized using the
diphone synthesis system, developed by Elsendoorn
(13). By using diphones it was possible to preserve
a natural flow of speech while changing the
consonants at will. Each sentence was synthesized
in three conditions: .
place-changes: all consonants were systematically
replaced for other consonants differing in place of
articulation, in conformity with the phonotactic
rules of Dutch. The feature voiced/unvoiced
in these elliptic sentences remained unaffected.
manner-changes: idem, but differing in manner of
articulation. ‘
control: these were stimuli syntesized without
manipulation of consonant features.

Three types of sentences were constructed:

consisting of short words (n°“‘“nlmm

s:?:::;eln terms of global perceptual categorieg

5nd neutrally constrained, .

entences consisting of long words (umqug Pattern

In terms of global perceptual categories) and
l constrained, ’ . .

gigsnsysayings, semantically highly COHStraine¢

In corresponding sentences in the. thne
conditions, overall intensity and intonation we”
kept identical. All sentences were masked wnhnoise at an s/N-ratio of -6 db,' which had resuhed
in a 90 1 correct recognition score of the’control’ sentences in a pilot experiment. Nome
was turned on 1 second before the signal. starud
and turned off .5 s after the speech Signalhad
ended.

2.2 Subjects

21 native speakers of Dutch, aged 20 to 3m
served as unpaid participants. No subject reponed
hearing defects. They were members of staffer
students at Utrecht University. Some "I”
phonetically trained, but none were familiar wnh
the stimuli or the aims of the experiment.

2.3 Procedure

In a sound treated room, subjects listenedto
3 trial sentences and 18 target sentences. Tm
stimuli were presented binaurally over ‘headphmms
at a comfortable listening level, uSing a Revm
tape recorder. Each sentence was repeated after:
1 second interval. Items were preceded by a shon
200 Hz tone. After each pair of sentences therewn
an interval of circa 13 seconds to give. subwcu
time to write down_their responses. Subjects wen
encouraged to write down partial responses as wen,
even if those consisted of separate sommm
fragments of sentences that seemed anomalous etc
Each subject heard each sentence only in ON
condition to prevent learning effects.

3. RESULTS

Reactions from the subjects and the amountof
missing data (63 1 of the sentences, 35 1 of tm
content words) indicated that the task "“
considered quite difficult. In some instmmu
subjects were aware that the material had been
mani ulated.

..pIn table I the number of correctly identif}ed
content words is presented. The coudfilm
MANNER-CHANGED was by far the most unintelligible(a
On average only 3 Z of the words were reP0’Qn
correctly. For neutrally constrained sentences 3
the PLACE-CHANGED condition circa 10 1 9f the We:
were identified correctly. It is in this 90ndyik
that the powerful influence 0f llngufhuconstraints can most clearly be observed. In h”
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constrained sentences over 50 1 of the words wererecognized. No differences are found withinconditions with respect to the type of wordspresented. Apparently greater word-length, andconsequently a higher degree of uniqueness of theword pattern, did not facilitate recognition.

Table I: Number of word responses, subdivided intowords reported correctly, incorrectly and failureto respond, for neutrally and highly constrainedsentences, in the experimental conditions CONTROL,PLACE-CHANGED and MANNER-CHANGED

From the data it appeared that correctsentence recognition in the PLACE-CHANGED andMANNER-CHANGED conditions was rare. 90 Z of thecontrol sentences were reported correctly when thecontext was highly constrained. In neutrallyconstrained sentences this percentage was50 1. For the manipulated versions correct sentencerecognition was always below 5 1, except for highlyconstrained sentences in the PLACE-CHANGEDcondition, which obtained a 34 1 correctrecognition score.

carri

h. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this experiment we hoped to learn somethingabout the type of acoustic and non-sensoryinformation listeners may
listening circumstances force them to use a globalperceptual analysis. Because of the preliminarynature of the experiment, our conclusions can onlyestablish promising areas for further research:

employ when poor

a. Changing manner of articulation does notappear to be a salient characteristic inthe identification of spoken sentences.

b. Changing place of articulation appeared toHIGHLY CONSTRAINED
yield satisfactory results in casesufficient linguistic constraints wereCONTROL PLACE MANNER available. Subjects' comments indicatedCHANGED CHANGED that the message can be reconstructedproperly and phonetic distortions mostly go

N lhl 152 lhl unnoticed.Correct 127 (901) 79 (521) 5 ( 31)Incorrect 3 ( 21) 28 (181) 64 (#51) c. Word structure did not turn out to help the
Missing 11 ( 81) 45 (301) 72 (521) listeners in identifying the wordscorrectly, although subjects did attempt torespond to uniquely patterned words moreNEUTRALLY CONSTRAINED

frequently than to non-uniquely patternedwords, as can be seen from the percentages
UNIQUE WORD-PATTERN

of incorrectly identified words. It maywell be that uniqueness of word-patternCONTROL PLACE MANNER plays a more salient part if stimulusCHANGED CHANGED material is presented in which word‘
boundaries are better available to the

N 160 146 148 listener.Correct 119 (741) 12 ( 81) A ( 21)Incorrect 1A ( 91) 35 (241) 27 (191) Although the outcome of the experiment clearlyMissing 27 (171) 99 (681) 117 (791) shows that PLACE-CHANGED manipulation plays a moreimportant part than MANNER-CHANGED manipulation,the actual recognition scores remain dis-
NON-UNIQUE WORD-PATTERN

appointingly low if linguistic constraints areweak. It should be kept in mind, however, that our
CONTROL PLACE MANNER quest for global perceptual features was hamperedCHANGED CHANGED by the choice of synthesized material. We did notsynthesize plosive-like sounds or nasal-like

N 121 120 119 sounds, but used substitutions of existing
Correct 90 (7A1) 12 (101) 5 ( 41) phonemes. This means that the listeners were
Incorrect 17 (141) #3 (351) A3 (351) purposely deluded. In view of this, the outcome of
Missing 1b (121) 65 (551) 71 (611) the experiment is quite promising . It may well bepossible to arrive at core-features underlyingperception in the future.

These features may be rather different fromwhat we have traditionally used in articulatory orlinguistic terminology. It is, for instance,noteworthy that in
techniques, when applied to perceptual studies. thecirca dimensions often do not correspond- to traditionalfeature classifications. Similarly, in studies onbroad phonetic classifications (such as A and 5)non-traditional as well as traditional 'featuresare used.

We find it important that research should beed out into the perceptually salient features

multidimensional scaling

so as to arrive at a set of variables that are ofprimary
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variables in use now, are sometimes haphaaard and

only used 'because they appear to work . If :8

obtain a better understanding of the fundamental Y

important variables in speech perception, many

issues may become more accessible. Notice in thli

respect that Van der Woude (6) found no theoretica

reason to prefer a classification based on

PLACE-CHANGED consonants to one that was based on

MANNER-CHANGED consonants. But actual perceptual

strategies evidently favour a PLACE-CHANGED

approach. Nevertheless, we are by no means certain

yet, if a PLACE-CHANGED categorization is the best

possible approach in global listening strategies-

It would be highly counterintuitive if this was not

the case, but we will need to lay bare the

fundamental features of speech perception first.
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ABSTRACT

A model of speech recognition is sketched where the guiding role
of prosody, especially the pathbreaking function of the accent
syllables, is duly stressed. The relationships between the accent
syllables and the root syllables of words provide the listener
with a skeleton of meaning which will be completed and, if
necessary, restored in further stages of the recognition processes.
In a hierarchical organization of linguistic structures and pro-
cessing levels, information flows between the acoustic-phonetic
and the semantic level in a purposeful and optimal way
interacting with phonological, morphological, syntactic, and
pragmatic information.

INTRODUCTION

For quite a long time, speech perception and speech recognition
has challenged the mind and skill of students of various fields of
research like psychology, linguistics, phonetics, and engineering.
In spite of all the enormous progress that can be witnessed, we
have to state today that the problems of recognizing fluent
speech, spoken by different speakers, are far from being solved
as far as the fundamental principles characteristically employed
by human listeners are concerned. The explanation for this state
of the art has to be sought above all in our insufficient
knowledge of the processes leading from the acoustic signal to
the understanding of meaning conveyed by the speech signal.

In recent years, the significance of prosody in speech recognition
has been recognized to an increasing degree [c.g. l, 2]. The
present paper is intended to contribute to a better understand-
ing of the processes involved in speech recognition. Experimental
data point to the important role, in relation to their acoustic .
and semantic features, that syllables made prominent by word
accent play in the processing of the speech signal by the listener.

Every linguistic unit, like syllable, stress group, phrase, sen-
tence, and text, has a. specific structure, the knowledge of which
is of central significance for speech recognition. The competence
of the speaker/listener also contains, among other things, the
knowledge of the phonotaetic structure of syllables and words,
their morphological structure (root, affixes), and their prosodic
structure, e.g. the number of reductions and assimilations. The
prosodic features are very often strongly interrelated with other
phonological and' morphological features, for instance phonotac-
tic, morphophondlogical, and syntactic ones.

Models of speech perception have to cope with the fact that the
speech signal is not always distinct and complete. Instead, most
often the acousticlsignal arriving at the listener’s ear contains
distortions of different kinds. These deviations appear as the
consequences of at least three dimensions of indistinctness,
namely of speech tempo (slow - fast), of articulation (distinct -
lax), and of the linguistic distance between a norm or standard
and the actual form (small - large) which contains regional,
social, and individual features and foreign accent as well. There-
fore it has 'to be assumed that the result of the acoustic-
phonetic analysis not always amounts to a complete and unam-
biguous phonological form which will lead directly to the lexical
element which, eventually, will be identified correctly. On the
contrary, the phonological representation as the resultrof the
working of the bottom-up proce$es has to be thought of as
incomplete and deviant compared to the meaning intended by
the speaker.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In a series of experiments, samples .of Swedish, spoken with a
strong foreign accent and deviating with respect to the distribu-
tion of word accent, were corrected temporally and tonally and
thereafter presented to native Swedish listeners under various
hard listening conditions. Deviant speech aggravates speech per-

ception because the acoustic information contained in the speech

signal and constituting the initial information to the processes
'of speech recognition may differ markedly from the normal and
expected standard of pronunciation. Some interesting results
emerged from manipulating certain features of the speech signal
in a controlled manner by means of LPG-speech synthesis of
high quality and then studying listeners’ reactions to the mani-
pulations. A detailed description of the method used and the
results are given in [3, 4]. '

Evaluating listeners’ responses to utterances manipulated in this
manner, one observation is prevalent: It always seems to be the
accent pattern that is picked up by the listeners. Accent pattern
means the linear succession of accented and unaccented syllables
in an utterance. The same accent pattern is to be found in the
listeners’ response, even if the accent pattern is incorrect in the
stimulus, although the response differs from the intended utter-.
ance with respect to its semantic, syntactic, morphological, and
phonological structure. If by way of speech synthesis the
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' he correct syllable,
wrongly positioned word accent is moved to t

listeners’ responses will change in the same wiay. £9 git:

example of changes of accent pattern is.illustrate inis indicated

ing (the position of word accent = primary 5:1???" (in sedety)

by the symbol i): The Swedish phrase "i samh :1 e" ‘n the defi-

showed the wrong prosodic structure. 1 sam he..ettl i d as "i Sin

ant foreign accent rendering. This stimulus"was'theal:t Tv) by

’he:lhet" (on the whole) or "utan tezve (WI one", or the

listeners who obviously focussed on the accent pat 2,} move.

distribution of the word accent. However, when the :n ccent is

ment, representing the most essential feature of wor : 5 114m,

moved from the wrong syllable "-’he:- to.the corredc. yaccor-

"’sam-”, the pattern of listeners’ responses is change 1:83”! "i

dance with the correct accent pattern. . Listeners now Hectic“)

’sandtriizdet" (in the sand tree), "i ’samlingen (in the :1; idem.

or "i "handlingen" (in the action), all of them showmlgbl eof the

ical distribution of word accent on the second syla e a was

stimulus. The number of syllables in the listeners rejponscourse

always identical. 'At the same time, it has to be note ,hore a c":

that the accent syllables of the listeners responses 51 :1 f the

tain amount of spectral features with the accent syl a e o

stimulus.

OUTLINE OF THE MODEL -

rinciples in some existing models of
’ ' t in eneral p

Assuming 9" a S the most relevant features
word and speech recognition (e.g. [5]), - ‘ . t—

of a prosodically guided model of speech recognitioln :iltfie oluhe

lined. A more detailed description is to be foun i .

model is summarized graphically in Fig. 1. . h

The hypothesized phonological structure resul-titiiigt’hfoztrtu:

acoustic-phonetic analysis of thi:1 spefch. :1“:Lmorphdogical

V turing working of phonetic, p ono ogic , -b1 howlogical

knowledge is not totally specified. The pOSSl e.p ’ .

ts as the search unit for lexrcal items is

12:31:: tdlb?a:caccent group, i.e. a chunk of a linguisticdstérubc-

ture containing as its kernel the accent syllable surrounked no};

other unstressed syllables. No word boundaries are mar e

needed. ' _. b used by

All information of linguistic and pragmatic kind may. He at an

the various stages and processes of speech recognitjn fmal

times and wherever necessary and useful. A close an op“:n at

acting together of bottom-up and toptdown informatiton edifive-

low levels'where the first linguistic interpretation 0 aut b -

acoustic information occurs and non-linguistic. short lcu s. an

passing all the hierarchically structured acoustic and inguis

levels, are assumed for speech recognition.

The acoustic analysis of the speech signal is perf { 1])

different channels, i.e. the prosodic and the spectral one (o . [ 1,;

Quite often the auditive-acoustic analysis cannot alwaysdr-esu

in a complete phonetic basic structure due to. acousti:1 so;

tions from outside and assimilations and reductions in t e sign

ormed in two

itself.

The auditive-acoustic analysis is followed by the phonetic

analysis which combines and integrates the auditive-acoustic
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Fig 1 A model of prosodically guided speech recognition

parameters into chunks of approximately the size of a syllable

and which labels it phonetically. The phonetic labelling, most

often, cannot be performed in a refined. way (cf. [5]). The

phonetic interpretation provides the basis for the acoustic-

phonetic basic information about the chunk of the speech signal

to be processed.
,

The acoustic-phonetic basic information is structured accordin

to prosodic and spectral features. The prosodic features proZi e

the position of the accented syllable or syllables in the chun :l‘

chunks; the spectral features contain information about tde

spectral gestures of the segments. Taken together they pig: e

information about the number of syllables in the chunks: ter:

is, however, a clear difference between the two dimenSions. w it

the accented syllable always appears correct in the basic struc-

ture, the spectral component often remains clasSified only in a

gross manner.

This fact has certain consequences for the emergence of the

hypothesized phonological basic structure on the following level:

The spectral elements in the acoustic-phonetic basic information
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are subordinated to the prosodic structure of the accent groups.

This subordination is brought about by the top-down con-
straints and the general knowledge of the listener which operate

in generating the hypothesized phonological structure.

The hypothesized phonological structure is not generated only
once and for ever but, instead, can be altered in a short period
of time as a consequence of not only new acoustic-phonetic
information but also of new top-down information which is
flowing forth and thus becomes available all the time.

The semantic elements of the lexicon are arranged in a multi-
dimensional fashion according to various phonological features
and structural characteristics. These possible phonological struc-
tures provided by the analysis of the speech signal and the
working of linguistic constraints, it,must be assumed, normally
do not look like orthographic words with clearly defined boun-
daries, which correspond exactly to a stored counterpart. They
are not searched for like a numbered book in a bookshelf and
found immediately by its distinctive digit. Approaching the lexi-
cal elements would rather amount to a search consisting of a
large array of activities utilizing different features simultane-
ously. The possible phonological structure which emerged from
the fragments of the acoustic-phonetic basic information con-
tains the accented syllable as its most important search cria
terion. Therefore it can be assumed that the search starts out
for phonological representations of lexical elements showing the
identical accent pattern and some of the spectral features of the
accentuated syllable. Of course, all the information concerning
the surrounding syllables is used as a supporting criterion as
well.

In general, it has to be assumed that speech recognition is
characterized by an interplay of activities where all information
available is processed simultaneously and'optimally. This kind
of search assumes explictily .that the boundaries in the possible
phonological structure need not be defined exactly and in
advance. The first aim of the search for lexical elements seems
to be to find the syllables with the most distinct marking which,
in turn, are identical with the basic meaning of the root or stem
of a word, i.e. to find the skeleton or the corner stones of mean-
ing.

As is generally known, languages use different principles for
accent distribution 'in their information structure. In accent
languages like, for instance Swedish, English, and German, word
accent , in principle, exactly functions for signalling the word
stem as the kernel of the meaning of a word. This is true both
of morphologically simple and complex words. But also in
languages with different principles for accent distribution, like
for instance Finnish and Czech with initial accent or Polish with
accent on the penultimate, the accentuated syllable represents a
prominent feature of the phonological structure of lexical ele-
ments and thus a clear and distinct signal for starting the
search and for the successful finding of lexical elements.

The information which is still needed at this point in order to
be able to reconstruct completely the utterance containing
several words will be processed and gained in the next step
where verification is carried out by a component called the Mas-

ter. Here, accessing the remaining information in the possible
phonological structure and the top-down component, at this
point especially syntax, pragmatics, and semantics, the missing
parts of the phonological-syntactic structure are hypothesized
and built into the total structure corresponding to (parts of) the
utterance. After this verification, the process of speech recogni-
tion, hopefully, will end up with the identified meaning. '

A verification component, the Master, has access to the linguis-
tic constraints and the knowledge which, in turn, have access to
the lower levels. For the Master there is also a feed-back channel
to the possible phonological structure which, again in turn, feeds
back to the lower levels. Thus it becomes quite clear that the
top-down information is available to different and rather low
levels of processing in speech recognition. It becomes also clear
that, due to this fact, the speech signal need not be clear and
distinct at every point in time. Of course, the more distinct the
signal is, the easier and faster the lexical search can be because
almost no support by the top-down component and no feeding-
back is needed in this case. If the verification of some chosen
lexical elements by the Master as to their linguistic and prag-
matic correctness and of their semantic credability comes out
negative, the feed-back channel to the possible phonological
structure, the hypothesized phonological structure and, if neces-
sary, to the acoustic—phonetic basic information will be
activated. Then a change of the phonological structure already
arrived at will be enforced by starting the searching process
anew which, finally, will arrive at an acceptable result after

having passed through a number of stages a second and maybe
a third time.

In this interactive process of speech recognition, it is obvious
that prosody, especially word accent, plays a direct and guiding
part. Searching for lexical elements stored in the long-term
memory takes place not by using words with clearly defined
boundaries but rather by using prosodic features where word
accent and phrase accent or focus distinctly point to the most
important semantic elements of an utterance. The syllables
which are prominent due to word accent represent reliable
islands in the stream of sounds and there they function as the
anchor or fixation points of speech recognition. Therefore it is ,
easily understood that word boundaries are not a significant
support or even a precondition for speech recognition. Phrase
boundaries, however, play an important part in dividing the
speech chain into appropriate processing units. It is interesting
to notice in this respect that phrase boundaries are clearly
marked, often by several prosodic means. In contrast, word
boundaries, are not marked in any special way. Even where
morphological word structure is concerned, unstressed syllables,
especially at the end of a word, as markers of concord, normally
contain linguistic information which can easily be derived.
Therefore it is not astonishing to learn that speech recognition
systems cannot find words in the signal of continuous speech if
the words, even in longer texts, are not pronounced in a stac-
cato way, i.e. surrounded by pauses. In the speech signal there
are no word boundaries but acoustically more distinct and ela-
borated chunks of the size of a syllable, namely the prominent
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and accented syllables.

The model of speech perception outlined here differs from previ—

ous models in several respects. In contrast to the cohort theory,

there is no activating of groups of possible word candidates all

of them beginning with the same sound and the number of

which will be gradually decreased as a consequence of acoustic

information arriving later and of contextual constraints until, in

the end, only one candidate will hold the floor. In my model, the

spectral information of phonemes does not play a predominant

part. Guided by the prosodic information pointing especially to

the clearly marked accented syllable, one or more possible pho-

nological structures not exactly defined by word boundaries,

may start for the search of lexical elements. Very often they

may even act as competitors (cf. [6]).

Rather as an amendment to the Phonetic Refinement Theory, in

my model the strong part of prosody in finding the most

significant and central elements of meaning is duly recognized.

The process of speech recognition obeys the principle of clarity.

The accent pattern, prominent in the signal and easily to be

discovered and processed, forms a linguistic frame or skeleton

which the spectral features are subordinated to and built into.

Every part of the phonological structure which is missing or

indistinct, if possible, will be restored or corrected later in the

interactive processes.

Another virtue of this model lies in the fact that it is applicable

to the whole range of different conditions of the speech signal in

verbal communication and the bottom-up component of speech

perception. The top-down component is always at work. It is

obvious that a distinct and good speech signal makes speech

recognition easier, faster, and accurate. If the speech signal is

deviant with respect to a given norm or distorted by external

sources, a larger period of time will be needed in order to iden-

tify a meaning because a larger burden is put onto all kinds of

memory, information paths, and feed-back channels. An

increased activation of search processes and memories explains

the fatigue experienced by listeners who are exposed to speech in

noisy environments or to strong foreign accent for longei'

stretchcs of time.

In conclusion, then, this model also covers speech recognition

under different conditions: the optimal speech signal, spoken disv

tinctly and free from external acoustic distortions; the speaker

and listener using approximately the same standard of pronun-

ciation; the indistinct pronunciation due to lax or fast articula-

tion; the acoustically distorted signal; the perception of the hard

of hearing and the deaf; the perception under inattentiveness

and non-listening of the intended listener; the geographical,

dialectal, social, and individual varieties of a language; the

foreign accent.
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THE ANALYSIS OF SPEECH PERCEPTION MECHANISMS
ON THE MODELS OF AUDITORY SYSTEM

V.P. BONDARENKO, V.R. MOOR, A.N. CHABANETS
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Tomsk, USSR, 634004 .

‘ABSTRACT

This article concernsthemodel investi-
gations in auditory system. The model is
synthesized on the basis of a little number
of the raw data,with a limitedsystem com-
plexity, and anelementreliability. Hence,
the model structure concerns as a hier-
archical system with a high potential re—
liability.

INTRODUCTION

-The analysis of speech signal is asso-

ciated with model investigations in audi-

tory. The auditory system is divided into

'several schemical levels: mechanical con-

version level of sound signal, sensoryle-

vel and neuron processing level.

The auditory system compbxity depends

on the signal processing level. If the

spiral ganglion cosists of about 3QOOOnar-

rons, then the brain consists of about

IOOOOOOO neurons. The auditory system is

a complex hierarchical system. It intends

to the prediction systems II/. There are

two ways of the complex system simulation:

analytical and synthetical. .

An analytical method is based on the de—

terminate of majority common real system

parameters and their linkages. The most

models of auditory system is based on the

analytical approach /2,3,4,5£ The main dis-

advantage of this approach lies in practi-

cal impossibility to take into account the

whole information about structure and beha-

viour of auditory system. Hence, the mo- '

' dels obtained are private and explain on-

ly partial effects of auditory model ope-

ration. The analysis of the complex sysum

must not be done by independent simulatkn

of parts. Hence, the private models can

not explain the basic behavioral princip-

les of auditory system.

The synthetical approach is more prefe-

rable. It is realised by means of optimum

models synthesis, which then approximate

to the real system due to nearing objecus

' ve functors and linkages between model -,

and system parameters. The main difficule

ty of using of the synthetical approach

lies in the term "optimum" for the audit»

ry model system. Due to the analysis of the

common processing principles of the inflor-
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mation in auditory sy - -m

ted as optimum criterion - mlnl

information of the input 31

del processing.

system should hold a high potent

bility.

Stem /6/, we extrac-

um losed

- model
° des an auditory ‘Besn. a ial relia-

PROBLEM STATEMENT

e
The complexity of the model structur

is limited upper“
53.: A," 5 50 < a

where Ni — information capacity of the

i-th element;

n - generalized number elements. iti-

The elements have threshold of sens

vity Iipt=£~<Ca>0

‘ - f
where t - reaction time; 7 error 0

conversion; p - input signal power.

d
The model elements are not relia:1:b:n

o r "

are not substitute after refusal

bility of no—failure element operation is

limited upper ps po<f .

The less information of the input sig—

nal is calculated by functor

5=f[f(W)-Y(W)1‘ dw

where w 42:17 - signal region; 9 - fre-

quency range; D - dynamical range.

ww)=L [am]

where L - signal definition operator a(f)

in model; Ll- return operator.

The task is the information probability

search of the model and the structural

element linkage definition. The need of

loss minimization defines a deciszlon -

making task.

Frequency- and dynamic ranges are divi-

‘
a!

dad into subranges, with their own data

“odel element. The sermon decision task

is in /6,?,S/, due to this decision task

nthesized the auditory model Sys—

was 57 odel relates to the symm6tri_
tem. This;1 class m-order /I/. Hence,the

t m is operationable, till its every

s:is-tefinvolving m-elements) is working,
P

' f no-failure model 0 e-
The probabiligynno on 1—60; I,

ration is: R‘ “M pi. 9’.

Z w; > m
o - 1‘5} failured element; ‘71:: -

cal syst

where wi=

for operatable element; pi - Probability

of no-failure operation of i-th element;

= 1 - p o

Qiln the present model the common element

complexity is equal, hence: pi=Pj=P

fl' 5 L' n-o'so gal: En p 7/

The value‘g'gtlmatlons R are /I/, by

h'” , 1:12.17,”1 <Po
{>1— exp H“)
<1—ep/z flung—271m

where k =7tm-l’fl7f’7ii'(1’fi')£47:p‘

li bilitThus, bylg- <Poo the system re a y

approximates to 1.

Modes Description

The synthetized model involves: filter

system, threshold elements, spaceadding

linkages, and time adding filters.

The filter system has the transfer fune-I

tion

y(j,w,x)=ex,o['/,Mfll(ye£/)z-j50€xy] (I)

where x - space coordinate (filter number); .

Q - gain—bandwidth product of the filter

system; yaw/w“ ; W01 - resonance filter

frequency with number x=0.

The threshold elements are equal - allo-

cated along axis x in several rows. Athre-

shold of element in i-t‘hfow is

ai = a! J5
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where B>I . where fmed - medium group frequency;
The element linkages are defined by fcrit - critical frequency band for fmed'

functore':¢ 1, Thus, gain- bandwidth product Q depends
9(x,,£2:fpffi,(t-zx,)fiz(x,-x)L(n,x)a’x-a?(2) on filter resonance frequency wres' Sin-

. f 29r1x..t)=f//z.(t—z:x,)tmemanating) °e 1. a ”Witt: mm” 1"-aeo . wre:(x)=wme
we have, that Q is also coordinate func-

- _' tion x.

where h,,h, - weight functions of the time
summation; h2,h, - weight functions of

space summation; L,M - threshold element It was found, that the gain- bandwidth
reactions; 20 - upper filter number level. means in the frequency range I-IO kc/s

_ The relations analyse (I7,(2),(3) has agrees with the artical results /IO,II/,
and in range below 500 kc/s - with expe-

rimental data of Bekesy /9/.

INPUT SIGNAL CODING

shown, that the model is not critical to

value Q, since the filter time constants

and weight function constants are matched.

The model parameters estimation can be do— Final signal description is defined with

expressions (2) and (3). The functor g(x,

t) defines the amplitude spectrum of the

input signal, and 7 (x,t) - differential

he by common psychoacoustical and neurody-

namical data of auditory human system and

by functional model analysis.

Parameter Model Improvement . from the phase spectrum.

There are many papers dealing with the In the bandwidth
' _ a)”: (x)subject parameter measurement and parame- A w(x)— ———‘

ter estimate of the filter system of the g(x,t) and 7 (x,t) can be represented as
auditory analyzer, but the results are

contradictive /9 , IO ,II/.

one count on the coordinate.

From condition (I) these counts must be
The model described agrees well with taken in points of the largest value n,

relative levels of auditory system. It t). I.e., the restcounts it is necessary"
was found that the gain- band width pro- to sup‘l'ess by means of the suppression

functionIE (t, x )

§(t,:r,)=g(f,x)-Px, (75.x)
p1,(t,x)=5(x);z(x)
5(1): <1 1,-41‘5'1251‘, 44x

)4 x,-A.z>x>x,+nx

duct defines the curve of absolute sense-

tive level, a threshold curve type, amp- (4)
1itude'-, and frequency modulation sensi-

tivity, and. etc. It follows, that the
frequency group width (critical bandwidth)

in auditory system agrees with the band-

pass relative filter. Hence.

[7 =fmed/frr/f‘

where Px (t,x) - breakpoint in x, becomirg
by the excitation g (t,x) in the point x. -9
g(x) - model reaction coused by the sine
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signal.

Such a function is realized on the basis

of the known lateral inhibition. A making-

decision procedure on the basis (4) is:

if 5 (t.XD > 0, so a signal in point x,

exists, if 5 (t,x) < 0, so - isn’t.

Values g(x ,t) and? (x ,t) - are the

result of the first level of the coding

of the final description. It’s adaptive,

since g(x ,t) and X (x ,t) are defined by

input signal structure.

CONCLUSIONS .

The model described and a number of _

signal processing mechanisms are very

common with the data mentioned in neuro-

dynamics and peychoacoustics dealing with

human sound signal sensibility. At the

same time, the model is optimal as to mi-

nimum criterion of the loss information

with potential reliability, near to I.

The theoretical and the experimental .

mode investigations provided us to study

the perception mechanisms particularly;

simutaneous - and Sequential mechanisms

of disable, to-tone suppression, the vo-

wel attribute determination and etc.

It was found, that the sounds formants

are markedly changed during the base tone

period, it allows one to obtain the infor~

mation about the speech signal thin stru-

'cmmm
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THE NORMALIZATION OF THE SPEECH SIGNAL SPECTRUM ENVELOPE
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes normalization of
the speech signal envelope by means of
multiplicative centralization. The method
proposed is based on the assumption that
speech signal analySers of the human nerb
vous System identify such instantenous Spe-
ech signal spectra which can be superimpo-
Sed by means of multiplicative transfor-
mations. The method doesn't involve any
initial classifications (e.g. into male/fe-
male voices, Vocalic/consonantal sounds,
etc.). An alternative representation of
the speech signal spectrum by means of co-
efficients of an extension of the speech
signals spectrum envelope into a power
series is suggested. Such a representation
give us a possibility to get rid off sta-
tionary contributions.

INTROIUCTION

An analysis of the influence of various
distortions on speech intelligibility may
help us to discover some mechanismus of
sound perception. Simple and frequently
met distortions are introduced by e.g. our
electroacoustic equipment. We have no dif-
ficulty in finding out that the level of
recordings being reproduced has almost no
influence on the reception of the content '
being transmitted. Also dislocations of .
the spectrum in the frequency range, due
to the change of the speed reproduction
can reach considerable values with no ef-
fect on intelligibility. As seen from a
formal point of view, these distortions
consist in a multiplication of amplitudes
or frequencies of the spectral components
by certain constants. Apart from the above
mensioned distortions we can also find 11-
near distortions which consist in the at-
tenuation of various spectral components,
especially the extreme ones. 0n the basis
of such observations we can infer that the
received accoustic signal undergoes cer-
tain normalization in the process of per-
ception. The normalization allows us to
compensate for the interpersonal differen-

ces and for the influence of the conditions
of the acoustic wave propagation.

1. A-MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Ihe distortions of the signal caused byboth the change of amplification level and
a non-uniform transmission of spectral com-
ponents (tone quality) pertain to amplitudeand can be described by means of a function
dependent on frequency. Amplitudes of sig-
nal spectral components will be multiplied
by values of that function. A constant com-
ponent of the fUnction will be responsible
for the general amplification level. Dis-
tortions in time can be shown as multipli-
cation of the frequency scale by the con-
stant. Let a(f,t) be a dependence which
shows an envelope of the spectrum amplitu-
de of speech signal. In accordance with the
above remarks we can say that

a(f,t) a b(f)¢(fzr,t). (1)
where b is a dependence which describes
the signal transmitling characteristic,
is an envelope of the primary signal spec-
trum, t denotes time, f-frequency and v
is a constant reSponsible for the.displa-
cement of the signal spectrum in the fre-
quency range. The concept of primary.sig-

-nal will be clarified in the subsequent
-part of the paper. . ' ‘

'As a reSult of such.a formulation of
the mathematical model we will be claiming
that the distortions in question consist in
multiplicative transformations of the sig-nal in the amplitude and frequency range.
We will show now that, by using multipli-
cative centralization, Fourier transform
of the signal can be reduced to a certain
standard fonm, free from the influence of
these distortions. The centralization con-sists in dividing the amplitude and multi-
plying the frequency of spectral componentsby an appropriate weighted arithmetic mean.
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2. NORMALIZATION BY MEANS OF MULTIPLICA-

TIVE CENTRALIZATION

' ' e limi-
Disnortions in amplitude will be e

nated according to formula (1) by dividing

the envelope of the Fourier transform 0

the signal by the arithmetic mean

a°(f,t) = a(f,t)[p(f), (1)

where p(f) designates the weighted arith-

n t . mean.
.

ne Ristortions in frequency W111 be elimi-

nated if we multiply the arithmetic mean

of the result of the previous operation

calculated in the frequency dimension.

Thus we have

aN(f,t) =a°(f),1(t) ,t) .
' t‘ lou-

To justify operation (1), let us ca

late, without going into details, the time

mean of the envelope of tne speech Signal

spectrum:

)J(f)=(fg w(t)dt)-1 f5 w(t)b(f)50(fv,t)dt.

td td

Let us substitute w for- jg w(t)dt.

d

Using the properties of the integral, We

can write that

t

)1(f)=w'-1b(f)f’q w(t)y(fvr,t)dt = cv(f)b(r).
td

Thus, we can notice that as a result of

operation (1) the multipier b(f) is re-

moved. Let us now calculate the same mean

for the centralized process:

p‘(f)éW'1JFg w(t)a(f,t)/p(f)dt =

' td
t

= 14"“ [9 w(t)b(f)50(fv,t)/
td

t
(TI-113(f) [5-5 w(t)¢f(fv,t)dt)dt =

td
= (f?- w(t)(f(fzr,t)dt)-1fg w(t)y)(f7r,t)dt=1.

t t
d d

Hence, the next multiplicative centraliza-

tions will have no influence on the resul-

ts. It follows from the above that the

primary process V is one which'is invaria-

ble in relation to the multiplicative cen-

tralization of its amplitude, and that

C¢(f) = 1

. Let us calculate now the mean normali-

zing the position of the spectrum in the

frequency dimension. Frequency is an inde-

pendent variable; the only information on

. uenc range the instantenous Spec-

2:3: :gggriseg is‘given to us by amplitudes

of the components. For that reason it was

decided to uSe them as a Weight for each

point in the frequency dimesnion. Such a

selection of the Weight function makes it

ossible to average only the Process norma-

lized in the amplitude dimension, becauSe

linear distortions will have a significant

influence on the normalization in the fre-

quency dimension. Thus we calculate

f -1 1”g
' g f t)fdf. 2mung unudr) {1W 9 ( )

d

If we further substitute f for S/v3 We

obtain
' S

y(t)=(fgm(s/zr,t)/vdS)-1 fgy(S/2r.t)s/v2ds.
5d 5d

3
Using W for gfg¢(s/y,t)ds, we write then

d

that

1I'1 8 .
p(t)= 5 N g: m(sfiv,t)sds

This result can be briefly written in the

form .

P”) ’ 2" C71;

w then calculate the weighted mean (2)

fir :he process already centralized in the

frequency and amplitude domains, we will

find that it will be equal to 1. It follows

from it that

C =1.

7’1:

Thus, we can say that primary envelope 9

of the speech signal spectrum is one wh ch

does not change under the influence of

multiplicative centralization in the ampli-

tude and frequency ranges.

3. SOME DETAILS OF THE NORMALIZATION
PROCEDURES

- I want to show now how to compute the

means p(f) and }i(t). It turns out that

the computations will not be complicated

when We use the extension to the power

series of the spectrum envelope

a(f t) -= {I [Jan 141:5
' =0 3:0 13

3.1. Normalization in the amplitude range

. Without affecting severely the previo-

us considerations we can assume a week de-

pendence of the function b on time. In
consequence, a running mean p(f,t ) Will
be computed. to denotes the curreng moment.
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The averaging of a signal by means of the
running mean is equivalent to its filter-
ing by means of a low-pass filter (Steig—
litz 1977). In order to define the requi-
red averaging time, it suffices to deterh
mine the parameters of an equivalent fil-
ter. The parameters of an equivalent fil-

ter depend solely on the shape of the wei-

ghting curve w(t), i.e. on the so called
time-window. Choosing the time-window of

cos2 t‘ e we obtain the amplitude charac-
terist c of the equivalent filter showed

in fig. 1 (Plucinski 1986).

0.8<
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P

L
IT

U
D

E

0.6-

05‘

0.2.

l I I I I I L I I

I 2 3 4

NUMBER13F PERHJDS UNDER AVEMKHNG

Fig. 1.

In effect the normalization,frequencies
lying in the pass band of the equivalent
filter will be compensated. Since the arti-
culation time of individual speech sounds
at normal speech tempo rarely goes over
100 ms, we can assume that changes in the
spectrum envelope slower then 10Hz should
be eliminated. Thus, as can be seen from
fig. 1, the averaging time should not be
longer than 200ms. The running mean for
the time-window of c052 type, i.e. if

t-t (—
. . 2 o 1-
w(t) = COS (....__._ )

tO-td 2 ’

can be calculated according to the formula

J .1-11..7‘.
p(f,to=0)= 3f; ((3:T(fir)a+ (J!Sln(%J) +

. . I
+ {Z 'ks(g)<-W>J‘ksin<§m))tg {O diJ-fi)

= l:

(c.v. Ryzyk 1964: 132, formula 2.513.l+).

3.2. Nonmalization in the frequency range

The weighted mean over the frequency
can be calculated according to the formula”

I
P<t3)=(1{o dij(r:+1-r§+1).)'.1.

I a.g-O 1:23 ”2+2 _ fie),

where f and fd denote borders of integra-

tion in the frequency range. This range
should cover_the acoustic band. '

h. A PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF THE
SPECTRUM

In the computational technique applied
here a development of the envelope of the
instantaneous spectrum into a power series
is used. The coefficients of this develop-
ment can be used for a parametrical repre-
sentation of changes of the signal spectrum
in time. This has the following adwantages:
1) it allows for an uniform representation
of both vowels and consonants by means of
a trajectory in the space of those coeffi-
cients,
2) all information on the spectrum envelo-
pe, i.e. on the position of both maxima
and minima, their amplitudes and widths is

‘contained in this representation.
One can also expect that coefficients

“03 and “1j of this development will not

have any significant influence on automa-
tic speech recognition. Using such a repre-
sentation, we can easily remove from the
spectrum a time independent component re-
presented by coefficients “10 In the re-

0

presentation proposed herein we simply re-
ject these coefficients which results in -
elimination of stationary noises.

We can find the parameters of the run-
ning polynomial approximation calculated
on the basis of n samples taken at equal
(time) intervals by the analysis of charac-
teristics of an equivalent digital filter
(Plucifiski (1986)). In fig. 2 there are'
shown amplitude characteristics of filters
equivalent to running approximation by me-
ans of the third-degree polynomial (J=3) on
the basis of seven samples. There are shown
amplitude characteristics for three typesV
of time-windows, namely for:
1) rectangular time-window, i.e. w(tk)=1,

2) cos2 time—window, i.e. '

w(tk) = cos2j((k-n)9T/(2(n-1)),
3) Gauss time-window, i.e.

w(tk) = exp (((k—n)2/(n-1)2)lnp),

where k=1,...,n, n=7, p stands for the
cut-off level of the Gauss curve, p=0.01.
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Fig. 2.

DISCUSSION

Hitherto known procedures for normaliza-

tion of spectrum parameters concern fonmant

frequencies. In order to motivate their

proposals some authors refer to the ana-

thomy of the organs of speech (Wakita
(1977)), some authors to the properties of
hearing (Syrdal (1986)) while others in-
form us only about the efficiency of a

procedure of some kind (Lobanov (1971),
Miller et a1. (1980)). While forming nor-

malizing rules, we aim at giving such ru-

les which can help us identify some of nu-

merical sets or sequences. fherefore, when
analysing the rule that has been proposed
by Lobanov, i.e. F? -(F3-F3)/53, where 7;

stands for a mean of i-th formant frequen-
cies over all_vowels and 6 stands for
standard deviation, we find out that this
rule identify all numerical sets with ele-
ments y=ax+b, where a and b are any
arbitrary constants. It may be proved by
substituting F by aF1+b. Analogously we

1

~can prove that Miller’s formula - F¥j =
‘3

= F13' £1115” 3 , where i stands for

the number of the vowel and j for the
number of an observation - identify numeri-
cal sets with elements y=ax. The same con-
cerns formulas proposed by (among others)
Syrdal, fiakita and van Dijk. Like in the
case of Miller's rule the procedure pro-
posed in this pacer identifies numerical
seauences with elements y=ax. It is also
a nonuniform procedure.
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ABSTRACT

This paper compares the implementa—
tion of different types of phonological
rules in a system providing limited
dialect normalization. Dialect normali-
zation will be sketched briefly, as a
means of simplifying the speaker-
normalization task.

Two phonological-rule implementa-
tions' are compared: a representative of
parsing by finite-state deterministic
automata similar to those in Koskeniemmi
[1] and of context-free phrase—structure
rules like those proposed by Church [2].

INTRODUCTION

Automatic speech recognition (ASE)
devices for continuous speech are forced
to take account of rule-governed varia—
tion in the acoustic signal in a way
that isolated-word recognizers are not.
In the latter, recognition can be
treated as a problem for sophisticated
pattern matching. Continuous-speech
recognizers, on the other hand, must
attempt to cope with the inevitable
acoustic variation resulting from, among
other things, language—specific regular-
ities governing the realization of seg-
ments or syllables in specific environ—
ments, that is, phonological rules.

The idea that rule-governed varia-
tion in the speech signal can best be
handled by some analogue to a linguist's

' phonological rules is not in itself new.
Several recognition devices which grew
out of the ARPA project in 1971—1976
used rules to expand base dictionaries
into dictionaries containing (it was
hoped) all possible phonetic realiza-
tions of the dictionary's words [3].
With a realistically large rule set and
large vocabulary, this sort of expansion
is likely to become impractical. The

implementations discussed here run in
‘the other direction, that'is, rules are
applied to a labeled, segmented input
string to produce candidates for match-
ing to a fixed set of lexical entries.
Our interest here is, however, not the
direction the rules run, but the con-
straints on the power of the rule for—
malism and on constraining their appli-
cation.

LINGUISTICS AND SPEECH RECOGNITION

Linguists' phonological descrip—
tions of the last quarter-century have
been overwhelmingly cast in the form of
a single set of context-sensitive
transformational rules, that is, ruleswhich are capable of rewriting the
phrase markers making up a string, in
this case phonetic segments. The direc-tion of operation should be irrelevant,
so lexical items can be transformed into
surface strings and vice versa.

Such a phonological grammar com-
ponent has at least two major problems,
concerning dialect and the formal power
of the rules. It is impractical to try
to design a single pandialectal set of
rules for a recognition system to map
inputs onto a single lexicon. Though it
is imaginable that one set of rules
could be written that would correctly
map an input string onto the intended
string of lexemes, it would in the pro—
cess generate a considerable number of
false mappings due to the application of
rules which, by virtue of belonging‘to a
different dialect, played no part in the
production of the input. Training to an
individual speaker might get around this
problem (assuming for the moment that
the mapping from one dialect's phonolog-
ical system to another’s is isomorphic),
but at the cost of sacrificing general-
ity that could be captured by the proper
rules. This can be handled'by the use
of dialect normalization, in which an
initial training phase establishes not-
only idiosyncratic but dialectal charac-
teristics of the speaker, and uses these
to determine what subset of rules is the
most suitable. Thi strategy is used in
the ASR section If the Cambridge Alvey
project.
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Nonetheless, a context—sensitive

formalism cannot be said to_be optimaé.

The very power which enables it to 2n 2

i ‘
the effects of processes which de ea

1 ‘ ‘ ' 'context—free rules also overgenerates

mappings between the input and the-1ex1—

: .. -.- a con. The obvious next step is. to flnd

1 ' ways to prune these mappings. EW:

- ' :“T’~’” ‘methods are already indpsg. Que 1% .t 2 -

-

of automatically checking the'lexacon 2

.. . see whether. - it. contains.- .ugbrsegmend

sequences which the rules produce: a: . .

~ceasing to follow any hypothesized ou - . -

~put -which contains nonwords. The other

is the reliance on an early deciSion .as

to the speaker's dialect to determine

‘ ,which subset of the existing rules w111

' ' be “applied to an input string, rathei

than simply trying to handle a1

dialects with one large rule set.

Another possibility would be to apply

some rules only when the system foun

evidence of fast-speech phenomena.

Further reduction in the number of

hypotheses could be achieved by the use

of syntactic knowledge, to forbid p

sequences of lexical items that cannot

be syntactically parsed.
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ABSTRACT tive difference between /a/ land /a:/ in
A method of speaker—adaptive speech

recognition is presented in which systemic
differences are exploited to identify the
speaker's gross regional accent: A small
number of "calibration" sentences are spo-
ken by the prospective user. Intra-
sentence comparisons are made of selected
vowels differing between dialects in their
systemic value, and the speaker is scored
on strength of adherence to one of four
gross regional accents. The regional
accent. decision and the numerical data
derived from the analysis of the calibra-
tion sentences are used to modify values
in the vowel reference tables.

REGIONAL ACCENT DIFFERENCES

Speaker-independent automatic speech
recognition requires a solution to the
problem of regional accent differences.
The accent has first to be identified, and
then the reference values used in the
recognition process have to be adapted
towards the particular actent.

Differences between accents exist at
various levels of description. Firstly,
there may be differences in the phoneme
inventory. For example, many speakers of
Northern British English do not distin-
guish the vowels in "look" and "luck", or
“put" and Vputt"; many Scottish speakers
have the same quality vowel in "good" and
"food".$econdly, even in those parts of
the vowel system that have equivalent
phonemic oppositions, the lexical distri-
bution of phonemes may differ. This may be
due to different historical development in
a large number of words such as /e/ in
"path", "grass", etc. in American and
Northern British English while Southern
British English has /a:/. Alternatively,
there may be isolated incidences, such as
"tomato", which has /ei/ in American and
/a:/ in British English. Thirdly,
regional accents differ in the phonetic
quality of functionally equivalent
phonemes. For example, although Southern
and Northern British can both_be said to
have a distinctive contrast between the
vowels in "cat" and "cart", that distinc-
tion is not carried to the same extent by
the same phonetic properties. The qualita-

some areas of Northern England is very
small, the distinction relying almost
totally on the length difference; in
Southern British the qualitative differ—
ence is very noticeable.

SYNTAGMATIC COMPARISON

These differences can be exploited
for
acoustic

recognition purposes by comparing the
characteristics of selected

vowels within a known text. Two known
words may contain different quality
vowels in one dialect and the same quality
vowel in another. Whether the reason is a
difference in inventory, lexical distribu—
tion, or just a difference in the phonetic
relationship of functionally equivalent
phonemes, analysis will provide evidence
for or against a particular regional
accent. This principle of text—internal or
‘syntagmatic' comparison has an obvious
advantage over comparison with any exter-
nal template values. The relational values
are obtained from the individual's own
realisational framework, avoiding the
problem of having to normalise for non-
dialectal inter-speaker differences.

DELIMITATION OF REGIONAL ACCENT

Although regional accent variation is
strictly speaking non-discrete, both in
geographical terms moving from one area to
another, and in sociological terms within
a given area, some people are categoris-
able according to their geographical back—
ground. Four gross accent areas were
selected for differentiation: Southern
standard British (538), Northern British
(NB), Scottish (Scot), and General
American (USA). The differences within
these regions may well be regarded by some
(particularly those who live in them) as
being at least as great as the differences
between them. They do, however, constitute
regional accents which are readily recog-
nised in everyday speech communication by
linguistically naive persons, and must
therefore be considered to have some iden—
tity. General American, in particular, is
not a natural regional accent associated
with one geographical area. It is a stan-
dardised accent, roughly equivalent in the
United States to $53 in Britain.
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PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES
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a father fed the cat.
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1.
2.

3.

4.
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each of these words and "bought" would beevidence for $83. - »

In addition, the sentences also con-tain stressed words with the vowels /i:/,/:/, and /e/, completing the‘inventory ofstressed pure vowels, except for /3:/.This is important if the accent identifier.is to be used for anything more than purediagnosis. '

s comparison .conditions -are .ful—
A

filled, points are allocated‘ for or"against particular dialect cate~gories. Positive .and negative scoringaids differentiation. In some cases, ful-fillment of a condition is evidence forone regional accent but strong evidencea ainst another. For example, in sentenceI, a large difference in quality between"after" and "father" coupled with similar-ity between "after" and "cat" is strongevidence for an American accent andagainst SoutEErn British. In other cases,an accent category is indifferent to non-fulfillment, and no negativeallocated. For example, in sentence 3,Northern British will score positively,and Southern British negatively if "cook","pudding", and "butter" have similar vowelqualities, but the USA score will be unaf-fected, due to a tendency for many Ameri—can speakers to centralise both /u/ and/A/. Classification of a given speaker isbased on the maximum accumulated scoregained by any regional accent.

points are

- An obvious weakness in theapplication of the
its present use of rigid and relativelygross criteria. Speakers with stronglymodified accents can still be detected asnon«standard by the human listener bymeans of other, perhaps finer regionalfeatures, which the accent identifier ig—

practical
accent identifier is

.nores. For example there are consonant andprosodic features which differ widely fromone accent to another which have not yetbeen incorporated. At the moment, theonly step towards differentiation of thede tee of adherence to a regional accentis obtained from the continuous record ofallocation, which can track thefeatures which may deviate from theoverall regional accent decision.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Analysis is carried out in two steps.The first is a dynamic programming pro-cedure to locate the vowels in the inputsentences to be analysed. The second stepis the comparison procedure itself.

The dynamic alignment uses a sym-metric DP matching algorithm [2] operatingafter endpoint location on a combinedmeasure of average amplitude per 20msframe (normalised to compensate fordifferences in recording level) and zero-crossing count. After alignment, the

analysis frames of the inputcorrespond to the frames in the
sentence

‘reference“sentence containing predefined comparisonpoints; the comparison points are located,manually with a speech-signal editorapproximately one third through theselected vowels and the values stored.

The comparison procedure is an LPC-based, three-formant Euclidean distancecalculated on an auditory (equivalent rec-tangular bandwidth) scale. The use _ofauditory- scaling has the advantage' of 'reducing ‘the effect of P3 variation while-"giving very low F3 in rhotic vowels suffi-cient weight to influence the difference_value. The formants are obtained by secondderivative peak—picking, and cleaned byapplying combinatorial constraints derivedfrom phonetic theory. The constraints canbe made extremely powerful by the factthat the vowels are known. It is also pos-sible to inhibit individual vowel com-parisons if a plausible formant structureis not found, thus avoiding totally spuri-ous accent judgements.

In general, the formant analysis hasproved very reliable, only falling downwhen the endpoint location of the inputsentence, prior to the dynamic alignmentprocedure, fails due to extraneous noise.The use of a combined zero—crossing +amplitude measure for endpoint locationprovides considerable resistance to non—periodic disturbance.

ADAPTATION TO ACCENT

Accent identification itself is onlythe first step towards better recognitionof non—standard speech. Adaptation is thenecessary second stage. Part of this ispossible on the basis of independentregional Speech data, part depends on dataon individual speakers gained from thecalibration sentences during the identifi-cation process.

Independent vowel
the regional

formant data foraccents have been collectedfrom /t/ syllables. These provideregional group average values againstwhich individual regional speakers' vowelscan be matched. However, direct formant-to-formant matching assumes that, apartfrom vocal tract length differences,speakers differ only in regional accent.However, there can be other differences inlong-term articulatory patterning [1]within accent groups resulting in differ-ences in the exploitation of F1 and F2space. In impressionistic terms this canbe seen as the tendency of some speakersto speak without much jaw movement, orwithout much forward-and-back tongue move—ment. Adaptation to these differences isalso possible on the basis of formant datagathered during the accent identificationprocess.
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Firstly, a group average Fl/FZ fcen-

troid" value is calculated from, the aver-

age vowel values, each vowel in the

regional ‘system being related to the cen-

troid by an F1 and an F2 factor. In addi-

tion, the maximum and minimum F1 and F2

values give the group F1 and F2 "disper-

sion" values. Individual "centroid" and

"dispersion" values are calculated from

the calibration—sentence data. Adapted

vowel target values .are calculated by

applying the regional rou vowel factors

to the individual centrord values, uSing

the F1 and F2 -dispersion factors (- indi-

vidual dispersion / group dispersion) to

stretch or squeeze the vowel space in the

F1 pr F2 dimension.’ 0

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The accent classifier is conceived as

a first stage of a complex front-end com-

ponent in a speaker-independent speech

recogniser. The correct classification of

a speaker's accent is essential

information which will be passed up the

system, enabling, for example, the subse—

quent front-end sub-components to adapt to

the speaker. It may also be needed to

trigger a particular subsection of phono-

logical rules, and to direct accent-

dependent lexical access. However, more

than just the accent decision can be

exploited in the speaker adaptation pro—

cess, which can be envisaged basically as

a ‘mapping' of the acoustic space in which

the particular speaker produces his

vowels. Analysis data from the calibration

sentences provides an economical basis for

this mapping procedure.

Problems not addressed by the

approach described here are, male/female

speaker normalisation, and modification

for degree of regional adherence. Pro—

gress in t e latter depends to a large

extent on long-term data obtained from the

accent classifier revealing which opposi-

tions most frequently differentiate the

speakers. As data accumulates, statistical

evaluation will determine the relative

frequency of occurrence of particular

regional features. The hierarchy thus

obtained can be used to specify degrees of

regional accent and associate them with

particular vowel features.
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USE OF THE ERB SCALE IN PERIPHERAL AUDITORY PROCESSING
FOR VOWEL IDENTIFICATION

D2 8." DETERDING'

Department of Linguistics
Sidgwick Avenue

. Cambridge CB3 90A
England

ABSTRACT

Some previous systems for using knowledge
of peripheral auditory processing in
speech recognition have used the Bark
scale. Here, the use of the ERB scale is
compared with the Bark scale.

Vowel spectra are transformed in the
manner suggested by Bladon and Lindblom.
The resulting vowel representations using
the two different scales are then compared
for a whole--spectrum approach to speaker-
independent vowel recognition.

The success rate for correct identifica-
tion is quite high with either scale; but
it is unlikely that the remaining errors
could be overcome using this kind of
whole-spectrum approach.

INTRODUCTION

In recent ,years, many researchers have
investigated the use of models of the
peripheral auditory system as the first
stage in automatic speech recognition sys—

{ 18.73 p
.m _
.m. ;

15- ;-

‘10“

5-

°07 I I I
100 500 1000 2000 5000

103 Hz

Figure 1. Plot of Bark scale against log
Hz scale.

tems. It is argued that, if the speech
can be transformed in a manner similar to
the processing of the ear, the task of
recognition will be made easier.

If such a transformation is to be used, it
is important that it be as accurate as
possible. In their suggested auditory
transform, Bladon and Lindblom [1] use a
Bark scale. Moore and Glasberg [2] sug-
gest that their ERB scale (standing for
Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth) is more
accurate. In this paper, a comparison is
made of the effectiveness of using these
two scales in producing auditorily-
transformed spectra for speaker-
independent vowel recognition.

BARK SCALE vs ERB SCALE

Plots of the two scales against a log
Hertz scale are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The principal differences between the two
scales are: the width of the critical band
estimated by Moore and Glasberg is
smaller, so there are more ERBs below 5000

g 28.37

m

120--
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3 I I I
100 500 1000 2000 5000

103 Hz

Figure 2. Plot of ERB scale against log
Hz scale.
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various
nof the ERB transform for one to“

filter suggested by Moore and Glasberg.It is possible that any harmonic-ripplethat has not been smoothed out couldinterfere with vowel identification; so awider masking filter was also tried withthe ERB scale. However, the success ratefor vowel recognition using this widerfilter was worse, so the results presentedhere for the ERB scale are for the nar-rower filter.

NORHALIZING AUDITOEY REPRESENTATIONS

Blomberg et a1'[3] find that, for vowelidentification, the various stages intheir auditory transform are actually des-tructive except for the last (DOMIN)stage; but they investigate recognitionfor each speaker independently, withoutattempting any kind of cross-speaker nor-malization. It is possible that an audi-tory representation only becomes importantwhen speaker-independent recognition isattempted.

in the experiment reported here, identifi—cation pf the vowels of each of thirteenspeakers was based on templates derivedfrom the vowels of the other speakers, sosome kind of normalization was needed.
If speaker normalization can be achievedby a simple shift along an auditory scaleto account for different vocal tractlengths [4], the shift required for adapt-ing to one speaker from a‘set of templatesshould be appropriate for all the vowelsof that speaker. Derivation of anappropriate shift can therefore be done onthe basis of a single calibration vowel:the shift that allows the two representa-tions of the calibration vowel to becomemost similar can be used for normalizingall the other vowels. This is comparableto the normalization scheme proposed byNearey [5], though it uses an auditoryscale instead of the logarithmic scalethat he suggests.

Various vowels were tried as thecalibration vowel for normalization, andthe vowel from "hard" was found to providethe highest success rate. -For the resultspresented, the calibration vowel wasalways "hard".

VOWEL RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT

Eight male and five female speakers, allusing a Standard Southern British accent,each produced the words "heed", "hid","head", "had", "hard", "hud", "hOd",
"hoard", "hood", "who'd", and "heard" inisolation. The frame of speech for use inthe recognition was extracted from aboutone third of the way along each vowel.The location of this frame was determinedmanually, by examining the speech with aspeech editor.

For identification of the vowels of eachspeaker, templates were derived by averag—ing the vowel representations of all theother speakers. For each vowel, identifi—cation was done by finding the templatewith a representation (after displacementby the normalizing shift) most similar to'that of-the Vowel. 'The similarity of twovowel representations was determined bythe Euclidean space between them.

RESULTS

The percentage of correct vowel identifi-cations under various conditions is shownin Table 1. It is hard to draw clear con-clusions about the superiority of eitherauditory scale from these results.

The success rate for vowel recognitionafter each of the various stages of thetransforms is shown in Table 2. Thesefigures suggest that each of the stagesimproves the recognition success rate,with the possible exception of the laststage. These findings differ from thoseof Blomberg et a1 [3].

The results in Table 1 show that therecognition performance for the female

BARK ERB

Normalized
Male Only 89 92
Female Only 76 78
All 86 86

Un—normalized
Male Only 90 94
Female Only 74 78
All 84 83

Table 1. Percentage of correct identifi—cations under various conditions: in the"normalized" conditions, a normalizingshift was derived as described; in the"uh-normalized" condition, no normalizingshift was used; in the "male" condition,the vowels of the male speakers wererecognized using templates derived from
the vowels of only the other male speak-ers; similarly for the "female” condition;in the "all" condition, the vowels of eachof the speakers were used for identifica-tion of all the other speakers.

BARK ERB

FFT 64 64
auditory scale 74 73
masking 81 86
phone 83 87
sones 86 86

Table 2. Percentage of correct vowelidentifications using the outputs of eachof the stages of the transforms.
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vowels was considerahl worse than for the

male vowels. Examingtion of the patter:

of misidentifications showed that on be:

scales many of the vowels of one femade

speaker had been incorrectly identifaefé

The possibility that the normaliZing s a n

for this speaker was not optimal was t e

investigated.-> -

All possible normalizing shifts, from
minus 40 to plus 40 points, were tried.

(One point represents 1/256 of the total

spectrum, ie 0.075 Bark or 0.11 ERBs.) N0
shift allowed more than six (out of
eleven) correct identifitations on the
Bark scale or seven on the ERB scale.

Even if, for this speaker, the templates

were derived from only the other female

speakers, the success rate was not per-

fect: no normalizing shift allowed more
than eight correct identifications on

either scale.

It seems that no simple normalizing shift

will allow all the vowels of this speaker
to be identified correctly.

It might be argued that the perception of

some vowel distinctions lies mostly in the

duration of the vowel, so, for example,

for many speakers of Standard Southern

British one cannot expect /a:/ and /D/ to

be differentiated on the basis of a single

extracted frame. But, with the best shift

for this speaker using the female only

templates, the remaining errors on both

scales included:

/ae/ identified as /3:/

/u:/ /I/

These errors could not be resolved by con—

sidering the duration of the vowel.

DISCUSSION
, -

Many of the vowel representations looked
‘ like that in Figure 5, with much less dis-
tinct peaks than_those of Figures 3 and 4.

' Given the amorphous shape of the vowel in
Figure. 5, the high success rate of the
recognition was surprising. If a single
normalizing shift is used with a whole
spectral matching, it is doubtful if the
success rate could be improved much beyond
its present level. '

l l I

-0.53 5 10 15 13.71

Figure 5. A Bark scale vowel representa—
tion of one token of "had”.

.tion is not

ic ex eriments [6] indicat
zigihosggnspectram-based vowel recognis

likely to succeed because it

retains spectral infprmation that is

relevant to the speaker s VOlCe gnalit

but not to the phonetic identity of the

vowel. Spectral tilt, formant bandwidth,

and even
m litude have little effect On

fornfca gowel identity, but they haVe
phon — t ''c effects on wpole spec rum matchin
g::::;. In obtaining better phonemg
recognition scores than achieved here,

‘ 7] '

zgggétslof spectral tilt from hlS WhOle—

spectrum representations.

It is clear that some attempt must be made

to find important features, principally

the location of the formant peaks, and to

use these for vowel recognition.
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PACIIOBHABAHHE PE'iH HPOHBBOJIBUOI‘O IIHKTOPA HO KJIACTEPHHM BTAJIOHAM

swam/mp MASYP \

KaQenpa 5HO¢HQHKH K mawemarnqecxnx meronoa B GHOHOPHH

PE¢EPAT ’ ' . . .
B paOore npemloxefl cnocos pacnosflaaaauzpe‘m nponaaonbuoro mam-ope no xnac'repHHMsranouaM, 5:311a c0603 onHfi peanuaaumoxaxazoro enoaa cnonapa a npousaecemm max-ropa-uearpa xnacrepa. Duncan npouecc cos-)zaima xnacrepoa, uccnenoaaau ero xapax're-pncruxampu usmeaeaau ycnoann axcnepnmen-ros. Onpenenenu onrumanhuue napaMerpu mmcoanaumx xnacu'epon. Hpemoxeaa xnaccndmxa-mm .uuxm'opon~ no ax npnroxmoc-rn 11m: pasomc Heanan'mauon CPP. nonyqenu peaynbrampacnoauananvm pequ npouanonbnux nonbaoaa-renen no xnacrepHuM 31‘aJ'IOHaM.

BBEIIEHKE

Knaccudmxaium paammflux nonxonon x no-crpoenmo Heananrfianux CHCTEM pacnoaaanaI-mxpew: npuaeneua n paOore /1/. npemaraemnHam: anropn'rM pacnosnanannx peqn npouaaoma-

Ba enosapn a nponaaeceaun nnxropa-uearpaxnacrepa /2/. sanaqa coanaaan xnacrepon,rpeaywmafl crarncrnqecxun marepnan 11 ocno-aaHHoe Ha HeM o6yqenne; pemaercx Ha sraneHccnenoaaanx anxropcxax ronocos. CoanaHHHexnacrepu nocroanuu a He aaancxr or ucnons-ayemoro cnoaapx. HaMeHeane ‘cnoaapa nneuersa c0603 TOflbKO sanncs sranbnon nus nuxro-poa-uearpon xnacrepoa. Ponce nponsaonbuorooropa, menanmero paoorarb c excremoa,npennapurenbao xnaccn¢unupyercaru>"naponb-Hon" ¢pa3e u cacreua "Hacrpanaaerca" Haaranouu Hanfionee annaxoro no peueBuM.napa-merpaM xnacrepa, no Koropuunpoucxonurpac-noaaaaaane, nnfio cucrema aanaer orxas, qrooaflaqaer, qro naauun naxrop Moxer paoorarbTonnxo c ananruauoa CPP. '

npnoacxnn yanaepcn're'r, Yxpauua, CCCP, 290005

.AJ'II‘OPHTM KJ’IACTEPHBAHMH H PACHO3HABAHPHI .

11m: coanaunx xnacrepoa m'ropcxux rono-con 65m s-armcaa Gaux oapasuoa peuu pasnaq-Hux- nux'ropoa. B sxcnepuMeHI-ax al-IHJIO yqac-me 50 nuxropoa, H3 flux 30 wanna a 20 men-man. Kama a3 macropos npouauec no 10 anon(uuwpu or 0 no 9), npusaaxo-apeueauoe onuscat-me‘ xoropux ohmo sanucano 36mm oopasuonpeqn. noun: ace mxropu, npmmnume yqacmeB sxcnepnmeflre, anepaue pafiorann C peqenuunaonom, nHaqe ronopx, 6mm 'neco'rpymmqaxo-mum" mxropam. C uenbm ycrpaHeHmI mane- 314mm): ne¢eeHx aranouoa, (SE-mo npeJJVCMO'r-DEHO 2 BapuaHTa KODpeKHKH. Hepnyw Koppex-uum MOXHO GENO Ocymecrnurb BO BpeMH cosna-HHH 6aHxa 3TaHOHOB HYTeM nonropa HHOXOPOsranoaa. Bropym - B pexuMe KODDEKHHH, 3a-HHCHBaH HOBHK sranou BMECTO RGQeKTHOPO.

pa, Koropbm 65m 651 maxcaao ornmmbm oracex yxce Hmewuwxcn. B Kama H3 flux mano-qanncs see we mmropu, paanmme Koropblx noHaMepaeMHM napaMe'rpaM pe'm Haxomuzocz. , anpenenax orpaHHveaaon ocnacrn, onpenenne-Mon pamxycom Knacrepa R. Bonee nonpoaaq ~.anr-opm'M onucaa a pafiorax /3, 4/.

repa, ERR Hero uenecooopasao BHGDaTh TOTKnacrep, rue GPO HODHEKOBHR HOMeD ROCHE

3°BaHH6M anropnrma maamnzecxoro nporpam-penal-ma, oaaHHor-o a pa6ore /5/ c .npuMe-HeHHeM merpmm tIecSumelaa.
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' npOHSEOJ'IbHOI‘O JIHK

HCCJIE'AOBAHHE H OIITMMHBAILHSI IUIACTEPOB

.31?!"

m1}! HCCflenOBaHHfi xaqecrseaaoro H KO

aHMO’

‘IeCTBEHHOI‘O cocraaa xnacrepos, HX 33

m or
cnzaen u npeoépaaoaanun a 3aancoc ‘

axc-
napame'rpos anropn'rma fiuggaixpoocsbeiifiaeffigonoc

nepnmea'roa. Kax yZiegpcai'r‘mxxxaccwbmmpyercri-Hg:

e
npouauecenaofi HM naponbflofi ¢>pase", n:1;:xo:xfllre-

-6r.1 are "3:43no xaprouxon . onbaofi

Kim 0 xax BJ'LHfieT mn'renbaoc'rb nap Ha

peggzafilée aKyc'rHKo-QmHe'ruqecxun coax: Ha

iiac'repasmsm ronoca, a a KOHe‘In inac'rep-

Hanenu-Ioc'rb pacncauaaaflnn pe‘m oca onpene-

HblM swanOHAM. Kponearoro xoren naponbnofl

mx'rb on'rmanbflyn'nnurenbuoc'rb HH 6 pas-

¢pa3b1. 11m: s'roro 6mm ncnonbaoaa napomaaue

mam-aux no mutenbaocru n cocraaz‘w or 0 J10

dapasbz. OHH 6mm cocraanefiu :13 11. Conan

9 u cocromm o'r 3-x :10 10—14 cum“: naponb-

o-rnenbuux naponbaux ¢pa3 cgexgan 4-x cnoa -
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-

igfiaangr noxnnemm nepnoro Knaciepnzxioggn
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' J'IbTa'rbl Knac're
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nnxigggn npu paannqaux ycnoanxx sfiggggmig-

mos npnneneuu B Taén. 1. ngx non up“ on-
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repoi flaxropcxnx ronocon. fionyqenflue Knac-
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coarsercwnymmnn anxroPy-uearpy xnacrepa

Cp. no pesynbraram, npnseneHHuM a wafinnug,
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xasan, q’ro “E (=a xnac’repoa n nonnqc‘rmo
Beam“Ba H JEggpye'r. aHnrbm nonxon Knaficn-

c He“ Kopfxi'ropos 110330a nonyuwrb 5 ye-
qauflfl 1.} nacTepoa c nnx'ropaMH-uefl'rpam
'ronquaux g8 44 454 4 "cpenaeycwonquaux"
.'Cp = 1,29, ; =r25 35,36,48: a ramxe pan
xnac'repa C Cp“ n flémfloqflflx" xnacrepoa.He-
"HeyCTomuzuficnonbaoaasmenca napoaon (bpa-
3aancO :cneflfiue KnaCTePbl a Gonhmnucrae
as, rlepe"‘oEamx nocne Knaccmnxannu Hccne-
aCcTB guaopKH nuxropofin Kpome s'roro,
nonasmefiCKeM R Hameflfinc" Hx xonxqecrneumn

c ::::::::HHHR coc'raa. Ha PHC- 1 npnaeneu
H

Pnc. 1.

“.0 I65 [1.0 17.5 18.0 18.5 19.0 [95[5.0

30 3‘1

x

Ii

73 70 73 6? 55 65 75 33 95
I3 59 58 57 6?

mm imam“ paanwrua mac-rapes man H323”

HeHHH pannyca xnacrepa ma naponbaon (pp cc

H3 7 came. Ha pucyuxe xopouxo aunefl npoulem

oapaadaanna, panama n pacnana omens"-

xnac-repoa 2 Oman xap'nma ax npeobpas

mm. Imacrepa OGOSHa‘KeHH npnmyronsunxafl;

Tomi-Ia xo'ropux nponopnuonannaa xommezuo

nHKTopOB a macrepe, a cane xx Remix pu-

npuaeneao umppon a npxmyronbauxe. (R=

cyuxa ammo, u'ro up: mama): pamycax m-

= 12.0 15.0) npoucxonx'r npouecc 009w-

poaaaua xnacrepon, npn R = 15. ..16 “ac
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naer nuanaaoa HX on'mmanaaocrn, a npu
R)16.0 Ha'umae'rca nx npoéneHue u pacnan
Ha pan HOBHX manoqncneuaux xnacrepoa /6/.

mm aufiope on-rumanbaon aemmusu pamxyca
HaMH yunruaamxcs xax a oomaa xaprnna pas-
an'mx mac'repon, npencranneaaaa Ha nauaom
pucyuxe, wax u organist-nae napame'rpu, raxne

'xax xommecrao minopon, axonzmnx so ace
Knee-reps npu naHHom R - sd u qac’ro'ra nona-
naana onHax a rex xe mix-ropes a pasmmflue
macarepa - P. Beaumnaa sd weapanacs ran
capasou, “robs, no seamen-went, Hesuaqn-
repulse npemarh wanna acmenonalumxcx mut-
ropon (50) . A F naénpanaCb n3 cooapaxeuul
mambuoro Konmecrna nos-ropes max‘ropos
a paamqaux mac'repax. T.e. maxcunansm
gamma 6H“ Romuecrno mxropoa, mm nora-
pux F = 1, a mamanhauu -mxo:ropux F=O
n F) 2. Ha pac. 2 npuaene‘aa mamama pac-

Puc. 2.

14 . pg

' [7.1
100

so

80
F=5

60

5o

40

30

20

{a 42 14 -1c_ '1: 29 .

npeaeneuaa vxwmuecrna nuxropo: N no ‘IIGTO‘
re xx nonuauua F a. pamquue rnacrepu npu
nsmueau pamxyca macrepa I; m naponsuofi
unsung 7 anon .1 no nepetmcneuahm napane'r-
pan, muneneum na'pnc. 1'3 puc. 2, 6w:
acmec'ranea 3360p curmuaaoro R, xoropan
mm paccuarpua'aenoro cur-tax panes 16 yen.
emunuau.

PEBYJ'IBTATH KJIACTEPHSAIIHH I‘OJIOCOB

3 pewu;rart-mum KCCflER'OtKH no
macrepnsam I‘OJIOCOB 1383.71311l . MRTOPOI
mac cnenars 883011, mnponsnonbnux n01":-
SOII'I'EJIGI 110 xx MOW MED PaSEEJ'IHTb Ki

.3 mym:
- 'yc'rommsue' x macrepusauuu mxropu;
- "Heycroaunue' x xnacrepusannn nan-ro-

PH}
- 'aemacrepnsyeme' anx'ropu.

Ha pnc. 3 noxasauo pacnpeneneuue moruoc'ru
fit) or xx Hopmponauaoro orxnoueunx t or
”ennui: macrepuan: aranouoa. B nepnyn as
nameneauux mine rpynn mix-ropes, usocpa-

Puc. 3.

eHofi Ha pncne odnacruo K1, axonur 50%
nnx'ropoa, no aropyxo (K2',K2")' - 30% u a
rpe'rmo (K3',K3") - 20%. muc'ropon, nomenumx
a nepaue .une rpynnu, Moxno OGLenKHHTh a
rpynny YCJ'IOBHO xnac‘repnayemx nnx'ropon. A
muropu, Bomemme a rpynny "Hennacrepnaye-
Marx", paeora'rh c Heazan'maflon CPP He emo-
ry'r. Hx peqb mom-lo pacnoafiasawh Tonhxo
nomaayzcz, anan'rnanuwx CPP. HHrepecno, q'ro
"Hexnacrepnayemm” cranonarcs xaK "nnoxo
corpyzmuqamne", 'raK H "xopomo corpymmqa-
nude" c CPP nuk'ropu, Koropue B ommaxonon
Mepe, HO c pasx-xon nonxpuoc'ruo ynaneHu or
cpemmx Knac'repx-q a'ranouon (301m K3' :4
K3") .

PEBYJIbTATH PACHOBHABAHHSI PE‘IPI HPOHBBOJIBHHX
HHKTOPOB

B axcnepHMeH'rax IIO pacnoauanamuo pen

. nponsaonsuux nonnsonarenea no macrepmm
aranoaam npmuuxo yqacrae SO mx’ropon, 3a-

‘ nucuaamx anon aranouu 36mm 3731101103 pe-
‘m, a Tame 10 Honux-m'ropon. Karma mu:—
rop uponanec.necxra cnon —uaq>pu or 0 no 9.
cem-seume pesynn'ra-ru pacnosnanaflflfi rom-
ca 'ncex maxi-open ~no macrepm a'ranouaum
xaauxon naponbnofi qbpa'sa'npnsenenfl Ha pnc. 4.
n ofiosnaueuu xpnnoz NZ. Murixuanan'aa Hanan-

_ \HOC’rb pacnosxaaaunx nonyqeaa npn ucnonhso-
lax-um napomanon «bpaau H3 4-x cnon - 63.1%,
maxcmanhflax - mm naponhnon cppaau as 10-14
cnoa - 68.6%. Cnenyer cnena'rb oroaopxy, qro
ace peaymara'm nonyqeau mm mum-open, He
npoxonxnumx auxaxoro npennapurenbuoro 06y-
qeana pafio'ru c CPP. no naHHuM Hexo'ropax
uccnenonaaun npu Hanuunu npensapurenbnoro
obyqenax mncropon x xx anan-ramm x pado're
c CPP, Hanexxocn pacnosnaaamm xx pe‘m nos-
pacraer Ha 5...15% coornercrseuuo nocne
3...9-x qacoaoro OGY‘IeHKX. Yuma: 3m
gain-me, mom-so Hanex'rbcs, ‘ITO cpenwm Kane:-
HOCTI: pacnoananaanz pe‘m "nponambuoro-oa-
yqeunoro' nonhsoaa'renz Hamen cnc'reuon 6y-
.ue'r cocraanxn oxono 85%. Bro npennon'oxe-
Hue nonraepxnae-rcx 'raxxe 'reM, qro 11m: 2-x
"co'rpynuuqalowxx' mmropoa , npuuxnanumx wa-
c'me a sxcnepHMeH're n oépasonaanmx "caon'
xnac'rep c Cp = 1, Huexuocrb pacnosuasaaxs
no acex ancnepHMeHrax Ouna past-Ion 100%.
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2.0 -

I I l fl
n

. 3 4 ‘50) 5(2) 7 40
l

.__1_.._ {P

1.5 2.0 211 23 5.1 14.!

n - xommec'rao c1103 3 napoaoH (bpaae

tp - cpemma JUIHTetHOCTb napoaofi (bpaau

O

Cpemma Hanemaocrb pacnosaanaanx pequ npo-

usaonbaux nmc'ropon B anam‘uanofi CCP, Korna

can maenn "cnon' a'ranonu, 'ramKe npnnenefla

Ha 3TOM pucyHKe n oOosuaqa N1. Bra Belm-

‘mna pant-Ia 82%.
,

BHBonu

B peaynbrare nponenemmx uccnenonaann

momma cxaaa-rb, q'ro x nonpocy o pacnosnaaa—

mm peqn npouanommoro muc-ropa nuo non-

xonwrb madnbepeaunponanuo. Caaqana Heooxo-

mmo onpenenwrb noamoxmoc-rb a¢¢exmauon pa-

6o-ru xonxpemoro nux'ropa c Heananrnnnon

cncremon pacnoaaaaanna pen a mum a any-

uae noawmaaoro peaynb'ra'ra stow maxrop me-

new npncryna’rh x pabo're c CCP. Ortpenemt'rh

'npnronaoc'rb“ npouanomauoro muc'ropa mm

paéom c aeanan'mnaon CPP momno no “Doua-

Heceaaon HM napomaimi’I (bpaae. Rename“

pacnosnanaana pelt?! nponaaonhnoro 30,1530“-

Teflfi CHflbHO aanncn'r 01 etc negro-roam“ pa-

éo're c CPP. agave P0301351 ero ”German“?

cflan c cactemofi. nponenenmale cnenoaaflnfl

noxaaunam‘ nosmoxaue ny'm conepmeflcuoaa_

am neanam‘nnaon CPP‘K' HéCMO‘rpa Ha PHI:

Hocrefl npn pememm npoonem “35011339:

npmeflil'l'b raxne cnc‘rtl a °VPaHKReHHux

npax'muecxnx uensx .
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The Realization of. Semantic Focus
’ and LanguageModeling
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Italian is a language in which discourse
level informational strategies are easily
detectable at sentence level. When arguments
of a certain predicate do not constitute new
information they are adjoined as clitic tothe front of the verb; subject arguments
constituting the theme of a discourse ortext are left unexpressed. All relevantinformation on the contrary is highlighted

means of a variety of structural means:t ese are usually accompanied by phoneticsignals mostly at the level of intonationalcontours. Semantic focus can be characterized by phonological structure,syntactic structure and pragmatic or full
semantic representation. Only emphatic and
contrastive focussing requires pragmatic or
full semantic representation: this is notgenerated by available grammatical components of rule systems for speechsynthesis, currently presented in theliterature.The two remaining levels ofrepresentation, the phonological and the
syntactic ones, enable a system of synthesis
by rule to realize focus structure in most
cases. Relevant semantic information ispassed on to the syntactic component fromthe lexicon, which must be highly
articulated. The remaining componentsactivated in a system for synthesis by ruleare the nwrphological and the phonologicalones.
Phonetically speaking, the focussed constituent can be characterized by a peak withLow or High tone, aligned with word-stress,accompanied by a preceding H/L tone andsometimes followed by a L tone incoincidence with an Intonational Groupboundary. Intonational Groups (IGs)constitute the higher phonological structureand are defined on a syntactic-semanticlevel, as the .root sentence including the

higher S node and its complements andmodifiers. Moreover, we found out that ‘toobtain a satisfactory definition of focusthe highest-lowest peak in P; value is notsufficient as an acoustic correlate. Focusis defined as a relation over two adjacenttonal assignments, in terms of the rate/s ofchange of the F3 curve.

INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper[l]we distinguished

between Phonolo icar Focus (FF) which ives
rise to unmar ed Focus Assignment les
(FAR), and Logical Focus (LF) which gives
rise to marked FAR. The former constitutes a
case of default sentence level rule which
associates a certain basic pitch contour
with each Intonational Group(IG). Basic
intonational contours of a certain language
are usually defined generalizing over a set
of illocutionary types (or tunes as defined
in[2]) which are language-specific. In
Italian there are at least the following:
declaratives, questions, exclamatives and
parentheticals. IGs constitute the higher
phonological structure and are defined on a
syntactic-semantic level, as ”the root
sentence including the higher 5 node and its
complements and modifiers.
Logical Focus (LF) is conceived as the pitch
induced by syntactically governed
discontinuities of constituents which can

and usually are - affected by discourse
level rules, as to their interpretation.
These structures are however detectable at
sentence level and give rise to a syntactic
representation in which grammatical
functions are assigned to constituents which
do not occupy their canonical position in
superficial or constituent structure. FF and
LF generate focus structures which define
the boundary of a sense unit at a discourse
grammmar level: with FF focus structure
includes the arguments of the predicate as
they are normally associated by lexical

' frames, where syntactic or functional
subcategorization, selectional restrictions
and other feature information is listed for
each lexical entry. In the case of LF this
is also taken into account, plus the marked
structures of Italian in terms of syntactic
discontinuities. No . pragmatic or
extragrammatical knowledge is required,
however, since no emphatic or contrastive
structures are generated by the rules.
We take for granted that the system will
generate an adequate structural description
of nnrked structures(but see[3]). In order
to investigate its relations with an
acoustic-phonetic model of focus structure
wee built a test set made up of sentences
inlcuding the following structural types:
1. Neutral declarative followed by a
subordinate hypothetical clause;
2. Topicalized version of 1.
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' ‘ “ I x ert--"¢"""S'énte’n<iest~‘haye {gen read aloud by an e p

'tic left dislocation version of l.

Elitic right dislocation verSion of ép-
Sentence with an Extraposed Subject ,
Sentence 1 with Postposed Subject,.

. Sentence 1 with Inverted Subject,

8? Cleft censtruction;‘
9. Wh- question;'

.10. Yes—no question.-

g
a
u
n
t-

u

‘ 'l het‘ ‘an who repeated them unti . .- .-

gfldgzdlg’ have performed the best-”rendering.

F. and short-term’power (both on ah 2'59;

scale) were computed each 10°ms at t e
th Universit of Padua. _ '

gintezces are listed ]below with underneath

their honological mar ing: ‘ . .
1. Glipindustrial'i'devono pagare J. decimatli

HL" ' H“ ‘ .H LL25
se vogliono che 1e trattative confinuino.

.2. I decimali gli industriali devono pagafg

HtL - e A

as vogliono che 1e trattative coiiginuino.

" ‘ ‘ ' d triali devono pagarli3. IHdigimali gli in u; L" H‘L L2

se vogliono continuare 1e {gattativm

4 Gli industriali devono pagarli i decimal;

' L" Hf L . . L
se vogliono che 1e trattativeLgontinuino

5. Questo accordo non possonzitaccettarlo
H L‘ H" H‘LLZ

i sindacati

L25 ' ' 1' li industriali6. Devono pager; i decfimf i g IX

se vogliono continuare 1e trfitative.

' ' t i 11 i decimali7. DHevono pégare gli indfiis rHa‘L L8

se vogliono la continuazione delle
trattative.

8. Sono i decimali che gli industriali non
H‘L L8

vogliono paggre.

9.. Chi hanno detto che hanno intenzione di
. H H H‘L L3 aiutare gli

' d triali?in us L8 t .

he avrebbero aiuta o i10. Hanno 'dIfIEEO c H" H H"

terremctati gli industriali?
H H“L L H8 .

Sentences 1. and its variants can .. be
trans lated roughly as follows: The
' ' ' ts must a the decimals if they

waggszhleahleagotiationg {0 continue"; sentence
6 as follows: "The unions cannot accept this
agreement"; sentence 9 as follows: Who did
the industrialists say they intended to
help?“ and finally 10 as follows: Have the
industrialists said they intended to help

arth ake victims." ‘
islet: theqlimderlying phonological model, the

'focul' is an?“

[1]..reader is referred to
.In Pierrehumbert system [2], Oily-two an”.

,_ . the intonational. luatlon 1115.1” up _
1n tc:?specification: Tt yhere T.H’L'- th'
c21a.lr0indicates alignment filth the promnents

' syllable. ‘As' a first approximation'we adopt-.
. . otation. plus. the toneP s ifizdryvit: IG's boundaries: TX=H,Lassoc 11% is usuallY associated with yes/nowhereion‘ and 13 marks the end of non~_quest. “iv-e IG's: As .in "Ft. system, wheninterroq 'ated to a prominent syllable.

there "is a 0mm1e '°f t3? $0912PP§2T$V- F cus ---> 7 °tfo1]_.:.;vv:l;mt[4h?e 03h“. two allowable sequences
‘32:; LH") are less frequentd1“ Italian; or’ em hatic an ,
bzizlrlgncestzrhich 5e do not take into accountu A130 '3 did'not see the_ need forPeieéducil'lg a phrase accent, . which should
figcfimpany the final nuclear pitch accent as

happens in English.

ANALYZING THE DATA

' istio oint of view we can

arisidea sihgggces ingo two parts: .th,‘ one
following and the other preceding the

focussed constituent.First of all we look :3

the sentence section following the foouss

constituent, which on a first approximation

we take it to coincide with the'rightmogt

T"TITT" tonal marking. The portion to e
considered varies remarkably _fromi one
sentence to another: it is constitute dbyaa

subordinate clause in sentences 1. an If
the subordinate clause plus what remains o

‘ topicalizedthe ma or clause, once the .
constitgent has been fronted, in sentenfie
2. the subordinate clause plus tde
constituent which has been extrapose ,
either the subject or the ob‘tject6 NP7 of :11:

' clause, in sentences. . . .,

lphi-ignxpposed relative clause attached to its
clefted constituent in sentgngze 85,- an;

tra osed NP subject in sen e _ ..
the rlight dislocated NP object in sentence
4 .

. ‘ . treatedthis sentence material can be ._
fiiiogeneousl from an ”intonational pgigt 0f
view even t cugh‘ it contains syntac 1ked1y

semantic elements differing quite marf the
from one another. These componentsd <10 the
intonational structure can be oppose ed

' focus:material which precedes the
constituent/s which we _ discuss baking:
phonetic characterization of p08
linguistic elements. can defined as £01313;
there is a downstep pattern in the F- 00 In.
which reflects a somewhat gIObalhingi

starting from an upper limit ‘and reac1 ' it
baseline value about 5 half-tones. be 011'!!!
(hereafter h.t.)LThe declination f .
associated with each such portion 'f to
patterns does not lend 'itself cafl inch
defining .a constant decaying rate.d Ii to
lowering . seems to apply ran making at
prominentlnon-prominent syllables. 100 11ab1‘
sentence stretches of a certain BY

Se 24.1.2
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contrastive .

length. Loca l variat ions ‘ i take‘ Phonological Wordsz as their domain, with the "
only'restriction that local F- jumps cannot
override F- jumps of the previous PW. Thefirst sentence, declarative, is made up oftwo 16's, the first of which ends with the
main sentence and the second with thesubordinate clause.
contains focussed material,
assertion. of the underlying semanticproposition; the subordinate expresses anhypothesis based on 'given ‘informationlnsentences moving the-focussed constituent tothe front. after FAR has applied, thedeclination line is set at approximately .5h.t.. above-the final value(Lz). Also thesesentences (see 2 and 3)‘ are made up of two16's, the. first of which ends with the mainsentence and the second starts with thesubordinate clause. The only noticeable
difference from the simple declarativeconsists in the decrease _in the finallowering at the end of the first IG: the
degree of final lowering is higher in thesim 1e declarative than in its markedvariants and this is due to differences insemantic representation. In the former case,the main clause contains an assertion andthe whole proposition constituted by themain predicate and the subject ofpredication are elements of focus structure:the pitch range correlated with the mainsentence is higher than the one correlatedwith the subordinate clause . Markedvariations of this utterance concentratesthe predication onto a single constituentwhich marks focus structure: in sentence 2
it is the object NP, as in sentence 8; it is
the VP in sentence 6 and the subject NP insentence 7, and so on.As in [5] focus is the
representation of the variable x such thatP(x), where P(x) is a predication in atcorresponding to the dominant or mainVerb.What is needed then is a condexing ruleto associate the predication with the entityin focus, as in A£36]: Coindex NP and Xwhere X = an , PP, NP, or S.Coindexing tells us which thing x is beingpredicated about. In case of sentence 2, atopicalization, what we have is:
2i. [[Nyi decimali]; [vpdevono pagare gli
industriali] 1]

i.e. the

P(X)
FOCUS=X=[Npi decimali]

As Berwick rightly remarks: "there iscertainly not much in the way of constraintin this proposal. What is missing is themachinery telling us which NP's and X's areto be coindexed"(ibid.,53). This wouldrequire discourse structuring rules,obviously; but at sentence level a lot canbe done in Italian on the basis of syntacticstructuring, as discussed above.
We are left with the portion of theintonational contour which precedes the
focussed constituent. From a phonetic point
of view, to achieve a satisfactory
definition of focus it is not sufficient to
look at peaks in the. pitch contour.

Se 24.

Only the ma‘in clause.

Variability in the topl~ine -- or the maximum‘vaIue for the F; contour in a phonological-
phrase"=-i'wh’ich' can be constituted 'either bya peak, H,-a maximum, or a fall to a very lowpitch, L, a minimum in the .pitch range of agiven intonational contour in absoluteterms, do not constitute the correlate ofthe focussed constituent. Other factors notrelatable to focus can contribute to thecreation of peaks, such as the len th of theutterance or the beginning 0 a newdiscourse. We found and verified insynthesis experiments, that the.steepness ofthe dipping following/preceding the focussedsegment (usually a syllable), _i.e. therate/s of change or number of h.t. for thesegment/s constituting the sequence relevantto the definition of focus structure, is theviable discriminating correlate of focus. Inthis way focus is defined as a relation overtwo adjacent tonal assignments, in terms ofthe steepness of the dipping of the F-

contour. If we look at our examples, we findeasily that in the first portion of thesentence there are two or even threecombinations of T‘T/TT" - and indeed,potentially there could be an infinitenumber. Only if we adopt our criterion wecan account for sentences in which two ormore constituents seem to be structurallymarked and semantically relevant in theoverall informational structure. This is thecase of sentences 3,4,5 in which aconstituent is moved to TOP position or isleft/right dislocated and is bound to aresumptive clitic within the sentence, asshown in:
iii- [s'l'roplupOuestO
accordo] [snon [ups] [vppossono [vp[vaccettar] [c110]]]] ["pi sindacati]]]
The constituent in TOP does not count as new
information as is the case with topicalized
sentence 2.‘ Rather, it qualifies as
secondary focus even though it has been
fronted: primary focus is associated with
the VP and is marked as H‘LLz at the offsetof the IG.
The grammatical representation is thus
confirmed by the 'data we collected in that
focus is characterized by three features: a
L/H peak/fall, aligned with word-stress,
accompanied by- a preceding or trailing HIL
tone followed by a L tone in coincidence
with an 16 boundary(not necessarily); the
steepness must be the highest in the
sentence. If we look at the steepness we

data: in sentence 3.HL*=6 h;t. whereas 'LL%=8 h.t.; in sentence
4. HL"=3 h.t. but H‘L=7 h.t.; in 5. HL*=4
h.t. but H‘LI.%=8 h.t.; in 2. the steepness
associated with H*L=9 h.t.; in 8. H‘LL%=8

have the followingI

h.t.; in 6. H*L=9 h.t. and finally in 7.
H*L=9 h t.

We shall concentrate now on the twointerrogatives: the wh— question in 9 and
the yes/no question in 10. As to 9 we notethat the wh— word constitutes the questioned
object and the NP subject "gli industriali"

1.3
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ABSTRACT

Rules for Piraha primary stress, stress
shifts 'in morphemic combinations, and
extrametricality crucially refer to ternary
feet, requiring us to admit ternarity as a
primitive of metrical theory.

INTRODUCTION

A central concern of linguistic theory is
to be able to describe the range of relevant
phenomena within parameters sufficiently
restricted so as to provide a meaningful
explanation of the data. Consequently, we must
resist the temptation to introduce novel
theoretical devices unless absolutely required
by the facts. In metrical phonology. for
example (of. ,[7]; [4]; and others), most
researchers Would agree with Hammond's [5]
(p.193) assertion that '...bounded feet ... are
maximally binary." This means that we would
need only binary and unbounded feet in our
theoretical tool box. It is tempting to
speculate that if this is true it is the result
of a deeper principle, viz., that heads must be
adjacent to their domains. This would then
elevate the notion of adjacency to the position
of a cross—modular organizing principle, since,
for example, the importance of adjacency in the
syntax has been noted by various researchers
(e.g. [1]; [11]). However, in this paper, a
preliminary report on research in progress
([3]; cf. also [2] and [4]), I argue that
primary and secondary stress placement in
simple and morphophonologically derived words
in Pirahg, an Amazonian language, crucially
depends on the postulation of ternary feet.
Corroborating evidence for this analysis is
adduced from extrametricalit . This analysis is
important for phonological theory in that it
provides the clearest evidence to date that
bounded feet are not maximally binary and that
ternarity must be admitted as an underivable
theoretical primitive (cf. [6] for a suggestion
that ternarity can be derived, based on the
erroneous conclusion that all ternary trees are
amphibrachs).

PRIMARY STRESS

The first evidence for ternarity is found in
Piraha's rule of primary stress placement:
(1) Primary Stress Placement: Stress the

rightmost token of the heaviest syllable typeencountered in theVrightmost three syllables ofthe word (—_—= 'primary stress';===.= ''secondary stress'; . = 'syllable boundary'.See [4] on the determination of syllable weightin Piraha):

(2) .?g.ba.gi. 'toucan'
(3) .?a.ba.p§. 'Amapa' (city name)(4) .bii.§§i. 'red'
(5) .ho.aa.g§i. 'species of flower'(6) .ka.pii.ga.ii.to.ii. 'pencil'
(7) .pia.hao.gi.so.§i.pi.
(8) .kao.§i.bo.gi.

'cooking banana'
'evil spirit'

In examples like (7) and (8), where a heavier
syllable (CVV) occurs to the left of the
antepenult, rule (1) will overlook it, seeingonly the final three syllables.

Stress is realized phonetically by some,but not all, speakers as intensity. Itsphonological relevance is strongly supported bytwo optional, low-level rules:

(9) [+vd] -§ ([-vd])/ following stress
(10) syl —*-9 (fl)/ following stress

We can derive the restriction of (1) tothe final three syllables via the algorithm in(11):

(11)Tree Construction: Build a
right—dominant, ternary, Obligatory—BranchingQ33) foot (See [5] for a discussion of DBfeet) at the right margin of the word.

Conditions: (a) The rightmost syllable ofthe tree must dominate a segment leftadjacentto ]. (b)This algorithm applies from right toleft. ,

MORPHEMIC COMBINATIONS

Not only will (11) correctly account for
primary stress facts, it also derives the factsof secondary stress and stress shift in
morphemic combinations ('[...]' = morpheme;
'(...)' = phonological foot'; a. = base form;b. = derived form):

(12)a. [.?a.pi.p_i.] [.ho.§g.ba.]
'watch' 'give'

b. ([.?a.pi.pg.]) ([.ho.§g.ba.])
(l3)a. [.?a.pi.ba1.] [.tio.hio.?io.]

'proper name' 'next'
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b. ([.?a.p_i_.ba.]) ([.tio.hio._?E-]) -

V (l4)a. [.ka.h§_:_i'.] [.?o.ga.ba.ggi.]

'arrow' 'want' . .

b. ([.ka.hi] [0.) (ga.ba.ggl;.])

(15)a. [.bao.-ia__17fr[.bii.§_a_1.]
'cloth' 'red'

b. ([.bao.sa.][.bii._sgi_.])

(16)a. [.?a.pa.p_a;§_.] [ .?_i_i_.ta.ha‘.]

'head‘ 'hurts'

b. ([.?a.pa.p_a_.]) ([._i_i_.ta.ha_.])

' As ' seen in ' these examples;

resyllabification occurs in noun+ adjective

and noun + verb sequences, following deletion ‘

of the final vowel in the noun and the inltlal

/?/ in the verb. Secondary stresses are

produced by constructing a rightdominant phrase

tree over the resultant sequence. These

processes, in conjunction with postlexlcall

ternary foot construction produce the Stress

changes between the a. and b. examples above.

Example (16) shows that stress shift cannot be

explained via 'stress clash avoidance' (cf.

[19]). Examples (14) and (15) show that the

algorithm in (11) does not stop at [. They

further illustrate the necessity of condition

(a) in (11), since material from the leftmost

morpheme has been incorporated into a foot with

material from the rightmost morpheme. That is,

an independent foot could not be formed at d

because after the rightmost tree is

constructed, there is no segment left in the

noun which is adjacent to ] (segments cannot

simultaneously belong to separate trees since

this would result in "crossing association

lines" — out in just about anybody's theory).

EXTRAMETRICALITY

Extrametricality facts offer independent

evidence for (11) (Note that the following data

also appear to support the proposals in [9],

wherein it is claimed that extrametrical

syllables may be overlooked by certain rules

yet still be relevant to other metrical

processes or representations). In Piraha, the

nominalizer /—sai/ may not be stressed when

phrase final,‘ although it is always relevant

for determining the ternary domain of (1)

('{...}' = extrametrical):

(17) a. [.?oi.boi.bii.{sai}.] 'sp. of fish'

cf. b.*[.?o_i_.boi.Ei'f.{sai}.]
(l8) [.?i.bi.{sai}.] 'hammer'

(19) a. .?ii.to.p_i.{sai}.] 'remover'

cf. b.*[.?i_i_.to.pi. {sai}.]

In (17), since { —sai} is extrametrical we

would normally expect it to be irrelevant to

the rule (1) above, falsely predicting that

/.?oi./ will receive stress. Condition (a) of

(11) correctly stresses /.bii./ To account

for this, we can assume a filter along the
lines of:

(20) * ...{g}]a

uld also be gbserved.that example'SLlike

minate an alternatLve hypotheSis’ ,

that only the final /i/ of 'sai is
It she _
(18) sh

nasal , , ,

extraietrical /—sa{1}/, Slnce this would

incorrectly stress this .word as an °tone‘

rather than a proparoxytone.
. _

coucwsxc'm

In this paper, an analysis of stress Plécement

in Piraha has been presented which demnstrates

the necessity of enriching metrical theory to ‘

include ternary constituents.,This means that

either the notion of adjacency is not as

important to linguistic theory as previously

thought or that we must weaken our son'ception

of it to include systems like Piraha,

Unfortunately, the data presently availab1e on

the world's prosodic systems is too scarce in
my opinion to favor either possibility.
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- '- ' . ;- Three Classes of “1-” Boundaries "

Kenneth W. Church
AT&T Bell Laboratories

It’is well-known that English morphology has two- classes of“ "

affixes: .“+” morphemes such as. in+, ad+, ab+, +al, +i

and “#” morphemes such as un#, #ness, #ly. The two classes

differ in a number of respects, including: (1) Etymology: “+”

morphemes are (often) historically correlated with Latin; “#"

with German and Greek, (2) Stress Assignment (e.g.,

parént+al vs. pérenr#hood), and. (3) Word Formation: +

morphemes can attach to bound morphemes (e.g., crimin- as in

criminal); # cannot (*criminhood). This paper will extend this

reasoning in dividing the first class into three parts, Ia, Ib and

Ic (see table).

Class Ib contains what we generally think of as “typical” +

boundary forms (e.g., parént+al, divin+iry), both with respect

to stress assignment and word formation. It will be argued here

that Class Ia obeys a different set of word formation rules and

that Class Ic obeys a different set of stress assignment rules.

The notion of compositionality provides a unifying theme across

"Murray Hill, NJ, USA

A we: x a", _ . -l_ 1"." "My '- -

scribe, whereas word based wfr apply to a large (possibly‘open)

class of forms, often ending with -are or some other archaic

affixes such as: -ine, -uli, -us, -um that may be stripped off or

“truncated” as part of the w0rd formation process. Aronoff

distinguished the two types of word formation rules in order to

account for the fact that some generalizations, especially

productivity and allomorphy, are clearly associated with stems,

whereas other generalizations are associated with words.

This paper will use Aronoff’s distinction in order to separate

Class Ia from other “+" boundary forms. First, though, it may

be worthwhile to review Aronoff’s reasons for hypothesizing

two types of word formation rules.

1.1 Productivity

The contrast in productivity between stem based and word

based wfr is very striking. Note that there are very few gaps in

stem paradigms:

Se 24. 3.1

classes. Just as it is often observed that “#" forms have 0 0 (pp) -ion -ive

compositional semantics and stress assignment (e.g., duce adduce adduct adduction

divine#ness means “the state of" composed with “divine"; the deduce deduct deduction deductive

stress of the whole is the concatenation of the stress of the conduce conduct conduction conductive

parts) unlike "4'" forms (e.g., divin+ity has religious educe educt eduction eductive
implications that cannot be attributed to its parts; the stress of induce induct induction inductive

the whole is not the concatenation of the parts because of stress introduce introduction

retraction), we would want to say that Class Ia is less produce product production productive

compositional than lb which is less than Ic which is less than 11. reduce reduct reduction

seduce seduction seductive

1. Word Formation Rules (WFR) transduce transduction

Aronoff proposed two distinct types of word formation rules in scribe conscript conscription

his thesis [Aronoff]: stem based wfr and word based wfr. describe nondescript description descriptive
prescribe prescript prescription prescriptive

o SternBased WFR: subsumc/subsumption, 'consume/consump- subscribe subscript subscription subscriptive

rion, resume/resumption, expense/expenstve, conduce/con- ceive conceive concept conception conceptive

ductive deceive deception deceptive-

. Word Based WFR: nominate/nominee, nominate/nominate PCICFIVC PCTCCPt perception perceptive

feminine/feminism. receive recept reception receptive

here adhere adhesion adhesive

Stem based ‘wfr rules relate pairs of words sharing one of a cohere cohesion COhCSiVC

short (100-1000) list of latinate stems, e.g., fer, mit, sume, duce, inhere inhesion inhesive

+ Boundary # Boundary

Class Ia Class Ib Class Ic Class 11

Examples ion, ive, ent, ity, ic ize, ee, itis,ism, ist ness, wise

or, cry a1, ian istic, ment, mental hood, ship

Etymology Productive Norman Scientific Literature Anglo-

in Latin French and Enlightenment Saxon

Stress Retraction + + — _

Attaches to stems bound/free bound/free free
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In contrast, word based alternations are full of gaps. For

example, the ’ word based -ate/-ee alternation (e.g., nom-

inate/nominee, designate/designee) is limited to just a few cases;

the vast majority of words ending with -ate do not have variants

‘ ending with -ee. '

1.2 Allotnorphy

Stem based_ word formation rules attempt to capture both

productivity and allomorphy generalizations. In stem based

forms, allomorphy (e.g., scribe vs. script) is purely a function

of the stem. and the suffix, and is independent of derivational

history (cyclicity), prefix, part of speech; semantics, phonology,

etymology, dialectical variation, etc. In-contiast, allomorphy ‘

may have more complicated sources in word based forms; , .

Consider, for example, the word education which does not

follow the stem based pattern found in adduction, deduction,
conduction, eduction, induction, introduction, production,
reduction, seduction. and transduction, because education is

derived from the word educate, not from the stem duce. This

example illustrates that derivational history can play an

important role in explaining allomorphy, but only in word

based derivations, and not in stem based derivations.

Mark Aronoff noticed that stem based allomorphy depended

only on the stem and the suffix and attributed this fact to (the

mythical) Ben Moshe.

' ‘The form of the suffix is never determined by a specific
word. It is never the case that one verb in a given root will

allow one variant, and other verb in the same root a

different variant. The form of the suffix is root governed,

that is, morphologically governed. There are no exceptions

to this. It is the first law of the root originally discovered

by the great Semitic grammarian hen-Moshe (ms) [sic] and

called Ben-Moshe's First Law.

We will illustrate ben-Moshe’s first law in (28) with the root

sume. The variant of ion which appears after sume is

+tionz" [Aronoff, p. 102]

(28) subsume subsumption *subsumation

consume consumption ‘consumati'on

resume resumption *resumation

presume presumption *presumation

consume consumption *consumation [sic]

assume assumption j *assumation'

Aronoff uses Ben Moshe's Law to cover both cases like

sume/sumption above where the allomorphy alternation is

extremely clear as well as cases like vat/version and sert/sertion

where the, allomorphy is somewhat more subtle. Note that the
orthographic “t" in invertion is realized as It whereas the
corresponding “5" in insertion is realized as lshl. Aronoff '
attributes this distinction to the allophorphy of the stems -vert

and -sert, and then observed that Ben Moshe’s Law correctly

predicts that this voicing contrast is maintained in related forms
such as diversion. conversion, perversion which contain /zh/ as in
inversion, and desertian, exsertion, assertion which contain lsh/
as in insertion.

Ben Moshe’s Law 'can also be used to cover quantity changing
allomorphy as in confide/confidence, The “Confidence Puzzle" 7

'is intriguing because -fide is heavy in cory‘ide (as evidenced by
the long vowel) but light in confidence (as evidenced by the

. ‘

stress retraction before the weak retractor suffix -€nce)_ Othel-

Steins also use allomorphy in order-to change QuantitYJsee

table). Consider -side and -pel. Both change then- Underlying

quantity before the suffix -ent. j -stde is underlymgjy heavy, but

acts light in resident, whereas -pel is underlymgly light, but act:

heavy in repellent. Note that Ben .M'oshe s Law comedy

predicts that the choice of allomorphy IS independent of prefix,

The same light -side found in resident also appears in preside,"

and dissident, the same heavy -pel found in repellent also

appears in expellent and propellent.

Acts Heavy

-hale, -grade, -plain,
-flame, -vade, -praise,
-rade, -suade, -place,
-claim, -rive, -vive,
-dign, -mise, -scribe,
-quire, -vise, -prise,
-fice, -pugn, -clude,
-prove, osume, -lude,
-trude, -fuse, -plode,
-close, -mote, -pose,
-void, join, -plore ,

-pel, -mit, -gress,
-press, —cess, —cuss

Acts Light

Tense -fide, -side, -spire,

. -tain, -stain, -cide. -pare

Lax -fer, -cel

1.3, (Almost) No Exceptions to Ben Moshe’s Law

Ben Moshe’s Law, according to Aronoff, is exceptionless.

After some computer assisted investigation, it appears that the

rule is, in fact, nearly exceptionless, if not completely so.1 Many

apparent counter-examples can be dispensed with by attributing

the counter-examples to word based wfr, as opposed to stem

based wfr, as we did in order to account for education which is

problematic since most combinations of duct and -ion yield

duction, not ducation. Aronoff himself uses the -word based

escape hatch in order to dispense with consummation, which

would ordinarily be a problem for Ben Moshe's Law, smce

sume plus -ion normally produces sumption, not summation.

“Note that the form consummation,_as in Shakespeare, is not

an exception. Rather it is derived from the base con-

summate, by truncation.” [Aronoff, p. 102]

Compensative is very much like consummation; compensativens

formed from compensate via truncation, as opposed to expensive

which is stem based and obeys Ben-Moshe's Law.

Friction/frication also demonstrates the contrast between stem

based and word based wfr. Preventive/preventative and

interpretive/interpretative illustrate another class of (apparent)

counter-examples to the law. Again, these apparent counter-

examples can be accounted for by showing that one of the forms

' l. A dictionary search for orthographic sequences taking both -ation and ion
produced: legatian (legion), domination (dominion). oration (Orion). duration.
conversation, cessation, 4" ' ’ ' L f mu'uu. retr
afiectation, dictation, volitation, indentation. notation, and potation. 9f
these, legation, domination, oration, duration. cessation, potation, MW

and notation are spurious. Conversation is from converse, not count!-
Indention is an archaic form of indentation. Dictation}! truncated from
dictate. Labefactation, retractation and volitation are extremely rare 1:a

whose status is dubious. This leaves only dilatation and afeaanan as
possible problems for Ben Moshe.2 V
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has an alternative source. In this case, preventative is from the
latin frequentative; the frequenative ~ative should not be
confused with -ive. '

In general, forms obeying Ben-Moshe’s Law show up with a
large number of latinate prefixes, as opposed to form like
compensative, expectation, education and preventative, which
violate the Law. Thus, for example, conducive," another
exception to Ben-Moshe’s Law (cf., conductive, deductive,
inductive, productive), is not found with very many other
prefixes (e.g., *educive, *deducive, *producive). Exceptions are
unlikely to show up with very many prefixes because prefixes
are only productive on stems and these exceptions are word
based. ‘

1.4 Class In and Stem Based WFR

This paper provides additional evidence in favor of Aronoff’s
two types of word formation rules by proposing that some
affixes (namely, Class Ia affixes) are (generally) associated with
stem base wfr and that other affixes (namely, Class Ib and Ic)
are associated with word based wfr. ' Note that Class Ia affixes
(e.g., -ion, -ive, -ent. -or) are often found after latinate stems
(e.g., permission, permissive, confident, conductor) but not

generally after truncated morphemes (e.g., *nomim’on,
*nominive, *nominent, *nominor). Similarly, Class Ib and Ic
affixes (e.g., ~al. -ee) are often found after truncated
morphemes (e.g., nominal, nominee), but not generally after
latinate stems l"subsumed. l"subsumptal. *subsumee, *subsumptee.

e The Distributional Claim: Class Ia affixes (e.g., -ion, -ive,
~ent. -or) attach to latinate stems (e.g., fer, mit, sume, duce,
scribe) whereas Class Ib and Ic affixes (e.g., -al, -ity, -ic,
-ee, -ism, -ist) attach to words (possibly via truncation).

One of the consequences of this claim is that feral, feric, ferity,
ferrous and ducal cannot be related to the latinate stems fer and
duce because Class Ib affixes such as -al..-ic, -ity and -ous do
not attach to latinate stems. This observation may be important
for practical computer applications of morphological analysis to
unknown words, especially for speech synthesis. .

In addition, this distributional claim forces a form of level
ordering [Kiparsky], [Mohanan]. Note that Class Ia affixes
affixes can be found inside Class Ib affixes (e.g., festivity,
conventional) but not the other way around (e.g., *fest+ity+ive,
*convent+al+ion), because Class Ia affixes (e.g., ~ive, -ion)
must be attached to latinate stems and therefore, they cannot
follow Class Ib affixes. '

1.5 .Multiplé Class Membership

The distributional claim is somewhat weakened, unfortunately, .
by the fact that some affixes such as -able share membership in
more than more class. Just as others (e.g., [Aronoff, section
6.2] have assumed that -able belongs to both “+" and “#", it
will be assumed here that -able belongs to all three classes: Ia,
Ib and Ic. The difficulty is that -able may or may not feed
allomorphy, truncation and stress retraction:

0 Allomorphy: (with) circumscriptible, extensible, defensible,
perceptible, divisible, derisible (without) circumscribable,
axtendable, defendable. perceivable, dividable, deridable

0 Truncation: (with) educable, irrigable. navigable, regulable,
demonstrable, operable, separable (without) educatable,.ir-

rigatable, navigatable, regulatable, demonstratable, oper-
atable, separatable

0 Stress Retracti‘on: (with) comparable, réparable, préferable3

(without) compérable, repérable, preferable

Aronoff assumed that forms -which feed- allomorphy, stress
retraction and/or truncation contain a “+" boundary and that
forms which block these processes contain a “#" boundary.
The present proposal would assign divisible to Class la in order
to account for the observed allomorphy, demonstrable and
coomparable to Class Ib in order to account for'the observed
stress retraction, and comparable to class Ib in order to account
for the observed lack of stress retraction.

2. Class Ic

The introduction suggested that Class Ib contains what we
generally think of as “typical" + boundary forms (e.g.,
parént+al, divin+ity), both with respect to stress assignment
and wfr. Section I argued that Class Ia obeys a different set of
stem based wfr. This section will argue that Class Ic obeys a
different set of stress assignment rules.

Within words, one expects to find stress clashes resolved by a
rule which forces stressed syllables to alternate. Thus, for
example, degrade plus -ation yields dEgradtion with alternating
stressed syllables, not- degradation with the two adjacent
clashing stresses. This prohibition against stress clashes applies
to most “+" boundary forms (Classes Ia and Ib). but not to
Class Ic. Note, for example, that departmental and employee do
.not become *départméntal and *employée, as would be predicted
if these stress clashes had to be resolved. - '

Class Ic forms are also exceptions to most so-called “+"
boundary rules. Note, for instance, the contrast between
concain+ism and profan+ity. Tri-syllabic laxing, a typical “+"
boundary rule', forces the tense vowel in profane to become lax
in the Class Ib profanity, but tri-sylabic laxing does not apply in
Class Ic and therefore the tense vowel in concain does not
become lax in the Class Ic form concainism. '

It will be assumed here that Class Ic forms are stressed much
like compounds. Assignee, for example, is formed by com-
bining the two pieces assign and ee_ with a right dominant foot
[W 5] so that the main stress falls on ee.- Other Class Ic forms
such as cocainism are combined with a left dominant foot so
that the main stress falls on cocain.4 In both cases, the internal .'
metrical structure of the left piece is kept intact. Note that the- _

3. By reasoning employed above to account for the Confidence Puzzle,
comparable, re’parable. prerable may be considered examples of allomorphy
along side divisible. ' .

7 4. Just as with compounds, it is extremely difficult to decide when to use a
left dominate foot and when to use a right dominant foot. We will not
attempt to address this question here. '
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stress on rign in assign is preserved in assign: and the stress on

coin in cocoin is preseved in cocaia; ossignee does not

become 'Ezssigriée,s cocaim‘sm does not become ‘cocoinim.

employee does not become ‘Employe’e. and so on. Similarly, the

internal structure of the left piece is kept intact in generalte.

Wait: and federalize, which do not become ‘gene’ralize.

'minémiize and, ‘fedéralize, respectively. . _

The following table is presented as further evidence for the

claim that Class lc boundaries do not destroy metrical structure.

The table lists a number of words ending in in. 4:»! and -ize.

Somethatthe stresspattern oftheleflpieaisfixedauoseall

:hreefmforunmple.mmuichu°10mesinromdcm

(010-0). rommm'dm (010-20) and We (010-2).

-ist -isnI 41: Stre-

romanticist romanticism romantidze 010

exorcist exorcism examine 10

humanist humanism humanize 10

antagonist antagonism antagonize 010

unionist unionism unionine 10

communist communism communize 10

militarist militarism militarize 100

terrorist terrorism terrorize lO

systematist systematism systematize 100

stigma’dst stigmatism stigmatize lO

dogmatist dogmacism dogmatize 10

hypnotist hypnotism hypnotize 10

u n

In this respect, Class Ic affixes differ from most other +

boundary affixes which induce stress retraction. Strong

retractors (e.g., .are, on'on) often mung metrical structure:

design (01) I designate (102). Even weak retractors (e.g., at,

«int. we, -able, once. a1, ous. dry) can modify metrical

strumire: confide (01) l confident (100). Class Ic affixes are

unusual, because they do not induce either mode of stress

retraction.6
Many nailed cyclicity arguments can be used as further

evidencedxatClasscoundariesdonotdmoymetrical

structure. Consideroapnalisricanduifimrirdc.whaeithas

beennmed [Withgonlthnthehlanflaphcnpimfisficbutnot

in urilinrinic, presumably beans: capitalistic comes from

copied where the I'll flaps, whereas dim-Mic comes from

milimmrheltldoeenotflap. Thuefactsarecompletely

consistenlwiththeobaervatbndinmisamlcaffixand

that Class 1c amxee do not deerroylmetr‘mal structure. The

same flapping feds hold across a side number of Class It:

amxes; capitalist, capitalism, oapirolisa‘c, capitalize, capital-

izan'on, capitolin's and onpizalire all flap, unlike militarisr,

milian'sm, militaristic. militate. militarization, militarifis and

milimrite.

InconclusionnhisaeaionhasarguedfiatClassJecannotbe

stressed the ”same way as other “+" boundary forms and

therefore they should be assigned a separate class. The

previous section arguedthatClassIhrequireaitsmword

formation rules and therefore. it. too, should be andgned its

own class.
5. WmighzbeanidaedammblheefinthatChasle

W do not «may mind me. The mast m

mmmamhumuwnm

koadeaigm(andkeepsthatme).vbeeumiafimudm

adulhndkeepsthatm).

v6. Mnemahfmmdmm&.hudfie,mm

afiedcesnacppecnobemmugeiu—I‘u), neural-m

mean-Mysticism I M ' -

dasde'+'heundarymagafims“$.mMy
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Appendix: Lexicon of Stems and Amxea

o Archaic Affixes (Victims of Truncation): ate, us, um uli, ii,

ae, ine, ar, ure

0 Class Ia: ion, ation, ive, ative, ent, ence, ency, ant, meg,

ancy. or, cry. atory, able, ible

0 Class Ib: ity, a1. ality, ation, ative, ator, atory, ic, ian, able,

ous, osiry

0 Class 1:: ist, ism, istic. itis, oid, ine (scientific), ate

(scientific), 'ite (scientific) ite (non scientific), ish, able,

ability, ee, eer, ette, ify, ize, ization. ificetion, ment, mental,

mentary, mentarian, mentation, er, ery, ectomy, ology,

olysis, ometer, inieter, ographer, oscopy, esce, ique, es

0 “#" boundary: wise, less, ness, hood, ship, way. land, fa],

most, 1y, man, ward, ling, like, dom

0 Latin“: Stemaa,bate,carp,a£,me,cede,ceed,eeive,

eel, cent, cept, cern, cess. m, cide, cinct, cine, cite, claim,

clam, cline, Clive, close, dude, dune, coct. cease, mate,

crete, cult. comb, air, are, cine, cure, 'was, dic, dia, dile.

dnce, duct, dure,_empt. ept. face,‘ fact. nine, feet, fend,

tense, fer, fess. fest; fice, fide, firm, fir, fix, flame, flair,

fleet, flex, flint, flu, flux, form, fort, found, tract, front,

funct, fuse. fute, zest, grade, press. hale, here, lies, hihit,

hort, hume, ject, join, joint, juna, hpse, late, lease, kc.
lege, lidt, lide, lige, line, line, loc, hide, lame, luse, mend.

mend, mense, merge, rnerse. miss, nit, mote, mount, inune.

mute, nate, note, nounce. opt, pact, pand, panse, pare, put.

peel, pel. pend. pense. place, plain, plan, plant. plaud,
plause, plead, piece, pleat, plic, plode, plore, plose, ply.

P0119. P0“. pose, posit, pore. pound, press, prise. pn'u.

WW-M.wlsvmwns.mqmt.qmqm
mmvmmnrO‘amvmmmrm’

script. sect. sense. sent, sen, serve. sue, sever, side, sip.

aist, sole, solve, snub, sorpt, spun. spense, spar. spite.
Spend. spouse. stance, stant. min, straint, strata. s“Ii“-
my, met, me, suede, Suose, suit, some, 91mph am.

{018%, tact, tail, lain. led. temut, mi tense, tent, test. ten.

rm. met. fire, tone, tort, tract, train, treat, tries. trite,
worse, traverse. nova—t, trude, truse, rurb, twine, vade, vul.
Vase. vene, venge, vent, verge, verse, vert, vest vice, vid=v
Vim, Vise, Vive, voc, voke, valve, vulse
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THE SERBO-CROATIAN PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM AND
PROBLEMS IN PRESENTING IT TO FOREIGN LEARNERS

CASIAV STOJ'ANOVIC ‘ " ' ' ' ‘

The Institute of Foreign Languages
11000 Belgrade,

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the Serbo-Cro—
atian phonological system, covering
all its prosodic features occurring in
words.

The four melodic accents, the lack
of reduction, as well as the sequence
and distribution of vowels present a
lot of challenges to foreign learners.

Six consonants have a vocalic nat-
ure in the phonetic sense.

A more precise description has been
provided here as to the place or man-
ner of articulation of several conson-
ants.

Problems of presentation are coupl-
ed with the wrong rendering of the SC
sounds on the part of foreign learners
whose mother tongues belong to various
language groups.

INTRODUCTION
9

The Serbo—Croatian phonological system
covers 5 relatively pure vowels and 25
consonant—type sounds. A more detailed
analysis, however, reveals a few ex-
tremely interesting points.

VOWELS

Phonetic Description u .

There are 5 vowels. According to.the
place and manner of articulation -they
are as follows: -

1/ front, close, unrounded [i1 ,_
2/ front, half-close, unrounded [e
3/ central to back,open, neutral 1
4/ back, half-close, rounded [p]
5/ back, close, rounded Eu]

There are no nasalised vowels;

o
All the 30 phonemes are always spelt

in the same way as they occur in the
written language. The Cyrillic Alpha-
bet, as used in SC, is phonemic.

Yugoslavia_

Suprasegmental Features

In some words there may be one of the
four melodic accents:

l/ long—rising ' 2/ short-rising ‘

3/ long-falling A 4/ short-falling "

The accents may occur:

a) only the falling ones:
in one-syllable words

b) only the rising ones:
in the middle of a word

'0) any one of them: V
on the first syllable

d) none of them:
on the last syllable

Some words bear no accent, having un-
'accented long or short vowels only.

A theoretical problem could be raised
at this point:
Could one — following an arithmetical
transaction -come to a conclusion that
there are virtually 25 vocalic phanmes
in Serbo—Croatian?

Reduction

By definition, there is no vowel red-
uction in standard SC. In some subdia-
lects, however, there is a lot of red-.
notion, even elision, of some unacaaw-
ed vowels. Cf. standard v. reduced:

'S:.Jesam li ti rekao eta ima da bude?.

R} S!m_ti rek'o-bre stima’da bidne?._

S: Ste ée§ raditi veéeras?"

'R: Sto’s raditi »veéeras?
In the teaching process, on the contr-

- ary, emphasis is laid on the length of
every unaccented long vowel, particul-
arly for grammatical reasons, e.g., in
the plural genitive: Eéna (of women).
For practical purposes, a horizontal
line is placed above the long vowel.

Seguence

By definition, there are no diphthongs
in SC,but only vowel clusters,that is,
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h of which
e uences of two vowels, eac ' .

is: retained its syllabic value, e S s

radio ( ra-di—o ) . Vide° (Vi‘de'°)
' ' 5. Some

There are some interesting case . _

men-of—letters spell some words dii§§§_

ently e.g., some spell thfi' as'"'with

able 8: the word meéhlniadgggatahereas

"ai" cluster a pa 9

:gme spell it with a vowel + conignzgt

group "aj" = paradajz. Taking inf that

count the exact pronunciation otreat-

word, the "ai" cluster could be

ed as a diphthong.

In this connexion, a theoretical quest—

' n could be raised: .

:ge there diphthongs in SC afgerwillfl

now that there are foreign wgfi slangu-

have become integral part of e

age? E.g.,.auto ( au-to ).

Distribution

Every one of the SC vowels candoccur

in all the positions within a wo .

Problems of Presentation

. . . f any
h ticall the description 0

goigig embrzces the follow1ng features

of articulation:
1/ the position of the tongue

2/ the shape of the lips t

3/ the position of the soft pala e
. . . . he

Practicall it is impossible for t

learner toy’judge the pos1tion ofothe

tongue or that of the soft palate. tn_y

the shape of the lips 15 viSible. I is

advisable to mention that there are no

nasalised vowels. .
Although an empiric approach is of may;

or importance in language teaching, SC

would prove useful if the teacher 0-

knew the vocalic system of the. native .

lanrua e of his student.- _ .

Forgigg learners tend to mispronounce

the SC sounds due to the preaudices of

their mother tongues. -

abic there are only three vowels:

Ei/fr/a/, /u/. Arabian students confuse

between SC /0/ and /u/, and between /e/

and /i/,respectively. They mispronounce

the words "bio" (was)1and "beo (white)

' the same wa : biuJ.
The Spanish hiveLno problems, as there

is the same vocalic system in Spanlsh:

"este, hijo, hasta, hombre, lunes .

In English there are 12 relatively pure

vowels, 8 diphthongs and 5 triphthongs.

Instead of the SC /a/ the English often
pronounce RP No.5 vowel: sam = n:m],
RP No.4: Ana a Cains-1 , RP no.10 : oak =
CtSAk] or RP No.12:sam= [Sam] ,the last
one being the problem of reduction. All
SC vowels can be reduced that way.
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are a few varieties of
/ i9 39 5-9 09 u as well

[aland [t] ..
wels are never as long as

re also two degrees
syllables.

learners of SC tend
shorter or reduced.

duce their varieties of vowel

In Russian there

as two reduced vowelS,

The Russian vo

the SC ones.

of reduct
That is w

in unstressed
hy Russian

e'sC'vowels

They intro

delo . géao
ukasflayka [n

melodic accent like in so,
strong dynamic

dioated by the mark .

n all the positions Wimp

The SC accent and_th3Russian

are related in a specific wayin

f the same meaning:
bearing falling accentsin

"stressed Syllables,

ulica a: luu‘a;

aring rising accentSin
from R stressed syllfly

insomuoh as in Russian the stress

fted on to the follow1ng syllable
pyké, sestra

lso a minor stress in Russian
péguo-nepexaua.

The Russians generally stress such shm

ilar SC words in their way.

earners find it very diffimut
guish between the SC accents

contrasting pairs of accentscan

be of some help, e.g. a long-riSing ac-

cent against a short-riSing one:

gene (of women) V.

mere imitation of the accents occurring
in words which . . .

does not necessarily prove efficient.
are usually aware of

bik = 5b1
eho = fiXO
There is n0
et.there is_a

(ygapéuue). 1?
It can co

the wordilo
a)sylla es

SC correspond,t° R
., méso =M10
syllables be

SC differ more

6.3. 9 rfika
There is a

Foreign.1
to distin

iena (woman),

cannot ' be contrasted

Foreign learners
length distinction only.Because

nce of both accented syllables mm

ented long vowels in a single word

foreign learners often cannot determnm

which syllable bears the accent. There-

fore, at each new attempt they maylay

the accent on another syllable, e.gu
"vrahaca"(of sparrows) may become:
vra-ba-ca, vra—bg—ca, or vra—ba-gg.

As for reduction, the English generally

take care of the accented syllableomy,

Thus, they pronounce "A Happy new Yam
" Sreéna nova godina

['sretjna 'nava .godna] .

There are diphthongs in French, Spmush

and English. Speakers of these languag-

es tend to make the SC vowel sequencfl
into diphthongs, the English even inm

triphthongs occasionally: bio . Lbimfl.
As for distributio: of; vowel§,:2::; fie

Envli h vowels w ic canno

5 o s RP No.4/ae/, RP No.: W .nally RP 10 5/e/, No. lO/A /. For that
/3/,RP Ho.8/u/, RP

Caslav Stojanovié

reason,the English make similar SC vow-
els longer or into diphthongs:
ovde = sovdei ' znate = .znae tee i '
neko = [Esnekag’] or [Enekou' J ,1 ’
robu = [.robuz]; éeka = :tjekail.

CONSONANTS

There are 25 consonants in-SC.Fifteen
of them are voiced, ten are voiceless.

Plosives

Bilabial=IP1 [b1 Espelt p,bg
Dental: [tjtd] spelt t,d
Velar: [kJISICSPelt k.s)

The voiceless stops are,not aspirated.

Affricates

Alveolar: [ts] (spelt o)
Palato—alveolar:[t$][d3](spelt c,di)
AlveolQ-palatal:[tc][d;](spelt.é,dj)

Nasals

Bilabial: m] (spelt mg
Dental: n] (spelt n
Palatal: [p] (spelt nj)

Phonetically, they are nasal vowels.

Apical sounds

Alveolar: rolled fr]' (spelt r;
Alveolar: flappedLrJ spelt r

Rolled [r] is formed by rapid intermit—
tent taps of the tongue tip against the
teeth ridge.It is coupled with the cen-
tral neutral vowel [a] .
The formation of the flapped alVeolarLfi
is similar, but involves one tap only.

Laterals

Dental: [1] (spelt l)
Palatal: Ex] (spelt 13)

Being continuant and non—fricative, the
two laterals are vowel sounds.

Fricatives

Labio-dental: [f] [v] (spelt f,v)
Alveolar: [s] [z] (spelt s,z)
Palato-alveolar: [j] [3] (spelt s,z)
Velar: Ex] spelt h )

§2sizzgual
Palatal: [j] (spelt J)

Being a variant of‘Ei] , this sound is
phonetically a vowel.

Theoretical Problems

Several consonants have not been descr-
ibed adequately in previous works, be—
cause they are evaluated on the phonet-
ic an.phonologioal levels simultaneous-
ly. Thus, in all SC sections on Phonet-
ics, the nasals,laterals and semi—vowel
are dealt with first as they function
in language, their phonetic description
being almost neglected. There is no

mention of their vocalic nature.
From the point of View of phonetic de-
scription, the nasals, laterals, and
semi-vowel are vowels. Linguistioally,
they occur marginally in the syllable,
thus, they are included in the conson—
antal Category on functional grounds.
At times, however, owing to the phonet-
ic context, they are accompanied by
friction, thus becoming allophones of
consonantal nature. /2/
In SC books the tongue is divided into
the apex, front and back. According to
the IPA books the apex is subdivided
into the tip and blade.That has in turn
brought about anwre precise division of
palatal sounds. (Cf. §,d§ with g, g;).
The two apical sounds stand in complem-
entary distribution, thus being two al-
lophones of one phoneme. Rolled [r] oc-
curs between two consonants;thus, it is
considered a vowel on the linguistic
level.Flapped [r] is considered a vowel
if it precedes a. consonant initially.-
In other positions, it is considered a
consonant. The central neutral voweltal
does not exist in SC, consequently SC
speakers are not aware of its existence
and role in releasing the apical soumb.

In SC books [5] and [z] are treated as
dental fricativeS. Actually, they are
alveolar sounds because the air-stream
escapes by means of a narrow groove in
the centre of the tongue, causing fric—
tion between the tongue and the alveol-
ar ridge. /2/

Errors Made by Foreign Learners

Some of the consonants present a lot of
problems to foreign learners. They tend
to stick to the phonemes existing in
their own mother tongues.
In Russian there are even doubled con-
sonants, which are rather long. Russian
speakers tend to pronounce similar SC
words in their way: mass = [Smassi].
In Russian and German,voiced consonants
are devoiced finally. That is why R and
G learners devoice SC final consonants:

nov = Cnof ; vod = "votJ .
The problem 0 palatalise ion is worth
considering. In Russian there are a lot
of consonants which can have both hard
(non—palatalised)and soft (palatalised)
varieties. There are 18 palatals in R,
and only 9 in SC. Only 5 palatals are
the same in both languages:[}j,[£],[j].
Three are similar: Ltf] is softer in R,
whereas EST and F3 are harder. SC é ,
g1 and dz 0 not“exist in Russian.

learners often palatalise SC sounds
in those positions which call for pal—
atalisation in R: delo = [sdjela] .
Plosives. Arabian speakers confuse [p]

and [5]: Palestina = Balestina.
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The Germans devoice stops in all posit-

ions: biti=piti; dobro=topro; gad=ka SC

The English often hear and reproduc: f

/p.t.k/ as [b.d,g1 due to the lac 'o

aspiration in the SC veiceless stops.

All Germanic languages have. regres51Ve

assimilation, whereas Slavic languages

have progressiVe assimilation. Compare

the SC and English renderings of pet

banana" (five bananas):

SC rendering: ped banana

E rendering: pet panana

The Spanish confuse [blwith their bi—

labial fricatiVe [/5] : subota: [sufiota].

Affricates. Initial [ts] is difficult

for the nnglish. They sound [S] instead:

cvet = svet

The French can never pronounce [ts], 60

they utter [5] instead: lonac = lonas.

All foreigners (and a lot of SC speak-

ers too) find it almost impossible to

distinguish between (‘3 and §,and dz and

d', respectively. R Iearners neutralise

gland 6 into [t3]: kuée,kuée=[3kut$e] ,

End gig—and __;1 111170 [c131 :déak,djak=[dja1§.

It is advisable to point out to the

double articulation of these palatals.

The tip, blade, and rims of the tongue

touch the upper alveolar ridge and Slde

teeth. At the same time, the front of

the tongue is raised towards the hard

palate,less(for §,_<i§_)or more(for 99;).

That explanation should help anyone,

articularly the Greeks, who pronounce

Eta] instead of [t5] and [t9], and [dz]
v

instead of [d3] and :d 1: cuti- tsuti ;

noé=[nots]; diep=[dzep ; Djurau dzura .

Nasals. The French and Chinese do not

sound final [11], but they nasalise the

previous vowel: slon = [518'].
RuSSian, French, Italian, Spanish and

Portuguese speakers find it easy to

pronouncell’r] , yet it is very difficult

for the Ge mans and English. They sound

it as [n] or treat it as [n/j] , e.g.,

konj= [ken] ; njuéka: (nu: f ka,n/ju: Ska].

Rolled Irl. This sound is easy for the

Spanish and Scottish. The French and

Germans sound uvular [r1 instead.

The English pronounce RPNo.ll vowelbfl

coupled with a kind of [r] :krv=[ka:rv].

The Japanese confuse [r] and [11:

gorak: golak; red = led

The English pronounce t+r and d+r like

their affricates Ctr] 21713 3111?—
tri = [triz]; drug a [drug].

Laterals. As [1] involves a double

articuIation ( a tap of the tongue tip

against the upper teeth, coupled with a

rise of the middle of the tongue toward

the hard palate), the French shift the

second articulation forward, thus form-

- their clear [11; éal = [Sal+],

giggle pronouncing final [11,the English

sound their dark. [3:], by Shl-ftin the

second articulation backward:sa1=[ “*1

The Russians always use their dark [i :

lamps: [slamp‘a I;Slla= [‘5313‘333ba1=[ba&3.

The Japanese confuse_[11 and [1-] :

Sp1it = Sprit

Russian. Italian, Spanish and Portugue-

se speakers find 11} easy to pronoun“;

[g], yet it is difficult for French and

German learners. Their _rendering is al-

ways [3 1: ljubav f [saubav]. The 121181-

ish rendering is either [1] or [1/3};

1jubav u [sluzbavL [\l/gumav],

Fricatives.Initia11y, Spanish learners

con use vland the 81:01) [b1:vino=bino,

Arabic speakers do so medially as Well:

navijam :- nabia'am

The Greeks and Spaniards have no [51 ’

[z], [s] , or [3] sounds ,but the sounds

in between [s] and [I] 9 and [Z] and[3],
respectively. Thus, they pronounce;

uzela 6am 501: a: [uzela sam sok]

doiivela sam éoksfdozivela sam sok],

The Spanish often assimilate [s] or [z]

to the following nasal or lateral;

pismo a [pilgrim]; razlog = [rallog]

The French have no [x],so they dr0p it;

hitno = itno

The English have the glottal fricative

[11], so they hear the velar fricative

[x] as the voiceless velar stog [k] and

pronounce it thus: hleb=kleb; eh. éek.
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A PHONOLOGIC-PHONETIC COMPONENT OF A

DYNAMIC LINGUISTIC MODEL

Georgi Chikoidze
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Tbilisi, Georgia, USSR 380042

ABSTRACT

As a basic quantitative criterion for a

phonologic description choice, an average

phonologic code length of atext is suggest-

ed. Capabilities of such an approach are

demonstrated on the example of a Georgian

phonologic system.

A dynamic linguistic model is a system,

which fulfils direct and inverse transform-

ation of a "sense-speech (text) ". A phono—

logic—phonetic component of the direct

transformation (synthesis) produces to the

given phonemes correSponding phonetic char-

acteristics, i.e. descriptions, which must

serve as an immediate basis for a choice of

articulatory commands. A natural basis of

a phonetic description is a set of articu-

latory features (in the case of synthesis),

or their acoustic correlates (for analysis) .

These processes are essential components

of a complete linguistic model, being the

basis of many important practical applica—

tions. According to this, conditions of

simplicity and description economy acquire

not only abstract-theoretical meaning but

also practical value, stipulated by natural

demands, made by technical realization of

such systems. Technical realization of a

phoneme in a linguistic model is its code,

the choice of which, generally speaking, is

arbitrary, not taking into account a triv-

ial condition of noncoincidence of differ—

ent phonemes codes. According to this, a

problem of the code choice naturally arises,

providing a chance to create simple and

economical coding-decoding procedures, which

direct and inverse phonologic—phonetic con-

version.
Concretizing this code choice criteria,

on the basis of quite general consideration

we can suppose, that they may be reduced to

the conditions of a code structure simplic-

ity and to minimality of its some quanti-

tative characteristics (of average length)

and also to demands of simplicity of its

correlation with phonetic characteristics.

A binary code, for which a structure of

coding—decoding procedure is represented by

a dichotomic tree, obviously, possesses the

simplest structure. Methods of agreement of

such a code with frequency of coded symbols

appearance, providing the code construction

with minimum average length, are welloknown.

However, these methods are not intended for

taking into consideration an additional con-

dition, which is a requirement for simplic-

ity and directness of relation of a phono-

logical code to a phonetic description.

Evidently, this last demand is satisfied

more completely by acode, acoding-decoding

tree of which can simultaneously be regard-

ed as the basis for a phonological system

description in terms of phonetic features.

By the tree of such a type, constructed on

the basis of acoustic characteristics, a

Russian phonological system is described in

/1/. Terminal nodes of suchatree are pho-

nemes; some phonologically meaningful binary

features are connected with each nonterminal

node, one of the branches, coming from it

(in our case -left) , is connected with the

positive value of the feature, and the other

- with the negative one.Now, by attaching

a value "1" to each "positive" branch, and

"O" to each negative one, for every phoneme

can be produced a binary code, which is

created in the process of passing the route

from the root ("top") of the tree to the

terminal node corresponding to this phoneme .

A procedure of passing by such tree routes,

leading from the root to terminal nodes,

can be performed on the basis of the given

code sequence, creating the corresponding

phonemic features (a process of decoding),

as well as on the basis of the given pho—

netic features succession, providing the

construction of the corresponding code (a

process of coding).

A set of phonetic features, associated

with nodes of his tree, makes up some sub-

set of a meaningful phonetic characteris-

tics set, enough for distinguishing all the

phonemes of the given phonologic system.

Sets, possessing such a property, can be

chosen by many different ways, and thus,

some additional condition of minimality is

imposed in order to determine some "marked"

sets. In the majority of cases, and par—

ticularly, in /1/ and /2/ arequirement for

minimum of number of different features,

forming a set, serves as a restriction.
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However, taking a standpoint of the dynamic
linguistic model, it should be recognized,
that a condition of minimality of the pho-
nemes codes average length, is more essen—
tial, because exactly this parameter de—
termines the average number of steps of the
coding-decoding procedure and, therefore,
characterizes time expenses, connected with
the phonologic-phonetic component of the
model. A degree of this condition fulfil-
ment for this set of features is conveni-
ent to determine by a value Q:

Q=Lga1oo%,

where L - is the average length of the pho-
neme code in the text, and H - is entropy
of the phonemes distribution in the text,
representing a theoretical lower limit of
values L. Thus, Q is the redundant average
length of the code in percentage of its the-
oretical minimum H, and hence, asystem with
less Q value must be prefered. As the
orientator let us note, that for the Russian
phonologic system, constructed in /2/ the
value Q was 21%.

A tree of dichotomized articulatory fea-
tures, describing avariant of the Georgian
phonologic system, for which Q has the value
of 10%, is attained on the basis of the
given in /3/ distribution of Georgian pho~
nemes frequencies in the text, to which the
meaning of entropy H = 4,31 b.u. corre-
sponds. The phonetic material used in the
system construction almost entirely is
taken from /4/, though in the choice of the
definition for correlation of air passage
common features, corresponding to the upper
levels of the tree, some consideration were
taken from /1/ and /5/.

The top feature of the tree on Fig. 1 is
W vowelness, positive value of which cor-
responds to vowel phonemes a,e,o,u. Set of
vowels, in their turn, is structurized by
usual features of minimum (Mn) and mean
(Md) raising of the tongue. Phoneme‘s char-
acterized by the negative value Vw, i.e.
consonants, first of all, are divided into
two subset by the sonority feature, (S).
With common representative of sonors (l,r,
mm) a phoneme V is included in this class,
that corresponds to the contemporary point
of view on the Georgian phoneme, and also
to separate remarks from/U. First of all,
from the class of sonors are distinguished
liquids (Lq) , and then nasals (N), and non-
sonors are divided into fricatives (Pr) and
nonfricatives, coinciding with the class of
stops; the last in their turn- into affrica-
tives (Afr) and nonaffricatives, represent-
ing by them a class of pure stops.

Configuration of the upper part of the
tree and distribution of the corresponding
nodes, almost entirelly reproduces grada-
tions of the opening degree, defined in /5/:
Mn corresponds to the sixth gradation, Md -
to the fifth, and its negation (Ed) - to
the fourth; then liquids (Lq) are character-

ized by the third degree of the opening,
nasals (N) - by the second, fricatiygs (Fr)
- by the first, and stops (Afr and Afr) —
by zero. Exception is the phoneme V, com-
bining characteristics of a sonor and a
fricative; on the scheme of Fig. 1 it oc-
cupies a sonor position near nasals, being
a single representation of the additional
to them class, that defines adegreeof its
opening, as an intermediate between the
first and the second, butmore close to the
last of them. General structuralizing fea-
tures in this zone are a top feature Vw,
dividing a set of gradations of opening de-
grees into three upper and four lower gra-
dation, and also S feature, dividing these
last ones in two.

Below the considered zone there is a two-
level zone of features of the formation
place: the upper level is represented by a
feature Fn with meanings "front" - "non-
front", and the next level - by abilabial-
ity Lb, a dentality D and a velarity V1.
Analogous to the scale of-opening degrees
regulates common features of air passage,
features of the formation place correlates
to the following consequent region§_of the
vocal tract: labial (Lb), dental (Lb = D),
alyeolar (D), velar (V1) and transvelar
(V1), which can be realized as pharyngeal
(the phoneme q) or laryngeal (h). Note,
that uniting these two last' regions into
one, we shall be able to say, thatnot only
the positive but also the negative meaning
of these features always points to one and
the same region of the formation. The same
is true for the feature Fn, the “positive
meaning of which always corresponds to the
set of bilabial dental, alveolar and pala-
tal regions, and the negative - set of velar
and transvelar. Joining a palatal zone to
the positive region of Fn also justifies
this feature utilization forthe opposition
of front and back vowels, that conforms to
the corresponding remark in /4/ about the
equivalence of this opposition to the op-
position: palatal-—velar.

Two lower levels create features of
voiceness (V) and aspiration (A).

Let us note some alternative possibil-
ities of the tree structure choice, illus-
trating considerations, which have led us
to the variant depicted in Fig. 1. So, for
example, the phoneme V is related.tofrica-
tives on the concluding scheme of the Geor-
gian phoneme classification in /4/. Equally
with the already stated considerations, a
choice of a position V was stipulated by
the circumstance, that itsinclusionin the
class of fricatives rather deteriorates the
value of Q. accepted by us, as a criterion,
particularly, in this case Q = 11%. Further
deterioration of the value Q is connected
with the accepted in /6/variantof the tree
"top" construction according to the pattern
/1/. In /6/ firstly vowels and liquids are
opposed to other phonemes by the feature of
vocality, and then liquids - to vowels like
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ansonants to nonconsonants. In this case 9

:eaches 16%. On the contrary, concession to

the traditional approach, apparently, is a

refusal from the variant, opposing firstly

fricatives and affricates to simple stops!

and then fricatives - to affricates, since

this variant provides lower value of the cri-

terion: Q = 8%. .

At the same time, economy of description

basically defined by the value Q, must not

conflict with its completeness, i.e. on the

basis of the accepted scheme of the phono-

logic-phonetic transformation all the char-

acteristics, necessary for the functioning

of phonetic, phonologic and morphological

rules, must be produced. So if the synthesis

of the sound is provided by the modelling of

the speech tract configuration in the pro-

cess of the sound articulation, then it is

necessary to enlarge, for example, the sonor

characteristics by information about, common

to them voiceness and their formation place,

and also - to note such specific features

as laterality of l and vibrantness of r;

voiced consonants deafening in front of

voiceless stops needs, differentiating of g

by a voiced-unvoiced feature; finally, the

formulation of the morphological rules of a‘

stem truncation and contraction will be sim-

plified by the feature, common to a and e,

and so on. The most natural is including of

all useful characteristics creation into the

process of decoding. This can be expressed

graphically by adding their symbols to the

corresponding branches, for aims of minimiz-

ing a number of repetitions; such additions

must be made on the maximally high level,

the are relevant; so the add.
iignzliigzaturz of voiceness must be Createcii,

according to the above adduced Examples,

when passing the positive (left) branch,

coming from S. Let us emphasize, that these

additional Symbols will be Simply ignored

when coding -
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PROLEGOMENA TO'DIACHRONIC PHONOLOGY

V.K. Zhuravlyev

Institute of Linguistics
Moscow

The problem of neutralization of phono-

logical oppositions as a.corner stone of

phonology was for the first time put for-

ward by count Trubetakoy at the first Con-

gress of phonetic sciences (1932).By that

time Jakobson had published the first'

trial of historic phonology (1929) and

clearly formulated its "Principles"(1931).

The XI Congress is proposed with the

synthesis_of these outstanding achieve-

ments of the 20th century linguistics

which was expected for a long time. This

synthesis makes it possible to construct

the diachronic phonology paradigm.which

remained uncompleted up to now.

An unprejudiced analysis of the state

of affairs in our science reveals strik-

ing contradictions between synchronic and

historic phonology in general and the

classical Prague concept in particular.

The former one has been worldwide recog-

nized and has become a kind of an epicent-

re of the 20th century linguistic thinking

‘whereas the diachronic phonology has-not

won proper recognition even among special-

ists of the history of the language des-

pite the fact that it is one of the first

attempts of the special theory of struc-

tural transformations whose importance has

-been realized only nowadays.

It is realization of the central sys-

tem-foaming role of neutralization that

made Trubetskoi revise all his earlier

material in phonology, namely, all its

notional apparatus (Vial, pp. 175-1763

183.188) and this made it possible to
cauplete in 1933-1935. the construction

of the paradigm of the general phonology

as an integral science on phonological

.oppositions and conditions of removing

these oppositions, i.e.'neutralization.

Jakobson's conception of historical pho-

nology was established in 1927-1930. The

fundamental concept of position was not

properly ducidated in his work and,quite

naturally, the concept of neutralization

was not introduced at all. This concept

as well as more recent "distinctive feat-

ure theory" (1952/56) is "a paradigmatic,

type phonology, and ignored the problems

of syntagmatic relations" (Stankewicz,

s-1967, 394-5).

Many adherents of historical phonolo-

gy, deliberately or instinctively and may

be even for reasons of principle, focus

their attention just on paradigmatics

(Hoenigswald et a1.). Martinet who paid

great attention to neutralization could

not, howerer, find a proper place for it

in his diachronic phonology (1955), there

is no place in it fer the concept of po-

sition either. Nevertheless outstanding

successes of the young-grammarians are

due to the fact that they tried to ex-

plain phonetic changes just by "phonetic

environment" in positional conditionali—

ty, i.e. in syntagmatics. Therefore one

more contradiction is revealed, namely,

contradiction between historical phone;

tics and historical phonology.
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Eiachronic phonology could come into

he world only having positively broken

all ties connecting it with classical

historical phonetics in whose depth it

was generated. Jacobson gave a brilliant

interpretation of the historical phone-

tics by Shakhmatov and contraposed "in-

tegral method" of historical phonology

to 'isolationisn“ of young-grammarians.

From that tine on l‘diachronic phonology

is still in its infancy" (Wartburg, p.49).

It can, at last, pass the adolescence age

and assimilate the richest heritage of

the previous generations. It is necessary

to remove contradiction between histori-

cal phonetics and phonology, rehabilitate

the postulate of inzntability of phonetic

laws and to bring all empirical material

derived with their help into the most va-

luable capital of our science. It is ne-

cessary to remove the contradiction bet-

ween the classical general and historical

phonology by conpleting the construction

of ts paradigz.

to tine attenpts are made to

i erpretaticn of the

(A. van de Groot,

netines it is stat-

O

the role o . straliza ion in phonolo-

gical changes “iron neutralization to

neitraliraticn the opposition disappeared
‘onpletels' (-curquet, p. 131): However

attenpts to renore cardinal contradiction
of our s:ien:e, to reconsider its entire
notional apparatus and to perfcr: the
proper synthesis have never been :ade.

The pro; 3 i synthetic conception of

0‘
III

M

cal system: there is an opposition (in

position of differentiation) and there is

no opposition (in position of neutralizat-

ion). Neutralization connects paradigma-

tics and syntagmatics by means of positi.

onal (syntagmatic) removal of paradigmatic

opposition. Being strictly synchronic

neutralization is turned to diachrony,

convergence or divergence, dephonologizat-

ion of a neutralized opposition or phono-

logization of potential opposition in

past or future. Thus it connects synchrmw

and diachrony removing, at last, the

Saussure 's antimony.

Neutralization has actually turned out

to be the most powerful system-forming

factor. It integrates uniting phonemes

and allophones, positions, oppositions and

correlations, vocalism and consonantism as

a single whole.

The centre control the periphery via

the neutralization mechanism thies stimu-

lating the corresponding phonetic laws as

means of generation of allophcnic variat-

ion aimed to create potential phonological

oppositions which can increase the integ-

rative force of central correlations (cf

traditional concept of the "system pres-

sure“).

Chaos of accomodations beccnes Cosmos

of regular neutralizations determinated

by the particular system as a tendency of

growth of its integrative prorarties.ihus

one more contradiction of our science is

removed, namely, the young grammarians

managed to find regularity in the past,in

the history of the language and we cannot
reveal phonetic laws in the present, in
the observed synchronous state. Acconodah

ions, assimilations, dissinilation and
even neutralizations which were consider-

ed to be a destructive factor weakening
the distinctive (differentiative) force
not turn out to be the systen integration

; n gy sed on neutralization as a factor. The loss in differentiation is
nu:1e-s of c;;:siticns of the phonologi- compensated by the gain in internal in-
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tegrity, coherence of the system.

Being very sensitive to integrative

needs of the system neutralization, this
"demiurge" of Trubetzkoy, gives rise not
only to new allophones but also to'the
rules of their positional functioning at
the given synchronous state of the lan-
guage, i.e. creates the phonological es-
sence of the socalled phonetic laws of
the young-grammarians.

The neutralization mechanism employs
quantitative and qualitative change in
differentiation and neutralization posit-
ions thus performing convergence-divergen~
cc of phonemes and allophones as a main
way of phonologization of potential oppo-
sition and dephonologization of obsolete
ones. "Demon" of Polivanov "enables or
disables" the phonetic laws by taking off
the former allophones from the state of
the complementary distribution and by re-
moving their positional dependence (the
law is disabled). It also selects those
potential convergents and divergents from
the allophonic variation which are able
to take part in the following convergent-
divergent process (the law is enabled).

Now it is not typology of correlations
and not survey of the inventory of dis-
tinctive features but typology of neutra-
lizations, mechanisms and rules of its
performance that are put in the foreg-
round of the diachronic phonology. Since
it (typology of neutralizations) is const-
ructed and tested using the material of
different languages irrespective of their
genetic affinity it can serve as a more
reliable base of the diachronic reconst-
ruction than isolated facts of similar
changes in unrelated languages of the con-
ventional typology.

To complete the paradigm of the dia-
chronic phonology means to give the main
role not to a phoneme or a distinctive
feature, or an opposition, or a correlat-
ion, or a position and not event to a

neutralization‘but, at last, to the pho-
nological system as a whole, to its in-
tegrating properties and the system-form-
ing factors and their dynamics. In this
case an investigator will pay his attent-
ion not to the aspect of mutability (cf
"phonetic changes" of traditional histo-
rical phonetics and phonology) but to sta-
bility, to dialectics of self-preservation
and self-motion of the phonological sys-
tems. And only now it becomes possible to
reveal the profundity of Trubetzkoy's
idea that "the phonological evolution
makes sense only if it is applied to the
reasonable reconstruction of the system...
Many phonetic changes are caused... by
the necessity to form stability... to
correspondence to structural laws of the
phonetic system (1929, p. 65). Revision
and intensification of "the integral me-
thod" of diachronic phonology make it
possible to recover and enhance its ex-
planatory function. The notional apparat-
us of the modern diachronic phonology a1-
laws us to reconstruct continuous sequence
of phenomena and processes of the phono-
logical system history as a continuous
chain of causal-resultative relations.
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0N METHODS OF RECONSTRUCTION
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ABSTRACT

The inventory of the methods of re-

construction must be extended so that it

should comprise the methods of comparative,

internal, graphic and external reconstruc-

tion. The scope of each method needs fur—

ther specifications as well.

INTRODUCTION

The reconstruction of earlier states and

processes, their absolute and relative

chronology in the history of a language

ranks among the central problems of dia-

chronic linguistics and diachronic phono-

logy in particular. In a wide sense, re-

construction is synonymous with diachro-

nic linguistics. In a narrower sense, re-

construction means techniques, or methods,

of recovering earlier forms of a language.

Traditionally, there are distinguished two

methods of reconstructions: comparative

(CR) and internal reconstruction (IR).

However, the wide range of the technical

means used in diachronic linguistics can-

not be reduced only to these two methods.

In addition to CR and IR there are theore-

tical as well as practical reasons for

distinguishing the methods of graphic and

external reconstructions (GR, ER). GR is

in fact distinguished by Lehmann /1, pp.

63-81, 83/ when he discusses the use of

written records as one of the methods of

determining linguistic change. Milewski

USSR, 232734

/2,pp.137-138/ distinguishes the "traditi-

onal philological method based on companh

tive analysis of old texts", whichkakin to

GR. Birnbaum /3, p.97/ singles out ER,

which as the first method of diachronic

linguistics is differentiated between his

three fundamental types of reconstruction

as based on extraneous linguistic elemenu

(borrowings, loan and foreign words, non.

native proper names,etc.).

GRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION

In the case of alphabetic writing, GR is

the most reliable method among all the

possible methods of reconstruction. GR is

especially effective when based on what

is called phonemic alphabets (as opposed

to morphophonemic alphabets), in such lab

guages as Old Greek or Old English. The

essence of GR is in establishing the

graphs and the graphemes, the relation-

ship between the graphs and the sounds,

between the graphemes and the phonemes u

the language of the texts under analysis

(of. the use of spelling evidence when es

tablishing the sounds and phonemes of 01m

Middle and Early Modern English, as in

/4/). Thus alphabetic writing provides

the most valuable evidence for the invur

tory and distribution of sounds and pho-

nemes in a language at a certain stageof

its development. Moreover, graphic evi-

dence helps reconstruct sound changesand

their chronological order, However much
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depends on what is actually reconstructed.

Graphic evidence may be used in reconstruc-

ting paradigmatic and syntagmatic, segmen-

tal and prosodic, phonological and phone-

tic systems and changes, but such evidence

is more scarce and less reliable for re-

constructing prosody and phonetics. The

loss of phonemes and oppositions is al-

most immediately reflected in spelling by

indiscriminate use of formerly contras-

ting graphs, or by the use of one symbol

instead of several initial ones, or by re-

verse spellings. The rise of phonemes and

oppositions is usually reflected in spell-

ing by the creation of new graphs, or by

a contrastive use of two available graphs,

though writing in this case is more con-

servative. Spelling usually reflects pure-

ly syntagmatic changes. Yet it is nece-

ssary to bear in mind that some phonolo-

gical changes, both paradigmatic and syn-

tagmatic, are not attested by spelling at

all. First of all, this is true of many

mutually related sound shifts which lead

to replacement of oppositions and corre-

lations (cf. the Great Vowel Shift, or,
the replacement of the consonantal corre-

lation voiced vs. voiceless by the corre-

lation fortis vs. lenis in Modern English,

/4, §§ 194-196, 199/). Yet even in such
cases occasional spellings may occur, in-

dicating sound change of one type or ano-

ther. Purely phonetic changes regularly

are not reflected in writing, yet in spe-

cial cases writing gives ample evidence

of phonetic changes as well. Thus diph-

thongs as gliding phonemes are regularly

spelt with digraphs. The choice of letters

for the elements of gliding may indicate

phonetic realizations of diphthongs, as
well as changes in their phonetic reali-

zations (of. Old English diphthongs, l4,
§§ 153-154/).

GR provides important evidence for other

methods of reconstruction, so we may say

that it precedes IR and CR; on the other

hand, it may equally need a support by evi-

dence provided by other methods of recon-
struction.

INTERNAL RECONSTRUCTION

IR is based upon the comparison of geneti-

cally or structurally related elements

from the same language and the same dia-

lect. The method of IR is important in

that taking no outside language into acco-

unt it helps reconstruct earlier sound

elements and patterns (quite recent and

prehistoric ones as well) together with
most important data concerning the distri-

bution of the sound elements. IR helps es-

tablish, however, only relative, but not

absolute, chronology. This method takes

into account first of all morphophonemio
alternations, such as Old English dag -

dagas(/ee/ - /a/, /4, § 112/), fyllan -
full (lfi/ - /u/, /4, § 142/)r Modern Eng-

.lish was - were (/z/ - /r/), frost ~‘fro-
zen, house - houses (/s/ - /z/), break -
breach (/k/ - /é/), long - longer (/9/ -
/gg/), without regard to morphological
classes. In this case the effectiveness of

IR depends upon the paradigmatic similari-

ty of alternating phonemes and the possi-

bility to recover the conditioning phono-

logical factors of alternation. The method

may be complicated and restricted in its

application (of. such cases as bring -
brought) and finally made altogether in-
applicable by successive changes of sounds

and morphemes, and, naturally, complete

mergers of allomorphs. One has to admit

that sometimes alternations exist as mor-

phological interchanges from the very be-

ginning without any sound change involved

(of. ablaut of the type sing - sang). IR
may also be based upon the principle of

pattern congruity. Such reconstructions

considerably widen the scope and possibi-

lities of IR and they may be no less co—

gent than those based on alternations (of.
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the different treatment of the "second

fronting" in West Mercian and Kentish pro-

ceeding from the different patterns of the

short vowels of the two dialects, l4, §§

147-150/). We still remain within the 11-

mits of IR when we base our assumptions

on relationships between subsystems of the

sound structure, e.g., between prosody and

segmentics, paradigmatics and syntagmatics,

or on interlevel relationships between the

sound structure and morphological, syntac-

tical and even semantic patterns, as well

as on typological maxims. Typologioal

maxims impose two constraints on recon-

struction: the sound changes must be typo-

logically acceptable as processes and the

proto-forms and the proto-language must be

typologically acceptable in a static sense

/5/. This broad treatment of IR is much in

accord with Kurylowicz's approach to it

/6/.
Ideally speaking, IR should precede CR:in

the first place pre-forms and pre-langua-

ges are established by means of IR and

then the CR of proto—forms and proto-

languages is carried out (cf. /7. P.156/L

COMPARATIVE RECONSTRUCTION

The traditional method of CR hardly needs

any further elaboration (see,among other

works, /8/). It is based upon the compa-

rison of genetically related elements

from cognate languages and dialects of the

same language. Otherwise it may be said

that CR deals with the facts of different

dialects of the same language or diffe-

rent languages within the same language

family. Moreover, it must be added that

a contrastive treatment of evidence from

earlier and later stages of the same lan-

guage should be considered as belonging

to the method of CR as well, for such

evidence is drawn actually from different

linguistic systems. The comparative me-

thod has proved to be of special impor-

tance in prehistoric reconstructions.

EXTERNAL RECONSTRUCTION

ER may be based on linguistic and non-

linguistic data. Linguistic data may be

provided by language contacts, in the

form of borrowings, loanwords, foreign

words and names. The interpretatibn of

the descriptions by orthoepists in terms

of modern linguistics may also be consi-

dered as a procedure of ER based on 13k

guistic data. Non-linguistic data may be

provided by archaeology, history, enema-

topoeia (e.g., records of animal cries),

etc.

CONCLUSION

From the methodological point of view, 1;

is important and possible to distinguish

and define more exactly four methods of

reconstruction: GR, IE, CR and ER. Prac-

tically, however, it is possible to

achieve reliable reconstructions only as

a result of a combined use of several

methods of reconstruction. In'a sense it

is true that there is no "method of inter-

nal reconstruction as distinct from a

method of comparative reconstruction"

l9, p.116/, or from any other method of

reconstruction.
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ARTICULATORY PHONETICSAhD RECONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

(Indo-Iranian.data)

v.1. EDELMAN

Institute of Linguistics,

1 05009 . 1/1 2 Semashko S

Abstract

Articulatory phonetic data of 11-

ving Indo-Iranian languages may be

used to verify reconstructed subsys-

tems of Indo-European, Proto-Aryan and

Proto—Iranian phonological systems.

Analysis of the articulatory aspect of

historical changes helps to solve some

disputable problems in the history of

Indo-Iranian languages.

Usin t pological evidence to veri-

fy or cgrrzct data obtained through

comparative-historical method allows

to reveal systemic relationships bet-

ween reconstructed units, including

phonetic units, and to make the recon-

structed system more probable /1/.

Thus, articulatory phonetics and pho—

nolo of living Indo-Iranian langua-

ges scloses interesting typolog cal

parallels to various reconstructed sub-

systems of IndorEuropean, Aryan and

Iranian protolanguages. This makes for

a better understanding of the functio-

ning of these subsystems in the syn-

chronically viewed reconstructed proto-

systems and diachronic processes accom-

panying both the emergence of these sys-

tems and their subsequent chan es.

One example of such paralle s is a

system of triads of consonants: "pela—

talized - simple - labialized" of the

type C’ - C - 0°, which is observed in
several living Indo-Iranian languages:

in one of the Iranian languages - Yaz-

ghulami - in West Pamir (consonants

f'- k - k°, g - g - ) /2/, in one of

the Nuristani (Kafir languages - Kati

- in the province of Nuristan in Afg a-

nistan (cerebral shibilants §’— § - 0,

E’- V - i°) /3/ and in one of the Dar-
ic languages - Kashmiri (consonants of

almost all the zones and series, e.g.
t - t - t°, t“- t‘- t“, d’— d - a“,

t,- t - to... k,- k - k0... 3" 3 " so

5.. h/- h - h°) /4/. These triads, par-
ticularly in Yazghulami and Kashmiri,
are typological parallels to early In-
do-European triads of gutturals, laryn-
geals and, possibly, sibilants /5/.

USSR Academy of Sciences

t., Moscow

ion to the articulation of the car

222:; forming these triads in the above

mentioned languages helps to better under-

stand the functioning and evolution of

corresponding {ado-European_triads.

. "Simple" members of the triads of the "gu.

ttural“ group (of the type k’- k - k“) appear to
be unmarked members of the opp051tions, and

are represented by velar consonants charac-

terized by wide variation and ability to mer-

ge with palatalized and labialized cons»

nants.in certain positions. With predmfl.
nance of the palatal focus, the palatan,

zed members of the triads easily shiftto

the front zone and become affricated (by the

type 16-) E9 3. and so on). "his accounts for
the tendency towards turning into affri-

cates and further changes of Indo- °',

pean palatal consonants: *f> Aryan * >*g

from which derive Nurist. c, Indo-Aryan

and Iranian 3 (its transition into a is:

relatively later phenomenon which didnm

occur in all the Iranian languages).Dea-

latalization and a back-lingual shiftk7k

is less frequent. The labialized members

of the triads are represented by velar

consonants with a second labial focus,

not always synchronous with the main mm:

labial articulation may begin earlier

than velar implosion and end later than

Velar explosion. Labiality may disappear

completely or transfer to the neighbmu-

ing vowel. Its predominance and the char

ge of a labialized consonant into labial

is rare.
This evidence supports the possibilfly

of the functioning, in early Indo-Ehropr

an, of triads of guttural consonants, "m
discloses the main principles of their
change in the eastern area, i.e. in at”!

languages: a the shift forward of alstr
lized - pala aI consonants (with a frus-

tion and possible assibilation), b) thO
1083 by the labialized consonants of the
labial articulation c n t leadin t
their merger with theofig m; e“ consoéflgl

/6/. The reverse pattern in the frequen"!
of processes,i.e. depalatalization DIPG'
latalized consonants and their met or

with "simple" ones, and the predom anM
of the labial focus in the labializedcm’
sonants with their transition to thelfi'
bial group - characterizes the chansesin
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these triads in the western area, i.e. in

cantum languages.
Positional presentation of sibilants

as shibilants in various languages (e.g.
see /7/) points to the pattern of tran—
siticn of Indo~European *s> following
*i, *u, *r, *k, *fi in satam languages:
appearance of a secondary focus (additio-
nal point of articulation) of *s — a palav
tal focus after *i, *R and velar or post-
alveolar focus - after *u, *r, *k. The
secongaryvfocus brought about shibilants
(of * , a type), the phonologization of
which (and consequently, the phonologiza-
tion of the opposition an! i /8/ occured
much later, after the satam group had di-
verged into a number of subgroups (partly
even after the divergence of Aryan proto-
language).

The difference of articulation of *é
in different regions of Proto‘Iranian

language brought about differences in

sibilant subsystems of various Iranian

languages. In the Western and North—

Eastern subgroups, "soft" (palatalized)

articulation of *§ with a secondary pala-
tal focus prevailed. The result was an

appearance in these languages of a two-

nember opposition s - (except Ossetic
which lacks this Opposition, and where

the single phoneme /s/ has different
dialectal realizations [s, s, s5 £1). In
the South-Eastern subgroup, the influen-

ce of a substratum similar to the sub-

stratum for Indo.Aryan languages resulted

in the predominance of ”hard" articula—

tion of *K, with a secondary velar focus,
which. in this region, was associated

with the careers: phonological zone. As
the opposition / / - /§/ developed in the
sine region,an"empty slot"forthe "soft"

/ / appeared in the phonological systemof
these languages, which was later filled
with positional variants of other conso-
nants - reflexes of Proto-Iranian *5, *c

etc.The:result was the establishment of a

three-member opposition s - s - s, to some ex-

tent similar to the 61d Indian opposition.
One of genealogical features differen-

tiating the East-Iranian language group

from the West~Iranian - is a reflection

of Proto-Iranian *b-, *d-, *g- as West-
Iranian be, d-, g-Iv East-Iranian v-, 8-,

- in word-initial position.Individual
exceptions in East‘Iranian languages,

vsuch as the initial b-, d- instead of *v:
* - can be explained by relativel late~
articulatory tendencies already wi hin
these languages themselves. Thus, Ossetic
at some stage became to be characterized
by the strengthening of articulation of
word-initial voiced consonants. As a re-
sult, borrowings from Old Ossetic (Alan)
into Hungarian display the complementary
distribution, which existed at that peri-
od, of voiced stops and fricative conso—

.nants in word-initial and middle posi-

tions: b- : -v-; d- : -5- (the latter
being represented by Hungarian z). Signi~
ficant in this respect,are cases of re-

flection of the Old Iranian resonant *u-
in Ossetic b-, and almost complete absen-

ce in Modern Ossetic of original words

with initial v—. This evidence shows that

the articulatory tendenc characterizing
a one—word speech segmen , i.e. articula—

tory “border mark“, resulted in a "devia—

tion" in historical development of conso—

nantism, a "violation" of the phonetic

law. A similar tendency is observed in

Khotanese. In several East-Iranian lan-

guages (Yagnobi and Ishkashmi) "devia—
tions" occur only in the reflection of *8
- and connected with the eneral instabi‘

lity of articulatson of * , *8 in these
languages area: * changes, relatively
early, into t or s, and *8— - usually in—
to d- ( robably, not without Tadjik in-
fluence . In the neighbouring area the
unstable articulation of *8 brought about
the transition *8:>1. This occured in
Iranian languages - Pashto and Munji, and
also in one of the Nuristani languages -
Prasun, - which shOws that this phenome-

non is regionally rather than genetically
conditioned.

As to reflexes of East-Iranian *13,
'such deviations in the form of its reflec-
tion as *g- are non-existent. The reason
of this is its articulatory characteris—
tic: very early and virtually across the
whole of Iranian linguistic area * shif-
ted to the uvular (postvelar) zone,
therefore its "return" to the velar stop
*g- became impossible. Even the word-ini-
tial strengthening in Ossetic resulted
only in its transition in one of the dia-
lects, into the unvoiced uvular q- - the

only stop in this phonemic group (the
other dialect retains'fb).

The tendency toward a spirant charac-

ter of word-initial voiced consonants in
East-Iranian languages may be rooted in
the ancient past It is known that Proto-
Iranian *b, *d, *g are reflexes of the
two Proto-Aryan consonant series merged:
aspirated *bh, *dh, *gh and non—aspirated
*b, *d, *g (corresponding to series I and
II of the Inna-European model sug ested
by T.V.Gamkrelidze and V.V.Ivanov . Du-
ring Proto-Iranian, as well as during
Proto-Aryan and Indo—European periods,
there was no fricative/stop opposition
for voiced consonants. Even in late Indo-
European "dialects", and later periods -
up to individual Indo—Aryan languages -
voiced aspirated consonants may be phone-
tically realized as voiced fricatives /9/
and/or as freely varying sounds of *bh/v
type, etc. A similar articulation type
may be assumed also for those early Aryan

dialects from which Iranian languages la-
ter originated. This clarifies the fur-
ther development of articulation of voi-
ced consonants in early Iranian dialects:
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t1: tinclczioalc series Iere 15:31:15
-.-aaE-=".1:-“ ‘if’e-ezt dialectal gaps‘c..- -._. - .. --- ‘
In Featern dialects, wing to a 5352;

ccclrsi're cargo-zest and ses‘r aspgade
one, the consonants cf tze aspirated se-

ries grio’ely lost their as;irsticn‘a:.d. -

:erzei Iith non-ae;irated corsonanfy :6

coring sinilar to the tter Why 4 5).
Eastern dialects vhioh had a longer cc:-
tsct it's Iris-Aryan la:g:a5es, reta"ed
for a lcrzer tire the estirated ccrgczez.

i: the articulation of voieed consonants
Eli/CI e

I

t: i: spirant articulation). As a
' a two series nerged intoM

r
.

:0

I

cut, uen t e _ ‘
one, the articulation character-is it: to.
the ctier series ;revaileis i.e. *1“ C"
the series of as;irated {end/or 3:22—11)
castrate.

2:5. the ,‘:.::.etic - eras-aster}. '
. .-

tesderq tcrard a spirant realization 9:
vs: as:ira’-_-; co: crate, 1.11”" cos...

in dialects of Late
d to curate also

4
.
‘
l M

o:
ford-iratisl voiced s;irs::.ts he-

ar. lat r - after the two

eries cf voiced consonants
o are series in Z-‘roto-Iran-
the opposition "stop/fries-

e satclass cf voiced phczeres
beccae - such later - phenolcgicall re-
lemt, in the period the: Iranian ug-
';a§es vere already divided into the rain
groups. Different factors - internal and
exterzal - centri‘crted to the :hczolcgi-
cal indegeniezce of these cggcsitiozs,
which progressed unevenly i: ‘ferent
laying subgroups and areas. and even -
within one language systen - in different
articalatory zones.

211:3, attention to the articulatory
;h:etios of living Indo-Iruisn langua-
ges provides a typological background for
verification and correction of reconstruc'
ted genetic and phonological systeas and
their c" “:e patterns, whereas attention
to the articulation aspect of historical
changes sheds light on the character of
the rain tendency in these changes,
possible deviations tron it, and relative
chrmology of a washer of processes. this
helgs to nan-CI the gap betveen the ccn~
1.- rative-histcrical postulates and the
studies cf living " reages.

the above-described procedues :ay

help to solve some specific :11, nt~
:15: groblezs in the history or laugh”

“I languages. they help to reveal the

lack of unifcrzity of Prom-Iranian in —

different regions (even vith respect to
different genetic presentations or Pho~

nenss for-sing a single phonezic eel-1“)
and :ossible areas of substrates and “I
strata: influences on mac-Iranian Ian.

-eg, these procedures help to differ“

this internal and external factors in

the derel prent of this language “lily,

starting fro: an earliest period.
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terms of description, the senior terms

being semantico-phonological classes.
Classes of lexical etymologies and gram-
matical classes comprise the temporal P3“
rameter - they are spread out ("smea_-
red“) in time, the functional load 01’
distinctors in the system being measured
in their actual or potential transforma-

tions. Distinctors can combine into hy- .
permerismata - or they can discompose into

hypomerismata. This idea was expressed

for the first time in the Tbilissi Phono-

logical School. Synthesis ( respo discom-
position) of features presupposes absorP'
tion (reap. emanation) of information and
functional load /5/. The functional load
freed from the segmental (phonemic) 19"
vel, is used in phonotactics or prosodic
structures. These transformations expose
an important property of surface distinc-
tors, which are revealed in neutraliza-
tions. They interchange, and their muta-
tions are most clear when the distinctors
transgress from one phonological level to
another. We explain this phenomenon
the following way: surface distinctors
are "incarnations" or "reincarnations" of
deep-structure merismata, the latter are
less numerous and quite invariable. Group
phonemes, syllabophonemes and units of
word prosody may be treated as transforms
of phonemes, and vice versa.

The possibilities of the model were
investigated by 6.5. Klychkow and L.
Hertzenberg l6.7/. The model comprises
variables x, y ..., the slots 0 and V as
parts of the syllable CV, stages se en-
tal Cx or vx, suprasegmental Cx or %: ,
and connected /CV/ vs. disconnected
(c-vI. If "x" is laringality, then /CV .
is a syllable with stdd-like accent,
/CLE = x;/ should be interpreted as H
or schwa, v - syllable with aspirated
initial, CVx - syllable with long vowel,
v as HY, CVx‘ as CVH, where H repre-
sents the segmental laryngeal. It is
worth noting that one feature in the by-
nary slot CV can be distr buted in the
four patterns CV, CXV, CV , 01V“; the mo—'
del thus presupposes some restrictions.

a). Only one feature is considered, so
CV is excluded because it would mean in-

-troduction of neW'binary feature - "i", .‘
b). The eatu e can be used only one '

0v HV 0 V cfivn a 9’
gGrassmann!s law ).’ are all excluded
_. A more complex model has been devel -

ped in order toexplain the phonology 8f
the Indoeuropean Protolanguage disinte-
gration. The transformation of a syllabo-
morphemic language into a family of what
.one would call word-and-phoneme languages
is accepted as the diachronic axis for
this model. It comprises two unvariab'le
deep-structure merismata - :6 ("force")
and J? ("laryngality") which appear as
different surface distinctors on three
phonological levels: the phonemic level

(CD) the suprasegmental leVel (Z

the word-prosody level (A ). .) and

” Features" Deep-structure mam

3"“ 1 ashonolosica
p levels 4t

upra' .1 4a seg- the high the broken
'6 ental register contour

*3 >7- ' i
.5". phone- 3 at+9 .

5 a mic - , " ‘ -In: "force"
g 5 9p (suffo- sapiratim
”H cancy c
0
g g ord distinctors distincto;
g groso- of stress of contactg" y A paradigms

Then the following consonant changes

show how the protolanguage developedimo
two main filiations -

D—eD / .4 D-eD/ ,4

The consonant sets correspond in thera-
lowing way:

I (D) . -
- fin 1 D T? ' D?

E II (n) x ' ”I
= q _ . DV-

E III (D) DH I

O A] D DV

to

’Lan- oto- ‘Armeno- lto—
guage do— Arian germa— slavic
bren- uro- nic
ches pean

Typo- 2‘3"3 3' 'lash 1 (z) (2) 2:

him. «I» at cps (o
13° (A) A5 : /\-‘it As

The "experiences" of the merismfhad
been investigated by e.s. Klychkov /5.6/.
those of the merismé - by V.A. Dybo /5/-
L. Herzenberg has revealed the merismafi
mutations in the prehistory of Anatolimh
Greek, Italic and other branches of DEW
european /7/. The reconstruction of Indo-
european phonological diachrony thus re
ggires a theory with two kinds of "feaW'

a) invariable "deep-structure" me'risma-

as
b) surface distinctors being "incanm-

tions" and "reincarnations" of the

'89 25.4.2
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merismata ; their mutual transformations /6/ Emerson I‘.C. Konconan'rnau u crpyn'rypa
and their transgressions from one phonolo- CJIOBa.- M., .

gical level to another are mutations /'7/ I‘epnendepr .II.I‘. Bonpocu pexoncrp mm
oesponeficxofi npoconmcu.- 11 8I.wLich seem to be determined by typologi-

cal language change tendencies. /8/ gfig
0!

The models introduced above presuppo-

se dynamic realizations of linguistic
units with the remaining constant charac-

ter of their inner regenerational pat-
terns. The relation " ynamic realization

— constant structural pattern" is the

main feature of all processes determina-

. ting the unity of linguistic families.

4. The next step in complicating the mo-

del is the introduction of semantic fea-

tures. Relations between semantic and

phonological features are supposed to

lead to flexible non-discreet merismatic

structures. Linguistic material is repre-

sented in the model as large dynamic and

semantic sets. Processing of material

necessarily becomes computerized. Three

classes of Indo-European etymologies:

words for "water", natural phenomena and

an open class of random etymologies were

described in terms of 35 semantic featu-

res and 35 phonological distinctors.

Correlation coefficients between the 7

classes on semantic features and phono-

logical distinctors wgre calculated and

the agree criterion x was computerized

twice. First it was phonological coeffi—

cients that were taken as theoretical

‘ data with semantical coefficients as so-

mantical data, then'vice versa. The

main result obtained in the experiment ,

lies in the realization of the fact that '

semantic and phonological relations in

all the classes are orthogonal.

It becomes evident that both in speech

production and speech perception the

principle of shuttle movement is demi—

nant. The focus of actualization moves

incessantly between the vocal and conse-
‘ nant, between phenemic, suprasegmental

and word-prosody components, between me- .

rismata and "files", between the phonolo-

gical and semantic spheres.
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ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GLOTTAL STOP IN KAYABI

Helga Elisabeth Weiss

Summer Institute of Linguistics, Brazil

ABSTRACT

Spectrograms of the recorded speech of one male and

one female speaker of the Kayabi language of BraZil

danonstrate voiced variants of the normally

voiceless glottal stop.
The glottal stop is realized by several variants
which are reflected in the spectrograns. These

variants range from a period of complete closure,

through various kinds of creak, to a more slowing

down of vocal cord vibrations, or a combination of

these.

INTRODUCTION

This presentation describes the Kayabi glottal stop
in terms of their acoustic cues and cue patterns as
observed in spectrograns. Some degreee of glottal
stricture from glottal trill, flap to glottal stop
is perceived and identified by the listener as a
glottal stop.
Kayabi belongs to the Tupi-Guarani language family
-of Brazil as -classified by Rodrigues (Rodrigues
1958). The Kayabi language is spoken by about 400
Indians living in Central Brazil, were the material
on which this study is based was gathered.

1. METHOD

Data used for this research were mainly lists of
isolated words of varying syllable types and
lengths taperecorded by one male and one female
Kayabi speaker, using an Uher 4000 Report '5'
taperecorder with a Sennheiser microphone.
Spectrograms were produced with a Kay Digital Sona-
.Graph 7800 at the University of Edinburgh.

2. RESULTS

The glottal stop in Kayabi is phonologically an
articulation type, being in contrast with other
stops. It occurs in syfllable initial position and
functions as a consonant. Examples of contrast

Preglottalized consonants also occur Syllwle

initial at morphene boundaries. They are mos
the result of metathesis, as seen in:

lipiran/ 'red' plus suffix l-ii/ 'diminutive'
-——>/ipira?gi/ 'a little red'

2.1 Intervocalic glottal stop

The acoustic cues reflecting the intervocalic glob

tal stop articulation are seen on spectrograms am
a. a gap of shorter or longer duratmn,

reflecting a momentary and voiceless articulatmn:

Figure 1: /ka?i/ 'monkey'
left male speaker, right female speaker

b. a series of short and irregular gaps betwea
stronger ‘glottal pulses, with or without slowng
down of Vibrations before and after these gaps:

Figure 2: lka7a/ 'jungle, tree'
left male speaker, right female speaker

Se 26.1.1

are:

/ta7$t/ 'offspring' Itajti/ 'cloth’
/a?u/ 'he/she works' /katu/ 'good'
/a?4/ fa sloth' lail 'it hurts'
073/ 'meat, flesh' loo/ 'he/she goes‘/;3a/ 'a gourd' liat/ 'canoe'
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c. a rapid lowering and raising of F0:

fl“

'gourd'
left male speaker, right female speaker

Figure 3: li?a[

The various types of glottal activities are

accompanied by a drop in intensity, which is

.maximun for the complete glottal closure.

The duration of the intervocalic glottal stop

ranges from 80-160 msec, which is shorter than the

duration of other stops.
The auditory effect is always that of a glottal

stop, whatever the variation in degree and length
of closure. Free variation of the accustic cues

for a glottal stop have been observed in the sane

utterance spoken on separate occasions by the sane

smamr.

2.2 Preglottalized consonants

A glottal stop preceding the consonants /m/ /n/

/n/ /w/ /j/ /r/ /g/ can have the sane variants
as when occurring intervocally:

Figure 4: /ka?ra/ 'a root vegetable'
left male speaker, right female speaker

The duration of this glottal activity is about

70-150 msec, followed by a consonant of 20-60 msec.
This consonant duration is shorter than the
duration of the same consonant intervocalically.
The auditory effect of the variants of the glottal
stop preceding consonants is always that of a
pre-stopped consonant.

3. FACTORS INFLUENTIAL IN THE CHOICE OF VARIANTS
OF THE GLOTTAL STOP “ .. ’ “ a*

Kayabi ‘speech demonstrates a tendency towards a

, moremlax articulation, especially in the Speech of
male adults. This results in incomplete orolax

closures especially of /r/ and /7/, and a more open
aproximation for fricatives. Women tend to use a

more tense and precise articulation‘ with tighter
closures and narrower constrictions, and often,a

longer duration of segments. °
The creak variants are more prevalent in male,

Fenale speakers dospeaker with a lower F0.
manifest creak, but show a tendency toward.canplete .

closure.
. . . *3

The creak variant is more common in open-vowel;
than in close ones.
The glottal closure is longer the heavier the
stress, with less closure or just creak with weaker
stress. In faster speech and longer utterances the
variants creak to slow vibrations are the more
common.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In Kayabi the target for the glottal stop

articulation is of the category stop or closure,

realized by a scale of glottal stricture from
complete and prolonged 'closure, several short

closures, through creak to tense voice.
The unit of perception is composed of acoustic cues

and cue patterns as seen in the spectrograns, which

reflect glottal activity of varying degrees, the
totality of which is perceived and distinguished as

the phoneme 'glottal stop'.
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ABSTRACT ." .
A time series analysis of Gitksan ejectives provides

additional evidence for a typological distinction between

fortis and lenis glottalic stops.

INTRODUCTION

In the light of recent evidence of inter—language and

inter-speaker variation [1, 2], it is apparent that the

classical account of the glottalic airstream mechanism

for ejectives [3] is in need of revision. This paper

reports an acoustic investigation of plain and glottalized

stops in Gitksan, a Tsimshianic language spoken in

the Skeena River valley of British Columbia.

Glottalized stops in Gitksan are notable for their lenis

character [4, 5], in contrast to the unmistakably ejective

nature of glottalized stops in other Pacific Northwest

Ameridian languages, such as Sahaptin or Kiksht (Upper

Chinookan). For non—native listeners, Gitksan glottalized

stops may, in certain instances, be perceptually confused

with plain voiced stops, with which they are actually

in phonemic contrast. Hoard [4] suggested that

glottalized stops in Gitksan utilize an implosive

airstream mechanism (in prevocalic position) and
proposed a revision of the then current Chomsky 6:

Halle [6] scheme for laryngeal features. Gitksan stops,

because of their transitional status, provide an

interesting testing ground for models of laryngeal

features.

Hoard's conclusions were derived not from instrumental,

but impressionistic phonetic observations, supported

by then-known properties of glottalic consonants I7]
and inferences based on the classical model of the
glottalic airstream mechanism. We find no evidence

to support Hoard's claim that Gitksan glottalized stops
are implosive, but this negative result merely raises ‘
the question of precisely what the underlying
articulatory mechanism may be. The question is
significant for a model of glottalic features in general.

More recent instrumental studies of glottalic obstruents
[1, 2] have revealed a greater range of cross-language
and cross-speaker variation than was hithertdenvisioned.
In addition to the widely accepted distinction between
ejective and ingressive mechanisms within glottalic
consonants, it seems necessary to draw an additional
typological distinction between fortis and lenis varieties
of glottalic consonant.

Lindau [1] compared implosive and ejective glottalic
stops acoustically in a number of languages, including
Hausa, which has a labial implosive and a velar ejective
as part of the same series of glottalic stops. She found
greater speaker variation in Hausa glottalic stops
than in the other languages examined (Degema, Kalahari,
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Orika, Bumo, Navajo). Comparison of Navajo and

Hausa ejectives indicated substantial differences in

manner of production, which we associate with a fortis-

lenis typological distinction among glottalic stops_

Kingston [2]. developing a theory of tonogensis for
Athabaskan languages, distinguished between tense

and lax ejectives, claiming that the following phonetic

features of ejectives in Tigrinya, a Semitic language

of Ethiopia, and Quiche, a Mayan language, exemplify

the differences between the two types:

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF TENSE AND LAX EJECTIVES

Type of ejective: Tense Lax

F0 of the following vowel: raised lowered

Voice onset time: long short

Intensity of release: high low
Vowel onset: abrupt gradual

(after Kingston, 1985)

The speakers: Two informants provided two tokens

each of a word list elicited by one of the authors (BR)

in 1985. One of the Gitksan speakers, LH a male in

his late 30's, was the informant for Hoard's 1978 paper.

The other Gitksan speaker, SH, is LH's mother. SH

is the more conservative of the two speakers with

respect to Gitksan norms of usage and also the more

fluent. Both speakers are bilingual in Gitksan and

English, but LH clearly favours English in his everyday
speech.

Two examples from Chipewyan, an Athabaskan language

with typical fortis ejectives, reported here for purposes

of comparison, come from the speaker in Hogan's [8]
study. '

The Gitksan items were tape recorded on a Marantz
cassette recorder (CP430) and then digitized at a
sampling rate of 20 KHz for time domain and spectral
analysis using the ILS signal processing package.

Acoustic analysis: Plain and glottalized stops in word
initial pretonic position were examined from waveform
displays comprising the whole word and a windowed
frame of the first 358 msecs (see figure 1). The
following acoustic features of the signal were examined
by a combination of quantitative measurement and
qualitative visual inspection of waveform
characteristics:
1. The amplitude envelope of the oral release burst.
2. The voice onset time. ,

. The amplitude envelope of the vowel onset.w

4. The presence of aperiodicity and period by period '
fundamental frequency changes in the vowel onset.

These acoustic features are illustrated in Figure 1'

Where Qualitative judgements based on inspection
of waveforms were used, rater reliability was checked

.2.1

:‘ .,...WWrWVW

'by repeatingthe observations one month after the

originals were made. Reliability rates, expressed

as percentage agreement scores, ranged between 9496

and 9896.
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FIG. 1. Waveform of Gitksan ejective

Plosive release characteristics: Fortis and lenis varieties
of glottalized stops may be expected to differ in the

amplitude of the noise burst associated with the oral

release gesture. It would be reasonable to infer that
the amplitude of the release burst is monotonically
related to infra-oral air pressure and the strength

of the compression gesture just prior to release. In

the case of fortis. and clearly ejective glottalized stops,

the release burst is highly damped and followed by

a period of silence (approximately 100 msec.) before
the onset of voicing. This contrasts with the release

characteristics of voiceless aspirated stops, which

typically also have a substantial voice onset time,

but where the noise burst is relatively undamped and

continues up to the onset of the vowel.

The contrasting release characteristics of the ejective

and aspirated stops are attributable to two factors:

a) higher infra-oral air pressure during the compression

phase of the ejective as the larynx is raised, b) the

open configuration of the glottis for aspirated stops,
which permits sustained turbulent oral airflow up to
the vowel onset.

In the case of (English type) plain voiced stops, where
oral release occurs more or less simultaneously with
voice onset, obviously no independent release burst
is observable. In the case of prevoiced (Spanish type)
or imploded stops, low amplitude voicing is observable
in the waveform prior to oral release. ‘

Measurements were made of the maximum amplitude
of the oral release burst where it could be observed
independently of the vowel onset. This was possible
in all cases for the glottalized stops but generally
not for the plain stops, except for the velars and uvulars.
Figure 2 shows the observed distribution of release
burst amplitude measurements for the Gitksan
glottalized stops as well as for two reference tokens
from Chipewyan. The amplitude measurements have
been expressed as ratios of the maximum vowel
amplitude for their respective tokens, so as to normalize
the data for arbitrary variations in absolute signal
strength. -

Figure 2 illustrates the lenis character of the release
burst in Gitksan glottalized stops in comparison with
those . of Chipewyan. It also indicates substantial
variation in the relative strength of the release gestures.

- GITKSAN (ti-10)

fl - CHIPBINAN (N'Z)
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FIG. 2. Amplitude of release burst for Gitksan a
Chipewyan ejectives

The envelope of each release burst was also classified

by visual inspection of the waveform into one of four

categories:
C (checked): a damped noise burst
A (aspirated): an undamped noise burst
V (voiced): noise burst coincides with voice onset

P (prevoiced): voice onset prior to oral release.

With only two exceptions all glottalized stops were

judged to have a 'checked' noise burst, although the

amplitude was very low in some cases, but still audible.

The distribution of_ release types for the plain stops

is shown in Table H. " ‘ '

TABLE II
Classification of plain stops by type of release burst‘

and place of articulation.
Prevoiced Voiced Aspirated Checked

Alveolar l 7 0 0

Velar 0 8 4 0

Uvular 0 3 0 3

It is typical of dorsally articulated stops to have some

aspiration. The damped appearance of some uvular

release bursts should not be taken as indicative of

an ejective airstream mechanism, but it may explain

why there is a tendency to mishear plain uvular stops

as glottalized. Only one instance of a prevoiced stop

was observed in the data set (SH, on second elicitation

of /taw/, [daw], 'ice'). No examples of implosion were
' encountered, on phonologically glottalized stops or

otherwise.

Voice Onset Time: Hogan [8] reports a mean Voice

Onset Time of 114 milliseconds for Chipewyan ejectives

in single word utterances elicited under comparable

conditions to the present study. Voice onset times
for the Gitksan glottalized stops were somewhat shorter
with quite a high variance (X = 89.2, SD = 31.3 msec).

Voice onset times for plain Gitksa_n stops fell within

the range of English voiced stops (X = 11.1, SD =

36.1 msec). Figure 3 shows the distribution of voice
onset times for all items. There is clear separation

of plain and glottalized stops'on the VOT continuum

for SH but some overlap for .LH whose VOT's are

generally shorter for the glottalized series.

Amplitude envelope of 'vowel onset: For ejectives

produced with a tense glottal configuration an abrupt

vocalic onset may be expected, whereas with a more

lenis configuration, the onset may be more gradual.

A simple but adequate index of the abruptness of the

vowel onset was provided by the peak amplitude of
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the third glottal pulse as a proportion of the 1:11:51“;t

.amplitude'attain'gdby the vowel. Figure _3 tsho axis
(distribution of-ffiis' ‘index for all tokens on e y

"‘ ' ' ‘ dex does'of the graph. lt,is clear that the Ail/Amax in
no'fidistiliguish glottalized from ~plam stops. It :3:
however indicate- a 'c'r'oss speaker, difference.
vowel onsets are more abrupt than LH s.
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BIG. 3. Voice Onset Time and Abruptness of Vowel
Onset in plain and glottalized stops.

Aperiodicity and frequency of vowel onsets Frequency
characteristics of the vowel onset carrynnformation
about the glottal configuration. Kingston [2]
distinguishes between tense and creaky vorce onsets
which follow tense and lax glottalized stops respectively.

Tense voice is associated with stiff vocal folds, ahrgh
degree of general laryngeal constriction, and a higher
than normal transglottal pressure differential to sustain
phonation. Creaky voice, on the other hand, is
associated with shortened but lax vocal folds, moderate
medial compression of the vocal folds with a lax
laryngeal configuration, and a lower than normal
phonatory transglottal pressure differential [9].
There is some uncertainty about the acoustic features
that distinguish tense and creaky voice. The most
prominent difference lies in the fundamental frequency
of phonation, which is very low in creaky voice and
somewhat raised for tense voice. A greater degree
of aperiodicity of vocal fold vibration may be expected
for tense and creaky voice than in modal voice, though
its time series and spectrographic expression may
be different in the two non-modal voice qualities.
In creaky voice there is gross variation in the period
of vocal fold vibration, pssibly due to insufficient
airflow or subglottal pressure to sustain regular'
pulsation. In tense voice, the higher degree of stiffness
in the vocal folds and surrounding laryngeal musculature,
combined with higher levels of subglottal pressure
produce a phonatory cycle that has a relatively longer
closed phase than in modal voice and a spectrum
characterized by increases in the amplitudes of higher
harmonics. Frequency or amplitude variation in the
higher vocal harmonics may result from inherent'
instabilities of the laryngeal configuratidn for tense
voice.

Aperiodicity during the first 40 milliseconds or so
of the vowel is evident from the whole waveform display
in Figure l, but this was atypical. Only 26% of the
Gitksan glottalized stops in pretonic position showed
obvious A aperiodicity in the first 40 milliseconds or
so of the following vowel. However, there are possibly
significant speaker differences on this parameter.
For SH, six of ten vowels following glottalized stops

showed aperiodic'onset. compared With two Out of
twenty fer-LH. _' - .

Measurements were @1150 made or the Periods, of he
first eight glottal pulses Figure 4 Summarizes the
results.
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FIG. 4. Period by period frequency changes in vowel
omet

There are notable speaker differences in the frequency
contours of vowels following glottalized stops. For
LH, whose glottalized stops are particularly lenis,
the frequency at onset is low, well within the range
of laryngealized voice, and rises nonlinearly to modal
voice within‘the first five or six glottal cycles. Sll's
vocal frequency generally begins slightly high and
drops to normal value within the first three cycles.
LH's vowel onset frequency contour follows that of
lenis glottalized stops as observed for Hausa by Lindau
l1] and Quiche by Kingston [2]. SH's frequency contour
more closely approximates that of fortis Chipewyan
“095 (this paper) or Tigrinya [2]. A common feature
of both speakers vowel onsets is the large and
diminishing variance in the periods of the first two
or three glottal pulses.

Summer and conclusions: To summarize, citksan
glottalized stops in pretonic position are characterized
acoustically by: ‘
l) A relatively weak but damped release burst,

consistent with a lenis ejective airstream mechanism.
2) A shorter VO'I‘ than is typically observed for (fortIS’

ejective stops.
3) A gradual rather than abrupt vowel onset in the

majority of tokens, though this feature varied with
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the speaker and was correlated with:
4) An absence of visible aperiodity in the waveform- -

of the following vowel—onset for the majority of
tokens (contra illustration in Figure 1 above),lbut
nevertheless:

5) Substantial, but declining, pitch period perturbation
(jitter) over the first few glottal cycles of the
vowel onset, with the fo contour rising (in the' case

. ..of speaker Lil) or Steady-falling (SH).
6) Significant speaker variation on all of the above

features, with LH consistently demonstrating a
more lenis pattern of articulation.

It is possible. that the observed speaker differences
are attributable, not to inherent variation in Gitksan
glottalized stops, but to the differential effects of
language shift. .As mentioned earlier,,LH_. is less fluent
than his mother, who, maintains -full native-speaker
productive control over the language. Alternatively,
the speaker differences may be at least in part
attributable to stylistic variation. SH is a more
conservative speaker, and her pronunciation may reflect
the use of a more formal speech style. Regardless
of the source of these speaker differences, it is possible
to draw certain inferences about the underlying
articulatory mechanism of Gitksan glottalized stops
and to hazard some speculative comments as to their
featural representation.
Analysis of the Gitksan data, taken in context of a
growing body of data from other languages,- suggests
that a language typological distinction between fortis
and lenis ejectives is- warranted, where this term is
understood in the traditional, sense of the degree of
vigour of the complex laryngeal and articulatory
components which comprise the whole gesture [6,
10, 11]. Reduced upward movement of the larynx
would produce a weaker and 'shorter compression phase.
This is consistent with the lower observed amplitude
release burst and shorter VOT's of Gitksan glottalized
stops. A weaker medial compression, with lower overall
muscular tension in the larynx will result in a non—abrupt
vowel onset, but one which is more likely to begin
with a creaky or laryngealized, mode of vocal fold
vibration. (While fortis ejectives have a glottal attack,
lenis ones, begin with a laryngealized voice and hence
both have a 'glottalized' voice quality.)
or the variously competing laryngeal feature systems,
that of Ladefoged [9] seems most naturally to
accommodate the emerging picture of cross language
variation in glottalic stops. The fortis-lenis contrast
applied to ejectives is a typological rather than a
distinctive phonetic feature. In Languages such as
Hausa whose glottalic stops fall on the lenis end of
the continuum, the contrast between ejective and
implosive airstream mechanisms is less apparent, both
perceptually and physiologically. Reduction ‘of the
laryngeal constriction and movement in the vertical
plane will tend to result 'in half-way state that yields
a brief period of laryngealized vocalization superimposed
upon a weak plosive gesture that may be ejective in
some environments and ingressive in others.
No evidence was found of an implosive airstream
mechanism in Gitksan glottalic stops, but rather, a
weakly ejective mechanism seems to be used. However,
Hoard's important insight that a feature 'glottalized'
is required, in order to adequately capture phonetic
processes to which lenis glottalic stops may be
particularly prone, still stands.
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ABSTRACT

The research aims at
.

latest development of a new procesifii-

the articulation of moscovites - a r —

zation of /t'/, /d'/. The instrumen

that /t'/ and /d‘/

as a result

describing the

cati

tal analysis shows

tages,
develop fricative s

1 —

the occlusive /t'/, /d'/ may be rep 3

h
I

ced by the affricates /ts'/ and /dz /.

e-

The latest decades have shown a consid

rable development of a peculiar phonetic

effect - affricatization of /t'/, /d'/.

honetics the

rms of articulatory p

In te
follows. The

effect can be described as

occlusive stages of palatalised /t'/,

/d'/ are followed by rather long percei—

vable whistling fricative stages.

The main aim of this study is to

oblem of the quality of

the palatalised /t'/ and /d'/, including

such aspects as sex and age of informants.

87 native speakers took part in the pho-

netic experiment, conducted by the author

of this paper. The informants were chosen

at random according to the following cri-

teria: 1. he or she must be moscovite by

birth; 2. he or she must have no flans

The informants read a

specially-prepared list of words /1/.

Their reading was recorded on tape. The

tape was subjected to an auditory analy-

he aim to establish the extent

tisa-

look into the pr

in articulation.

sis with t

to which the phenomenon of affrica

Se

VSCienges. ;
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differen

formed the so c

were permanent

ught 'up
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nunciation of th

OfPhilomgy-c;i'a]."Sciences"'
"on
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of the £1553.

'/-'/d'/ is used by speakers oi
f /t

ion 0
Nine informants

t sex and age.

alled "main group", These

residents of Moscow, bro-

in families, two generations of

lived in Moscow. The pro-

e main group was subjectw

to a more profound anaivs1s with the use

of an oscillographic: palatographic, lin-

and spectrographic methods of

as well as auditory analysis

segmentator of

a rotating magnet heam

and auditory analysis, performed by a

of linguists and non-linguists.

All the informants were divided into

four groups according to their age:

1. schoolchildren (from 11 to 16 years);

2. students and post-graduates (from 20

to 30 years); 3. middle—aged people (40-

50 years old); 4. the older generation

(60-80 years old). The third and fourth

groups included people with a higher'eMy

cation. Both the auditory and the instnr

mental analyses have shown, that out of

the 75 informants of the first three

groups 48 people (64% of all) had affrma

tisation. But this phenomenon was natty-

. pical of the older generation. The spewh

of the informants of this group represar

ted a very weak fricative element after

the occlusive stage of /t'/, /d'/. Th“

element could be detected only by a train

ed phonetic ear. The fact that differmfi‘

age-groups of the speakers have diffutm

guographic

analysis,

(with the help of a

speech sounds with

group

26.3.1

degrees of affricatisation of /t'/,/d'/

accounts for the existing diversity of _

opinions on the problem.

The comparative analysis of the results

of auditory and oscillographic experiments

aimed at establishing degrees of affrica-

tisation points to three degrees of this

phenomenon. The average affricatisation

(2) of /t'/ at 45% and the average affrie

catisation of /d'/ at 35% accounts for a

weak degreeof affricatisation. The avera-

ge affricatisaticn of /t'/ at not more

than 55% and the average.affricatisation

of /d'/ at 45% accounts for a moderate

degree of affricatisation. The average

affricatisation at 55% and mode and /d'/ -

at 50% and more accountS'for a very high

degree of the phenomenon.

The auditory analysis performed by Russian

phoneticians showed that the average aff-

ricatisation of /t'/, /d'/, accordingly

35% and 30% , must not be regarded as af-

fricatisation phenomenon. It has already

been proved in earlier experiments conduc-

ted by L.V.Bondarko, L.R.Zinder, L.A.Ver-

bitskaya /3/ that a weak quality of affri-

catisation is an inherent part of palata-

lised /t'/ and /d'/. As a matter of fact

this phenomenon has always existed in the

literary pronunciation of moscovites, and

now we can speak only about it modifica-

tion. The quality of the palatalised /t'/,

/d'/ is not stable. Because of this the

degree of affricatisation of /t'/ or /d'/

in certain position, pronounced by diffe-

rent speakers, always will be different.

On the other hand, the idiolect shows more

stability. That is why this phenomenon can

serve as a reliable means of identifica—
tion of a speaker.The present phenomenon

has some characteristic features. It
must be pointed out that the degree of

the afrricatisation of /t'/ in all P051-

tions is greater than that of /d'/. The

same fact is true for the Belorussian lan-

guage and Russian dialects where affrica-

tisation is a dialectal feature. This ten-

dency is universal and the reasons for it

lie in the acoustic and articulatory pecu-

liarities of /t'/. Probably, a greater de-

gree of articulatory tenseness and of the

volume of air in /t'/, in comparison with

/d'/, shows in the lengthening and inten-

sification of the fricative stage of /t'/.

Analysing the frequency of this phenome:.;l'

non, it must be pointed out that the fre- ‘
,quency of occurence of obvious affricati—

sation in the speech of men and women is

different. In the speech of women of the

second and third age-groups there is a

tendency to use the moderate and the

strong degrees of affricatisation of /t'/,

/d'/, while in the pronunciation of men

the moderate and the weak degrees of af-

fricatisation are mostly used. Men's

speech is characterised by a much shorter

absolute and relative length of the fri-

cative stage of the sound in comparison

with the women's one. Thus, the average

affricatisation of /d'/ in men's speech

may be at 21-34% , for women's speech it's

not peculiar. Another discrepancy charac-

terising the speech of men and women is

as follows. In women's speech the degree

of affricatisation of /t'/ and /d'/ is

balanced. In men's speech the balance is

tipped in favour of /d'/, i.e. it is very

low for /d'/.

Another feature is the intensity of the

fricative stage, which in men's pronuncia-

tion is fairly low. Due to these features

it is possible to identify the sex of the

speaker.

All the above-mentioned experimental re-

sults point out the necessity of distin-

guishing male and female manners of modern

Russian literary pronunciation /4/.

A very high degree of affricatisation of

/t'/, /d'/ in women's pronunciation must

be taken into consideration in speech syn-

thesis, automatic recognition of speech

and in teaching Russian to foreigners. To

prove this it is worth describing some
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facts from our teaching experience. The
students_frdh Palestine and_Equador, who”'5 were studying Russian here in Moscow, be-lieved that they should write /th/ in thesuffixes of the infinitive. They made thefollowing conclusions due to the impre- ~sions of their perception. These examplesshow that in the speech of modern women-moscovites the border between palatalised-occlusive /t'/ and affricate /th/ is notsteady, this may lead to their perceptualmixing up.

‘To clear up the mode of production of thesounds /t'/, /d'/, pronounced with a highdegree of affricatisation, the author hascarried out an auditory analysis, in thecourse of which Ukrainians and Belorus-sians, whose native languages have affri-cates /ts'[, /dz'/, defined the qualityof the Russian /t'/, /d'/. Then the re;sults of the auditory and acoustic /5/analyses were compared.» ‘
The results of the analyses have shownthat in the case of high degree or affri-catisation the majority of the /ti/, /d'/sounds were identified as /th'/ and /dh'/;in the case of moderate degree of affrica-tisation approximately 1/3 of the soundswas evaluated as affricates, the rest of'the sounds were identified as palatalisedocclusive consonants with an affricatisa~tion of a different degree. In the caseof the weak degree of affricatisation,only few sounds were identified as affri-cates. This phenomenon confirms the ab--sence of a steady relationship in the Isystem of the language and gives groundfor its further development.

A comparative analysis of spectro-

gramms and palatogramms of the Russian,Ukrainian and Belorussian Its'/. /dz'/has shown that the affricates which havedeveloped in the Russian language havegot articulatory characteristics of theirown and are not identical with the analo-

e————————-—---IIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII'I

gous sounds of the Ukrainian and beionm-sian languages. in comparison with Belo-russian and Ukrainian'Sounds the Russiansounds are mere front. The.Belorussian/ts'/ and'/dh'/ occupy an intermediate
position between the Russian and the Ukrai-nian sounds. .
As regards the opposition of hardness/pa-latalisation it must be noted, that‘somenew Russian affricates were identified bythe Ukrainians and Belorussians as hard ..or not palatalised enough. An analysis ofthe phonetic context of these sounds show-ed that their new quality was conditionedby the context.

The phonetic context plays an importantrole in determining the degree of the af-fricatisation of /t'/,./d'/. It was reve-aled that the degree of the affricatisa-tion is increased in the intervocal str&-.seed.position (the stressed voweleither precedes or follows /t'/,/d'/.)-This increase becomes possible owing tothe phenomenon of spirantisation always
’ taking place'in this position. The strongdegree of affricatisati
for'the word—final /t'/ (here the affrica-tisation of /t'/ is supported by the ESPi'ration and, besides, the off-glide of /t'/is not restricted by the following'onsetof the next sound). The degree of the af-fricatisation is.also increased in thefollowing context: before front-high V0-wels or /j/, in stressed position in com-.parison with-unstressed one, in logicallystressed positions. in front of fls/ in a;l%fied’:hot open )syllable (compare: 0T-1: 9.71 Hhtfi and pas/math. In the speechof the oldest group

he position before
/V'/s /m'/ (if the pa-
. /d / caused by as-'

.

rsimilation).lror example, lhs'B’é/,PC A
/T B’sp’/. Zné'Mffi/Tpnfi and so 0 .Thus, the degree of the affricatisationcan be put down to the influence of the

/J/ and also before
latalisation of /t /

Se 26.3.3
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on is also typical-

phonetic context. But the question arises
what has triggered this process in the
phonological system of the Russian langu-
age while the system itself has not been
and is not being influenced by any other.
phonological system of a different langu-
age? If we try interpret this in terms of
phonology only, then it must be said that
the development of this phenomenon (i.e.
the ongoing transformation of occlusives
into affricates) is made possible by the
state of phonological "permissibility".

From the point of view of phonetics it
must be mentioned that in comparison

with the articulation of
/t'/, /d'/ by old moscovites, the younger
generations articulate these sounds in
a more front part of the mouth. The ad-

‘ vanced position of the whole body of the
'tongue, accompanied by the dorsal articu-
latory position, which characterises all
affricated /t'/, /d'/, makes the obstruc-
tion'of these consonants weak enough.
Thus it breaks and a long intensive fri-
cative stage develops; That is why high,
front vowels (/i/ in the first turn) enf
hence this process because they do not
prevent the movement of the bulk of the

"tongue forward. These sounds are made_so
front, that they loose partly the acous-
tic effect of palatalisation, which they
would have being in the intermediate po- .
sition, and that is why they.may be iden—
tified as almost hard sounds. '

f The development_of the affricatisation of
/t'/, /d'/ influencesthe whole articulato-
ry base of the Russian language and cau-
ses changes in the homorganic with /t'/,
/d'/ sounds. The speaker, whose idiolect
is characterised by affricatisation of
/t'/, /d'/, increases the intensity and
length of /s /, /s'/, /z/,/z'/ ; lengthen
the off-glide of /th/ (as a result the
listener may identify /th/ as a biphone-
-mic entity - /ts/). It becomes’possible
to replace the old affricate /ts/ by the

new /t§v/ (such phenomenon was fixed in
the words "narcimga", "Brcpégge", "men-

.30").
An all-round study of the process of aff-
ricatisation_in¥h9scow may help in the
solhtion of some problems of historical
phonetics and account for similar process
see in Polish and Belorussian. It may, in
a way, throw some light on the developj

‘ ment of the language system.
/1/.Affricatisation of /t'/,/d'/was aha-
lysed in the following positions; 1.word-
final position (for example, magh);
2. stressed position (TéTH, cgéflarh);
3. unstressed position (Tflxéflnfi, gepeBéH-

' HHfi); 4. stressed intervocal position
(yTéTa, Tern, ngfi, Bégfl); 5. unstressed
intervocal position ( ceg‘e‘BOfi, negfifiéfi) .
/2/. The term "average affricatisation"
means that the length of the fricative
.stage in the sounds /t'/ and /d'/ is ex-
pressed in per cent. The data were_obtai-
ned from the oscillographic analysis as
a ratio of the average relative duration
of the fricative stage of /t'/ or /d'/
and the whole sound /t'/ or /d'/.

. /3/. L.R.Zinder, L.V.Bondarko, L.A.Verbi-
tskaya. Akusticheskaya kharacteristika
razlichiya tvyordykh i myagkikh soglas-

w

-.nykh.v russkom yazyke. - Uchyonyye zapis-
ki LGY imeni-A.A'.Zhdanova.

- L., 1964. -
Vyp.69, H 325. Seriya philologicheskikh
nauk. - P.28-36. . . .7‘ - ‘
/4/. In linguistic literature concerning .

_Russian dialects one can find indicatiOns
of a similar kind. Thus, early in the
XX century N.M.Karinskiy revealed the
same phenomenon in the dialects of Bron-
nitskiy district. Nowadays a similar fact
was described by P.A.Rastorguev in the
dialects of the Smolenskaya district
(N.M.Karinskiy. O gcvorakh vostochnoy po-
loviny Bronnitskogo uezda.—Spb., 1903;
P.A.Rastorguev. Govoru na territorii Smo-
lenshchiny. - Moscow, 1960). ,
/5/. In this case duration and intensityof the fricative stages are meant.
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PHARYNGEAL FEATURES IN THE DAGHESTAN LANGUAGES

s.v. KODZASOV ' ’

Department of General, Comparative and A Ti ' '
. ed LiPhilological Faculty. Moscow Un$5ersity ”QUIStlcs.Moscow. USSR, 119899

ABSTRACT

. The phonetic data of the Da hestan la ugive evidence of the inadequacg of the pggsggisviewson articulatory possibilities of the pharynx. Apartfrom the articulations produced in the pharynx bythe movement of the tongue body (the uvulars X, Rq) and of the epiglottis (the epiglottals h. 9, 9)there eXist articulations produced by sphinctericnarrowing of the pharynx itself. Such is the mecha-nism of producing a secondary feature called "pha-ryngealization" and of pharyngeals proper X, R.Structural regularities concerning pharyngéal‘fea-tures in the Da hestan l ' '
this paper. 9 anguages are examined in

PHARYNGEAL ARTICULATIONS IN DAGHESTAN

The Daghestan languages are hi hl acti ’ 'pharyngeal articulations and tgeig datavgroceutheincompleteness of the traditional nomenclature forthis region of the vocal tract Ill. I2]. Three se-ries of consonants are found in the Daghestan lan-guages: the uvulars, epiglottals and pharyngealsproper (s. Figure 1). In addition. they possess twosecondary features: e i l ' 'gealization. p g ottalization and pharyn-

Figure 1. Places of articulation in pharynx: I1 - uvular, 2 - pharyngeal. 3 - epiglottal.
The term "uvulars" indicates the localiz 'stricture in the upper-pharyngeal regionftbag :gtaan active articular. The articulations of q-. X-and R- like sounds are produced by the backward -upward movement of the tongue—body. The uvula doesnot play an active role - it is either pressed tothe posterior pharyngeal wall (plosives) l3]. or mayoptionally vibrate (spirants). The Daghestan UVUTMsEre similar to the corresponding consonants of Ara-ic and of some other languages [4 . There are5 ight differences among languageSin the backness ofthe localization of the stricture but the basic me-chanism of its production remains the same.:2: gaghestan h- and 9-.like consonants do nOt dif-rom the corresponding Arabic sounds auditorily.

Our fiberoptic data [5| show that the Daghestan hand are produced in a manner.identical with thatfound by Laufer and Condax [6| for the h and l ofHebrew: we observed the backward-downward movementof upper edge of the epiglottis to the posteriorpharyngeal wall. Laufer and Condax explained thedisplacement of the epiglottis by the contractionof the aryepiglotticus and thyroepiglotticus. Atthe same time, El-Halees )7] considers that the mo-vement of the epiglottis is a mechanical consequen-g: of the larynx riSing (this articulatory parame-8r for , was assumed already by Troubetqyl I). In any case. the term “epiglottals“ seens themost appropriate for these sounds: it is used al-‘
close to Troubetzkoy‘s tenm ‘e ° '. mphatic lar n eals.It should be mentioned that, contrary to {hg widersfiread opinion, tn: tongue does not participate inasewgroduction of and 9: these sounds may be justmOuth. pronounced with the tongue put out of the
here is a number of allo ' I

_ phonic variants of th 61'glottal phonemes in the Daghestan languages, tfiesg

Table I. Epiglottal consonants
1. Moderate
___epiglottalization C2. Strong

? t/fiepiglottalization fi- 9 HThe sounds of the first series are formed by thesuper-imposition of moderate epiglottalization on ‘-glottal postures for the " la' "epiglottalized glottal stog, figfiaspiration (unvoiced/voiced), ‘ -

laryngeals: 4 -
r epiglottalized

epiglottal app?”
pmifionof

Ximant (the vocal cords ‘are i"spontaneous voicing"). n theThe basic articulator ‘ .y component forthe second series is strong tilting o§h§h§°33$313:-

consonants:fi-- epiglottal stop the cl' "thetfipiglottis and the pharyngegl walloggrghgegggio] e arytenoids. accompanied with the glottal? os:re),fi- voiced spiran . H - unvoiced spirant.tn e maJority of the Daghestan-languages we findwgouggigggttfié phgnemes. i “broad'l transcriptionm e s gns and 3 acce tedtPQ. He e_are examples of their llophgnic byaf?:a-(A".;../i“3ii“"f‘3 “a"; Hut/r Im-rc ).//==L /[fi.//=[? (Dugout/413'. '
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/fi/=[h] (Lezgi). We have found similar variants in
our pilot-study of the epiglottals z,and £,in Ara-
bic dialects (cf. I10|). But there exist languages
possessing three epiglottal phonemes (some Agul
dialects and Budukh), in these languages the third
member is the epiglottal stop /fi/.
Epiglottalization may function not only as the ba-
sic component of the epiglottal phonemes but also
as a secondary (usually prosodic) feature. Troube-
tzkoy |8| described this feature as "emphatic pala-
talization". This designation is connected with the
fact that the epiglottis displacement is usually
accompanied by the larynx raising and the forward
movement of the whole tongue. But the main parame-
ter of the feature (about the relation of the no-
tions "feature“ and "parameter" see Ill, [12]) is
the narrowing of the lower—pharyngea passage.
A number of the Daghestan languages know another
secondary feature resembling epiglottalization but

' easily distinguishable from it perceptually. This ‘
feature is usually called "phanyngealization" by
the scholars studying these languages. Our prelimi-

_nary investigation of articulatory correlates of
this feature by means of fiber-optic technique has
yielded the following results.'We observed the in-
ward movement of the posterior and lateral pharyn-
geal walls accompanied by the backward movement of
the tongue root together with the epiglottis which
led to the narrowing of the pharyngeal passage (see
Figure 2). This articulation is probably caused by

3

a 2 \)
4,4 }

a. b-
7 3

Figure 2. Arbiculatory mechanisms of pharyngealisa-
— , lion
a. Non-pharyngealized [a], b. Pharyngealized fag].
1 - epiglottis, 2 - posterior pharyngeal wall,
lateral pharyngeal walls, 4 - tongue root.

,the contraction of the pharyngeal sphincters (the
' middle and inferior constrittors).

The radiographic unvestigations of pharyngealiza-
tion-I3, l3| have revealed only a backward movement
of the tongue, yet we believe that the main articu-
latory parameter is the circular narrowing of the
pharyngeal tube invisible on radiographic tracings.
For this feature the term "pharyngealization“ seems
to be appropriate: it indicates that the pharynx
proper is in this case an active articulator.
Pharyngealization is usually a prosody. but in some
lan uages it should apparently be considered as a
con nantal feature (see below). There exist also
the pharyngegl spirants x. 13. they relate to the
epiglottals ,,fi in the sane way as pharyngealisa-
tion relates to epiglottalization.
The backward movement of the tongue body seens to
be the invariable component of Daghestan pharyngea-
lizationbut the precise direction of this movement
(back or ddwn-back) and the configuration of the
tongue blade are unknown.Cross-linguistic differen-
ces in timbre colouring of pharyngealization are
indicative for the nonidentity of the parameters

mentioned. In the majority of the languages (Tabasa-
ran, Tsakhur, etc.) pharyngealization has the pala-
tal timbre, but it is not the usual palatalization.
It seems to be caused by a sort of deformation of
the tongue: the bulk of the tongue moves back and
down, whereas the tongue blade moves back and up
(to the palatum). However, there are languages that
combine pharyngealization with velarization (Archi
14], Udi). This kind of pharyngealization resemb-
es auditorily retroflexivization (particularly,
%- coloured sounds of American English).
Epiglottalization and pharyngealization do not con-
trast, they are supplementarily distributed among'
languages (or dialects) or sometimes among diffe-
rent consonants of the same language. The common
origin of both features is apparent, the initial
form being epiglottalization. Futher on for the this
family of features a cover-term "pharyngeal stric-
hne“(PS) will be used.
In some Daghestan languages (Lack, Dargi) both epi-
glottalization and pharyngealization participate
in the production of the pharyngeal stricture equal-
ly. For this variety of PS the term "epiglottopha-
ryngealization“ is used here. Epiglottopharyngeali-
zation shares with eppiglottalization the palatali-
zing influence on consonants (especially, on velarfi
as well as on back vowels. The widening influence
of the epiglottal component on narrow vowels is
also typical: fl]approximates to [e]and [u] approxi-
mates to [6]. The PS features also contain a slight
nasal component.
We mark the PS features by a vertital bar (a[, ql),
yet in the “narrow" transcription epiglottalization
is marked by a crossed vertical bar (a+. q+).

LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONING 0F PHARYNGEAL FEATURES

1. All twenty six languages of Daghestan have uvu- ,
lars as a part of their phonological systems and.
all basic phonemic contrasts are found in the con-
sonants of this series: all phonation types (voic-
ed/unvoiced/aspirated/ejective), strength, labiali-
zation. palatalization. ,
The epiglottals h and 5 are also found in the ma-
jOrity of the Daghestan languages, ih some,langua: -
,ges they have the labialiéed pairs. There is a
close connection between the type of PS and the his-
tory of the epiglottals in a language given. The
old epiglottals are lost if PS has a form of “pure“
pharyngealization - they are replaced with the cor-
responding plain laryngeals, the epiglottal compo-

.nent being reflected by pharyngealization (Archi)
or by umlaut of the adjacent vowels (Tsakhur. Taba-
saran). The new epiglottals in loan-words may re-
main (Archi) or be again deepiglottalized For in-
stance,in Tsakhur -» M and 'i + 7|:hlilglalt chi-.-
spute, ?|a|r|a|b|a| aruba. , _
In the languages which possess the mixed epiglot-
topharyngeal) form of PS (Lack, Rutul) [h and [9]
represent /h/ and /7/ in the PS context. n the
south dialects of Dargi such sounds may be found
in the words both with and without PS. Spirant al-
lophones of h and 3 are typical for the languages
which have epiglottalization and the languages
without the PS features.
Whereas the old epiglottals are usually (but not
always) lost in the languages which have pharyngea-
lization. additional epiglottal spirants arise in
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in the languages which have epiglottalization: X+~+, R+ + (some Tsez and Agul dialects). The tran-sition q'+ + + is much more seldom (some Agul dia-lects .
Finally, there are Agul dialects(the dialects ofthis language demonstrate surprising diversity inthe pharyngeal features development) in which thepharyngealized uvulars have changed into the pharyn-"geales proper: X] + k, R! + 3. There are three se-ries of the post-velar spirants in these dialects:the uvulars (X,R), epiglottals (h, fi) and pharynge-als (k, 3). Here are some examples from the Richadialect: Xa] house - ax apple - zaw udder, Rad ham-mer - ‘iakw light - nan belly. In addition, thereare new pharvn ealized uvulars in this dialect:Xlalw nut, Rla?b stack. It may be the most abundantsystem of postvelar spirants in the world languages.

they tend to spread about the whole word. Here areexamples from Archi: blalk'loln rope, k' e h u hawk;an example from North Tabasaran: glalrla w R u nulzalgrowled. As a rule the degree of PS diminish from

ges (e.c. Rutul) have PS only in the syllables whichcontain uvulars or laryngeals. This feature is natu-rally treated there as consonantal.0n the contrar , the dentals do not coarticulatewith P5 and may prevent the spreading of this fea-
xlulmlulsa liquid (Lack). As to the labials, hush-ing sibilants, laterals and velars, they are "trans-parent":they easily join PS and pass it to the nextsegments. ,
All the forms of PS can easily combine with the la-bialized consonants. Here are examples from Tsez:Rw+a j dbg, qw+a+Ji angle; examples from Archi:Rule lqli] smog, swfa;sl last year.3. A concluding remark: Arabic "pharyngealization"‘is not identical with any form of PS and,probably,

"emphatic" t, d, s, z, 1 of Arabic.are pronouncedwith the tongue displaced into the pharyngeal cavi-ty [10]. However, the perceptual results of thismovenent are not identical to epiglottalization orpharyngealization of the Daghestan languages. It isa significantfact that just the same sounds (den-tals) which participate in the "emphaticalness"contrast in Arabic do not coarticulate with the PSfeatures in the Daghestan languages.
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ABSTRACT

This paper defends phonetic adequacy of the traditional

term "voiced aspirated" as a descriptor and classifier of a fourth

category of homorganic stops such as lbhl, which has been

questioned in recent phonetic literature.

INTRODUCTION

In those languages that possess four manner categories

of homorganic stops such as lpl, lphl, /b/ and lbhl, the fourth

category has been, traditionally, described and classified as

"voiced aspirated". This description and classification of the

fourth category of stops has long been considered adequate

phonologically as well as phonetically. Recently, however, the

phonetic adequacy of the term "voiced aspirated" as a

description and classifier of the fourth category of stops has

been questioned. According to Ladefoged [7] "when one uses

a term such as voiced aspirated, oneis using neither the term

voiced nor the term aspirated in the same way as 'in the

description of the other stops." That is, unlike the voiced

unaspirated stops which are produced with nornial closure

voicing, the closure voicing during the voiced aspirated stops is

not normal [3,9]. Moreover, the voiced aspirated stops are

also not aspirated either, since during their production the

release of the oral closure is not followed by a period of

voicelessness. They are thus unlike the voicless aspirated

stops where the release of the oral closure is immediately

followed by a period of voicelessness [1.3.7.9].

There has been some confusion in the phonetic literature

as to what aspiration really is. Part of this confusion can be,

perhaps, attributed to Lisker and Abramson's [11] work on

voice onset time associated with stop consonant production,

although to no fault of theirs, as they did not consider voiced

aspirates. Their findings on voice onset time led them to

regard the "noise feature of aspiration"..."simply as an

automatic concomitant of a large delay in voice onset".
Unfortunately, "the noise feature of aspiraton," which provided

the phonetic basis for the description and classification of the

.voiced aspirated stops as aspirated. was forgotten and the
"large delay in voice onset" or "voicing lag" became the ‘
equivalent of aspiration. From then on most phoneticians and
linguists used these terms in the sense ofaspiration. Thus, the
voiced aspirated stops were considered phonetically neither
voiced nor aspirated and a few new terms such as "whispery
voiced", "breathy voiced". "murmured", "murmured aspirated"
and "voiced phonoaspirated" were suggested as phonetically
more adequate replacements of the term "voiced aspirated".

The purpose of this paper is to examine and discuss the
phonetic adequacy or inadequacy of the various terms
mentioned above in the light of glottographic. aerodynamic and
spectrographic data from Hindi (a four-category lndo-Aryan
language) and to show that the term "voiced aspirated" is a
better phonetic descriptor and classifier of the fourth category
of stops than its suggested replacements.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -
The results presented here are based on the analysis of a

large body ofdata. Although only a few illustrations are given
here, they may be taken as typical of the data as a whole."
Glottographic, aerodynamic and spectrographic data from-one
speaker of Hindi are presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. These figures display records obtained during the
nonsense words lpipil. lphiphil, lbibil and lbhibhi/ which were
produced in a frame sentence Ididi — bolijel 'elder sister —
(please) say'. We will not consider the data on the voiceless
unaspirated stop lpl in detail in the present study; we will
simply note that Photo-Electric Glottograms (PEG) in Figure 1
show that the glottis is slightly apart during the initial Ipl. The
figure also shows that /b/ is produced with an approximated

' glottis and vibrating vocal folds; while lt and lph/ are
produced with a moderately and a widely open glottis,
respectively. The glottal opening during [t begins
appreciably before the oral release, peaks around the middle of
the noise interval and terminates during the initial part of- the
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following vowel. However, during Iph/ the glottal opening
starts at or slightly prior to the articulatory closure, peaks at or
near the articulatory release and terminates during the early
portion of the following vowel. Notice that the glottal opening
dunng lph/ is approximately double that during lbhl.

Mm
V0

PEG

blbl 'hl

V0

PEG

Figurel

. Oral air pressure (Po) and oral air flow (Uo) curves inFigure 2 show that the pressure profiles and the magnitudes ofpressure during the articulatory closure for lb/ and It atabout the same, but the magnitude of flow after the articulat °release is much greater for lbh/ than for /b/. However :1?pressure profile as well as the magnitude ofpressure and ilo efor /ph/ are different than those for /b/ and Ibhl. For /ph/ thWpressure rise is rapid, the pressure build up is" higher and th:flow rate rs greater than each of these for either lb/ or lbhl.
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‘ The Spectmgrams in Figure 3 show that the closurr
interval of Iph/ is mostly voiceless, except for a few vertical
striations indicating vocal fold vibration continuing from tht

23°33‘70i ”Vironmm The closure intervals of lb/ and

of c’lotmree 3:6: hand, are fully Voiced. The acoustic patterns

. _ icing for /b/ and mm appear to be virtually

the“atiii:[firme Tat a Pen.“ 0f voicelessness occurs between

VOWel, How: re ease °f lP.h/ and the onset of the followmt

is occupied b er. web a pen“ during /bh/ is not voiceless;t

which appeary: fuzzy "ems.“ Pattern of- vertical striations

during closure ' o be Quite differem from the one observed

this Period ac Inter-Val °_f Ibh/ 01' /b/. On the other hand, durinl

°“s“° “15° can be observed for It and Ip
alike, 'th In about the same frequency regions as the "smanmde vowel following these stops.

DISCUSSION
demoggtesfiactt‘t'figflphic data presented above clearlll
voiced and as ' e vorced aspirated steps of Hindi are both
produced w_t1flrated. They are voiced because they are
unaspirated it reSular closure voicing like the vOicedVOiceless as i1lops and they are aspirated because. like 11“

in other wcry’i-dmed $.01”: they are Pr°du¢¢d With 81°ttal “0i“., 3 aspiration - following the release of 0“]
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closure. However, the period following the release of oral

closure, during which aspiration occurs, is voiceless in the

voiceless aspirated stops but not in the voiced aspirated stops;

in the latter category of stops the vocal folds continue to vibrate ‘

through this period. In the voiced aspirated stops ,the mode of

vocal fold vibration during the period of aspiration is

apparently different from that during the closure interval. This

is reflected in the fuzzy pattern of vertical striation during the

aspiration vis-a-vis the clear pattern of vertical striations during

the closure interval (Figure 3). The difference in the mode of

vocal fold vibration within the voiced aspirated stops is further

reflected in an approximated glottis and an extremely low flow

rate during the closure interval versus a moderately open glottis

and a high flow rate during the noise or period of aspiration

(Figures 1 and 2).

During the aspiratory interval of these plosives the

glottis is only moderately open and the vocal folds are relatively

slack; consequently they can vibrate in the absence of an

articulatory obstruction to the airflow. But they do not touch

one another while vibrating. On the other hand, during the

aspiratory interval of the voiceless aspirated stops the glottis is

widely open and the vocal folds are relatively tense; they

simply cannot vibrate even in the presence of high flow rate.

Thus, the aspiratory interval of the voiceless stops is voiceless
but that of the voiced stops is not. Further, the spectrograms in
Figure 3 show that the acoustic noise during the voiceless
aspirated as well as voiced aspirated stops is found in about the
same frequency regions as resonances of the following voWel,
which indicated that the noise source is located at the glottis. If
the source were located elsewhere a different noise pattern

would have resulted. Glottal noise is commonly called
aspiration. Thus, the phonetic description of the voiced ‘
aspirated stops as aspirated cannot be reasonably rejected [4].

.Likewise, their phonetic description as voiced is also
unquestionable. In anticipation of the forthcoming aspiratory
phase the glottis begins to open appreciably before the release
of the oral closure; but the vocal folds continue to vibrate and

remain. fairly close together almost until the articulatory release,
as attested by fiberoptic observations [2,6]. Those sounds in
which the vocal folds "form a closure or near closure duing
successive periods of the oscillation'iare said to be regularly
voiced [12]. Thus, the traditional term "voiced aspirated" is an
adequate phonetic descriptor and classifier of the fourth
category of homorganic stops. Further "voiced aspirated" is a
better term since it produces a symmetrical matrix of
classificatory terms, and is capable of capturing phonological
generalization, while its suggested replacements produce an

asymmetrical and counterintutive matrix and create problems in

the description of such sound changes as Grassman's Law, as

shown by Halle [5].

On the basis of the definitions ofphonetic terms given in

Petrerson and Shoup [12], Benguerel and Bhatia [2] have

proposed the term "voiced phonaspirated" as a_phonet_ically

more adequate descriptor than the term "voiced aspirated" for

the fourth category of homorganic stops. There is no problem

with the term "voiced" which adequately describes what

happens during oral closure. However, the term

"phonoaspirated" which describes what happens after the

release of oral closure is problematic. it appears that "phono"

in "phonoaspirated" was prefixed to "aspirated" to indicate the

particular mode of vocal fold vibration which occurs during the

aspiratory period and which is different from the one that

occurs during the oral closure. However, "phono" is also

prefixed to "constricred" in the term "phonoconstricted" Where

it indicate a very different mode of vocal fold vibration from the

one that occurs during the aspiratory interval. As "phono"

describes two entirely different modes of vocal fold vibration,

it renders the term "phonoaspirated" phonetically inadequate,

and thus unacceptable.

The discussion of phonation types in Catford [3]

suggests the term "whispery voiced" for the voiced aspirated

stops. He says that "the fact is that in such sounds as [bh]

there is 31mmrather than voice during the stop and

for a certain period after its release." The glottal stricture used

in the production of whispery voice is described by Catford as

"narrowed vibrating." The degree of opening according to him

is less than 25% of maximal glottal opening, while during

voiceless stops it is from 60 to 95% of maximal glottal '

opening. Let us assume that the opening for the voiceless

aspirated is 95% of maximal glottal opening. Now recall that

the degree of glottal opening for the voiced aspirated stops in

the data presented here was about half of that for the voiceless

aspirated stops. Thus, ' the voiced aspirated stops were

. produced with more than 45% rather, than less than 25% of

maximal glottal opening. Obviously, they were not produced

with whispery voic'e, since the glottal stricture was

inappropriate for the generation of whispery voice ,being twice

as wide as required for such a phonation. Moreover, Catford's

assumption that the glottis is in the phonatory posture for

whispery voice during the stop phase is also not borne out by'

the data. But even if such a posture were present during the

stop phase it could not generate whispery voice in the presence

of a supraglottal obstrucion. Thus, the term "whispery voiced"

instead of "voiced aspirated" is phonetically inapproopriate.

Ladefoged has suggested the terms "murmured" [7,8,9]

and "murmured aspirated" [10] in place of the term "voiced
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aspirated" for the phonetic description of the fourth category of

homorganic stops. According to him [9] "murmured sounds

are sometimes made...with the glottis fairly open at one end.

They can also be made with a narrower opening extending over

nearly the whole length of the vocal cords.“ Ladefoged has

called both these physiological possibilities the "murmur" state
of the glottis and has assumed that such a state occurs during

the oral closure as well as after the release of the closure in the

so-called murmured or murmured aspirated stops [8,10]. Thus

the vocal fold vibrations that occur during the oral closure are '

assumed to be of "the kind that would be expected from a small

volume of air flowing through the glottis while it is in the

position for a murmured sound" [8], that is the vocal fold

vibrations during articulatory closure are said to be different

from those in normal voice vibrations. However, these

assumptions do not find support in the glottographic and

acoustic data presented here. The phonation that is generated

after the release of a closure was earlier [7,8,9] described as

murmur or breathy voice. Later [10] in relation to the

somewhat different voiced aspirated stops of Owerri lgbo it

was surprisingly though unjustifiably described as aspiration,

(surprisingly since "aspiration" for Ladefoged is " a period of
voicelessness during and immediately after the release of an
articulatory stricture" [7]). This was the result of redefining

aspiration in an attempt to accomodate the voiced aspirated and
the unvoiced aspirated stops under the same phonetic category
of "aspiration". The attempt, however, did not succeed since
the closure voicing in the voiced aspirated stops of Owerri lgbo
was still considered to be murmur, which is almost certainly
contrafactual.

Lately, Ladefoged has changed his position. In the
second edition of his bookA Course in Phonetics he states that
"voicing during the vowel and the closure are, as usual, the
result of air flowing between the vocal cords while they are
held loosely, fairly close together". In other worlds the closure
voicing in the voiced aspirated stops is normal regular voicing.
This is strongly supported by the glottographic and acoustic
data presented here. Further, the vibrations that occur after the
articulatory release of these stops are described as "murmured
(breathy) vibrations". That is, after the articulatory release of
the voiced aspirated stops "mtumur" or breathy voice" occurs
Breathy voice may as well be called "voicy aspiration",

. As we have seen, in the voiced aspirated stops of Hindi
aspiration-ls accompanied by glottal vibration which noticeably
changes its quality. It sounds more like breathy voice.
However, it would be inappropriate to call the voiced aspirated
stops "breathy voiced," because this term describes only the
state of the glottis after the release of the closure irl these steps.

On the other hand, the term "voiced breathy voiced" sounds

strange. If the term "murmur" could be strictly limited to ill:

meaning of "breathy voice," then perhaps a term like "voiced

murmured" could be suggested to describe the fourth category

of homorganic stops. The seeds of tll.is.term were already

present in Lisker and Abramson's [l] and Benguerel art

Bhatia's [2] work, but for some reason they did not suggestit

If this term is accepted then a diaeresis [..] should not be used

under the stop part of the consonant, since it will give the

wrong impression that the closure voicing is munnur rather

than regular voicing.

To conclude, the term "voiced murmured," although

phonetically adequate, will produce an asymmetrical matrix of

classification that will fail to capture phonological

generalizations. However, it may turn out to be a useful term

in speech synthesis. 0n the other hand, the term "voiced

aspirated" is not only phonetically adequate but also producesl

symmetrical matrix of classificatory values and is capable of

capturing phonological generalizations. It will thus be more

attractive to the linguiSt. The other terms which really are both

phonetically and phonologically inadequate should be

discarded.
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ABSTRACT

In the speech signal rhythm manifests itself in
the temporal structure of stressed and unstressed
syllables. This structure differs between lan-
guages and seems to be the basis for perceived
rhythmic differences. At the same time there is
evidence of temporal adjustments towards regulari-
ty which seem to occur irrespective of the lan-
guage spoken.

It is assumed that these characteristics of the
speech signal reflect two major determinants of
rhythm - language structure and speech production
constraints, respectively.

Some predictions based on this model are tested
on three rhythmically different languages, Swed-
ish, Spanish, and Finnish. '

INTRODUCTION

That something is rhythmic means that it is tem-
porally constrained. The impression of rhythm
seems to depend on the impression of temporal reg-
ularity. In speech this regularity concerns syl-
lables, stressed and unstressed.

While temporal regularity seems to,be at the
base of rhythm. different languages seem to have
different kinds of temporal regularities, that is.
they often. sound rhythmically different. To cap-
ture such differences Pike /1/ introduced the
:tress-timing/syllable-timing dichotomy implying
wVilctahdifferent rhythmic principles. In a language
the stress-timing, then, the regularity concerned
5 llstiessed syllables, while in a language with
libla e-timing the regularity concerned all syl~
re u:Sa.stressed and unstressed alike. Temporal
t 8 atlty also implied the strongest possible
emPoral constraints, isochrony. Thus, in a

stress-timed. 1assumed to recanguage stressed syllables were

zidtge number of intervening unstressed syllables,
stre n a syllable-timed language all syllables.

ssed and unstressed alike, were assumed to
ha¥e egual duration.

soc rony seems to be an ime portant aspect of the
2E§$§§£12£ of speech. For example, Pike /1/ based
timed itinction between stress-timed and syllable-

anSUages entirely on the listener's impres-si
on of temPoral regularity. Observations of the

ur at equal intervals irrespective .

.

...—.- —~- -
-..¥¢f'

‘c‘ ‘ _ s‘ z

Tproduction of speech, on the other hand, do not °

support any strict regularity in the sense implied

by either stress-timing or syllable-timing. Inter-

vals between stressed syllables, and syllable du-

rations, seem to differ within fairly wide ranges

in both allegedly stress-timed and syllable-timed

languages.
However, in measurements of the speech signal

tendencies to temporal regularities have been

found. The duration of segments and syllables seem

to be inversely related to the number of un-

stressed syllables between stressed ones, implying

a weak tendency to stress-timing . Most of these

observations have been based on English but also,

to a certain extent, on other languages including

so-called syllable-timed languages (see /2/, p. 3-
5, for a survey). There are, on the other hand,

several studies in which any tendencies to tempo-

ral regularities are denied. One example is a

study by Lehtonen /3/ examining the temporal
structure of Finnish.

All these aspects of rhythm have to be account-

for within a general model of speech rhythm. As

first step to such a model I will outline a con-

ceptual frame for studying rhythm in speech.

A CONCEPTUAL FRAME FOR STUDYING SPEECH RHYTHM

Three basic concepts all contribute to the com-

plex of rhythm in speech as well as in other types

of rhythmic behavior: (a) grouping, (b) alterna-
tion, and (c) temporal regularity.

Grouping is the most fundamental concept. All

kinds of activities seem to be organized by group-

ing the elements of which they are made up. Group-

ing occurs in both production and perception, as

shown in experiments by Fraisse /4/ and Woodrow

/5/. In complex activities there may be several

levels of organization. One group at a higher lev-

el may contain two or more groups at a lower lev-

e1. Such hierarchical grouping is very obvious in

music but it seems to be a characteristic also of

speech and other kinds of human activities. Thus

grouping may be seen as a general means for struc-

turing information, and therefore what we perceive

as rhythm may be a consequence of a natural way

of handling information.

Alternation often characterizes a sequence of

elements. Normally some elements in a sequence are

marked from the others, for example by being long-
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er or more intense. The marked.elements will then
alternate with the unmarked_ ones,.A1ternation.is
an important basis for grouping as groups are de-'
limited from one marked element to another. How-
ever, grouping also occurs when there is no alter-
nation at all in a sequence of elements. In this
case grouping may be achieved by marking some of
the originally unmarked elements.

Grouping may lead to temporal regulariti. Group-
ing elements together means that there are tempo-
ral constraints on how they are processed. Related
elements have to be kept together and will accord-
ingly constitute a unit in the temporal domain
also. The basis for this temporal unity of groups
might be a cyclic and regular processing of infor-
mation. This means that in groups with many ele-

‘ ments there has to bera temporal compression of
these elements, while in groups with few elements
no such compression will be needed. Such cempres-
Sion in longer groups has been reported in several
studies. It. even seems to be a tendency to adjust
differently-sized groups towards an intermediate'
or average duration /4/.

Grouping, alternation, and temporal re ularit
all contribute to the complex of speech rhythm a:
outlined -model: in the following simple input-output

MESSAGE '
sm —* ARTICULATORY PLANNING -—> mmucrunr STRUCTURE

F _
27.or a more detailed description, see /2/. p. 19-

.The message structure
By message structure I refer to all str

igfigrmation which is needed for uttering 20:25::
ence or a phrase: phonologic , prosodic -

tactic, semantic, as well as pragmatic specifizz-
'tions. Thus, it is a situationally coloured lan-

guage structure.
The message structure differs widel b

:zngfiagfiz. The most important differenies :wgg
' 'y s concerned. include stres

distinctions. and syllable and words'st2322tity
-These characteristics all have» to be res ure-
throughout the production process in orde: t erved
nal the intended message. 0 sig-

The characteristics of the. message stru t
32:: the basis for grouping. Stressed alterngtti:e

. unstressed syllables would be such a b 18
giving groups of one stressed and a number ofas S
stressed syllables. Such a stress group is commun:
1y defined as one _stressed syllable and all fol-
sgiinglunitressed ones up to the. next streszed

a e rresarias. pective of word and syntactic bound-

. However, both word boundaries and
Eggnd;;ies might be alternative bases f:yn;:::;c

. us, ere may be words or word I -, rou -
zidebstrzss groups. Support for such algerniiitzsy e ound in /6/. Other characteristics of th
message structure may be used too, and it se e
most reasonable to suppose that different lemsfigages use different kinds of bases for grou i an-
c s:, in each specific' language there maypbggs.
er ain optionality in the choice of what to has:

the grouping on. Different alternatives may “com-
pete".with_each other. What determines the specif-
ic kind of grouping may be the situation as'a
whole and the specific intentions of the speaker.

Articulatory planning - -
In the articulatory planning grouping is a means

of structuring information. Grouping is assumed to
occur at two levels at least. At the first one the
input string is restricted to contain units about
the size of a short sentence or a phrase consti-
tuting the message structure as described above.-
The ba51s for this may be intonation characteris-.
tics coinciding with syntactic boundaries and de-
limiting semantically coherent units. V ' .

At the next level this string is scanned for
elements to base further grouping on, for example
stressed syllables or different kinds of bounda-
ries as suggested above. Thus there will be stress
groups or possibly words or word groups.

If the groups contain more than just a few ele-
ments there may be further subgrouping. Most rea-
sonably, this would be the basis for rhythmic al-
ternation of unstressed syllables. In this case
32;:p1ng seems to be achieved by strengthening
’7/. n a string of several unstressed syllables

i The planning system converts the elements in the
nput string into articulatory coded units. These

units are then converted into commands to the
motor execution system and eventually transformed
nto acoustic events in the speech signal.

The rhythmic structure
torBy :hythmic structure, the output of articula-
temyo: inning. I refer to those aspects of the
thepba:isst;ucture of the speech signal which are
structur i or the impression of rhythm. Rhythmic
plannin ea 3 a result of both the articulatory
both 1&1 n the message structure, as effects of

Ho: _ be mixed in the speech signal.
above ezzr, within. the conceptual frame as given
cifi .d Sether with careful analysis of the spe-

C ata, the two effects may be separated. Fur-
thermore the stren th . .

each Specific case,8 Of each may be predicted in

TESTING SOME PREDICTIONS OF THE MODEL

Data
I .

and iiisfiresent some data from Swedish, Spanish,

cally diff . chosen so as to represent rhythmi-

quently-use:ent languages. Referring to the fre-

stress-timed rhythmic di°h°t°my Swedish would be a

Buage. Fingishnd spanish a syllable-timed lan'

rhythmic term ' thongh difficult to categorize in

its quantit 5' was Chosen for the complexity of

to test theyi :ystem' This would make it possible

of the la in erplay between temporal constraints

in p nn “3 PrOCESs and the constraints of the
Pg: structure. -

syntaztiiziilal consiSted 0f Sentencs which were

three lan u y and semantically similar in all

in which gtzgis. They ‘11 had an invariant frame

sVllable words with different numbers of
s were inserted. The sentences were read

in a neutral m .

any sPacific “0:2her "1th0ut 81V1n8 prominence to
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The data are more thoroughly accounted for in

IZI. p. 117-ib6:~* - -» . _
,

The predictions against data

1 There will be similar temporal adjustments to

regularity lirespective of the language spohen.

If grouping is a natural means of structuring.f

information and tendencies to temporal adjustments

are a consequence of grouping, then temporal ad-

justments should occur in languages in general.

Also, as grouping occurs hierarchically, there

should be adjustments on several 1evels,for exam-

ple, (a) the phrase and (b) the stress group.

The effects of articulatory planning, then, will

be temporal adjustments of segments and syllables

so that they are more compressed the more elements

there are in a unit.

However, there are no claims regarding isochrony

and in effect, no timing rules at all are im-

plied.The temporal adjustments are seen simply as

a consequence of the assumed tendency to cyclic

and regular processing as outlined above.

The data support the prediction. There are simi-

lar temporal adjustments decreasing the temporal

differences between stress groups with different

numbers of syllables in all three languages. In

stress groups with one, two, and three syllables

the duration of the first (stressed) syllable de-

creased successively upon the addition of the sec-

ond and third syllable. Figure 1 gives an example

from Spanish. Thus, temporal adjustments associ-

ated with stress-timing seem to occur also in lan-

guages assumed to be syllable-timed. Assuming that

the temporal adjustments are related to articula-

tory planning, it seems that the stress-timing/

syllable-timing distinction does not reflect

different planning strategies.

3004~
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.__o.
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v2 °,________—-O

1 2 3

NMER or SYLLABLES

%%B!EE"' Duration of vowels and consonants in
n ree Spanish test words as a function of the

Umber Of- syllables (1-3) in the test word. The.

Words Were insert d s

From [2,. e in a sentence frame. N 6.

2 Differences in rhythmic structure between lan-

guages is a'consequence of structural differences.

The message structure, without doubt, is an

important determinant_ of rhythmic structure. The.

'reason naturally is that many of the character-

'istics of the input structure carry the burden of

functipnal distinctions . which have to be pre-'

serVed in Order to convey the intended message t0'

the listener. Especially important characteristics

are (a) stress, (b) quantity distinctions and (c)

syllable structure. ' - '

It seems most reasonable to assume that such,

differences form the basis for the stress-timing/

syllable-timing dichotomy. So-called stress'timed

languages, for example,—seem to have a clear dis-

tinction between stressed and unstressed sylla-

bles. In general, the stressed syllables have a

more complex structure than the unstressed sylla-

bles. In so-called syllable-timed languages, on

the other hand, stressed and unstressed syllables

are structurally more alike /8/.

There is empirical support also for the second

prediction. Language-specific structural charac-

teristics and their temporal manifestations differ

widely in the three languages. The greater simi-

larity, structural and temporal, of stressed and

unstressed syllables in Spanish as compared to

Swedish contributes to making rhythmic structure

quite different in the two languages. ‘And the

elaborate quantity system in Finnish contributes-

to the characteristics of rhythmic structure_ in

this specific language.

3 Temporal adjustments to regularity will only

occur insofar as functionally important structural

features are not destroyed. ‘ - '

The planning mechanism is sensitive to the

specifications in the message structure. There-

fore, general characteristics' of articulatory

planning will be temporally reflected only when

the temporal aspects of planning and these spec-.

ifications do not conflict. When in conflict, the

constraints of the message structure take prec-

edence over, or simply obscure, temporal con-

straints of planning. Such conflicts may arise

more often in elaborated than in. neutral rendic

tions of speech. The maintenance of certain

structural distinctions may also produce such

conflicts. They may occur, for example, in lan-

guages with elaborated quantity systems.

An analysis of the Finnish data point to a com-

plex control of articulatory planning. Obviously

there is complex interplay between the constraints

of the input structure and the planning mechanism.

This interplay seems to be conditioned by the de-

mands of the quantity distinctions in Finnish. As

is well known, both vowels and consonants are pho-‘

nologically either long or short in Finnish, and

this distinction has to be made in both stressed

and unstressed syllables. In the speech output the

phonological distinction is reflected in segments

of longer or shorter duration. What happens in

Finnish is that there are temporal adjustments to

a certain regularity of.stressed syllables in some

cases but not in others.-Phonological length seems

Se 27.1.3 '
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to be an important conditioning factor, as only

_ long :vels \a consonants» are compressed to any

significadt'degree. A second conditioning factor-

seems to_ be whether the'témpdral adjustments will

obscure important quantity relations or not. Thus,

compression only occurs insofar as it will not

' affect the quantity relation between the first and

second syllable in a word. Figure 2 showing two

different cases. one with (a) and the other with-

out (b) temporal adjustments, illustrates this

conditionality. , g '
This may be the reason why Lehtonen /4/ found no

compression effects in Finnish. His study was
baséflhmainly on such Quantity patterns in which
compression would be very restricted.

zoo“ _ (a) taakkaa

r; 150-
E
V

g
H

[-4
g 100«
n

g
a so

200“ (b) taakka

A 150 -
E
5 V1 o—‘o
H o_________°___....\'° k
E 100- °c:
t-c
g o-—-——_--_°___———--o t

m
m 50

1 V2 '- ‘; A

2 :3 1;
NUMBER OF SYLLABLES

Figure 2. Duration of vowels and consonants in
Finnish two-syllable sequences as a function of
the number of following syllables. The test wordscontained 2-4 syllables: (a) taakkaa and (b)taakka followed by mg and m + ban in words with
three and four syllables, respecmely. The wordswere inserted in a sentence frame. N=6. From /2/
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The conceptual .frame as outlined fits well to-
the observations in the three- languages which were
chosen so‘ as to .represent different kinds 9f
rhythm. The data reveal the expected differences
as well as the similarities between the three lan-
guages. Thus the frame may be used as a starting-
point for further research on speech rhythm.

A more detailed account of the contents of this
paper is given in -/9/.
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a The foot, a prosodic unit containing one stressed '
syllable, is the domain for determining the allo—
phones of stops in English. Aspiration is restric-
ted to foot-initial position. Consonants are laxed
within a foot after a nonconsonantal segment and lax
voiceless stops are glottalized in syllable codas;
lax alveolar stops are flapped syllable initially.
Some revisions to the rules establishing feet are
proposed. Because the metrical grid provides no
constituents, it is not adequate for predicting the
distribution of stop allophones in English.

INTRODUCTION

In contemporary phonology there is general agreement
that representations need to be enriched with pro-_
sodic organization, including such units as the syl-
lable and the foot. This view contrasts sharply
with the practice of early generative phonology [1],
where phonological representations consisted en-
tirely of strings of segments and boundaries. The
original motivation for metrical theory was to of—
fer a more natural account of stress systems [11],
but it soon became apparent that prosodic organi-
zation also allows for the correct description of
Certain segmental processes as well. Aspiration of
voiceless stops in English, for example, occurs in a
variety of disparate environments. Selkirk [15]
lists word—initial position (Zpronto), before a
stressed vowel unless [s] precedes (hotel vs aston-
ish), before a sonorant plus a stressed vowel unless
[s] precedes or [t] is followed by [l] (app}y vs
display, Afflantic). Such a process is difficult to
describe in purely segmental terms, and indeed no
systematic account of stop allophony appears in ihe
Sound Ehttern of English [1]. Selkirk observes
correctly that aspiration occurs only in syllable—
initial position, which partially accounts for these
observations. In order to account for the nonaspi—
ration of the underlined stops in words like happy,
heft , Selkirk proposes language—particular resyl-
labification rules that attract consonants leftward
out of stressless syllables, giving happ.y, heft.y,
thereby removing these stops from the domain of as—
piration. While I find these resyllabifications
cmmuhmfihgthwismemhkflagmmt
against this analysis. Selkirk's resyllabification
rules are subject to a structure—preservation prin—
Ciple that requires derived syllables to conform to
the canonical syllable patterns of the language. In
a word like At.kins, resyllabification to *Atk.£ns
is impossible, since English syllables never end in

.0 --1. p

—tk. This predicts that [k] of Atkins should aspi-
rates—which~it does not,-any more than the [t] of
actor,.where.act.or would be a possible resyllabi—
fication. ' ‘. '

A second syllable-based approach to English stop
allophones is that of Kahn [8], which is couched in
terms of autosegmental phonology. Instead of re—
syllabification, Kahn allows consonants to be ambi—
syllabic, i.e., part of both the preceding and fol—
lowing syllables. This would be the case of [p] in
happy and [t] in hefty, for example. Kahn's rule
aspirates voiceless stops that are syllable initial
but not syllable final (i.e., not ambisyllabic) and
thus achieves the same effect as Selkirk, and runs
into the same difficulty with Atkins. Since [k]
here can't be ambisyllabic, he wrongly predicts that
it should aspirate. (In fact, he claims that it
does aspirate in slow speech, but I find this pos-
sible only in very careful speech where both sylla—
bles are stressed.)

Kiparsky [9] was the first to propose that the
stress feet of Liberman and Prince [11] could also
be considered the domain of certain segmental pro-
cesses. Instead of resyllabification orambisyllab-
ification, Kiparsky proposed rule (1) (modified).

.... -

(l) C + [—tense] / ...[—cons] within a foot

Kiparsky restricts aspiration to tense voiceless
stops at the beginning of a syllable, thus account-
ing for happy. But Kiparsky predicts aspiration on
the second syllables of hefty, Atkins, where the
stops [t] and [k] are unaffected by rule (1), since
they are preceded by [+consonantal] [f] and [t] re~
spectively. Hammond [4] notices such problems with
the foot-based analysis, and advocates a return to
Kahn's ambisyllabic approach. I propose to retain
the foot—based approach, but to restrict aspiration
to foot—initial position. Some modification of K1—
parsky's system is needed anyway. Working within
the original metrical framework [11], Kiparsky re-
tained the feature [istress] and with it the pos—
sibility of stressless feet. He analyzes potato as
two feet, the first unstressed, [Fpo][Ftato], pre—

dicting aspiration on the foot—initial [p] and [t]
and flapping (via laxing) of the second [t]. Since
then, metrical theory has rejected the feature
[stress], holding that stress is the property of be-
ing_the strongest syllable in a foot [14]. If [p0]
of potato is not a foot, and aspiration is limited
to foot—initial position, how does the [p] come to
be aspirated? Hayes [5, 6] proposes that stray syl-
lables (i.e. those not associated with any foot) are
adjoined to an adjacent foot. If we assume thatad-
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junction creates nested feet, we get the represen-
“ tation in-(Z) (where w=weak, s=strong, F=foot; sand

w must always appear as ters t5'éach 6ther.1
. .

(2) F

I ///‘\?

W SAW

po ta to

In (2), both [p] and the first [t] are foot initiaL
and so get aspirated, while the second It] laxesand
flaps, as in Kiparsky's treatment. This captures
the essence of Kiparsky's proposal, and resolves
Kiparsky's problem with Atkins and hefty.

Subsequent studies have confirmed the roleof the
foot in segmental phonology as well as stress sys-
tems. Prince [12] states rules for gradation and
overlength in Estonian partly in terms of foot
structure. Similarly, Hayes [7] discusses certain
segmental processes in Yidiny, an Australian lan-
guage, in terms of foot conditioning, thereby obvi-
ating the necessity for phonological rules to refer
to the odd-numbered syllables in a word. Even for
stress systems, constituency is necessary. Halls
and Vergnaud [3] cite a number of studies showing
that deletion of a (potentially) stressed vowel in
many languages results in a stress shift to an ad-
jacent syllable within the foot.

In the-remainder of this paper, I will first re—
view the properties of syllables, propose same mod-
ifications to Hayes's rules of foot construction,
then show the role of the foot in English stop al-
lophones, making crucial reference to rule (1).

SYLLABLES

The acoustic record provides no direct evidence of
syllables and their boundaries. The syllable is an
abstract unit which makes it possible to provide a
more insightful statement of certain phonological
processes. Among competing approaches, we assume
the metrical representation of Kiparsky [9], in
which the syllable has the same type of s-w label-
ling as the foot, as in (3).

(3) . . o

W/\S

/\/\
W S S W

WAS SAW w/\s

In this representation, sister constituents are re-
quired to observe the sonority hierarchy, according
to which segments are ordered (from weakest to
strongest) as steps, fricatives, nasals, 1, r,
glides, vowels. In addition, English imposes lan-
guage-specific constraints on onsets and times. For
example, a syllable cannot begin with a sequence of
two stops (including nasals), and the time islimit-
ed to the sequence V([+sonorant])(C)([+coronall)
where the 'coronal' position may exceptionally cdn—
tain [st] or [$9] as in next, sixth. An additional
[s], [z], [t], or [d] may follow if it is inflec-
tional, e.g. sixths. Even though contrary to the
sonority hierarchy, [5] plus voiceless stop can oc-
cur in the onset, and also the sequence [3] plus

voiceless stop plus liquid (but not *stl—p).-.__.I
. ,The.question of dividing between syllables is a
more difficult one, There is no difficulty with

‘ Atins, which can only be syllabified as Shown.
Kiparsky prgposed that, in English, the onset is
maximized when two or more divisions are possibleat
the boundary between two syllables. Th this.respect
English contrasts with Finnish and Estonian, where
the coda is maximized, and where, in general, the
onset is limited to a single consonant. Thisraises
an interesting question: what happens to VsT(R)V
clusters (where T=voice1ess stop, R=liquid or
glide)? The sonority hierarchy predicts Vs.T(R)V;
the onset maximization principle predicts V.sT(R)V.

Davidsen-Nielsen [2] investigated this question
experimentally. He measured the degree of aspira-
tion in words like despise and compared it to that
of words like pin (aspirated) and spin (unaspirat-
ed). Measurements revealed that the stops in words
like despise are normally unaspirated, supporting
the syllabification V.sT(R)V. The only exceptions
were in words that contained "a prefix with -s fol-
lowed by an intuitively transparent morpheme boun-
dary, e.g. miscalculate, discourteous," where the
stops are aspirated, thus supporting a syllable di-
vision coinciding with the morpheme boundary, i.e.
Vs.T(R)V in these words. ‘

In a sense, or course, this argument is circulan
The syllable boundary is inferred from the degreeof
aspiration on the stop, while the rule for aspira-
tion is assumed to affect only syllable—initial
stops. (The stops in question are also foot ini-
tial, and so consistent with our hypothesis alsoJ
However, this conclusion is independently supportEd
by the stress pattern of these words. The prefixes
Mis- and dis- exhibit secondary stress, andwe migm
expect to find similar effects from a preceding
stressed syllable, even if it doesn't constitute 3
morpheme; In Davidsen—Nielsen's material, gestdtion
and fastidious have a somewhat greater average de—
gree of aspiration (3.0 and 3.09vosec respectivelfi
than bestow and establish (2.5 and 2.41 csec, re-
spectively. Tq_test this further, I recorded two
speakers of North American English in wordscontaim

ins 3-8t0p clusters, both.with and without stresson
the preceding syllable. Results were analyzedusim
a Mingograf 804 connected to a Kay Elemetrics Visb
pitch 6087 and also with a Kay Elemetrics SonagraPh
7800. The results are given in Table l.

, , JJ
a. infestation

elasticity
plasticity
esgiferous

ostensible-

0 U!
W

b. askdnce, _
orchesgra
asgonish
pedestal
susgain
MEAN

.5

H
I—

‘H
H

N
H

N
N

N
W

U
I
N

0 on

H
H

N
H

N
N

N
N

N
N

w
N
fi

o
\I
U

'I

.3

Table 1. Duration of release stage (in cseCJ
of medial stops (underlined) in words with (a)
and without (b) seconda stress on the pre-
ceding syllable. ry
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.While these results are not conclusive, there is

somewhat more aspiration in wordsowhere a_secondaryl
stress precedes the cluster in question than when the -
preceding syllable is unstressed. This supports the
syllabification Vs.T(R)Vforthe words of Tablel(b).

FEET AND ASPIRAIION

For the core system of English stress, Hayes [5]
proposed left—dominant maximally binary feet con—
structed right to left across a word. Ternary feet
(i.e. with three syllables) can arise only by ad-
joining a stray syllable to a binary foot. Sylla-
bles become stray either by being made extrametri-
cal or as a result of destressing. Before foot as-

' signment, the finallconsonant of a word, the final
suffix of Ah adjective, and the final syllable of a
noun are extrametrical. The rightmost foot may be
binary only if its second syllable ends in a short
(lax) vowel. Conversely, a monosyllabic foot must
contain a long vowel, a diphthong, or at least one
final consonant. This accounts for the familiarob—
servation that a monosyllabic (stressed) wordcannot
end in a 'checked' vowel; i.e. bee [bi:] and bit
[btt] are possible (and actual) words, while *bi
[bL] is an impossible word.. Prince [12] claims that
Estonian is subject to the same constraint on pos-
sible feet. Other languages, e.g. French and Hun—
garian, are not restricted in this way. In English,

the only exception to this generalization is words
with an initial monosyllabic foot of the proscribed
form followed by a well—formed monosyllabic foot,

such as essay [ 6,5ej], Hanoi [,hm'noj]. Hayes pro—
posed several destressing rules, but we will becon—

cerned with only one: Poststress destressing, which

removes a binary foot whose first syllable is open
and which immediately follows a monosyllabic foot.
Hayes appeals to this rule in his derivation of

words like abracadnbra (4).

(4) a. F F F b. F F
/‘\ | /‘\

a bra ca da bra + a bra ca da bra +

(stressing and (Poststress

retraction) destressing)

c ' /<K¢ /F\ (stray syllable
a bra a da bra adjunction)

speakers find the division (4c) counterintuitive.

To test this, I asked a group of 28 native English-

sPeaking first-year undergraduate linguistics stu-
dents to divide words of this type "into two parts,
according to the pronunciation." None of the sub-

Jects knew the purpose of the test beforehand. Con-
trol words were inserted into the list to prevent
extraneous strategies from being used. Subjects had

a printed list of words and were asked to indicate
a single division between letters in each as they

were pronounced by the author, with only a short in-

terval between tokens. The results are shown in
Table 2.

With two unstressed syllables flanked by two
stressed syllableS, the preferred pattern seems to

be to join the first unstressed syllable to thepre—

ceding foot and the second to the following foot, as
long as the second unstressed syllable is open.
This produces the intuitively correct structure (5)

from (4b).

. 1/ 2/ 3/ other
abracadabra gl 3.6% ,23 82.1% , 3 10.7% 1 .3.6%
Navratilova .5 17.6% 22 78.6% 1 3.6% 0
Winnepesaukee 1 3.6% 14 50.0% 11 39.3% 2 7.1%
Tippecanoe 1. 14.3% 24 35.7% o o
Luxipallila ‘3 10.7% 22 78.6% 1 3.6% 2 7.1%
Nebuchadnezzar 2 7.1% 5 17.8% 17 60.7% 4 14.3%
Kilimanjaro 1 3.6% 17 60.7% 10 35.7% 0

Table 2. Division of words into two parts. Number
(and percentage) of responses. Column headings:

— 1/ indicates a division after the first syllable,
2/ after the second, 3/ after the third. Other
includes no division or more than one division.

(5). F;/,/“\\\Fs;. .

A fa
a bra ca da bra.

If the second unfooted syllable is closed, it joins-
the foot on the left: 60.7% of subjects preferred
the division [Nebuchad][nezzar]. Prince suggests
that this is because chadnezzar (with the first syl-
lable unstressed) is not a possible word type! in
our terms, a possible foot [13]. On the otherhand,
Kilimanjaro may go both ways, [Kili][manjaro] or
[Kiliman][jaro], since both divisions into twoparts

give two possible phonological words, or feet.

Prince uses facts such as these to argue against
the foot as a legitimate phonological unit. Because
the metrical theory of stress uses only a small
fraction of the types of tree structure that the
theory allows in principle, he proposes eliminating

the trees and displaying relative prominence in

terms of a grid, in which column height correlates
with greater prominence. Such a representation has

no constituents, and thus no way of capturing the
segmental processes that we have seen depend on
these constituents. Prince notes the virtually

obligatory aspiration of the [t] of Navratilova, un-
expected if it is metrically structured as in (4c).
However, rather than discard foot theory, theanswer

lies in modifying it so that it will produce struc—

tures like (5), where aspiration of [k] (abracadabm)
and [t] (Navratilova) is expected, under the hy-
pothesis that aspiration of tense voiceless stops
occurs only in foot—initial position.

As with syllabification, we sought instrumental

verification of the proposed division into feet (5)

Table 3 gives the duration of the release stage of
the steps at the beginning of the third syllables
of the words of Table 2 (except for Kilimanjaro,
which has no stop in that position). Speakers and
equipment are the same as in Table l.

are
abracadabra 4 4
Navragilova 7 6
Winnepesaukee 5 2
Tippeganoe 5 5
Luxipallila 2 5
Nebughadnezzar 6 4

MEAN 4.83 4.33
Table 3. Duration of release stage (in case.)
of medial stops (underlined) in potential
foot-initial position
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These results are consistent with the hypothesis
that (5) represents the correct foot structure, on
the assumption that only foot-initial'voiceless
stops are aspirated. « -

GLOTTALIZATION

Glottalization of stops is manifested differently in
various English dialects. Cockney is notorious for
the extent to which glottalization appears between
vowels. In RP and North American dialects, glottal-
ization is restricted to voiceless stops insyllable
codas laxed by rule (1). Examples are octave, atlas,
at Lynne's. The only case where voiceless stopsare
glottalized in syllable—initial position is before
syllabic [n]; as in kitten. Nonrhbtic speakers (e.
g. RP) can also have glottalized [t] in words like
pattern, where r-loss makes the [n] syllabic; North
American speakers, with syllabic [r] in such words,
have the expected flap. It is notable that Cockney
speakers use glottalized stops (or [?]) where North
American speakers have the flap. In my analysis,
this results from the lack of the flapping rule in
British dialects, coupled with the extension of the
glottalization rule to lax voiceless stops in all
positions, and is especially noteworthy when it af—
fects labial and velar stops, as in [paj7e]'paper'.

In Selkirk's account, both flapped alveolars and
glottalized stops are in syllable-final position as
a result of her resyllabification rule. She there—
fore resorts to a feature [trelease], claiming that
alveolar stops are flapped in syllable-final posi—
tion when they are released, generally before a
vowel. Unreleased voiceless stops are glottalized.
This runs into two difficulties, only one of which
she discusses. Phrases like get off can only be
pronounced [gerof] by her account, with a flap.
Kahn notes an alternate pronunciation [get’of] or
[98?of], both impossible under Selkirk's analysis,
since stops are obligatorily released before vowels
and thus never glottalized there. She proposes that
[7] is inserted before certain initial vowels under
emphasis. This makes [t] unreleased, since it is
followed by a nonvowel. While this works for the
North American dialects she is discussing, it won't
account for the Cockney facts just mentioned. The
medial stop in paper is followed by a vowel, and
there is no possibility of inserting [?] under em-
phasis. In any case, nonrelease is not generally
associated with glottalization, as many languages
have phonemic released glottalized stops (e.g.Geor—
gian). We conclude that it is more natural to de—
scribe the difference between glottalized and
flapped allophones in English in terms of syllable
poéition and dispense with the feature [release].

FLAPPING

In North American English, but not in most forms of
British English, alveolar stops [t], [d], [n] are
flapped within words before stressless vowels, and
often between words regardless of stress. So, the
second [t] of potato is flapped, as is the [t] in
met Ann, although this [t] can also be glottalized.
The difference depends on the syllabic status of[t]here. Kiparsky proposes a rule that flaps alveolarstops in syllable-initial position if they are lax
(by rule (1)). Since [t] in met Ann is lax, it willflap only if it is resyllabified with the following

vowel; otherwise it is glottalized. We assume
that resyllabification is optional at word bounda-
ries. Notice that, in phrases, it doesn't mattEr -
that the following Vowel is stressed. What matters
is that the [t] of met is laxed within its foot be-
fore it is syntactically concatenated with Ann.

SUMMARY

Laxing (1): Consonants become lax after a nonconso-
nantal segment within a foot.

Aspiration: Tense voiceless stops.are aspirated at
the beginning of a foot.

'Glottalization: Lax voiceless stops arefglottalized
in the syllable coda. (Generalized in Cockney
to all positions).

Flapping: Lax alveolar stops (including [n] are
flapped in the syllable onset (North American
only).
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ABSTRACT

The domain of length in Modern Icelandic is thesyl—
lable Rhyme. Length in stressed syllables is real-
ized by either a branching Nucleus or a branching
Coda. The consonant at the end of a word is extra—
metrical. Arguments are presented against an.ana1y—
sis in which the domain of length is the syllable
Nucleus. The analysis takes into account the
lengthening of preconsonantal consonants in stressed
syllables observed by traditional scholars. The
resulting analysis predicts length by a single
lengthening rule, and avoids syllable restructuring
and vowel shortening rules.

INTRODUCTION

lmdern Icelandic exemplifies the close relation
between stress and quantity that has been observed
in many languages. In Modern Icelandic, length of
syllables is predictable from stress: stressed syl-
lables are long, and unstressed syllables are short.
Icelandic thus contrasts with English, in which
stress is at least partly predictable from syllable
length} Quantity in Icelandic has been approached
from both a prosodic and a segmental point of view.
For Haugen [ll], quantity belongs to syllables; in
particular to the Nucleus, which Haugen claims is
complex in long syllables. Anderson [1] andérnason
[3] refine Haugen's proposal by saying that the
Nucleus is branching in long syllables and non-
branching in short syllables. Benediktsson [4]

adopts a segmental approach to length, arguing that
quantity can be represented at a phonemic level by
the contrast between long and short consonants,

with vowel length predicted by allOphonic rules. I
will argue for the prosodic approach to Icelandic
quantity, using an autosegmental framework. I will
claim that length is inherent in the syllable Rhyme
rather than in the Nucleus alone.

In Icelandic, primary word stress falls on the
initial syllable of a word, and secondary stresses
occur in alternating patterns, with morphologically
determined variations [2]. Syllables are longunder
both primary and secondary stress, although some
shortening occurs under secondary stress [6]. In
stressed syllables, long vowels and long consonants
are in complementary distribution, as‘in (1).

(1) a. VG: menn 'men'(nom.pl.) [menz]
b. V:C men 'necklace' [ms:n]
c. V: b5, 'household' [bu:]

A Syllable with a V or VC Rhyme is not long, and a

V:C: Rhyme is not permitted. Icelandic is thus un-
1ike English, in which a VG syllable may be long,

and unlike Estonian, in which a long syllable may
be V:C: [14].

Ofeigsson [16] and Einarsson [5,6] have noted in
addition that preconsonantal consonants are length-
ened under stress, as in hestur 'horse' and ioja
'industry,’ which Einarsson [6] transcribes as
[hES'tYE] and [ld'ja]. This consonant lengthening
is most apparent under contrastive stress [3] and
in words used as citation forms. Ofeigsson and
Einarsson transcribe the lengthened consonants as
half—long, assuming a degree of length between long
and short. Liberman [15] did not find any signifi—
cant difference in duration between the E in last
'blame' and the s in gulast 'most yellow,’ which
should be short since it is in an unstressed sylla-
ble. But Liberman notes that the phonetic corre-
lates of quantity are as yet ill-determined and may
involve intensity.as well as duration. Liberman
concludes that consonants such as the n in mynd
'picture' and the s in last carry the "quantitative
peak" and leaves the phonetic realization indeter—
minate. In this paper, I shall adopt Haugen's pro—
posal [11] that preconsonantal consonants have full
length phonologically under stress. I shall not
address the question of their phonetic value, but
I shall assume with Haugen that they may be reduced
by reduction-processes operating in consonant clus-
ters. Lengthening applies to continuants, sonor—
ants, and voiced stops, as in (2).

(2) a. haféi [hav‘dt] Yhad'
b. lax [lax-s] 'salmon'
c. sagoi [say~6L] 'said'
d.' sandur [san'n] 'sand'
e. harour [har-éYr] 'hard'
f. sigla '[SLfi-la 'to sail'

Voiceless stops are preaspirated in this position
[19], a topic I cannot explore here.

' SYLLABIC ANALYSES

Arnason [3] proposes a syllabic account of quan-
tity in Icelandic which incorporates lengthening of
preconsonantal consonants under stress. He assumes
with Haugen [11] that quantity is localized in the
Nucleus and that the lengthened consonant is part
of the Nucleus. Arnason represents vask [vaS'k]
'sink' (acc.sg.) and bi as in (3). ’

(3) Syllable

OnsEE—"—.‘—h‘—~‘_.~—_§h e

. Nucleus"”xm“-aada

v J. 1!
b n: 0
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Arnason speaks of elements in the Nucleus as being
"stretchable." In more formal terms, we can say
that the second element in the Nucleus is length-
ened, giving a long g.

Anderson [1] gives a more formalized syllabic
analysis. He too assumes that length is localized
in the Nucleus. However, he does not consider the
consonant lengthening. He defines stressed sylla-
bles as those that have branching nuclei, whichneed
not be binary branching in underlying form, but are
reduced to binary branching on the surface. A
stressed syllable with a short vowel fills in the
Nucleus by moving the consonant in the Coda into the
Nucleus, as in (4), which represents the Rhyme of
vask. Here, the association of the consonant to the
Coda is broken and the consonant is reassociated to
the Nucleus. 9g stands for Coda.

(4) R
N.———‘-~‘Ed . 9- l/N::T§--.Ed

% c,—””‘\h J§S~\\? ,

a k

We can formalize the lengthening of the §_by a rule
that adds a C slot to the Nucleus, as in (5).

(5) r’b
8 S

Ternary nuclei must be limited to this structure,
since Icelandic does not have overlong vowels or
overlong syllabic consonants. The need for a
lengthening rule shows that Anderson's movementrule
is not sufficient to account for the data. By giv—
ing up the movement rule and lengthening theconso-
nant in its base generated position in the Coda, we
will achieve the same empirical result and at the
same time simplify the grammar. A grammar without
the movement rule must also give up the requirement
that long syllables have branching nuclei, since the
Nucleus in vask will'be non-branching.

Another problematic aspect of length is the dif-
ference between monosyllables and polysyllables. In
monosyllables, a vowel or diphthong is long if it
ends the word, as in EEé [skou:]'shoe' andbd [bu:L
or if it is followed by just one consonant,_§s in
skip [sk-Izph] 'ship' and Egg [hauzr]-'hairl' ‘(It
is debatable which part of the diphthong is length-
ened, Haugen [ll] claiming it to be the off-glide.
I will.not pursue the matter here.) In monosylla—
bles ending in two consonants, the consonant immedi-
ately following the vowel is lengthened, as in skips
[sif-s] 'ship' (gen.sg.) and béls [haul-s] 'fire'
(gen.sg.). In disyllables, the stressed vowel is
lengthened if it ends the syllable, as in h6$fu6
[hoso] 'head.‘ The 3 here is not part of the
spelling but marks the syllable division. If the,
syllable ends in one consonant, that consonant is
lengthened, as in haf$oi [hav-ét] 'had.' These
patterns are schematized in (6).

(6) a. V£(C)# c. V:$ (# - word boundary;
b. VC:C# d. VC:$ $ - syllable boun-

dary)
If we reduce (6a and b) to (6c and d) by ignoring
the word-final consonant, we obtain the generaliza-
tion that the last segment in the syllable is long.
I will formalize the notion of ignoring the word-
final consonant by adopting Kiparsky's proposal [13]

that in Icelandic the last consonant in a word is
extrametrical, that is, is not visible to rules

applying to metrical structure. This constraint is
based on work by Hayes [10] and Harris [9] which
shows that a unit at the edge of a constituent may
be ignored in prosodic systems such as stress and
syllable structure. Consonant extrametricality in
Icelandic is specified as in (7). .

(7) C + [+extrametricall/ ____#

The extrametrical consonant is adjoined to the syl-
lable after metrical rules have applied.

Stressed syllables ending in consonant clusters
(excluding extrametrical consonants) are transcribed
by Binarsson [6] with no length either on the vowel
or on the postvocalic consonants, as in (8).

(8) a. sindi [SIylgI] 'sailed'
b. vins$tri [VInstrL] 'left'
c. efl$di [evlgI] 'strengthened'
d. eflt [sflt] 'strengthened'(p.p)
e. vasks [vasks] 'sink' (gen.sg.)

These examples show that a sequence of two‘conso-
nants in the Rhyme is sufficient to make the sylla-
ble long (disregarding extrametrical consonants in
(d) and (e)). Comparing (6) and (8) and abstracting
from extrametrical consonants, we represent the
Rhyme of a long (stressed) syllable as in (9).

(9) a. V: ‘ b. VC: c. VCIC2
Adopting the terminology of autosegmental phonology.
in which feature complexes are linked to timing
slots in a CV skeleton, and assuming that geminates
are linked to two timing slots, we summarize(9) as

(10) A long (Stressed) syllable in Icelandic issue
that has either two V slots or two C slots
(but not both) at the end of the Rhyme.

(10) is diagrammed in (11).

(11) a. b. R

IV”‘\V 0 ¢ d,/’\\C

N°te “0" ¢1°8e1y (10) and (11) approximate the tra-
ditional definition of a long syllable in Icelandic
as one with a long vowel or a long consonant in
complementary distributibn.

SYLLABIFICATION

I assume that syllable divisions in Icelandicaregoverned by the conventions in (12)—(14)- I
(12) Syllable onsets conform to the sonority hier-archy in (i) (from Kiparsky [12]).

(i) Vowels—Clides-r-l-Nasals-Fricatives-St°Ps1 2 34 s ‘ 6 7Numbers 1 to 7 are in order of decreasing 5°“°r1ty'Segments in an Onset must be in order of increasm8sonority. An Onset may not contain two segmentEOfthe same sonority. Violations of (12) may °ccurwzrd-initially, as in the s + stop or fricative 1?

:Vgriurt?b::::?9" EEEra 'to save.‘ skEEEEE 'tax’

(13) Maximize the
clusters consistin
followed by a segm

Coda of a syllable. However,

8 of a voiceless stop (2.199“ 5
cut of sonority level 3 or higfiet

are in the onset.

(14) A non-null onset is preferred.

Rules (13) and (14) interact to give the syllable

divisions hes$tur, haf$6i, and sigl$di. If there

is only one intervocalic consonant, it belongs to

the Onset of the next syllable, as in_ha$fa, shpwing

that (14) has priority over (13). (13) applies cru-

cially in of$run [of-rYn], [ov-rYn] 'lifting' and
el$ja [el'Jal 'skill,‘ where (12) would allow both
intervocalic consonants in the Onset.

The exception statement in (13) accommodates the

well—known cases where a stressed vowel in a disyl—

labic word is long preceding a sequence of,p,£,£,or

s followed by 13!, or 5, These sequences regularly

form onsets, as in 1e$pja 'to lap up,’ snu$pra 'to

rebuke,‘ vi$tja 'to visit,’ ve$kja 'to awaken,‘
v6$kva 'to water,‘ ti$tra 'to shiver,‘ a$krar

'fields,‘ E$sja (name of a mountain), and ha$sra

[hoarse' (gen.pl.). The first vowel is invariably

long in these examples, e.g. [|€:phja], [Sns ra].
Onsets in 22, which are not attested, seem to be an

accidental gap. An onset beginning with 5! should

not occur, since it violates the sonority hierarchy

(121), s and v being both of sonority level 6. We

find that this is in fact the correct prediction.

The standard exam le of an sv onset is tvisvar

[thVI:svar] ‘twicz‘ [6]. However, Oresnik and

Pétursson [17] point out that this is really a com-
pound consisting of tvi + gygg (cf. pgigygg
'thrice'), whose syllabification before g1 is dueto
the presence of a word boundary before ever. As

evidence that sv is not an Onset, they cite the

following examples, which have a short vowel before

3!: hdsvir [hos-VIg] 'wolf,‘ hdsvast [hos-yest]
'potter about,’ hasvan [h85~van| 'grey'(acc.sg.m.).
By eliminating sv as a possible Onset, we avoid

Carnes' claim [§T that x is a glide, which is meant

to make sv conform to the sonority hierarchy.

The exception statement in (13) results in the

syllabification vins$tri 'left' and aum$kva 'to

ity.‘ Einarsson's transcriptions [6] of these as

EVLHSIFL] and [Bym-khva] suggest that this is the
right'analysis.

LENGTHENING

I propose (15) and (16) to derive (11).

(15) N + N, I Iklo .(o = Syllable,
I - s s = strong.), v _ v .

(16) '%d +. cs / }3]93

C C C ,

(15) and (16) are combined as (17):

(17) U + U I ‘ ] ] (U - Nucleus or
I /‘\ NR 03 Coda;

x X X - V or C)

I assume with Kiparsky [13] and others that vowel

length is not distinctive in Icelandic. I represent
this by assigning only one V slot to the underlying

Nucleus. (l7) inserts a V slot in the Nucleus of a

stressed syllable with an empty Coda, and inserts

a C slot into the Coda of a stressed syllable with

a Coda containing just one C slot. _(l7) applies

after the final metrical structure of the word is

determined, assuming Arnason's analysis [2] of

stressed syllables as strong. (17) applies post-

lexically, after operations that affect syllable

structure, such as inflectional and derivational

suffixation, attachment of clitics, andphonological

rules such as u-Epenthesis, j-Deletion, andSyncope,

as proposed by Kiparsky [13]. I assume the con—

straints on autosegmental representations given in

Pulleyblank [18],.name1y that features are associ-

ated to timing units from left-to—right in a.one—to-

one relation, and that association lines do not

cross. I also assume with Pulleyblank that Spread-

ing is not automatic. In Icelandic, spreading is

rightward, as specified in (18).

(18) E, ‘X (X = a skeletal slot V or C,
H B a melody unit.)

Applying Lengthening (l7) and Spreading (18), I

derive hestur and hafa in (19) and (20).

(19) ,z”’/“\‘\\ (w = weak)

0 o +

0/’é\R o’/qk‘n R

l I‘ACdl I”? {5s
c v b c v i v c . p
I I I I I l L/
h e s t u r“ e s

(20)

d”\‘n o p n
l I l N N
c d c d

I .r'I i f I .L
The structural change in (19), (20), and the deri—

vations below shows only the affected Rhyme of the

first syllable. Inserted slots are in italics.

Lengthening (17) does not apply to sigldi~(21), so

there is no change. v

(21) ' /\
as 0w .

0”P~‘~R 0”.\\R

III/3s Ii .
‘f'YI‘f III -s L y l d . L

The monosyllables bi, vask, and 225 [vorr].'springb

are derived in (22)-(24). Extrametrical consonants

are enclosed in brackets; inserted V or C is in

italics. I am simplifying Arnason's representations

by omitting the weak empty syllable that completes

the foot of a monosyllable.

A 23(22) ”g§‘~ ( ) "SE‘

‘i‘I °"‘-N IN
A 5“? c J\\? [C]
I L" | L" l
b u v o r

i
‘ I

l

(glide J_°t.£ ). or a voiceless stop fallowed by l
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(24) as
0——”—’““rR

N””’\\‘?d
l \

c v c ,0 [c]
3 La’ I

v a s k

The last monosyllabic type is vasks (25). Here,
Lengthening (17) does not apply.

(25) o

l n ' ca~
c v c"”‘\‘c [c]| I l L I
V a S S

This analysis needs no additional rules to account
for the alternation in length of the g in vask
[vas'k] and vasks [vasks], which follows from the
application of Lengthening (17) to the input struc-
tures in (24) and (25). The alternation in vowel
length shownAin m [vo:r] and vors [vog's] 'spring'
(gen.sg.) is likewise handled by Lengthening (17),
which applies to vors in (26) to derive the short-
vowel form. Compare (23), in which (17) derives a
long vowel.

(26) o
. OAR >

‘,af”‘-“
¥ C

C V [CI I Lr’p I]
V O r S

This alternation in vowel length occurs regularly
when a consonantal suffix is added to amonosyllable
ending in a single consonant, such as ski [sk'y:ph]
'ship' and skips [skJLf-s] (gen.sg.); bag [bau:th]
'boat[ (acc.sg.) and bats [baus:] ’boat' (gen.sg.).
My analysis accounts for the alternation in vowel
length, as well as the alternation in consonant
length, by the general lengthening rule (17), with-
out needing recourse to the additional shortening
rule needed in Anderson's analysis [1]. (Consonant
assimilations in these examples are due to other
rules.) ,

Finally, the minimal pair menn and 233 (la, lb)
are derived in (27) and (28).

(27) menn 'men' (28) m 'necklace'

O 0‘0,,sa::§\b . of,.a\E

l E éefg [c] l 5\\‘V [c]
I i L' I I Lv' l
m e n n m e n

The final nasal cluster in menn (27) is reduced
by later rules to obtain the approximately equal
duration found by Garnés [7] for menn and men.

To summarize, the rule of Lengthening (l7), with
the syllabification conventions (12)—(14),a¢c0untg
for.Ice1andic syllable quantity in a simpler and
more empirically adequate way than does the analy-
sis proposed by Anderson [1], which appeals to
additional syllable restructuring and shortening,
rules.

4——"IIIII|
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IS GERMAN STRESS-TIMED? A STUDY ON VOWEL COMPRESSION

‘BERND POMPINOQMARSCHALL ‘WODFGANG'fiROSSDR; KABL flUBMkYER‘” WILFRIED‘VIEDEN

Institut far Phonetik und Institut ffir Anglistik und
Sprachliche Kommunikation finerikanistik

Universitat Mfinchen, FRG Universitat Salzburg, Austria

ABSTRACT usraon'

Vowel and syllable compression due to Analogously, in our German material we
syllabic composition of stress feet is varied the syllabic composition of the
shown to be relativlely weak in German. testword and the foot by introducing
The effect rather works at the word level ‘different prefixes and suffixes ("'Trakt“,
as proposed in the model of Lindblom & "'Traktor", "Ver'trackte", “Ver'tracktes-

9699 [5]. _ ' te"; stress position marked by an apostro-

phe) as well as two different‘ verbs

(fi'gab" vs. "er'gab") the testword being
INTRODUCTION used both in utterance-initial and

- utterancerfinal position (relevant stress

The languages of.the world can be divided feet marked by underlining):
into different types depending on what
units tend to be equally spaced in the Der Trakt gab den Ausschlag
time course of an' utterance [1, 6]: Der Trakt ergab den Ausschlag _
"stress~timed" if this unit is the stress Der Traktor gab den Ausschlag

f°°t.~"sy11ab1e-" or "more-timed” if these Der Iraktgr_gggab den Ausschlag

respective units have a tendency towards Der Vertragktg gab den Ausschlag
isochrony. Although in quite a number ‘of Der Vertrackte ergab den Ausschlag

experimental investigation no clear iso- Der Vertracktggte gab den Ausschlag
chrony could be found, there are several Der Vertragktg§£g_g£gab den Ausschlag

effects that can differentiate between the
different types of languages [31 ' Den Ausschlag gab d6? I££L£
Vowel and syllable compression due to the Den Ausschlag ergab der Trek;

syllabic composition of rhythmic feet as Den Ausschlag gab der Iggktgr

'PePorted for English can be taken as evi- Den Ausschlag ergab der Tgaktgr

dence for stress—timing. As German also is Den Ausschlag gab der Vertrackte
considered to be stress-timed, 'we con- Den Ausschlag ergab der Vertrackte

structed an experiment parallel to one of Den Ausschlag gab der Vertrackteste
Fowler's (r21; exp. 7), in which she de— Den Ausschlag ergab der Vertgaggtgstg

monstrated changes in the duration of the
stressed vowel due to this factor (working The sentences were uttered twice in rando-
within and across word boundaries) in sets mized order at a F individually chosen —

Of sentences like the following (relevant normal rate of speech by five nativev
stress feet marked by underlining)i German speakers (middle bavarian). The

durations of the vowel /a/, the syllable
Thelfact started the argument /trak(t)/, the rhythmic feet and the

The factor started the argument entire utterances were measured on the
The fact restarted the argument oscillogram using an inkwriter output at a
The factor restarted the argument paper SPGEd 0f 100mm/sec.
The factory started the argument

The §é££_h§§_£§started the argument.
RESULTS

The results are show in the following
table and, for the vowel measurements
only, in Fig.1. '
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In contrast to the English data the ana-

lyses of variance only showed a weak ten-

dency of German towards stress-timing. In

the following. the different effects are

discussed individually.

stress Foot Duration
Two-factorial analysis of variance

shows a significant effect of the test-

item (F(7.144) = 32.7; p < .001), of posi—
tion (F(1.144) = 15.4; p < .001). and a
significant interaction (F(7.144) = 4.73;

p < .001) on the duration of the stress
foot. The simple main effects show a ten-
dency for compression only in those items

0 where the syllabic variation takes place
within the testword (the most complex one,
"Vertrackteste", is not compressed). For
the sentence-initial stress feet we get
the following order in duration (shortest
first; the items that are not signifi-
cantly different in one line; p < .05):

Trakt. Vertrackte, Traktor

Trakt er_
Vertrackte er_, Vertrackteste, Traktor er_
Vertrackteste er_

Parallelly. in final position only "Ver-
trackteste" is significantly longer' than
the other items. As to be expected the
duration of the stress foot correlates
with the duration of the entire utterance
(initial r = .829; final r = .683; in
both cases p < .001), weaker in the final
stress feet (p < .05). because the varia-
tion in the-verb is independent of the

'stress foot.

Syllabie Duration
Syllable duration also shows no

effect across word boundaries: There is a
significant. effect of. the testword in
initial and finalvposition (Fs(2.54) =
4.52. 3.66; p < .05): only "Vertrackteste"
has shorter syllable durations.

Vowel Duration
Vowel duration (see Fig.1) is not

,affected by variation of stress foot
duration beyond the boundaries of the
testword either. There is a significant
testword effect in initial and final feet
(Fs(3,72) = 7.43, 7.32; p < .001)._but due
only to the-vowel always being signifi-
cantly longer for the testword "Traktfl
Interestingly. in general the vowel
duration was longer for the initial items
(F(1,144) = 4.; p < .05).

DISCUSSION

In general. our data only show a weak
compression effect, favouring the model of

Table I!
Mean durations (and standard deviations-

in brackets) with different testwords in

different positions and contexts

duration of
vowel syllable foot utterance

testitem

"Trakt"

_ gab 131.5 389.5 398. 148L
initial (17.6) (54.8) (4632) (170.”

I _ ergab 123.5 385. 476.5 153%
(13.1) (38.6) (69.3) (177.4)

__ gab 128. 463.5 463. 5 1436.
final (20.6) (41.3) (41.3) (187.2)

_ ergab 121. 484. 484. 1515.5

(18.4) (56.2) (56.2) (230. 8)

"Traktor"

, gab 111. 298L5 447.5 15315
initial (10.2) (31.4) (54.1) (216.fl

_ ergab 115. 297.5 578. 1646.5
(17.6) (39.2) (122.8) (254. 7)

_ gab 106.5 ' 316. 565.5 14915
final (13.3) (48.3) (52.4) (182.N

_ ergab 107.5 296. 544.- 1602.5
(15.7) (40.9) (62.9) (196.6)

"Vertrackte"

, gab 112. 292. 424.5 1659.5
initial (14 4) (31.4) (37.5) (207.m

_ ergab 110. 289.5 534. 1745..
(15.8) (44.3) (77.3) .(243.0

_ gab 104.5 305. 517. . 1594.5
'final (12.6) (41.8) (45.2) (199.9

- ergab 107. 304. 519.5 1691
(17.7) (43.2) (41.4) (232.“

"Vertrackteste"

' 2 gab 106. 264.5 572.5 17805
initial (11.3) (34.4) (62.8) (224.“

- ergab 130. 268. 685.5. 18785
(11.5) (26.7) (103.8) (271.m

.- gab 103. 276. - 678 5 17805
(final (18. ) (37.1) .(37.3) (193.”

_.erqab _103. 274.5 663. 1812..
(10.3) (29.5) (46.2) (202.”

24/
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Fig.1: Mean vowel duration (and range) in percent total

variation in vowel duration (100$ s 170 msec; 0% = 85 msec)

'in the different testwords in different positions and con-

texts (open: initial _gab; upward hatch: initial _ergab;

dotted: final _gab; downward hatch: final _ergab)

Lindblom a Rapp [5]. where this.effect is
assumed to' work at the word level.

As Huggins [4] and Fowler [2] report that
the compression effect is only seen at

relatively fast rates of speech we reana-

lyzed our results, omitting the data of
the one subJect who produced the utteran-

ces at a noticeable slower rate of speech

than the others. This reanalysis however

showed exactly the same effects as before.
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SYNTHESIS OF LOGICAL ACCENTUATION IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

Antti Sovijarvi & Reijo Aulanko

Department of Phonetics, University of Helsinki,
Vironkatu 1, SF-00170 Helsinki, Finland

Am

The phonetic realization of logical emphasis in
different languages (Finnish, Hungarian, Estonian,
Swedish spoken in Finland, German and Italian) is
studied with speech synthesis by' 'creating short
sentences where different words in different
sentence positions are accented one by one, using
the possibilities of our method for- changing the
intensity, fundamental frequency, and duration

- parameters. In our system, four quantity degrees
can currently be produced with the prosodic rules,
and the general pitch level can be lowered or
raised from the neutral level, in addition to
slowly rising or falling pitch contours and several
types of local modificaticns in pitch. The
synthesis rules for logical accentuation in these

- languages are presented, and the differences among
_ them are considered.

WIN

In' a normal, neutral utterance there is
generally thought to be one nuclear point, which
has the main sentencestress. Weuse the term
logical accentuation for utterances where one
constituent that expresses a paradigmatic
opposition with some implicit alternative(s) gets a
special, additional stress. other terms often used
for this kind of accent are e.g. ocntrastive
sentence stress and emphatic accentuation [4, 5]. A
speaker has at his/her disposal certain phonetic
means for actualizing the necessary logical
ccntrast in the acoustic speech signal. The
phermenrm is generally assumed to be universal in
its phonetic realization, but different languages
may, nevertheless, use different phonetic systems
for the realization of this kind of logical
accentuation. For instance, the quantity of a
logically accented syllable is often lengthened, in
some languages especially the vowel and in Finnish
the syllable-final consonant.

Our task is to findout (for a number of
languages) the pitch and stress contours (and their
charges) of logically accented words in short
sentences and to formulate these results as
synthesis rules. One aim oftheproject is to
improve the quality of synthetic speech by making
the prosodic rules correspond more closely to the
prosody of natural speech. The synthesis rules for
producing logical accentuation could be implemented
in various rule synthesis programs.

MEIR-DD

Recordings

As a basis for synthesizing accented variants of
a sentence, we have recorded examples of logical
accentuation in six different languages: Finnish
(speaker M.L.), Hungarian (I.S.), Estonian (A.K.),
Swedish spoken in Finland (L.N.), German (M.R.),
and Italian (G.G.). The affirmative test sentence
(see the Appendix) was semantically identical in
all languages, meaning approximately 'Quite soon, I
shall be going to a ccnferewe abroad. ' The first
variant was a' sentence with neutral sentence‘stress
distribution. In the other variants a word or word
pair was logically accented. We have analyzed the
prosody of the recorded sentences and then
synthesized them. The (male) speakers were all.
barytones, with the exception of the Hungarian who
was a bass and the Italian who was a tenor. The
Synthesis, Inwever, is realized in the pitch range
of a bass in all languages, and the pitch movements
fOund in the infromants‘ utterances have been
adapted for the synthesis accordingly.

Synthesis equipmt

In our synthesis project we have been using the
speech synthesizer OVE IIIb controlled by an HP 21
MX real—time computer [11] . Developed starting OUt
from Sovijarvi's beat phase theory for word stress
[7], our system is based on the use of foam-phase
diphones ("keys") stored in the computer's memory
[8]. In our system each diphone has four matrixrows, and each matrix row contains 16 parametervalues controlling the OVE IIIb synthesizer. Thus,
each diphone with its four phases has a total of 64
parameter values. The rule synthesis SyStem wasdesigned primarily for synthesizing Hungarian:the whole 'library' contains now of about 1330
keys, 80 of which represent sound combinations
specially constructed for this paper, departingfrom the original "library' .

In the diphones, the fundamental frequency (‘0)
of each unstressed and unmodified vowel vanes
Within a range of one semitone (82-87—82 Hz = E-F‘
E). The contours of A0 (= amplitude of the firSt
harmonic) are typically different for stressed
unstressed vowels [11], and they have been imitatedin the sentence examples of all the six languages-In consonants the values of the parameters A0, AH.
AN, FN, K0, K1 and K2 depend on the eSS<antlalmanner of articulation. The value of F0 is ‘
constantly 82 Hz in all unstressed, unmodified and
urn/creed consonants [9].
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Synthesizing Intonaticnal Variants

For regulating the optional variations in
intonation and/or stress contours we use special
prosodic control symbols [9]. The slightly rising-
falling basic pattern of the F0 contour of a vowel
is always preserved, regardless of the application
of any prosodic symbols. The prosodic control
symbols are the following [10, 12]: ,

An overall raised F0 level can be produced with
the symbols # (5 semitones) and “ (2 semitones) in
a sequence delimited by brackets (0).

An overall lowering of the F0 .level (by 2
semitones) is produced with the symbol =.

The minus sign (-) produces a falling
intonation: F0 falls until the slash U) or the
first pause sign (_) gradually during the three
next sounds (1st sound 2 semitones lower, 2nd sound
3 semitones lower, 3rd and subsequent sounds 4
semitones lower).

The plus sign (+) causes a rising progrediext
intonation: F0 increases until the slash or the
first pause sign by 1 semitone for each sound until
the fifth sound. In subsequent sounds I-O remains at
the level of the fifth sound. (This symbol is not
represented in the examples of this paper.)

A special interrogative intmaticn typical of
Hungarian interrogative sentences that presuppose a
yes—no answer and contain more than two syllables,
is produced with the question mark (2’): F0 rises by
7 semitones on one syllable. (This symbol is not
used in the examples of this paper.)

The symbols " and ' are used for producing the
stronger and weaker degrees of stress. The former
symbol produces a 10% increase in duration, an
increaseinFObyélsemitones, andariseinAOby
the dB values 3, 8, 6, and 2 inthe successive
subphases of the stressed vowel; furthermore, in
the vowel of the following syllable, F0 increases
by 2 semitones, and, in the consonant(s) appearing
b8tween the syllables, by 3 semitones above the
level of 82 Hz. The latter symbol (i.e. weaker
stress) produces an increase in F0 by 2 semitones
andaslight riseinAObyO, 4, 3, andldBinthe
Successive subphases of the vowel after the symbol.
That is. these two symbols are used to vary both
the musical and dynamic aspects of intonation,
whereas all the symbols mentioned previously only
deal with the musical aspect.

The colon (:) is used for lengflwermxg‘ a sound:
the duration parameter (DR) is increased by 150% in
thethirdphaseofavowelandinthesecond phase
0“- aconsonant. Anoverlongdegreeofasomdcan
be produced by a double colon (::), which causes
th(BDRtobeincreasedby300513inthe(JorreSpOnCH-ng
phases.

The semicolon (7) is used for shortening a
Sound: the DR ofthethirdphasepfa vowel is
reduced to 30% of the original duration.

Thecomma (,) isusedforshorteningasound to
a half-long degree: the duration of the third phase
Of a vowel is shortened to 70% of the original.

The rate of speech is controlled by a special
Coefficient placed before the input sequence. (In
all the sentence examples of this paper the speed
Coefficient was set at 38.)
' In order to investigate the quality of
mtOna’cionin our four-phase synthesis system with
material -from the six languages analyzed, we

consuucted accentual variants of a sentence on the
basis of the recordings described above, and
experimented with several ways of synthesizing
their intmation and stress contours. In our
synthesis system we can change and vary very
quickly the pitch, intensity, and/or duration of
the accentedwords(or~wordpairs) inthe written
string, which has, at first, rather arbitrary
symbols of prosody. Examples are listed in the
Appendix in three different mamers: (a) the normal
orthographic form of the test sentence as

_translated into the six languages, (italics are
used to denote the words with logical emphasis) (b)
the input strings for synthesizing these sentences
(with the diphone namesand all the necessary
prosodic control symbols), (c) the (highest) pitch
levels of syllable nuclei displayed as semitones
(zero meaning the rest level, negative mmbers a
lower pitch level, and positive numbers a higher
pitch level).

, mus

Based on our completed 'library' of Hungarian
speech-sounds we used in the sentence examples
about the same vowel and consonant qualities [1-3,
6]. In the Finnish sentences (both neutral and
logical variants), for instance, the symbols for
synthesizing the short vowels [a] and [e] are
written as A2; and E2;. However, for the relatively
dark Finnish [s] (denoted Withs3 in the input
strings) we had to construct new keys. The
difference in duration between single and geminate
termis plosives [p t k] is far greater in Firmish
than it is in Hungarian, where the geminate
plosives are relatively much shorter [2] . For this
reasonwehave usedthesymbolnintheword
piakkoin 'quite sccn',

The Hungarian (and other) examples demand,
according to our judgment, sometimes eifller the
symbol “ for theriseoftwo semitonesorthe
symbol ' for the same rise and the weaker stress.
Therefore we have synthesized the important words
hamarosan 'quite soon' and kfilfoldi 'abroad',

[changing these symbols.
The Estonian sentences presuppose the vowel

quality [at] in the words scidan' 'I travel' and
cige 'quite' which have the corresponding marks of
03. 'I‘hesymbolsP3T31600rrespondtotheletters

999- .
In the sentences representing Swedish spdcen in

Finland we have very often used the slash (l) which
acts as an end point for the pitch-lowering effect
oftheminussign(-). ThesymbolUZrepmesentsflie'
vowel [H], which differs from the more [yJ-like

In the German examples (forinstance in the
words werde, einer, andauslandischen) there are
thespecialvowel symbolsli31303whichoorrespcrxi
to the sounds [a it ur], respectively, and the
:pecial symbol R2 for the German variants of

R 2! P .
In the Italian language, we have to employ the

half-long duration mainly in the cases of a
stressed vowel and of a syllable ending in a
consonant. Forthisreasonweusetheconma (,) for
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imtarne in thewordazflzfi'l shall be going':
A2,!dm2;.

'n'xe Wig: Realizatim of logical Accaxtuatim

The logically accented Inclei have almost always
the synthesized heigxt of five sanitazes above the
rest level [13]. In only one case in the eimples,
namely the Italian words fra poco 'quite soax', we
find the higher intonationof2-97-95 on the
rucleus of the syllable po-; the string used to
prodloe this is T<PRA2:>#<P'02KO2:>. The other
alternatives forthepeakheight-4or7sernitam
-soundratherm1atural, acooniingtoazrauditmy
experime'rts with various synthetic versions.

The difference of the highest tcnal point
between the usually and logically accented
affirmative m is 3—5 semitzmes in all six
languages. This means that the whole intonaticnal
contour in the neutral sentences is definitely
narrower with a phoneticcertainty in a given
language than in the sane sentences with any
logically accented word or word pair (5-8 agaixst
8—11 sanitames, depending

represent different questions (with the highest
pitchof4or55emitanes) andonlyone represmts
an affirmative sentence (with the corresponding
height of 7 senitcnes).

At the present stage the controlling systan (has
not allow the synthesis of intonaticnal Marlena
of those languages which are characterized by an
alternating "winding" tonal patterning and often by
its relatively variable durative dimensions. The
languages of this kind include for instance
American and British English, French, and Swedish
spoken in Sweden. In contrast, the language type in
wl'licfll';e Ehe intonational patterns are largely based
on ixedormarlysedpatterningofquantiand stress in the concatenation of syllables and/gworm: is suitable for the synthesis systempresented in this paper.
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m Bantam:- lfllplll

Finnish. Matkustan piakkoin eraéseen ulkomaiseen knkoukseen.
=<_fl’A2;TKUS3TA2;M>*<PI>A2;=<K::012N_>E2;RE:83E2N_‘<UL>KDMA2;I253E2N3=<K’OKO-UK53E2N_>

0-272 20-2 000 2000 0-2-4—6 (range: 8 semitones]
Hatkustan piakkoin erééseen ulkomaiseen kakoukseen.
=<_MA2;TKUS3TA2;M>*<PI>A2;=<K::DI2N>E2;RE:S3EZN_#<UL>KD=<HA2;I253E2N3>KO=<KU-UK53E2N_>

-2-2-2 20—2 000 50—2-2 0—2-4—6 [11 st]
Matkustan Qiakkoin.er§§seen ulkamaiseen kokoukseen.
=<_MA2;TKUSSTA2;M>#<PI>A2;=<K::012N;>*<E2;>=<RE=SEE2N_>A<UL>KO=<MA2;I283E2N3>=<KDKD~UK53E2N_>

~2-2-2 50-2 2-2-2 20-2-3 -2-2-4—6 [11 st]

Hungarian . Hamarosan megyek egy kill +61 :11 fisszejiivetel re.
"< _HA >MA=< ROSZAN >"< ME >=< 62EK_ET2 >K’ YL=< FQLDI >"<GS: >=<-EJ0VETELRE_>

20-2-2 2-2 -2 2r2—2 2-4-6-6-6-6 [8 5t]
Hamarosan megyek egy kfilffildi fisszejfivetelre. 7
A<_HA>MA=<RDSZAN>A<HE>=<62EKET2>1KKYL>=<FDL-DI/D—S:EJUVETELRE_>

20-2-2 , 2—2 -2 5-2—5 -2—5-6—6-6—6 [11 st]
Hamarosan megyek egy kfilffildi fisszéjfivetelre.
#<_HA>MA=<RDSZANMEGEEKET2>A<KYL>=<FnL-DI/-DS:EJ0VETELRE_>

50—2-2 —2—2 -2 2—2—5 -4—6-6-6-6-6 [11 st]

EItOnlln. Ma sBidan Uige varsti valismaale fihele konvenentsile.
_flA2;S’D3I2T3-A2,N_;<D3l2K3E2,>V'A2;RST-I_V’E=<LISMA2LE2;_>’YH2=<E2;LE2;K’DN:VE2;>-RE2;NCI=<LE2;;>

0 2-2 —2-2 2-2 2-2—2-2 2-2-2 0-2—3-4-6 [8 st]‘Ha sflidan dige varsti valismaale fihele konverentsile.
_HAZ;S’D3I2T3A2,N0312K3E2,“<VA2;RS>TI_#<VE>“<LIS>MA2-LE2;_*<YH2>E2;LE2;A<KDN:>=<-VE2;RE2;NCILE2;_>

0 20 00 20 520-3 200 2-5-6-6-6 [11 st]
Ha sbidan fiige varsti vélismaale fihale konverentsile.
_flA2;SDSI2T3A2,N_p$l2K3E2,#(VAZ;RS>9<TI_NE>LIS=<-MA2LE2;/>*<YH2>E2;LE2;“<KDN:>VE2;—RE2;N=<CILE2;_>

o 00 gg - g 20—5-6 200 20-3-6-6 [11 5t]

Swodllh Ipokon in Finland. Jag skall resa ganska snart till en utléndsk sammankomst.
_JA2 ; SKA2; R ’ E25A2; 5A2; NSK—A2; /SN’ AZRT: IE2N_’ U2: TLEZ; NSKS’ A2; M: A2; N3—KDMST_

0 0 20 0-2 2 0 0 20 20-3
Jag skall resa ganska snart till en gglégggk 5ammankomst.
_JA2; SKAZ; R’ E2"<SA2; >EA2; NSKAZ; SN’ A2RT: I-EZNJKUZ: T>LE2; NSK=<S’ A2; M: A2; N3}--KO; MST_

0 0 22 00 2 0 —2 a 0-2-3 [8 st]
Jig skall rgsa géflggg gnggg till en utlandsk sammankomst.
_JA2; SKI-12; RE2S-A2; “<13A2; NS>KA2; #(SNAZRT: >IE2N_’ U2: TLE2; NSK=<S’ A2; M: A2; N3>-KO; MST_

0 0 0—2 12 § 0 0 20 0-2-3 [8 5t]

[5 st] .- “

GIrman. Ich werde ziemlich bald zu einer ausléndischen Versammlung abreisen.
-IJ2=<VE2RZD—E3/$CI:MLIJ2‘<PA2;L>C:UA2;13-NESR2_’A2;USS-LE2;NDISZ:E3N_FE2;R22’A2;M-LUN3/=<A2;—PR2A2;l32E3N_>

0 -2-4 00 2 0 0-3 2—3-4-4 02—3 -2—6—6 [9 st]
Ich werde ziemlich bald zu einer auslandischen Versammlung abreisen. -
-IJZV-EZRZDESICIlM-LIJZ/“(PA2;L>C:UA2;I5N-E3R2’#<A2;UES>—LE2;NDISZ:E3N_F<FE2;R22’A2;MLUN3_:A2;PR2A2;132E3N_>
0 -2-4 0-3 2 0 0-2 5-3-4—4 -20-2 —4-6-6 [11 st]

Ich werde ziemlich bald zu einer ausiéndischen Versammlung abreisen. _
-1J2=<VE2R2D-E3/CI:HLIJ2>#<PA2;L>C:UA2;IEN-E3R2_=<’A2;USSLE2;NDIS2:E3N_FE2;R22’AMLUN3_7A2;PR2A2;I32E3N_>
0 -2-4 -2-2 § 0 0-2 0-2-2-2 -20—2 -4-6—6 [11 st]

Italian. Fra poco andro ad una conferenza all’estero.
.FRAZ; P’ 02"<K02;_>A2,ND“<R02; >A2,D"<U:NA2; >K02,NFE2;R’E2,NCA2;"<A2,-L: ’E2,ST>—E2; R02;_

0 22 02 0 22 0020 2 4-2—4 [8 st]
Fra poco andrb ad una conferenza all’estero.
A<_FRA2;>=<P’02>A<K02;_>A2,ND"<RU2;>A2,DU:NA2;=’KDE,NFE2;R’E2,N>"<CA2;>__=<A2,L:>#<EZ,ST>-E2;RDE;_

2 02 02 0 00 —2-202 2 §:_2_-1 [9 st]
E55 QDCD andrb ad una conferenza all’estero.
A<_FRA2;>#<P'02K02; >=<A2,NDR02;A2,D>U:NA2;=<K02,NFE2;R’E2,N>-CA2;_?<A2,E:>“<E2,ST>-E2;R02;_

g 75 ' —2-2 -2 oo —2-2o-3 —2 2—2—4 :11 st]
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YELEZ:A KARXEVSKAYA

Minsk State Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Languages
Minsk, Byelorussia,-USSR 220662.

ABSTRACT

The present program adopts l - ua e-irh
dependent principles of modelingngeggental
and prosodic units of speech. Phonetic de-
scription of these units is based on expe-
rimental contrastive analyses of Russian,
alish,Prench and German phonetic chara-
cteristics and is carried out within a
single normalized range of acoustic para-
meters.
The linguistic program includes rules for
letter-to-phoneme conversion, phrasing and
accent location rules,as well as algo-
rithms for a prosodic contour choice and
modification under 7'conditions.. 'arying contextual

INTRODUCTIOX

Rapid improvement of e'eech a thesis
technology over the last two decides has
resulted in the appearance of new programs
permitting a wide range of user-specified

' applications. The general trend toward
greater flezihility of synthesis systems
is well seen through the growing interest
in text-to-speech synthesis designs, and
especially those handling a variety of
languages [I]. ‘
Multi-language systems apparently derive
from programs suited to the needs of one
particular language. Linguistically, this
is justified by a universal, language-in-
dependent nature of phonetic categoriza-
tion,which predetermines a largely univer-
sal character of speech synthesis as an
analogue of natural spoken language. Thus
any synthesis model will distinguishxflas-sea of phonemes and reflect coarticulati-
on processes that sounds undergo in runs
ning speech; it is also bound to convey
the polyparametric nature of speech proso-dy and take account of its linguistic usesrelating in all languages to the communi-
cative contents of an utterance.
Furthermore,articulatory and acoustic si-
milarity of sound units belonging to iden-tical classes in different languages - asa consequence of the phonological sys-
tems' typological similarities - suggests
a possibility of applying a single des-
criptive apparatus for indentifying the

phonetic features of the languages in one
sting the data bases for multi-language
synthesis.
The above general prerequisites find are
ple explication in the current program
which is based on a model, originally de-
vised for the Russian speech synthesis.
This model's applicability for multi-lan-
guage purposes is due to the linguistiuflr
1y invariant principles underlying the
design of its fundamental elements - por-
traits of phonemes and prosodemes /2/.
Phonemes' acoustic portraits,in particu-

Vlar,incorporate a sufficient amount of
parameters to convey exhaustive informa-
tion about phonetically significant fea-
tures of vowels and consonants of any km-
guage. The acoustic parameters,specifica}
1% are presented as complexes of inter-
acting targets and transitional functions
whose values are determined by the unit's
inherent properties, on the one hand,and
the influence of its environment, on theother. Importantly,there are no const-
raints on a phoneme description either as
regards parameter value modifications or
the unit linear subsegmentation. It isclear that the portraits in question ser-
ve as a convenient tool for achieving 81'lophonic output on the basis of phonemic
input in conformity with the main princi-
ple of language units' actualization in

he??? same way,portraits of rosodemesare built in accordance with ghe assumedlanguage-independent structure of an in-uggation-unit. They provide a sort of ms-
t for embodying qualitative and quanti-
ative properties of the selected pat-terns. Realization of the patterns isachieved by applying special rules férProsodic feature modifications dependingfile: number of previously defined varia-

However, multi-language orientation cau-ses inevitable alterations of the origi-nal model,which essentially consist inad-Justing the latter to the overall,br0ader
§r°8ram of which it becomes only a part-eorbthe linguistic component this impliesma: giation of a single classification
that . Which is optional in the sense

certain types or gradations may re-
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main unoccupied in a concrete language,
and at the level of acoustic analysis it
suggests using absolute-relative characte-
ristics,rather than purely relative,as

preferable for the purposes being discus-

sed. The main argument here is that an
absolute-relative scale provides greater
accuracy and precision in revealing inter-
languages phonetic differences,especially
in the case of typologically similar
units.
Evidently,this kind of scale can be achi-
eved only by normalizing data relating to
different languages within a single range
of parameter features: formant frequenci-
es,amplitudes,pitch levels. .
The idea of single acoustic space emerges
in association with the processes of arti-
cufiatory program shifting,commonly obsere
ve in the speech of bilinguals (multiline
guals). It would seem that the conformity
of the suggested approach to phenomena of
natural speech gives ground for conside-
ring it valid. ‘
I. Descri tion of Phonetic Features
5.1. Material and Frocedure
A normalized range of parameters has been
obtained as a result of special contrasti-
ve studies in which Russian phonetic pants
were consistently compared to English,Ger~
man and French ones.
Following the above assumptions we decided
to have our test materials recorded by bi-
lingual speakers in addition to having
provided native speakers recordings.
The use of bilinguals,as an experimental
method in a study of this kind,has got ob-
vious advantages in that much of irrele-
vant acoustic variation is avoided,and se-
arch for interlanguage differences is thus
facilitated. However,these strong points
can hold only if the bilingual speaker's
command of the second language pronuncia-
tion norms is really good,near to native,
in fact,since phonetic interference others
Wise pertinent may seriously invalidate.
the results.
With these requirements in mind test re-
cordings were carried out by 3 bilingual
speakers whose performance was assessed as
normative (highly acceptable) by English,
French and German native listeners,respe-
ctively.
The materials themselves were also const-
ructed with a view of reducing,as much as
possible,uncontrolled phonetic variabiliqt
The first set of utterances,for instance,
were built in each pair of languages exc-
lusively of-the so-called interlanguage

h°mophones, e.g. Klin(R.)-. Clean(E-)o
.The words have been selected with a view
01 covering all permissible combinations

0f CV type in the languages being compap
red (as well as V0).
hose words were grouped in three to pro-

duce nonsense utterances which were pro-
nounced as declarative sentences of the
type "John loved Mary".

1.2. Formant Characteristics

19'

09

Q5

0 0; '2 ‘ 0,4 0' 6.6 6,7 ole 6.9 1:0
Fig.T.1 Dgstn%%ution g2 vowels on a nor-

malized FI/ FII plane.

Table 1. CV coarticulation (F II).

0

V u a l

C Eng: Ger. Fr. Engoer. Fr. Eng: Ger. Fr.
.1: 1,50 1,80 1,50 1,30 1,26 1,20 083 085 0,92

p 1,02 1,09 1,02 0,97 0,94 0,97 0233 gas 092

l 1,39 1,60 1,29 1,14 1,15 1,16 074 Q88 0,93

Through comparison of the distances betwe-
en phonologically similar units in Russi-
an and each of the other three languages
frequency values of the first three for-
mants were found for the vowels and sono-
rants,and the commonly recognized inter-
language differences in the degree of CV,
VC and CC coarticulation were evaluated.
Some results of this study are shown in
Fig.1 and Table I above.
1.2. Prosodic Characteristics

e presen mo 6 is see on the concept
of prosodic contour as a major operatio-
nal unit of nonesegmental organization of
speech. In view of the complex parametric
structure of the contour a componental ap-
proach has been offered here,as in most
current work,both to its analysis and map
thesis. Obviously enough,the components
into which the overall model is split are
the fundamental frequency,intensity and
duration contours. These can be taken as
representing the pitch,accent and timing
perceptible patterns of speech only if
due notice is given to their close inter-
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action in reducing (and conscquently,mo-

deling) thg intonational effects ultimate-

ly aimed at. Therefore,interaction of the

components must become one of the under-

lying principles of the model.

Realization of this principle includes se-

veral aspects. For one,connection between

the contours is ensured by their compati-

bility due to co—extensiveness with one

and the same segmental base and identical

internal structure: contour of any type

,is constituted by one or more (typically

2-3) accent-groups with the nuclear group

as an obligatory element.

While the nuclear accent-group plays a

special part in the characterization of

all contours,its predominant role stands

out most clearly in the F0 contour. The

status of the latter in the overall proso-

dic model,in general,differs from that of

the other two components and this functiOu

nal inequality is another form of the con-

tours' interaction.
Specifically,the total set of prosodic

contours used in the program is deterndned

by the number of tonal patterns that have

been shown to be significantly contras-

ted. It needn't be argued that such a re-

lationship is well in line with the wide-

ly accepted theories of utterance prosody.

The implications involved here are that

the role of intensity and duration modflfi-
cations is confined to that of accompany-

ing features contributing to the tonal

pattern ample realization. However, these

modifications are only partially control-

led by F0 patterning. It is widely known

that increases and decreases in intensity

and duration of sounds are utilized by

language in various other ways. Importan-

tly,variaticns along these two parameters

are rather more closely,by contrast with

F0 changes,associated with the intrinsic

properties of segmental units and such as-

pects of prosodic organization of speech

as rhythm and stress,whose functions are

distinctly different from those performed
by F0 modulations.
The present program takes account of the

observed peculiarities of prosodic parame-

ters. It has been assumed that relevant
information pertaining to the duration and

.intensity contours can be carried by seg-
mental units,if their current temporal and
dynamic characteristics are determined by
special algorithms in which both segmen-
tal and prosodic variables are dealt with.
The F0 model in its turn is-not completely
independent upon the characteristics of
the segmental base upon which a contour is
"superimposed",although intrinsic F0 inf-
luence is outside the scope of the repor-

ted work. On the other hand,vowel length
type and,to some extent,consonant manner
class have been considered as capable of

altering the shape of F0 configurations,in

English and German,in particular. Presence
or absence of marginal syllables in an ac-

- ou has also been taken into const-

gzggtggn.pThis limitation is but an exce-

ption from the general model which is in-

dependent of the given factor. Yet it car

not be ignored,e.g. in case of the Russi-

an rising nuclear tone of the rising-fal-

ling configuration (/\ ): its falling de-

ment is accomplished on the post-nuclear

syllables and in their absence the given

configuration will take the shape of a

steep wide rise.

The role of the above factors has been

confirmed in a number of listening tests

in which some synthetic realizations ofIO

contours displayed a markedly lower per-

centage of correct identification both of

the communicative meaning of the speech

unit (in terms of such dichotomies as com

plete vs.incomplete,interrogative vs.dec-

larative,neutral,calm vs.categoric,expms-

sive,etc.) and the phonetic type of the

tonal pattern (in terms of pitchpchange

directional types and pitch-level gradafir
ons). Perceptual "deficiency" of these

contours clearly stemmed from insuffichmt

duration of their segmental bases - an er

fect noted in numerous earlier writings.

This difficulty is overcome by supplying

multiple acoustic correlates to a single

functional type of contour.
There is also positional and combinatory

variation of tonal patterns. The formeris

achieved by assigning lower values to one

or more F0 peaks of the contour,the pat-

tern as such remaining unaltered due to a

zgnal nature of perceptible pitch catego-

r es.
The object of combinatory variation is to

avoid monotony when two or more functi
1y identical contour types are demanded
by the context. In this case the rulesmo-

dulate the shape of the contour elements

so that the resulting contour is slishxly
different both phonetically and semanti-

wl — Eng. — X —FI‘.

0.7- ' — -Russ. —--—Germ.
JP\\

0,. / ,_.._.-
. /,\\ 1/

0.5' /./ / K \ D-X—t /+// /\ P‘

/ / \\. K \\D—--1/s W

09 +/ I \< -—x-4 '\. a". \\ “»i~_ ./\ -

05 ‘ \ -
-q \ \

0,2 *x \\ \
K?\*\\,

03 ‘ \‘
L:

P& 8th pa ps. Stu ps_ps. gtr. P'
I ‘H II nuc1eu5

FiS-Z. Phonetic realization of a decla‘
rative pitch contour.
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cally from the basic one and can be defi-
ned as its close synonym.
The above rules are preceded in the prog-
ram by phonetic description of the basic
patterns,established as a result of expe-
rimental investigation /3/. Some peculia-
rities of pitch contours in the languages
under study are shown in Fig.2.
A separate algorithm for a contour choice
is designed on the basis of distributional
tendencies and semantic properties of the
contours,such as,e.g. preferable use (in
English) of a falling-rising pattern in.an
initial parenthetical phrase,cr a tenden-
cy toward using directionally similar cone
tours in adjacent nonsfinal syntagms,etc.
The temporal and dynamic algorithms start
with establishing inventories of duratio-
nal and intensity allophones,respectively,
in accordance with the adopted principles
of their classification. More detailed ac-
count will be given in this paper of the
duration rules.
In the suggested olassification.all allo-
phones (of vowels and ccnsonants,alike)are
characterised by a single set of parame-
ters,each having several discrete gradati-
ons. As a result,allophones differ in a
combination of parameter features,the nuc-
ber of distinctions ranging from 1 to 6.
The maximal figure corresponds to thenum-'
ber of factors regarded as potentially re-
levant: type of juncture on the syllable's
left and rightgimmediate segmental environ
ment of the given soundgthe pitch pattern
(tone) of the accent-unit;degree of proud-
nence of the given syllable. Only some of
the possible feature combinations are se-
lected,the larger part having been exclu-
ded apriori as insignificant. Each allo-
phone in each phoneme class is assigned a
coefficient which is a ratio to the phone-
me intrinsic duration. The latter was
identified with the duration of a sound in
an initial stressed syllable of a word.In
determining phonemic duration it was im-
Portant to bring out quantitative peculi-

. arities of phonemes within'a class, on the
one hand,and to display interclass and in-
t“la-118116.36 differences,on the other.
Analysis of the "minimal pairs" of allo-
phones (those differing in one parametric
feature) yielded quantitative evaluation
of the effect produced by each of the fac-
tors considered in the study. One of the
findings here was that the ratio values
Changed within a fairly wide range, e.g.
from 15% to 35%.or from 50% to 75%. depen-
ding on;the concomitant factors. Thus,the
shortening effect of a voiceless stop upon
a stressed vowel was twice as high in a
Phrase final position as compared to an
initial accent-group; the lengthening ef-
fect of prepausal position upon a stressed
vowel in a monosyllable is the greatest
for a falling-rising nuclear tone,and so
on. The conclusion to be made is that pc-
siting coefficients of increase of sound

duration under.the influence of separate
factors is invalid unless allthe co-anur—
ring segmental and prosodic conditions are
taken into account. The content of an al-
lophone in the suggested classification is
just such a complex of co-occurring condi-
tions,thought to be relevant for determi-
ning segment duration. It would seem that
this approach captures the non-independent
character of the factors significant for
modifying segment duration /4/.
Prior to the choice and realization ofcon-

tours is determination of an intonation-
group boundary location and placement of
accents inside this unit.
in attempt has been made to express the
syntactical-semantic segmentation markers
of utterance (previously singled out and
classified for each of the languages) in
terms of morphological features of consti-
tuent words,their position,environment
and potential semantic-weight.

CONCDUSIONS

The suggested language-independent classi-
fications of parametric allophones and to-
nal contours as well as the absolute-rela-
tive methodology of phonetic description
have proved applicable to multi-language
synthesis. The present research has wide-
ly employed contrastive analysis of phone-
tic units as an indispensable stage to-
wards speech synthesis. It must be stres-
sed that analysis for synthesis is always
analysis through synthesis as well, and
this aspect is undoubtedly most interes-
ting from the point of View of verifying
the perceptual importance of the phonetic
peculiarities revealed as a result of the
analysis.
Further efforts are required to achieve
greater formalization in the linguistic
component of the program.
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Abstract

The synthesis of intonation in a text-to-speech system has long been

a neglected area. Recently. work by Pierrehumbert has developed

a model for synthesising American English intonation which uses a
string of 'pitch accents‘, assigned autosegmentally. On the other

hand. the “British school' of intonation analysis has developed a rep-

resentation of intonation that has been used successfully in tran-

scribing spoken (British) English and in teaching intonation to foreign

learners of English.

The work reported here is an attempt to blend the two appraoches in
the context of a text—to-speech synthesis system for British English.
The input text contains a linguistic representation of intonation. using
units such as 'nucleus' and 'head' These units are converted to a set
of abstract ‘target values‘. restricted t0'a scale of one to ten. These
in turn are converted to frequency values by the superimposition of
a declining frequency envelope. the parameters of which are de-
pendent both on the speaker model used and on the higher-level
declination currently in force. The frequency values are added to the
segmental information. and the result is output as speech.

1 ‘British’ school of intonation analysis

Most analyses of English intonation proposed by linguists may be
placed in one of two major schools of thought: the 'American' and the
‘British‘. The 'American' approach sees pitch levels as phonemic for
intonation. and pitch contours as simply the concatenation of levels.
For linguists of the ‘British‘ school. however. the pitch contour is the
primary unit of analysis and there is no attempt to segment it into its
constituent levels. This approach was developed partly as a
pedagogical tool for the teaching of English as a foreign language.
and also for the practical transcription of the intonation of real
speech. An example is the k of O'Connor and Arnold [4] or
Crystal [2]. who split each intc .itional phrase or word group into
constituent units. A word group contains one obligatory unit. the nu-

cleus. which falls on the most prominent word of the group. Preced-
ing accented syllables are referred to collectively as the head. and
any unstressed syllables before these are known as the prehead.

1.1 Adapted ‘British’ system

The work reported below makes use of a model of intonation based
on that of O‘Connor and Arnold. with features from Crystal‘s analysis
but differing in some respects from both. It has been formulated to
avoid some inconsistencies found in the units proposed by O'Connor
and Arnold. as detailed in [8]. The system as a whole closely paral-
lels that found in the work of other ‘British school' linguists. The
basic units of the system are shown in Figure 1 below.

Tone-units: A major tone-unit boundary mainly occurs at a longer
pause; a minor tone-unit boundary is mostly found at a shorter pause
or filled pause. i.e. with lengthening of the final syllable of the minor
tone-unit.

Accented syllables: Five types of pitch movement are recognised for
accented syllables: fall. rise. fall-rise. rise-fall. and level. If the ac-
cented syllable is followed by one or more unaccented syllables. then
the pitch configuration is spread over the accented syllable and the
following unaccented syllables. The five accent types apply equally
to the nucleus and the head. thus simplifying the analysis consider-

ably. For O'Connor and Arnold. as for Crystal. the types of pitch pat-

tern found in the head arephonemically distinct from those found in

the nucleus. The analysis described here makes no such rigid divi-

sion. thus allowing a generalisation to be stated. The accent types

may be either high or low (represented by super- and subscript sym-

bols respectively). These termsreter to the initial pitch of the ac-
cented syllable as compared to the pitch of the preceding syllable.

Tone-unit boundaries

Major: || Minor: I

Accenfed syllables

Fall; ‘5. \5 Rise: ’s. ,s

Fall-rise: V5. V5 ' Rise-fall: "5. ,1s "
Level: '5. _s .

. Unaccented syllables -

Booster: - ' ts Drop: ls
Stressed: -s '

Figure 1'. lntonatlonal units used ‘

Unaccented syllables: Stressed but non-pitch-prominent syllables
may occur at any point in the tone-unit. They are marked with a
mid-high dot. Pitch-prominent but unstressed syllables are those
syllables which deviate markedly from the pitch direction so far es-
tablished. They may be either much higher or much lower than the
in‘ ‘ediately preceding syllable. and are r‘narked by up—arrow and
d n-arrow respectively. Unstressed and non-pitchmrominent sVl'
fables form the majority of unaccented syllables. and are notationally
unmarked.

1.2 Background to the model

A ‘British school‘ system was chosen. rather than an “American
school‘ system. because the former type has proved its value in the
transcription of real speech. Although O‘Connor and Arnold ori-
ginally used only carefully-constructed examples. for pedagogical
PUFDOSGS. the same type of system has been used successfully in the
transcription of sizeable corpora of spoken English ([2]. [6]. and the
corpus described below). The American school' type of model has
not been as extensively used for this purpose. Therefore it was fell
‘l‘al Fhe l°fmet type was more likely to reflect all and only "‘9
IinguisticalIy—significant pitch movements of (British) English.

2 Spoken English Corpus

The intonational model described above is being used for the
prosodic analysis of a corpus of contemporary spoken British EngliSl‘that Is currently being compiled by researchers at the University 0'
Lancaster. U.K.. and the IBM UK Scientific Centre. This involves the
recording of programmes from the radio. These are non-
spontaneous monologues dealing with such subjects as current at-

-’ fairs (both newsreading and live reporting). financial advice. 099"University lectures. dramatic narrative. religious services. andgeneral-Interest lectures.
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After the initial high-quality recording of a programme. a portion is
transcribed prosodically using the system outlined ”above. The
prosodic transcribing is divided between two phoneticians: Dr. Gerry
Knowles of Lancaster University. and Dr. Briony Williams of the lBM
UKSC. There seem to be no serious discrepancies between the two
transcribers. and there is a high degree of agreement between them
on the accent types and boundary locations used. To date, approxi-
mately 33.000 words have been transcribed pcpsodically. The fin-
jshed corpus, is expected to. contain 50.000 wo'rds: all. prosodically.
transbri'bed.-' . . .

3 Synthesising from a prosodic transcription

A few sentences were chosen at random from texts included in the
Spoken English Corpus, and the (manually-assigned) prosodic tran-
scription of these sentences was used as the basis for synthesis of
the intonation. The hypothesis was that the prosodic transcription,
having been made by hand from the recording. was a full and suffi-
cient description of the linguistically-relevant pitch variation in the
utterance. If a version of the utterance synthesised from the prosodic
transcription then proved to be essentially indistinguishable from the
(resynthesisedversion of) the original. this would support the view
that the linguistic units chosen for annotation were necessary and
sufficient for the prosodic characterisation of that utterance. With this
in mind. the following sentence was arbitrarily selected as an exam-
ple:

Dada did not really attempt itself to offer a consistent solution. It was
enough to expose the crisis in the relevance of art. However. Dada
did put for.w_ard some positive proposals.

, . .

3.1 From The prosodic transcription to ‘target values’

”Sing the (manually-assigned) prosodic transcription shown in Fig-
ure 2 as input. syllables were then assigned target values. These are
integer values between t and 10, representing an abstract scale of
linguistically-relevant pitch height. These target values are similar
to those in [5]. Each accented syllable had a target value. while those
ca[filing pitch glides had two or three as appropriate. in addition.
each unaccented syllable at the end of an accent contour (i.e. jUst
before the next tonetic stress mark. or before a tone-unit boundary)
was given a target value.

l‘Dada did not _really a‘ttempt | it‘self | to "offer a con_sistent
so‘lution I] it was e‘nough I to ex'poss the \crisis | in the ‘relevance
°l ‘3" ll IhOW’ever | oDada "did put _forward _some I ~positive
D'O‘posals || .

Fl9ul'e 2. Prosodlc transcription made by hand from recording

The target values. under the proposed system, are assigned accord—

'"9.t° Simple rules based on the accent types marked. For example,
a "'9“ (SUperscript) fall is assigned an initial target value that is three
greater than that of the immediately preceding syllable within the
§afhe minor tone-unit. while its final target value is six less than this
Inftlal value (with a minimum value of 1 and a maximum of 10). The
flnal value applies to the end of the syllable. if the accent is
m°"°5l’l|abic: otherwise. it applies to the last of the following unac-
312:1“ syllables. the F0 of the intervening ones being later interpo‘

3.2 From target values to Hz frequency values

PF“? large] values are then converted into frequency values in Hz.
.h'3 '3. done using essentially the same method as in [5]: Le. super-
:EPOSIhD an overall'pitch envelope that incorporates declination. in
his case. unlike the original method used by Pierrehumbert. _the
asellne represents the lowest possible limit of the speaker‘s pitch

range. and IS constant. The topline. on the other hand. declines ex-
:on9.m'a_lly fI'Om start to end of a minor tone-unit. The topline
leclfnation is set on a global basis, by specifying its value at the be-

9 "lung and end of the (first) minor tone-unit. and Interpolatlng expo-

nentially between those values. At the start of any following minor
tone-unit within the same major tone-unit. the initial F0 value for the
topline is reset. but at a point somewhat lower than that of the corre-
sponding point in the preceding unit; and similarly by the same pro-
portion for the value of the topline at the end of the minor tone-unit.
Thus the effect is an exponential decline in topline reset values over
the course of a major tone-unit. in addition. at the start of a new
‘paragraph'. the topline returns to its original value.

For the purposes of the present investigation. the’ values for the
baseline. topline start. topline end. and drop in reset value of topline.
were adjusted such that the closest possible match was obtained
between the output Hz values for the vowels and those of the original
utterance. The aim was to match the output to the original utterance
in order to form an impression of the validity of the linguistic units
used.

Having set the values for the overall pitch envelope as described
above. the target values were then taken as specifying proportions
of this overall envelope. The program superimposing the declination
envelope converted each target value to a frequency value in Hz.
The recorded utterance was digitised at 10 kHz using a 4.5 kHz low-
pass filter. This digitised utterance was then analysed by linear pre-
dictive coding (LPC). using a filter order of 64. The excitation
coefficients were then replaced by the F0 values obtained from the
process described above. Each F0 value was assigned to the vowel
of the syllable. at a point in time that was 25% into the vowel's dura~
tion. It was found that this gave a more natural-sounding

The output of the above processes is shown in Figure 3. where it is
plotted with the F0 of the original utterance. output than if the _FO
value were assigned at the very onset of the vowel. or halfway into
the vowel. Once all values had been assigned. the F0 was interpo-
lated between them.

FinalIY. F0 perturbations .07 15 Hz were. added at the-boundaries be- “1" --.-. '-
fween voiced and voiceless segments. This process reflected a
physiologically—determined effect occurring in real speech at such ’
boundaries. Although no attempt was made to allow for intrinsic .
vowel pitch and other perturbations. it was found that this'one proc-
ess greatly improved the naturalness of the synthesised output. The
reference form cf the original utterance is not the digitised version.
but the version obtained by resynthesis from the LPC coefficients for
the original. This was felt to be more comparable to the ex-
perimental resynthesised version. factoring out the effects of LPG
resynthesis to display only the effects of alterations in the F0. in ad-
dition. the boundary between the second and third sentences was
treated as a paragraph boundary. with complete resetting of the
topline to its original value at the start of the third sentence. This was
felt to be justified before the accented sentence adverb however.
which was here functioning in an introductory. paragraph-initial
fashion.

The match between the rule-synthesised Forand the resynthesised
original is good. To the ear, the match is even closer: a surprising
discovery was that many discrepancies seen on the F0 plot in Figure
3 were not in fact perceptually salient. These discrepancies could be
heard only on careful listening and in full knowledge of what to listen
for. and seemed to be related to segmental micro-effects on F0 rather
than to linguisticallv significant intonation. This suggests that at-
tempts to match as precisely as possible to the original F0 may be
unnecessary. A more useful metric is that of the perceptual equality
of two F0 contours. as used by some Dutch workers on intonation
synthesis (e.g. (7]. [3]). Their notion of perceptual equality is based
on linguistic and auditory indistinguishability. ratherthan on acoustic
identity. Since no two utterances of the same sentence are ever
completely identical acoustically. the notion of perceptual equality
may well prove to be of value in the assessment of synthesised
intonation.

4 Discussion

The investigations reported above may have implications for the way
in which the synthesis of intonation is approached. An attempt has
been made to usie a theoretical model which expresses just those
pitch movements that are linguistically significant in British English.
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and which has been used successfully for many years for the practi-

cal transcription and teaching of British English intonation patterns.

The results so far support the view that the model chosen is able to

account satisfactorily for the large-scale. linguistically-relevant tea-

FO 4W

tures of pitch movement. it these movements are correctly specified,

it is then possible to go on to consider segmental effects on F0. which

affect the perceived naturalness of the output without contributing to

the linguistic message.
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Flgure 3. Original "synthesised Fl) vs. F0 synthesised by rule

Solid line = F0 0! resynthesised original utterance: hatched line = F0 of utterance synthesised by rule from prosodic transcription.

The assessment of intonation contours is peculiarly difficult. as it is

rare for these to be definitively correct or incorrect: listeners will

strive to fabricate a convincing scenario for an inappropriate

intonation contour. rather than reject it out of hand. Thus it is difficult

to find appropriate measures of the ‘correctness' of synthesised

intonation contours. As a first approximation to such a measure. we

have used the F0 of the original utterance as a yardstick. However.

the usefulness of this method is limited. as in no sense is the precise

F0 of an original utterance to be taken as canonical. It is in this re

spect that the notion of perceptual equality is particularly useful. Two

utterances that are perceptually equal in their intonation patterns can

be said to be linguistically equivalent. carrying the same prosodic

connotations. The synthesised utterances subjected to the process

described in this paper seemed, on informal listening. to meet this

criterion (intact. in a few cases. the original and the rule-synthesised

version were effectively indistinguishable). To establish the bounds

of perceptual equality. however. more formal listening tests are re-

quired.

5 Beyond synthesis from annotated text

Having chosen a theoretical model for the representation of

intonation. and having concluded that the units it provides are in fact

of use in synthesising intonation. it is necessary to consider whether

the model is capable of being reiated to other components of the

grammar for the purposes at intonation synthesis from unannotated

text. Bachenko et al. (13 outline a method at using the (surface) syn~

tactic structure at an utterance to derive the prosodic representation.

taking into account the syntactic constituent stmcture. grammatical

function (headimodifier. etc). and constituent length. In the context

of a text-to—speech synthesis system. a syntactic parsing module will
yield a syntactic representation giving the class at each word and the

constituent structure (it is assumed that there will be no means of

deriving semantic information. as the input will not be annotated in

any way). The syntactic representation would be tagged with grain-

matical function to indicate the mag likely points tor intonational

breaks (here interpreted as tone-unit boundaries). For Bachenko et

al.. there are four types of grammatical relations: these are shown

below in order of strength, where the first is the most likely to cause

an intonational break.

1. Sentence and adiunct: e.g. Insert unit into correct shelf location

- per detail instructions
2. Subject and predicate: e.g. The 48-channel module - has two

di-groups
3. Head and complement: e.g. has - two di—groups: shows - you '

how to fly your kite
4. Head and modifier: e.g. the echo cancelers - that are in that

shell: that are ~ in that shelf

Some‘preliminary work has begun on specifying a prosodic repre'
sentation according to criteria such as these. and the results indicate

that it is indeed possible to use the type of model described above 10
derive intonation from syntactic structure. In this exercise. the crite-
rion of success cannot be a match to the intonation of a particular
token of that utterance. as there is no reason why the underlying
prosodic representation should be the same in each case. WWIt is
required is that the intonation so derived should be at least a plausi-
ble pattern for that particular utterance. in that a listener should not

need to stretch the bounds of possibility to make intonational sense
of the resulting synthesised output.

At this stage. the most it is reasonable to aim for is a relatively he!"
tral style of intonation without significant emotional colouring- A"
though it is debateable whether any intonation can truly be said t°
be neutral'. it is a necessary idealisation in the present situation.
where the relationship between syntax and prosodic structure is "'9
least well understood aspect of intonation. In this respect the 590“"
English Corpus described above is of great value, as it contains I
large proportion of unemotional speech. It therefore provides dB“
for the development of a basic intonational model which could "'9"
form the core of a more fully~specified theory of intonation W“ W
counts also for emotional variation.
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THE PHONETIC BASIS OF ARTIFICIAL RUSSIAN SPEECH, ITS GENERATION BY

COMPUTER AND ITS APPLICATION
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Department

Linguistics Institute of the

Abstract

The authors describe their research experi-

ences and results in their study (analysis

and synthesis) of the phonetic structure of

Russian speech in recent years. Based on

their research findings, they developed a

Russian language text-to-speech system,

called RUSSON. The papeo discusses some key

phonetic questions related to RUSSDN

(Ietter—sound-phoneme-microelement, word

stress, segmental and suprasegmental struc-

ture, palatalization—pharingalization) and

.describes the computer program of RUSSDN.

Introduction ' - - i‘ I

Production of

amount to a special scientific achievement.

LatelyI attention is focussed rather on the

application of synthetic speech and on

automatic speech recognition. In HungaryI

the first sound and speech synthetizer

systems were developed in the late

seventies. early eighties as a result of

research conducted at the Department of

Phonetics of the Linguistics Institute of

the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Their

primary aim was to aid scientific study of

the sound structure of speech.

The present paper is an account of our

research experiences and results

accumulated in the past few years in the

phonetic analysis and synthesis of Russian

speech. Preliminary work and earlier

results were reported in our book‘ titled

"a Conspectus of Russian Speech Sounds”

published in 1881, as well as papers in

the series ”Hungarian Papers of Phonetics"

¥:. 1:18. (1878--1588).
e nstruments used for the anal

synthesis of Russian speech weaziihzgg

available at the Departments of Phonetics
of the Linguistics Institute of the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The most
important ones are as follows: a dynamic
sound spectrograph, a pitch meterI a

intensity meter a four channel min. o re
a twelve channel oscillograph. Th: gpeggh
syntheSis was done on a PDPll/BH computer
and a DUE III/c form

synthesizer. ant speech

ofnPhonetics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences

artificial ‘speech does not

-independent of each other.

Kalman Dolls and Gabor Kiss
' o

The authors first showed the RUSSUN

system to the public at an exhibition hem

in Moscow in 1885 to commemorate the doth

anniversary of Hungary’s liberation.‘

EUESQN as a phonetic research aid

RUSSON was meant as a computer modelof

Russian phonetic processses. It provideda

means to verify our analysis and to use the

analysis-by—synthesis method. The synthes-

izing method enables us to alter any of the

individual acoustic features of speech at

willI to extract and analyse its physical

and phonetic elements and structures.t0

filter out those constituents and features

which- have no linguistic function; to

establishi the- langdage specific rules of

5°U"d linkage, the concomitance relatimfi

3““ compensatory ways obtaining between
various constituents of sounds, the

combination and variability of elements;t0

analyse the structural relevance of cl1d

elements and the sound structures made UP

of these.

On some phonetic issues relating to RUSSUN

we can Uplg touch upon some phonetic

Questions which relate directly to either

the dEVslcpment of the application Of
RUSSON. (A more detailed version of the

Present paper will appear in No. 17 of

Hungarian Papers in Phonetics.)

1. wt" in h n 1o ' a stem soundin

5 as h ac 1 tu s as”

8 CE ' n

:2: Russia" writing System is a syllabic

morphophOnem .
sin

Cyrillic
1° System u g

synthetic speech s unding

HSt produces so

IPEECh taking Orthographic text in Cyrillfl

letters (inCIUding punctuation signs). Th”
3 the well-known text-to—spaech system-

SWE-W:

The two structures are relative”

. which ”Saw
:ither' can be extracted from the compflx
caustic signal alone. 0? Either canproduced separately.
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3.8ussien wggdstgggs ang temggral stgycture

word stress in Russian is quantitative

stress with special features of intensity

and melody. The position of word stress is

free varying in cases even depending on

accidenca. .

The synthesized samples clearly suggested

that lengthening always indicate stress,

although in certain positions the duration

of the stressed vowel (particularly in two

syllable words) may be equal to, or even

less than that of unstressed vowels. The

reason for this is that stress is tied to

the word form and is present in actual use

even if unrealized by phonetic means.

5. he consonan al natu e of the sound

sustem oalatalization and pharinoalization

The Russian sound system is consonantal.

In harmony with the consonantal character

the articulatory and perceptual basis of

Russian consonants. is dominated by the

factors: its duration is determined by its

stressl its vocalic structure by. the

palatal-pharingal articulation.

5. Intgnational strugturesl grosodemgs

The text—to-speech system RUSSDN uses the

following matrix to produce the actual

intonation forms. If our intonation

experiments so require, the values of the

matrix can be adjusted.

t‘ n h Ru sian l n

- o- as om u r s m

The program produces sentences of any

content entered in correct Russian

orthography in the following three main

steps.

a) First, using a set of rules the program

maps .the letter sequence into a series of

so—called microelements, which will

ultimately form the segmental basis of

artificial speech.

consonants. The sound structure of Russian b) Next. on the basis of the sentence final

Speech is basically determined by two punctuation mark the suprasegmental

______
( START J

I

'1

I

. I Initialization I

I
fl

I

r——-—1 Reading next sentence of text , ‘ I

‘ u
C Is it the command 'END'? .—.l

I

r——IT Extracting next word of sentence ‘#_I

I

If
I

I

I Letter to phoneme transformation ##J

l

J

I

‘

IDetermining the phoneme realization of the vowelgj

If

I

h

I
l

_
..
_
-
.—

-
)
—

..
_
_
u
_
_
..
_

K

ifSeneration of the vows

Uoicing - devoicing

Palatalization

Rny more words in the sentence?

I47 Determining the microelements constituting I

I the sound sequence
I

l

|

I
l

IGenerating the code sequence for the synthesizer I

l I
1 transitions (H@,F1,FE) 44

I
l

I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

T

I
I
I

, I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IT

I
I
I

#4

I

I? Generation of the suprasegmental structures ##J

i
44

F’ Production of speech by synthesizer

I

I

- e_1 ecJ

(END) ' #1
_____

Fig. 4. The main steps of the operation of the Russian

language text—to-speech system DN .
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structure is generated and then integrated
with the segmental structure.
c) Finally, the. code sequence resulting
from the above two steps, which now maps
the complex acoustic phenomena, is passed
to the synthesizer, which will produce the
sentence.
'Thef‘c'peration of__ the program " til"!~ *more
detailed steps is illustrated in the
flowchart in Fig. 1. '

h k m c m n

The control program produces the given
sentence with the help of a system of rules
and the inventory of microelements. The
system of rules is implemented in tables
and look up procedures. The stock of
microelements contains the speech sounds
and the pauses. Each sound is built up of H
microelements. The RUSSDN program produces
the sound structure out of a possible set
of_ 37, consonant and '35 vowel phoneme
realizations. The pauses between words and
sentences are generated out of 5
microelements of different length. Thus,
the inventory of microelements must contain
3% ' d + 35 f H - 282 elements.

IDE letter-to-ghoneme transformation

The Russian text may consist of 31 letters
as well 'as a soft and a hard mark. Going
throUgh -the string of letters in the‘
sentence the program selects out of”the 81'
consonants and S vowels those which
correspond to the letters, simultenously
carrying out any softening where requied.
At this stage the program also registers
word stress as well as possible sentence
stress-by storing the ordinal number of the
stressed vowel.

Selection of vowel phoneme realizations

The program segment designed to establish
the correct vowel phoneme realizations
takes as input data the word to be
processed and the vowel phonemes making up
the word as yielded by the
letter-to-phoneme transformation. They can
be of the following five types: A, D, U, I,
E. Taking .these five vowels and' their
phonetic positions inside the given word
the program selects one of the 35 possible
vowel realizations.In defining the phonetic
positions the program considers stress,
pre— stress, word initial and word final
positions as well as the quality of the
preceding and following sound (whether it
is soft or hard).

n n n h m

tealizatioo

The consonant phoneme number yielded by.the
letter-to-phoneme transformation is
identical to the phoneme realization
number. However, in the course of later

processing the sequence of consonants may
undergo change as a result of the program
segments which check for voicing or
palatalization.

U ' ' n v

‘trna‘.program"extracts the two-member sound-a
clusters from the words of the sentence-mm
by one. If the cluster is made up of two
consonants, both members will be checkedto
see if either of them belong to the
exceptions. If the first member is listed
as one undergoing no modification or the
second member belongs to the set of
consonants that do not change the preceding
consonant, then the program passes on to
the next cluster. when a modification is
called for, it is carried out with the help
of a table. word-final consonant-consonant;
clusters reqdire special treatment. Firsn
the word-final sonorant is devoiced (if
necessary) and then the preceding consonant
is processed. "'

Té’Ifi nbé’T py'ccxun'qa'o
. u, ._ I. I

‘ Te T51 Klee"? 133'"c ‘Ia'fi?

. a ~
-~ -Canr mmnvfireeoxwo_

CaNN’ HBeTY’T Becno"n?

Ha'ra ' ma I106 " xana Bella"“1?.

HaTa'ma noe’xana Hapa'sy?

'Eaaoutloo_a£_oalatalization

Here 3931". the program first extracts two
element sound clusters.lf they are both
consonants than the combinations not
“”dEPUOing palatalization are filtered out.
where required, palatelization is executed'bu changing the number of the initi‘1member of the closter. ‘

EaEinioo_i:ttiiiotoelamanta

The suprasegmental structure corrasPondinuto the sounds defined earlier is based onmicroelements.Four microelements at”assigned to every phoneme realizatian'However, the program does not make U53 0all the ' four microelements in avaruinstance. There are cases when Uni“ thesecond, third and fourth element 13 used-The function of the first mieroelamant 1’to' ensure a smoothI even Onset of a
sonorant sound. '
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———_—s
( STQRT '

n 13 vowel stressed? > as tEa vgwelois:u

IQ U a

>-—-4 I; It 10 ]u F-

<:fi Preceded by consonants 3 H/,{5? I a

n
u .

I , .

< ! >§-—4 18 I i l o I d }—
Preceded and followed by soft cons.? a? _ _

In
.

I
u

o g

<:—* Preceded by soft consonant? >-——4 g.| e l 1 j I P—

In

I u 1 0+ u+ -
Followed by soft consonant? 4#_;> as g o u. __

C I ’ u 3.6} U

- ‘ l > i A u——- A
<:—T word initial position? g

l n

‘—2:_’ word final position? - j)

in u . _

'
L L j A y

f <:—7 Preceded by soft consonant?s ? A L A a

-
S 1

-2:f7 Immediately preceded_by stress? >

(Preceded by consonants 3 ../' ifs? Hull--
. . . . :- I ‘11 .

. U _ V _ _-

o . .. .

e is I A

I ’k: nant? >_ 1 V v
.-...—- .. - Preceded.bg«soft cclmso _ 5 . ..: g A a it A .u :

r .‘> A ' ‘

.. - . .

‘ 3fi=' >-———" L i 3 H
<: ' ant? 1' L _

‘ ' Preceded by softncl_son ’ s q a. a 1 a— g ‘

( END )

the

F1 2 Determination of vowel phoneme realization on

9- ' basis of their phonetic oosition

'typed
e is aided by the sentence stress

‘ n v .Eur the text as well as the sentence final

Efiélizgtigngh n punctuation mark. The temporal structure of

the utterance is modified so that the
ing sentence

d ration of the vowel bear

stress is doubled. The sentence final

k defines one of the eight
reduction the punctuation mar .

3:32: :Safrgzgfgngaifizsgltgage adjusted to possible intonation contours to be used

the a h envj fonmafit . I’lis [he R 550” p: D I 8| I I 5CD “1255 the f 01 lowifig

Ctual p Ollatil:

henever
The vowel transitions are composed w

a vowel occurs next to a consonant. In

d the last 1 lon)
adjustment affects the first an ) -(colon) (comma), ; (sem co '

1 realization. stop , . . . k) 7!

microelement DE thzrnzogge adjustment of I (exclamation mark), 71(quzfgéonni) , ??

iuiengitgicigégn zzgctha first two formants (question mark - exc ama ,

double question mark).

éith this operation completed, the complex

sound structure is ready to be produced.

Eonitol_o£_:be_soeeso_swotbaaizat

tructurB is generated The sequence of code thus generated is
s h synthesizer to

the assed on to the speec

when the segmentglan Strggfinzd Of The :ontrol its operation when it sets sound to

utterance has a -
- text.

construction of the suprasegmental strUC the

hould
(F1 F8) in such a way that they 5

Conform to the corresponding values of the

PPBCBding or following consonant.

n i m 7"

The suprasegmental

Po 1.4.4
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ABSTRACT

Four Polish words with varying number of

syllables (dag, dobra, normalny and natu—

ralnie) were synthesized using a COMPUTALKv

ER CT-l speech synthesizer. For each of the

words 8 basic Polish intonation patterns

were obtained by appropriately controlling

the F0 parameter. Three variants of the

intonation patterns were prepared (a quasi—

natural variant and two types of approxi—

mation) of which the quasi—natural variant,

elaborated on the basis of F0 values ex—

tracted from natural utterances of the four

words, served as the model for the remain—

ing two. The total of 70 synthetic inton—

ation patterns were tested for recogniz-

ability and naturalness in a listening ex—

periment. On this basis. the optimum ap-

‘ proximation type was determined and the

contours most typical for Polish questions

and statements were selected for further

research in the synthesis of intonation.

INTRODUCTION

The perceptual impression of accent is
generally claimed to result from variations
in fundamental frequency. duration and
intensity within the vowel segment of the
ascented syllable ([2], [6], [10]). Of
these three parameters, F0 has been found
to play the most important role in signal—
ling aficent ([Z;. [9], [10], [14]). inten—
51 y aVing» e least si nifi([2], [9]. [10]). g cant effect

in analyses of linguistic functions of
intonation two most general types of utter—
ances are distinguished: (1) unfinished
(general interrogative, continuative) and
(2) finished (statements, demands, specific
questions). Utterances of the first type
are usually characterized by a rising in—
tonation and utterances of the second type
— by a falling intonation. In perceptual
identification of each of these types the
following three factors are of particular
importance:
1) Fo'lzvel a: the turning point, i. e. the

poin imme iatel rece ' 'or fall Y p ding an F0 rise

2) direction of F0 change and
3) its range.

For example, subjective impression of a

general question is the stronger, tm

greater the F0 increase within the accmnw

syllable ([8], [11]) and the higher theFO

value at the turning point ([8]).The effut

of the F0 value at the turning point mu

even be more relevant than that of tm

final F0 rise, especially if the latters

range is relatively small. Moreover, tm

perceptual impression of accent is tm .

stronger, the faster the F0 rise wiflun

the accented syllable ([13]).

TECHNICAL BASES OF WORD SYNTHESIS

For the purposes of the present experflmnt
four Polish words (dag. dobra. 9913942! “d
naturalnie) were synthesized using a COW

PUTALKER CT-l formant speech synthesner

controlled — via a minicomputer MERA 3%
configuration (Fig 1; cf. also [4“ ‘ W
specially developed software. COMPUTMXH
CT—1 simulates the transfer function oftm
vocal tract by means of formant fiuen

connected in series. Apart from the s

theSizing unit, composed of noise and n

tal tone generators as well as nasal.n0ise
and. formant filters, it also includes 6

logistics unit the function of which com

Sists in:
a) conversion of 8-bit digital parametaa

into the analog form controlling tm
elements of the synthesizing unit.

I

'b) short—term memory storing of thepaP

ameters.

A set of 9 Parameters (amplitudes of I“
glOttal tone. aspiration noise and 0”“
resonance, F0, F1, F2, F3, amplitudeam

Irequencv of the friction noise) has tobe
input to the sYnthesizeriin digital tom

(1 byte per 1 parameter) for the 5V”
thesizer to be controlled. This is doneby
means of a parallel bus of data (each 60”
trol parameter is given a 4—bit 60“)

termed. "frame”. The rate of control d““
transmission in the system corresponds w

an average Speech rate (1 frame per 10mg.

WORD SYNTHESIS PRI pur
. NCIPLES CONCERNING

ATION AND AMPLITUDE or THE GLOTTAL 10M

ZOFd 'SYnthesis was carried out using tfi
XIStlng 11brary of synthetic diadS of t

Po 1.5.1
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63—channel analog

frequency analyser

(range: 80-8310 Hz)

8—bit A/D converter

formant speech minicomputer MERA 303

synthesizer . ‘ ‘ -- (8—bit CPU.ith 87kbyte-

COMPUTALKER CT—l _(.$. operating“store)

-external store.

,(floppyudisks)'
capacity .graphical fiiplay uhit

(screen dimensions:

64X256 points) 4x250 kbyte

.Fig. 1. Minicomputer configuration for speech synthesis and analysis

CV and VC type ([3]). _

segments were inserted between the diads

to form natural-sounding words. At the

Appropriate transient spoken with all these intonations by a

skilled phonetician, were tape—recorded. As

the utterances of the words dal, normalny

initial stage. each of the synthetic words and naturalnie containing the composite

received

(cf. above).

and Mattingly [12])-
Durations of individual phones making up

the four words were'determined on the baSis

0f the results given by Richter [15]. Pre—

liminary listening tests led to the fol—

lowing duration of the steady—state part of

"intensity—durational“ ‘

only, With constant F0 at 120 Hz over their

whole length. Amplitude changes in the

formant tract were of segmental character

in almost all cases: within the steady

state of any monosegmental phone amplitude

values were not varied. Since the role. of

intensity in signalling accent is marginal

amplitude values

stressed vowels were also held flat (the

same approach was adopted by Abramson [1]

stress

utterances were analysed using a TM3

interval, were used to synthesize

within
proximation of natural F0 contoursi

1) Approximation by a broken line

proximation (cf. e.g. [5], [11]).

segment broken line was

the - — ‘ v wel within the total line. _ _ ‘

word itigisogearing o 2) Step—wise approx1mation (A2). in

da] — 190 ms (total — 480 ms) a rapid change in F0 (10 Hz/lo

dobra — 130 ms (total — 670 ms) carried out within the accented

normalny — 120 ms (total — 910 ms) lable, occurred between two level

flsggrglnig - 90 ms (total .— 1060 ms) ments.

SYNTHESIS OF INTONATION

For the purposes of intonation synthesis, 8

Contours (corresponding to the most typical

Polish word intonations

the inventory of Polish intonemes put for-

Ward by Steffen—Batogowa ([16]). These

were:
1) low rising (LR)
2) full rising (FR)
3) high rising (HR)
4) level (L)
5) full falling (FF)
Natural utterances

natural intonations which served as

model for the following two types of

contours (LRF and HRF) sounded somewhat

artificial. they were excluded from further

examination. F0 patterns in the remaining

Pitch

meter. The resulting sequences of absolute

F0 values, each corresponding to a 10 ms
quasi—

the
ap-

(A1)

consisting of three or four segments.

This is the most frequently applied ap-
Four-

utilized in

rising—falling intonations. Level inton—

ations were approximated by a straight

which

ms),
5Y1-

seg-

Irrespective of F0 pattern type, neither of

the two parameters responsible for signal—

was modified. It was assumed that

ations in length of the accented

significant way.

6) low falling (LF)

ling accent (i.e. duration and amplitude)
Vari—
vowel

occurring among different types of F0 pat—

) were selected from terns do not affect accent perception and

intonation type identifiability in any

Altogether, 70 synthetic intonation pat—

terns were prepared. The total fundamental

7) full rising—falling frequency range utilized in the synthesis

(FRF) covered frequencies from 77 Hz to 250 Hz.

‘sing—falling In the majority of cases, however. F0

8) low r1 (LRF) values ‘were not lower than 88 Hz and did

of the four words. not exceed 240 Hz.

F’o 1.5.2
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F°[Hz]

240 "7“
230 "
220
210
200
190
130
no
160
150
11.0
130
120
110
100

0123156189t|31mm5
quasisnatural contour
approximation by a broken line
step—Wise approx1mation

OIIIInAIOIODIoo

Fig. 2. NORMALNY - full rising intonation

Examples of synthetic F0 cont 'in Figs. 2 and 3- ours are given

PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION OF SYNTHETIC
INTONATIONS

Recognizability and naturalnes
synthetic intonations were evafiugiezllni
ceptually, in two listening tests by 18
subjects divided into two panels (A and B)
The task of panel A. consisting of 8 per;
sons with professional experience with
respect'to speech melody, was to identify
the type of intonation pattern presented
(LR. FF. L etc.). Panel B. composed of 10
tgazve“ subjects. was to qualify the syn-
megtsf utterances as questions or state-

M
' Panel A; For the total of ' '—

fication trials (70 patterns x 856gubgzgts)
401 correct responses were obtained (ab 72
8). Identification rate of the intonations
in the four words was the highest with the
step—Wise approximation (76 %) The quasi-
natural intonations and the contours a —
prox1mated by a broken line were recognizzd
correctly in 69 X and 71 s, respectively
Of the 8 types of synthetic intonations
low rises were recognized most efficientl'
(92 per cent of correct responses), whereas
the composite patterns yielded the poorest

F.[Hz]‘
11.0» ..
130

120

110

100

90
01231.5'67'6

quasi—natural contour
approximation by a broken line
step-Wise approximation

‘5 E100 m3

Fig. 3. NORMALNY — low falling intonation

identification results (only 21 per cent of
correct responses were obtained for full
riseffallsl. The recognition scores for the
remaining intonations were as follows: low
fall - 78 %. level - 69 %. full fall - 81
3. high rise — 66 %. full rise - 73 z. and
low rise-fall — 33 %.

. .Panel 3; Two
riSing intonations (full

in. signalling a question-
ceived I

of the three
, - rise

rise) proved to be nearly equally effective
_ they were per-

as interrogative 98 % of the

synthetic
and high

time.
With the exception of the low rise, 'which
was misidentified most frequently.
remaining intonations were commonly

all the
judged

(from 88 to 100 per cent of responses) as
typical for statements.

As the case of the level intonation
cated,

as statement—like.

DISCUSSION

In 87 % of the erroneous

indi-
an F0 fall is not an ind'

. . 1s 3 ble
condition for an utterance to be Pen aperceived

responses. the
dir 'ection of F0 change was recognized cor-
rectly
range
ations,
Egserved to occur
. patterns we -
identify (92 re ap

of variation .

and 78 per cent

and the error pertained only to the
With the low

however, the contrary tendency was
Even though the LR and
parently fairly easy to

of correct

inton-

for this

gaiignszg£ respectively), they were 315°tern Th en confused with the level Pat“
perceptu l _faqtor responsible

relatively Ségliarlty was most probably thekR and LP. a 1 range of F0 variation in
5 stated above. identification SCOTGS

obtainedFRF) for the complex patterns (LRF andwere the 1 .less frequent o owest of all.

utterances,
simple falling intonations.

Due to their
th ccurrence in Polish one-word

e two were often perceived as

The reaso
provided Ehzhb the Step-wise apprOXimationintonation t est identification results of

ypes was the characteristic,

Po 1.5.3
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,the small F0 increase,

a

abrupt change in F0 preceded and followed

by relatively long (hence easily percep— [ 6]

~tible) segments within which F0 value re-

mained constant (level). The drawback of

the intonation patterns thus produced was i 7]

the peculiar ”singing effect" of the utte—'

rances containing them.

Responses given by panel B pointed to the [ 8]

occurrence of a tendency for preferring the

"statement" alternative. An intonation rise

within the accented syllable was found to

be the necessary condition of the "ques— [ 9]

tion" response. Moreover. the rise had tc

be characterized by a sufficiently wide

range or a suffiCiently high F0 level with—

in' the pre-accentual segment of the word.

At least one of these conditions was met

with FR and HR intonations. which were [10]

almost unanimously judged as typical for

questions. On the other.hand. a consider- [11]

able divergence of responses occurred with

LR intonations which. owing to the low F0

level within the pre-accentual segment and

were perceived as

indicating statements by the majority of [12]

subjects (cf. [11])-

[13]

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in the present experi-”

ment 'provide a number of cues which are [14]

essential .for further research in Polish

intonation synthesis. 'They suggest. 'among

others, that ' due to both relatively higl

recognition rate and naturalness. the opti-

mum approximation variant is the one util- [15]

izing approximation by a broken line. Of

the two rising intonations judged as typi—

cal for Polish general interrogative utter—

anceS, the FR should be selected as the [16]

model one. as it is characterized by a

wider frequency of usage and. thus. is more

neutral. For similar reasons..the LF (and.

perhaps. the FF) should be chosen as the

model "declarative” intonation(s).
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RESEARCHES ON THE FIELD OF SYNTHESIS

OF THE ESTONIAN LANGUAGE

EUGEN KUNNAP

‘ .... a_.."‘.T.nstitute of.Cybernetics ‘ . '...

This paper reports the results of syn-

thesis of the Estonian language. Construc-

tions ofrsynthesizers are described and the

rules of synthesis are presented.

STATISTICS OF SPOKEN ESTONIAN

Every sound has his individual character
and in speech process has some influence

over neighbour sounds. Therefore the fre-

quency of occurrence of phonemes, diphone-

mes and trigrams were investigated.

Arbitrarily choosed segments of speech were

recorded, transformed into the phonetic

symbols and analysed using digital compu—
ter. Analysis was made by syntagmas,ie.by
pauses in fluent speech. Selection contains
105942 phonetic symbols,which formed-19620
words and 4923 syntagmas. ‘
In this work 31 phonemes were distinguisheL
In the Estonian alphabet there are 23.1et-
ters. In foreign names and loan words we
can find some other letters,from which the
letter f appears most frequently. It means
that in written Estonian some phonemes were
desi ated by the same letters. Consonants
/l/, t/,/n/,/s/ and /d/ can also be palate.
lized, which in fig.2 are marked with an
apostrophe. Estonian /s/ is pronounced un-
voiced, but sometimes, when it stays bet-
ween vowels or after voiced consonants,
vocal cords are also used. In this case/s/
is perceived as semivoiced and marked with
/z/. /n/ can be palatalized and nasal.Thes
phonemes have also the property of distin-
guishing between words. Usual /n/ can be
in any phonetic constructions, but nasal
only in /ng/ or /nk/ combinations. It is
marked with two apostrophes. /b/,/d/ and
/g/ are used as the indicators of short
forms of /p/,/t/ and /k/. But in some case
they differ from /P/./t/ and /k/ not only
by intensity but also by spectrum and way
of pronunciation. Therefore /b/,/d/ and /g
are taken as different phonemes and convene
tionally named as semivoiced plosives. In
this way we'have phqnemes:/a,b,d,d,e‘f,g,
hyévisgslsltmvninin .09P.1‘.3.S.Z.t.t,u,v,
o,a,o,ul. The three most frequent phonemes
are:/a/(11,61%)./e/(11,53%) and /i/(9,88%x
In our material we have 99829 different di-
honemes. The three most fre uent are:/st/
1,77%),l1e/(1,76%) and /te/?1,6o%), A11 in

all there are 94858 trigrams,11917 diffe_
rent types. The three most frequent are:

Tallinn, Estonia, USSR 200108

/e1e/(0.55%)dist/(0,52%) and /sel/(O.49%).
.Average number of phonemes in a word was '
5,4 and in a syntagma 22.5.

.The Estonian language is'a quantitative
language. There are three distinctive degd
rose of length, while different degrees
give the word different meanings.Inlwrittm

text not all of the degrees are distin-
guished.To obtain more natural sounding
synthesized speech, in some cases 5 degree
of length are‘used.

SYNTHESIZER WITH ANALOG CIRCUITS

The-first version of terminal synthesizer
consists of four oscillators, connectedin
parallel, pitch impulse generator, four de
lay circuits, four amplifiers,summator mm

final amplifier. The frequencies of all os-
cillators, durations of delay, amplitudes
of formant frequencies and the time of de
cay of formant frequencies are controlled
by means of functional generators,descrikfl
below. All oscillators are excited by PM"1
impulse generator. To synthesize fricathw
the amplified noise of diodes was used.
Four bandpass filters of noise have the
range from 50 Hz up to 10 kHz. By means of
this synthesizer short phrases were synthg
sized.

HARMONIC SYNTHESIZER

The voiced phoneme consist of formantso
Each formant has his frequency,equ31 t°
frequencies of fixed harmonics of Pitch'As
usual a formant is composed of most inten-
sive neighbour including 2-3 harmonics,d&

gaying in time. To have the oscillationof
undamental frequency and his harmonics,a

generator of high frequency was construc‘
teg. Dividing the oscillation by means °f
itgger system the desirable harmonics W93

gilained. Received rectangular PU1se5 were

t1 eI‘ed and‘obtained sinusoidal oscilla-

zegns were used as components of synthefl’
cillPhonemes. The frequency of primary onda a ion was obtained multiplying thefww8 mental frequency with the factors 1199’
has 3d 5. If the fundamental frequencyOS 11 e value of 100 Hz, then the primary
Che. lation has the value of 5.54 MHZ'Suw
hglie of factors permits us to have 811

thesiarmonics, in practice needed to SYn‘
sist ze all phonemes.Primary generatorco

here: of quartz generator of 30 MHZ ands?
or, controlled by voltage in the,

P01.6.1
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of 35 to 40 MHz. When they co-operate,the

obtained beating has the range of 5 to 10

MHz and is used as primary generator. Syn-

thesis of fricatives was made as described

above.

FORMANT SYNTHESIZER WITH BANDPASS FILTERS

For the purpose to study several problems

of synthesis of speech, besides synthesi-

zer with oscillating circuits and harmonic

synthesizer, a synthesizer with bandpass

filters-was constructed. Central frequen-

cies of third-order analog filters were:

F1 - 200+1000 Hz,F2 - 400+2000 Hz,F3 -
600+3000 Hz, F4 - 1,0+5,0 kHz,nasals F4 -
80+4OO Hz. Fixed bandwidth of filters were

- 80, 120, 150, 180=and 60 Hz respectively.

To'synthesize fricatives the filters with
central frequencies of 800+4000 Hz and 1,2+

+6.0 kHz were made. To control the central
frequencies of filters the method of pulse-

width modulation was used.
The transfer function of vocal tract can

be realised connecting resonators in paral-

lel or in cascade, excited by pitch impube

or noise generators. In our synthesizer

both.methods can be used very easily, as

well as the mixed connection of filters.

To control the.parameters of synthesized

sounds and to have the larynx-pulse gene-

rator, which can have the output voltage

‘in any form, corresponding generators were

worked out. The form of output voltage can

be easily changed in wide varieties as well

as during the experiments.
In our synthesizer 12 parameters were cont-

rolled. For this'purpose-12 functional ge-

nerators were worked out. Each generator

has the matrix of wave-form oscillation,de-

cipher with a system of diode keys and
smoothing filter.For all of generators is

one common pulse generator and comparator

as circular counter of 8 triggers.The num-

ber of pulses of circular counter was cho-

sen equal to 100. Matrix of wave-form os-

cillation has on his surface 32 stripes

of foil. Each foil is under tension taken

from voltage divider in limits of O to-7m

Across the foils are 100 metallic wires,

each of them has a sliding silver contact.

In the time of each pulse from pulse gene—

rator, pulses from circular counter were

given to deciphers of all functional gene-

rators at the same time and in succession

they switched on voltages from dividers of

all function generators to input of smoo-

thing filters. The outputs of these filfins

are used to control the parameters during

the synthesis. When pulse generator has
the frequency within the limits of 10 to

50 HZ,vthe duration of speech segments can
be chosen from 10 to 2 sec.
The larynx-pulse generator has the same

construction as previous generators. The

freQuency of pulse generator is electrical-

ly controlled in limits of 8 to 25 kHz,the
matrix of wave-form oscillation has 130

Stripes of foil,i.e. the voltage divider

has 130 levels.The fundamental frequency

can be changed from 80 to 250 Hz.

‘COMPUTER SYNTHESIZER
Further study bf synthesis was made on hm

computer ES 1010. As usually, the model of

vocal tract was formed by means Of tunable

second-order digital filters for the first

three formants, fixed filter for nasals,

the fourth and the fifth formants.The mo-

del consists of three branches,connected

in parallel. One branch is the filter of

nasals, the second consists of resonators

of the third, second, first, fourth and

fifth.formants(fixed to 4500 Hz),connectx
-in cascade, and the third branch consists

of tunable bandpass filter for fricatives

Outputs of branches were summed up.As the

source of tone the generator of triangle-

form output voltage,and of noise, the ge-

nerator cf'random numbers'were'used. For“

.synthesis‘df nasals the branch of nasals‘-«

and for synthesis of unvoiced fricatives

the third branch were added to second

branch. The controllable values were fre-

quencies of pitch and first three formanta

nasal and fricative formants,amplitudes

of outputs of tone and noise generators,

transitions,all in all 12 parameters.

To control the parameters of phonemes,.

they were divided by the articulary indi-

cation. In fig.1 the tree of the indica-

tion of vowels and in fig.2 the indication

of consonants are shown. Every indication

got his codemark and so they were stored

into the memory of computer.For example

phoneme /a/ has indication - VNBS, etc.
The parameters of phonemes are given in

table.
However, some parameters given in the

table must be changed during the synthesi-

zing process, depending on several circum-

stances. These changes and the rules of

synthesis are as followsz1) If a vowel

stands before plosives, then the first

degree of length must be equal to 40 ms;

2) Duration of vowels in diphthongs must

be equal to 120 ms; 3) If a vowel stands

before /f/ of /v/, then the duration of

transition must be e ual to 60 ms;4) If

before /r/ stands /a or /o/ and behind

stands /a/, then the frequency of the

first formant of /a/ must be equal to 750

Hz;5) If before /l/ stands /a/ and behind

stands /a/,then the frequency of the fifim
formant of /a/ must be equal to 750 Hz;

6)/b/,/d/ and /g/ in the absolute first

position in word must be synthesized as

/p/,/t/ and /k/ respectivelyg7) /b/ in

the last position in a word must be syn-

thesized as /p/,but AN=4O units and F3:

=F4=800 Hz;8) If /b/ is standing in the

middle position between vowels,then the

silent period before the noise burst must

be equal toL6O ms;9 Tf /d/Nis standing

F

M H H M S H H S

/6/ lfi/ /u/ /0/ le/ le/ /i/ /o//a/

V-Vowel,L-rounded,N-unrounded,F-front,B-

back,M-middle,H-high, S-low.

Fig.1y
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-P
P F P

X L L V V L L
H H H H H H H — - 2H-

/b/ /m/ /p/ /f//v/ /8/ /k/ /h/ attf"-%r/ /Z/ gs/ /s
E- gongonant
- ab a1, B- back M- medic-lin a1 -

5- plosive, F- friéative, T- tregfiiantF front
- voiced, S- sonorous, L- unvoiced; H- hard, P- palatalized

/ 3

Fig.2
Sym' TREE DURATION voics AMP; NOISE‘AMP. FRIO.AMP.

0 SPACE 5 0 AV/ 0AN/ - o/AF/
1 " SPACE 10 o 0 ‘
2 A VNBS 8 so 0 8
3 A VNFS 8 1s 0 0
4 0 VLBM 8 50 0
5 d VLFM 8 50 0 ‘ 0
6 U VLBH 8 50 o O
7 U VLFH 8 50 0 O
8 E VNFM 8 30 o 0
9 i VNFH 8 3o 0 0
113“” 24:3 8, 50 o 8,PVH 8 2 1
1% g CLFLH 8 8/ 0 108/ 20 8/ 5

CBPVH 8/ 2 o
14 H CBFLH 10 0/ O 8] 2° 0/ 0
12 % gMFSH 6 so 0 8

BPLH 10/ 3
1; g CLPSH 8 58/ O 8/ 4o 8/ 0

CLPLH 10/ 3 0/ o
19 R CFTSH 2/ 2 2 0/ O 0/ 3°3? ¥ . ggFVH 8 _/ 32/ 4/ 3C 98/ 0/ 0 8/ 0/ 0

PLH 12/ ‘
S; g, CFFVH 8 3 28/ 0 0/ 0 8/ 60

CFPLP 16/-1/ 1 0
g; D, CFPVH 8/ 2 0/ 8/ O 8/ 8/ O 0/ 60/c
26 g CFPVP 8/ 2 0/ o 0/ 0 0/ 1°

, CFFLH 8 o o 0/ 20
27 s CFFLP 8 0 0 3
28 L, CFFSH 8 30 o 7
29 L CFFSP 8 30 o 0
30 N, CFPSH 8 so 0 0
31 N CFPSP 8 50 0 0
32 N" CBFVH 8 50 0 8

In the column DUR (duration) the units are in 10 ms VA vo.
' ‘ 108tude, FA-fricative am '. plitude - are i

ponds to 0 dB and 100 to 40 dB. Fregugzgiég :2: ggéizive units
in the middle position between. vow
ghetsfilent period before the noiseebfirzten }5}/b/’/d/ and /V3361 e equal to 80 ms and duration of tfie’zi/ and /k/in th: $23: ggslgnghtened to 120 ms;'10)fiy m n the midd_ on in a word m
theSized as /t/;11) If /b/ standgsheggr:
u/, then it is necessary to decrease the

zfiragigg agithe1n§ise/burst to 10 ms and. s; 2 g in the abs 1 t
position in a word must be s th o_u 8 last
/k/, while the amplitude of Zgisgsbfiggtas

/v/, then th

word must
duration must be

must be equal to 30 units and the duration $3§%%e/£35}t;on in
n

position in a 3§rén
of silent period before the n 'oise b
equal to 40 ms;13) Duration of /f/ gisthe

H
//1/ /1

e dur120 ms;17)/3/ in 3
be synth

stands before /u/,

V .S ' V S

E

L'
S

H I H P
//t/ /t2//n//n/ §d/ /d$

Table
, FORMANT FREQUENCY

2500/ 1500/ 500/ 34
2500/ 1500/ 500/ 34333228/ 188/ $19.' O 1
2100/ 850/ 520/ 3499
2280/ 1500/ 560
1500/ 600/ 350/

2080/ 300/2379/
2843/
3049/
2899/

10/
2200/
2100/
2599/
_3049/
2100/
2000/
2000/
2500/
1650/
2599/
2500/
2500/
2599/
2599/
2500/
2500/
2500/
2500/
2330/
2699/
2000/

amplitude, NA-noise ampli‘

2000/
2450/
1200/
660/
800/

1200/
999/

2450/
1200/

2100/
1250/

480/
280/
400/
400/

3499
2000
3499
3499
3999
4499
3499
3499
3499
4499
4499
3499
3499
3499
3499
3499

, where the unit 0 corres
seed in Hz,

8/ must be synthesized as
respectively,if behind
1e of the word ’ 4”Plosives or /s/;16)If /h/ standztgggog‘

tion must be equal to
he first position in a
esized as /i/,only the

991231123 4°71”) ”’k’e of t be
qual t0 1500 HZ;19)If lk/ stagésmi: the

9 word,then AN=1O units
/stands in the middle

,then AN=4O units;21)Iffirst position in /n Stana word must be equal to F2 16 ds before /a/’/°/’7u/ or /O Athen120 ms, and AN=CO units-14) Th ‘e f
ree of length of /f/ must be equalrig $23-ms,the second - 180 ms and third - 240 ms- If /m/9
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- .OO Hz;22)Ifor /a/,then F1=250?
or /n/ atunstressed word,%fign

/ stands behind /e/ /L
F2=2100,F3=2500 Hz;23)
between vowels in an
the duration must be

equal to 60 ms;24)If /m/,/n/ or /n7 are in

unstressed word,then AN=4O units;25) If

/p/ is in the first position in a word,

then AN=6O units;26) If/p/ is in the last

position in a word, then F3=F4=800 Hz;27)

If behind /l/,/m/,/n/,/r/ or /v/ in the
middle of word stand /s/ or /h/, then they
must he s nthesized only by means of noise

Source;28¥If plosives are in the middle

position in a word, then the duration of

noise burst must be equal to 5 ms;29)Du-
ration of /v/ in the first position in a

word must be equal to 12 ms,in an un-

stressed syllable between vowels - 40 ms;

30)If /v/ is in the first position in a
word,then AN=6O units and AV=1O units;31)

In compuond words between simple words

must be a pause 1O ms;32)Duration of‘voweb
of the first degree of length must be 120

ms,in an unstressed word - 80 ms,second -

180 ms,third - 240 ms, in the last posi-

tion of word, when word is stressed-300ms;

33)Duration of voiced consonants of the

first degree of length must be equal to "

80 ms, second - 180 and third — 240 ms;34)
Duration of nasals of the first degree of

length must be equal to 80 ms,but if /n/
stands before v0wels,then 40 ms,second for

/n/ - 120 ms,ior /m/ - 140 ms,third - 180
ms, in a stressed syllable - 240 ms;35)Du-
ration of the silent period before noise

burst for plosives of third degree of
length -'240 ms;36)Duration of unvoiced

fricatives of the first degree of length

must be equal to 80 ms, second - 150 ms

for /h/ and 120 ms for /s/, third — 240ms
for /h/ and 280 ms for /s/.If they stand
between vowels in an unstressed word,then

the first degree of length must,be equal,

to 60 ms;37)The synthesis of /n / and /l /
must begin with synthesizing /i/ with the

duyation o 40 ms;38)The synthesis of /d A
/F/ and Is; must begin with synthesizing
/l/ with the duration of 60 ms.
The durations are given for the middle

rate of speech,i.e.8-1O phonemes in sec.

SYNTHESIZERS,CONTROLLED Bx MICROCOMPUTERS
In the first version of terminal synthesi-

zer.controlled by means of a microcompmen

the functional generators of the synthes1—

zer,described above,were replaced with a

microcomputer.The parameters of phonemes

were stored into the memory of constants

by digital keyboard.Every cell of memory

has his address. To synthesize the speech

signals,the contents of constant memory

were fed into the memory of control parame-

ters by means of alphabet keyboard.Both me-

mories were connected together with a cont-

rol-block of logical circuits.The task of

the control block - to feed the contents'of

memory of constants by addresses to regis-

ters of synthesizer by commutator,using an

alphabetic keyboard.The contents of all 12

registers of memory (12 controlled parame-

ters) are fed at the same time by D/A con-
verter to synthesizer.By means of indica-

tor of 7 light diodes it was possible to

check the contents of memories by the add-

resses.The table of indicator was formed

of 8 diod complexes.The last version of

synthesizer,controlled by means of micro-

. computer is more flexible and perfect.The

model of vocal tract is,as described above,

composed of third-order analog filters.To

control the central fre uencies of filters

the pulse-width'modulat on is also used.

Central frequencies can be controlled in

the range of 8 bits,but less bits are suf-

ficient in practice.The central frequen-

cies of the first and the third formant.

filters are controlled in the range of 5
bits,the second - 6 bits,filters of_un-

voiced fricatiVes and plosives 2 bits.The

range of filters:F1-150+750 Hz,F2-500+21OO

Hz,F3-1,5+3,2 kHz,FF-1,5+4,7 kHz,F4-3.5y '

kHz F5—4,5 kHz,FN-200 Hz.The rate of tranq

sitions is controlled by 2 bits‘(20,40,6O

and 100 ms),frequency of pitch - 3 bits

(from 100 to 154 Hz),amplitudes of tone

and noise generators and output amplifier

- 2 bits each.ASCII - coded Estonian text

is transformed into the form of discrete

control signals.The microprocessor system

consists of a processor unit (KPSBOIKSO),

ROM with the capacity of 6 kbyte,RAM with.

capacity of 2 kbyte and input-output in-

terface.Digita1 control signals from the

microprocessor are converted into continu-

ous-time analog signals to control the pa-

rameters every 10 ms.

CONCLUSION

The synthesizers,described above, allowed

us to research several aspects of synthe-‘

sis of the Estonian language to achieve

speech sounding close to natural.
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. i : .ilThe samples of speech were recorded during a pause in the (FHO 15° . . . _ II I I I
test. Altogether four speech samples were recorded: Rest It...“ :IIIIIIIIII 12/1 III II. - -I . .. - session samples were recorded from 9:13 to 9:15 in the I30_ _ II IIIVOCAL JI'ITEFI, AS AN INDICATOR OF CHANGES IN morning before the exposure and in the afternoonrééodmIgztzItI: I20 _ _ I I II

' PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL ARCUSAL r to 12:15. The first exposure sample was reco
I

morning between 11:08 and 11:10 after an exposure session
I - II

110 - II

m lasting 80 minutes. The second was recorded in the afternoonErkki Vilk an Olavi Manninen Eija-Riitta Lauri Tarmo Pukkila

_ been studied

morning and afternoon samples. Only in the afternoon samples
did the changes in jitter caused by exposure to 20°C
(increase) and 35°C (decrease) temperatures differsignificantly (p<0.05, df=8).

INTRODUCTION
The tremor of one's voice is a well-known

feature of anxiety, prompted, for example, by
performing situations. Thus it is natural that
there have been attempts to use voice changes,
for instance, in detecting deceptive behavior.
Commercially available apparati which have
been claimed to reflect a person's emotional
state have been developed in this field. The
most popular of these is the so-called
Psychological Stress Evaluator (PSE), which in
addition to forensic science /1,2/ has also been
used in the field of psychology /3/.

in brief, PSE consists of an' electrical
integration circuit which filters, the acousticsignal so that a fluctuation at a rate of about 10Hz of the baseline can be seen. In anxiety statesthis tremor is claimed to diminish /1,2/. The
origin of the tremor is somewhat obscure at
present. The reliability and validity of PSE has
been seriously questioned /1,2,4/.

Another fluctuation phenomenon of the human
voice is the cycle-to-cycle variation in the
fundamental frequency, i.e. the jitter. Jitter has

rather extensively as a sign of
vocal pathology /5/, but it has also been found
to be associated with the emotional contents of

effects and hardly any concerning their
combined effects on the psychophysiologicalarousal of human subjects. In an earlier study .onchanges in prosodic features of speech due to
environmental factors /8/, we noticed thatdifferent combinations of temperature, noiseand whole-body vibration caused changes in theaverage fundamental frequency, intensity,
spectral characteristics and durational
variables of speech.

The changes in the prosodic features could beinterpreted in terms of existing knowledge Ofpsychophysiological changes related to similarexposure conditions /8/. The aim of thispreliminary study was to determine whetherjIIitter could be used as a sensitive indicator ofpsychophysiological arousal. For this purpose
we analysed excerpts of speech samples from
four different exposure combination cells of the
earlier study.

SUBJECTS AND METHODSExcerpts of reading samples of twenty healthy malesubjects were analysed. The subjects (n=2o; 5 in each) wereexposed to the following exposure combinationS: 1) 20°Ctemperature (T) . no noise (N). no vibration (V) (T1 NOW):2) are temperature only (T2NOV0); 3) we and 90 dBiA)noise (T2N1V0) and 4) 35°C temperature, 90 dB(A) noiseand 5 Hz sinusoidal whole-body vibration along 2'8)“(T2N1V1). The experiment was carried out in a specia'exef’su’e chamber, During the test, subjects sat in a Vibrationchair. See /9/ fOf a detailed descri tion f the ex osurearrangemenm p 0 P
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' frequency. lfinfluence of the general trend of the fundamental . .

the original observations are denoted by Xt, the five-pomt

moving average value is obtained from the formula

TI = ( XI-2 + XI-I + XI + XI+1 + XI+2 )/5.

The jitter Jt is therefore obtained as the difference

“'1 = Xt ' Tt
- /5B (‘ Xt-2 ' Xt-1 + 4Xt ' Xt+1 Xt+2 l .

i.e. Jt is obtained as a five-point moving average such that the

sum of the weights is zero.

The standard deviation (SD) of the jitter Jt was used as

the jitter index [J(taf), J(asctl- The mean °f "‘6 ‘ufiag‘efiflfrequency (Fj) of the measured excerpt was calcu a :1. asc)
analyses were run separately for the ascending part ( (
(pitch rise) and the total excerpt(AJ(t0f) (c.f. Fig-I)- d

Before statistical treatment. both the "”m dagd
afternoon exposure sample results of jitter were staatar I?“
by subtracting the results of the preceding '95! samp 9:5 in
correlation of jitter [AJ(tOt)] WIIIh the chaIng adinfundamental frequency (AFO). intensny (N) 1013 '9 rs lg
time (ATt). articulation time (Ta). and number and ferrI?I the
/tapaka/ and Ipatakal'word repetitions obtained r0
earlier study /8/ was calculated.

' RESULTS . . . I
The mean and the standard deViation of Fj o

Time (ms)

/onlcru on

'g, 1, The F0 curves measured cycle-to—cycle on the

Excerpt from the text (lon lauan.../I)I for one subject

(exposure combination T2N1V0). The jitter IS bigger or

rest (top) [J(tof)=2.29 Hz, J(asc)=2.39 Hz] thaIn exposure

(bottom) [J(tot)=1.54 Hz, J(asc)=1.21 Hz]. F0 is higher If;

the exposure sample. The vertical line shows the estimated en

of the ascending part (start of /u/) of the curve which was

analysed separately.

The mean changes in the measurements of the

excerpt are shown in Table l by exposure

combinations. It can be noted that the changes

in jitter values [AJ(asc) and AIJ(tot)] areIsmall

in general and that interindiVIduaIl variation is

big. Differences between the effects of the

exposure in the morning and afternoon samples

are' also'clear. In the morning samples the

clearest drop in jitter [AJ(tot)] has occurred due

to exposure to combination T2N1V0. This

combination raised F0, I, Tt and Ta values of

the total sample, and the rate of word

repetitions (Itapaka/ and Ipatakal) increased

/8/. In the afternoon samples the effects of

T1NOV0 and T2NOV0 on AJ(tot) differed

h 19 3 H The mean J(tot) statistically significantly (p<0.05, t=2.32,t e excerpt was 112.5i . z df=8).

value of the total excerpt was 2.9 Hz and the

mean J(aSC) of the ascending part 2.0 Hz. . st

Fig, 1. shows an example of F0 curves in re

and exposure.
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- j j ‘at 2:08-2:10 after total exposure (lasting altogether176 1°°' _ I .minutes). See /8,10/ for the recording arrangements and ear . I,
i Phoniatric Dept., Dept. of Public Health, Phoniatric Dept., Dept.of Mathematical . further dete'lrs-I on which the cycle-to-cycle analysis was 600 5‘0 m 15° m I 250 “with too .
i j.” Tampere University University of Tampere Helsinki University _'Sc_ien¢es, . . The :Xtcectgsisted of vowels and voiced consonants (/on I Cl n I

I ‘ . Central Hospital, Central Hospitali University of Tampere peTLCI’Irm/e) This excerpt starts a new chapter and is very / O n- Cl U ISF-33520 TAMPERE ‘ samphatic: The excerpt ends at a voiceless conscnant(/t/). The I50 . . . . I I , I .
. FINLAND

sampling rate of the signal was 10 kHz. in the analysis of 53:) o
M

ii
I recorded sinusoidal sounds the jitter of the apparati fell below 1‘ IsIuImanIlI- 12/2

‘ l 3 ABSTRACT h . ; speech ’6,“ It - has been claimed that' in. I the accuracy of the measurements. The measurements were 130.
I .7 H The POSSibi'mee 0' ”Sing CYG'e'tO'eyele Changes-in so-called "stress situations" the jitter scores ‘ carried out blindly. On an average (XiSD) 45-7i9'8 izo-
' fundamental frequency (jiItter) for estimating changes in tend to lower with increasing threat /7/, successive periodsere measured. Measurements were n22? III-

. "subjects' psychophysmlogical arousal were .studied. .The T . ; I . manually from oscmographjc displays by means 0 arm .
I

1‘ subjects ("=20) were exposed 1° TOUT different combinations . emperature, norse and Vlbrat'on are The results of the measurements were stored on disk and I°°_ i: I

I I of dry bulb temperature (20°C or 35°C), noise (90 dBA) and important exposure factors for researChi drawn on plotting paper using microcomputer-based 90
1‘ 1

ll whole-body vibration (sinusoidal 5 Hz) in a special exposure because in modern society people are exposed to (Motorola Exorset) programs. I I . I I I
chamber. The exposure lasted the whole day. The jitter was them almost daily. However there is relatively The jitter Value was formed as the difference between the 300 5-0 «to I50 m 25° 30° 35° 50°

1 measured manually of an excerpt from a text which the I'ttl k l d . ' . - - 'd | observations and the five point moving average to av0id the
1j subjects read during rest and exposure separately from I e ”owe 9° concerning the” ”mm “a

j.

'i
'1

ii

i
”‘2
iii



1
. . l ' . AExposures were T1=20°CLT2=35°C temperature. ,Noagno ‘

noise, N1=90 dBA. V '. ’ 'vibration. 0 no v‘ibra.t‘lon>.V.1= 5 Hz_slnusoldal

"“Table II shows the correlation coefficients of
,...er measurements with prosodic features of
speech. It can be seen that in general in
coneiatons are weak. The AJ(tof) valuese
however, show a tendency to negative
wrrelation with APO and AI. Very interesting
are‘ the correlations between AJ(fot) and the
Ipa.akal word repetitions and especial! th
statistlcally significant correlation withy th:
Eggtsbeeéuzfnteyrro: in the afternoon samples and

so in a.m.+p.m. calculatio
glitter). also correlated weakly with the Ans

e. in the morning samples the correlation
was negative (“.026 .
positive (r=0.32), ) and in the afternoon

° p<0.10, ' "“-40 P<0.05. p<0.01. a.m.&p.m. dfszo. a.m.+p.m.

orscussrou "' ,. “ . .
of TTEeChZL‘g“ '” 'E‘Wamemal reque‘ficfliril'
exPOSUre-s cerpt d'd "0i show significant
the fact themflc changes. This may be due to

more the aht SUCh _an average value reflects

more comcranges In reading Style. which is

Psychoph s‘pilca-ted'y related to changes in

tension veggzglcal arOusal, than the supposed
avirage F0 (c.fg.e;|1,/;J.nderlymg the long-time

calculaiilee Ftfilemsumov'm average was used to

al. /12/ the We“ According to Kitajima et

a satisfacto use Of mu" Paints already produced

valuGs of fig fimOOthening effect. The absolute

be compared {mar of "‘9 Present study cannot

differing t ° °iher studies because of the

values of if“ °f lltter indices I131. The jitter

a relative] 9' present Shidv may be biased due to

found to inc? sampling rate, which has been

and the randase the magnitude of jitter l5/

recOrding and cm effect 0f the jitters of the

The magnitutge ana'YSiS system (c1 17/)-
been reported t e M the Physiological jitter has

firing of the ° be related to the asynchronous
muscle; thus thmotor units of the cricothyroid

an increase - e “”6359 in jitter is caused by

A drop in -- In neural input and arousal [7.14/-
lltter values [5' 7, and a rise in F0

Po 1.7.3

becomes better with higher arousal and an

increase-in motivation. _ _.

ln' conciu'siOn,..the 'results .of. this preliminary

study suggest that the jitter is not a more

sensitive indicator of a -. person's

psychophysiological arousal than the prosodic

features of speech. However, it has to be kept in

mind that different vocal and speech. variables

may reflect some independent specific changes

in arousal due to the exposure. This would be in

line with recent psychophysiological studies on

the demand-specificity of changes in various

physiological measures /17/.
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a

M Average changes (X.+_SD) in --
f, lltter and fundamental Iabjg II Pro “A _ _

5:33:13 measurements of the text excerpt. See text for between changlfsuihtjiipetné pcrggfiii“;1‘._°.°e“‘°'enis (r) and intensity /4,15,16/ have been noticed to. be 331-345,1986. .

symbols. a‘b‘es'see '9’“ hr connected with psyohological stress. In terms ’9’ Manninen o. “93”"9 “"95““ and “ea“ ““9 i" "‘9"

' _ - ‘ after repeated expos re to dynamic muscle work, sinusoidal ‘ .

AJ(asc) AJ(it?!) AF(j)
Of these reports It can be. supposed t]? at othe vs stochastic whole body vibration and stable broadband noise.

-.~.. . . . "ML _ _ . Hz
exposure to the combination of F35 0 Int Arch Environ Health 54:19-32, 1984.

( )." -“ ml)"- : (Hz) -. _ ”Ff“, , . temperature and 90 dB(A) n0lse caused a rise in [10/ Vilkman E, Manninen 0. Changes in prosodic features of

T1N0V01 4,5214 0 5+2 0 _AFo . AI ‘7“ mm; ._ - . Aar‘Ousalgin-i the morning- samples-3.1M effect .of _ speech under-complex,- exposure conditions. pp_. 145-167. In: _

. _ . ~1.1._+.2.9 a.m. ATt ATa mo errors mo errors ' T2NOVO on the AJ(tot) in the afternoon samples Mannlnen (ed.) Comblned effects of environmental factors;

T2N0vo 4,210.9 _0 1+1 4 AJ
also im lies 5 cholo ical stress Proc Ist Int Conf Combined Effects of EnVlronmentaI Factors.

- - - 6.11:7.1 (for )-0.28 -0 14 0 0 p _ .p y g _ ' .. Tampere 1984. Keskuspaino, Tampere, Finland 1984.

rzmvo .Mi, 2 -2 0‘ AJ - . 3 -0.25 -0.15 -0.11 -0.31 0.17 The POSIIIVG correlation between the lltter /11/ Scherer K, Ladd DR, Silverman KEA. Vocal cues to

- . -1.9 5.3:65 (asc )-0.15 0.07 _012 _022 and errors in lpatakaI‘ word repetitions might speaker affect: testing two models. J Acoust Soc Am

124t “2‘07 0 6+1 ' ' -o.ol ‘035’43-‘9 043 imply a common basis for these changes. In an 76:1346‘1356' 1984- ‘
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SPEECH PRODUCED UNDER ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES

Z. S. Bond
Department of Linguistics
Ohio University
Athens, OH USA

Speakers sometimes are required to
function under adverse or demanding
speaking circumstances. We have been
examining the effects of two physically
adverse conditions, acceleration and high
neise levels, on the acoustic—phonetic
structure of speech.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, the

acoustic-phonetic structure of speech has
been investigated in considerable detail.
Almost all of this work has describedspeech produced carefully, with minimal
distraction or disturbance of the speaker;
in short speech in benign circumstances.‘Yet speakers sometimes have to functionunder Circumstances which either impose orrequire changes in speech. First, speechmay be produced in different styles, suchas very clear, slow, loud, and so forthas .seems appropriate for a specificaudience. Speakers may also be influencedby . psychological states such asexCitement, fatigue, discomfort ordistraction. Finally, speakers may beinfluenced by the physical circumstancesunder which they are required to functionsuch as high ambient noise levels orvarégus forms of physical motion.

e acoustic-phonetic cons
style _ differences have rezgiszgessogfattention (for example, Schulman 1985?Picheny, _ et al., 1986); states ofpsychological arousal have beinvestigated primarily from the point 2:View of assessing the condition ofspeaker,_ the question of interest beinawhether it is possible to detect stress bgexamining characteristics of speech Th:effects of "physically adversCircumstances on the acoustic- h 'echaracteristics of s p oneticthe least investigation.

PHYSICALLY ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCESOver the past two years, we have bstudying the speech of speakers eenphysically adverse circumstances- wh‘inhearing high noise levels, experien % ehigh sustained acceleration or whole-Clngvibration. We have found t body_ hatproduced in adverse circumstances diggzgg

P01.

peech have received '

Thomas J. Moore
Armstrong Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratory
Wright—Patterson AFB, OH USA

systematically from speech produced in
benign environments. In this report, we
Wish to characterize briefly the physicfl
enVironments which we have investigated
and summarize Our findings to date.
Acceleration.

Acceleration vectors are classified
according to the direction in which theYact on . the human. body. Headwards
acceleration, which tends to displace bodytissue footward, is termed positive G or+Gzt High sustained acceleration isdefined as exposure to acceleration forces
of 6G or greater for periods in excess 0f15 seconds (Burton, .et al., 1974). Highsustained accelerations would beencountered in some aircraft.

Method. We have examined the acoustic-
phonetic structure of isolated words as
PrOduced by two male speakers in twoconditions: 1) while sitting in thegondola of the centrifuge at the Armstrong
erospace Medical Research Laboratorywithout acceleration (at 1G) and at anzgceleration level of +6Gz. The speech of

10: nsubjects was recorded through the M'which ise-cancelling military microphor}e
F0 was located within a standard Air
eige oxygen. mask. Speech analysis was2 hormed uSing the program SPIRE (Zue andcg; eis, 1985) on the Symbolics 367°dispg er. Measurements from SPIRE

for: aYS were made of the first threeants of vowels, word durations, voweldurations, - .. intervocalic obstruentggiations, and fundamental frequency in
, :SSed and unstressed syllables. .

—§§El§§- SPeech produced under highiggfiiefation sounds quite normal} evenunderaa. Whether a word has been producedlistenecceleration is not obvious to .acharactr ' However, some acoustic-Phonetlcspeech eristics appear to differ betweenspeech Produced under acceleration andDifferenproduced in a benign environment'
timing ces were detectable both in thesegments.and spectral composition Of
undgge fzzgant structure of vowels Shiftedformant deleration. Only the thlid
chan e” 1d Inot exhibit SYStematlcg s. The first formant of most V°we15

8.1

was somewhat higher; the second formant

was lower for front vowels and higher for

back vowels. The Fl/F2 vowel space of one
speaker is given in Fig. 1. The vowel
space shrinks, suggesting lessened
mobility of the articulators.

Mean fundamental frequency in stressed
syllables increased for'both speakers, by
10 Hz for Speaker 1, somewhat less for
Speaker 2.

All but one of the words measured
increased slightly in mean duration for
Speaker 1; for Speaker 2, however, the
mean duration of some word_ increased, of
others decreased. Word duration shifts
resulted almost entirely from shifts in.
the duration of vowels, so that under
acceleration Speaker 1 produced longer
vowels while Speaker 2 used variable vowel
durations. The duration of intervocalic
obstruents decreased slightly for both
speakers under acceleration. Because of
variability in response, it is difficult
to determine whether changes in segment
and word durations are a function of
speaker characteristics or of acceleration
levels. Further details of this study are
available in Bond, Moore, and Anderson,
1986.

High Ambient Noise.
When in the presence of high ambient

noise, speakers tend to increase the level
of their speech, presumably to maintain
what they judge to be an appropriate level
of sidetone. This increase in loudness is
typically accompanied. by an increase in
pitch, reflected in fundamental frequency.
While these relationships have been noted
repeatedly and described in the extensive
literature on the Lombard effect, only
recently have other changes of speech
produced under noise received attention.
Pisoni, et al., (1985) have reported that
vowels as defined by the first two
formants become less distinct and that the
distribution of energy within the speech
Spectrum shows an increase in high
frequency components." ,

- Method. We have examined the speech of
one male speaker, a 20 year old student at

a Midwestern university, in a number
Speaking conditions in conjunction with
noise exposure. The speaker was recorded

on four separate days in five speaking
conditions and two recording environments.

The recording environments can be
characterized as 'operational', the

Speaker wore a standard Air Force helmet
equiped with an oxygen mask and an H—lOl
microphone, and 'laboratory', the speaker
was wearing a boom microphone.

The speaker recorded two repetitions of
ten spondee words in three noise exposure

conditions: white noise at 85dB, 95dB and
lOOdB SPL; he also recorded the same
materials in quiet and when instructed to
be 'loud'. We will limit our report to a
description of speech produced under the
two highest noise levels, in comparison

with speeCh produced in quiet and speech
intended to be ‘loud'. In all cases, the
noise was presented over earphones.

The durations of words and segments,
the fundamental frequency and energy at
the mid-point of both syllables, and the
formant structure of vowels and diphthongs
were measured from SPIRE displays. '

Results. The speaker reported some
discomfort while speaking in the
operational condition, particularly when
he was also exposed to noise. In all
conditions, however, his speech was
intelligible and produced in'a relatively
casual conversational style. The first
syllable of each word, receiving stress,
was produced with a higher fundamental
frequency than the second. Since the
speaker was producing words in isolation,
the second syllable was longer than the
first, a result of pre-pausal lengtheningJ

Speech in noise. Average word duration
varied by approximately 100 msec. from
speaking in quiet to speaking in noise.
The majority of the variability was a
function of vowel durations. In quiet,
the average duration of the first syllable
was 156 msec. and of the second syllable,
234 msec. The first syllable was longest
when speaking in 100 dB noise, increasing
to 178 msec. The second 'syllable
increased to 265 msec. There was
considerable variability, however; vowel
segments did not 'invariably lengthen in
noise.

The second syllable was produced with
less energy than- the stressed first
syllable in all noise conditions. In
quiet, the second syllable was produced
9dB lower than the first. In the two
noise conditions, the differences between

‘the two syllables decreased to 2 dB and -4
dB.

As would be expected, the fundamental

frequency of both syllables increased when
speaking in noise, though there was some
variability and the increases 'were not
directly proportional to noise Ievels.‘ In
-quiet, the first syllable was produced at
an -average F0 of 138 Hz, the second
syllable at 109 Hz. At 100 dB noise, the
two syllables were produced at an average
F0 of 147 and 119 Hz.» The absolute levels
differ, but the F0 difference between the
two syllables is roughly proportional.

Speaking in noise had a detectable
effect on vowel formants. Noise was
associated with a higher F1, and a lower
12 .for front vowels. The effects were
most marked for high vowels. The formant

shifts associated with noise are given in
Fig. 2.

Oxygen mask. Wearing an oxygen mask had

a detectable effect on speech in and of

itself and the mask also tended to modify
some of the changes associated with noise.

Word and segment durations tended to be
longer when the speaker was wearing the
mask. With the mask but in quiet, ‘mean

Po 1.8.2-
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word duration was 775 msec; at 100 dB
noise, it was 768 msec., effectively the
same. The stressed first syllable was
produced at a mean duration of 172 msec.
in quiet, 173 msec. at 100 dB noise;. the
lengthened second syllable varied from 248

-ymsec. in quiet to 259 msec. in noise. On
-the average, therefore, wearing the mask
tended to cause the speaker to lengthen
segments but noise exposure had no
additional effect.

The same can be said of
differences between the two syllables.
The second syllable was produced 5 -dB
lower than the first in quiet, 4dB lower
at 100 dB noise.

The average fundamental frequency for
the stressed syllable in quiet was 129 Hz,
almost 10 Hz lower than without the mask.
Noise at. 100 dB increased average F0 to
150 Hz, a value comperable to the increase
without the mask. The unstressed second
syllable was produced at a mean 109 Hz in
quiet, 121 Hz at 100 dB noise, values
comperable to speaking without the mask.

energy

The vowel space associated with the
oxygen mask is given in Fig. 3. The
oxygen mask appears to have an effect
similar to noise in that F2 tends to
lower, particularly for front vowels
relative to speech produced without the
mask. Noise, however, does not seem to
have any additional effects on vowel
formants over those associated with the
oxygen mask.

Loud speech. When asked to be
deliberately loud, the speaker produced
words with average vowel durations and
fundamental frequency and amplitude values
comparable to those characteristic of
speech in noise, speech which might be
characterized as ’ unconsciously loud.
Without the oxygen mask, 'loud'
the two syllables were 181 msec. and 273
msec. in duration. The corresponding
fundamental frequency values were 158 Hz.
and 123 Hz.
lower than the first.

When wearing the oxygen mask while
attempting to be loud, the speaker
produced similar values: mean vowel
durations were 170 and 240 msec.; mean F0
was 150 Hz and 119 Hz; the difference in
engergy between the syllables, however,

.was only 3 dB.
The vowel space plot for loud speech is

given in Fig. 4. The vowels of loud
speech were very similar whether the
speaker was wearing an oxygen mask or not.
The vowels were shifted, however, from the
values of quiet speech: F2 for front
vowels lowered and F1 raised, particularly
for high vowels.

DISCUSSION
Our primary observation is that the

acoustic-phonetic structure of speech can
be systematically affected by the physical
environment under which it is produced.
The observed changes can be correlated

vowels in'

The second syllable was 6 dB

with the specific circumstances of speech
production.

In order to maintain vision and
consciousness at higher accelerations, so
called anti-G maneuvers are necessary.
These involve pulling the head down,
tensing the skeletal and abdominal muscles
as -much as -possible, - and
intrathoracic pressure by forcibly
exhaling against a partially or completely
closed glottis. These straining maneuvers
undoubtedly affect laryngeal tension and
vocal tract configuration, and may be
responsible for the changes observed in
speech under acceleration. Increased
laryngeal tension would be responsible for
the observed increase in fundamental
frequency. Tension in the pharyngeal
region would tend to reduce tongue
mobility, resulting in a decreased vowel
space.

When speaking under high levels of
noise, the speaker increased loudness
(energy) and pitch (fundamental
frequency). These same changes were
associated with deliberately loud
The inference is that loud speech is the
same, whether due to external physical
circumstances or to speaker intent.

According to our subject, the oxygen
mask restricts the mandible so that there
is some resistance to jaw lowering.
However, in previous work (Shulman, 1985),
an increase in loudness was associated
with a larger mouth opening and a raised
F1. We would hypothesize that that a
speaker who is increasing the loudness of
his speech and using a larger mouth
opening would tend to shift the point of

speech.

maximum constriction towards the back,
raising F1 and lowering F2 for front
vowels. When jaw movement is restricted
by the mask, tongue mobility would
decrease with approximately the same
acoustic effects.
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THE EVALUATION OF XISINTEEPRETATIONS OF SPEECH SEGMENTS

UNDER NOISE-TEST CONDITIONS
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116 38 Prague 1,Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

Two ‘parallel tests containing the

same language material and differing

solely in the noise levels used were run

using a fairly large number of listen—

ers. The results obtained from speech

segments listened to under noise-test

conditions reveal on analysis a shift in

values in the same general direction,

differing mainly in terms of quantity.

The results appear to reveal trends

in the behaviour of the individual pho-

nic qualities the perception of which

was constrained by noise. Analysis of

erroneous identifications of speech seg—

ments obtained by the noise-test furni—
shes comparative material for further

research into speech perception with

special reference to automatic speech

recognition.

INTRODUCTION

The present paper follows on in part

from our experiences with testing speech

signals masked by noise (of. /1/; fur-
ther literature ibid.), and in part from
an unpublished research report concern—

ing the discrimination of a limited set

of comments, also masked by noise, given
by a group of different speakers.

The investigation was conceived as a

probe to contribute to the problem of

automated speech recognition.

The material consisted of 20 one-word

commands performed by 10 speakers, and

it was masked by gradually increasing

levels of white noise. The results ob-

tained were assessed in terms of the

words confused and in terms of the in-

fluence of the different speakers. The

test was run in two variants, the tes-

tees previously knowing or not knowing
the speech material to be used.

The results of the probe revealed

significant differences in the degree of
difficulty of the different items, while

ZDENA PALKOVA
Department of Linguistics and Phonetics

Philosophical Faculty

Charles University

116 38 Prague 1, Czechoslovakia

they also pointed to differences in the

intelligibility of the speech of the

different speakers.

In this paper what we describe are

the results of a more extensive experi—

ment which picks up the first range of

results from that earlier probe, i.e. we

are not looking for differences brought

about by the pronounciational idiosyn—

cracies of different speakers, but are

using the interpretations of a single

speaker whose pronounciation can be

treated as standard in terms of orthoepy

and speaking technique.

We concentrate on the analysis of

errors by a largish number of listeners

in understanding noise—masked speech ma-

terial. In our analysis we not only note

the degree of deformation, but also at-
tempt to evaluate it qualitatively. The
results are presented chiefly in the
form of tables giving absolute fisures
and Percentage relations; some of these
are distributed as handouts.

THE EXPERIMENT

The material for the test consisted
of a group of 100 Czech words selected
according to preliminary criteria in
such a way as to facilitate the compo’
sition of 5 relatively homogeneous sub‘
sets of 20 words each. The criteria used
were as follows:

a) All the words were nouns in the
nominative singular.

b) Their frequency lay in the 1000‘
10000 zone (see /2/).

c) The following were excluded: words
of visibly foreign origin, emotionally
laden. words, specialist terms, PT°Per
names.

d) Each subset contained the Same
ratio of words classified by length in
sYllables, the words being of fr°m °ne
:01 five syllables in the ratio 5:7:62

e) each subset contained repetitions!

Po1._9.1
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in individual words, of the same compo—

sition of V0 elements._The basis for the
selection. of syllable .structure types

were the statistical d ta given in /3/.
We sought to include.allfhigh-incidence

types, but with some reduction in the

use of the most frequent types CV and

CVC. 3 - --
““' .f) Each Isubset‘ contained a word‘ in
.which the syllable peak was r or 1.

5) Approximately half of the words

used were more concrete in meaning, the

other half being abstracts.
h) It was not possible to standardise

'phoneme frequency; however, comparison

of the overall data with the relative
frequencies for Czech /4/ revealed stat-

istically significant agreement, as did

comparison of the frequency of phoneme

pairs acrOss the subsets (their rank
correlation).
. The fiVe 20-word subsets as realised

by one speaker were ordered into a con-

tinuous test in which.the speech signal

was masked by noise which was stepped up

between the separate parts of the test.

Two variants-of the test were run, using

different steps in the noise level.
(Variant A: — 40, - 15, - 9, - 3: + 3dB
and variant B: — 9, - 6, - 3, O, + 3dB)-

Both variants of the test were given

to listeners whose native language was

Czech (100 testees, all students regis—
tered for modern language courses in
their first and second years at the Phi-

loeophical Faculty of Charles Universi-

ty .
The performance of each testee was

assessed by data on the total number of
'wrong answers. Comparison of the results

within each group showed the normal dis—
tribution (X — test, 5%). The average
result in test A : i = 17.8, s = 3.49;
in test B: i = 28.3, s = 4.04.

Comparison of the frequency of mis-

takes with individual words reveals

that the result is influenced by two

factors above all: the level of noise,

and the individual characteristics of
the different words.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

.Results acquired on the basis of the
overall data of the number of errors at

different noise levels can be summarized

as follows:

a) The degree of difficulty of var-
iants A and B was different. The influ—
ence ofdifferent steps in thenoise le—

vel confirmed our assumptions. In test A

the first two sections were error-free,

while in test B errors were dfstributed

throughout. ' '

b) The underlying tendency for errors

.Ito increase within the. classification

used in the table remains essentially

the same, irrespective of differences in

athe difficulty of the-test.

c)_Tbe stability of words proved dep-
endent on the number of syllables: the
longer the word, the lower the number of

wrong answers. The highest percentage of

errors is within monosvllables.

d) The number of syllables proved to
be a relatively stable attribute of a

word. Errors of syllable number ammount

to only 1% of responses in test A and

2% in test B. The dependence of errors

in syllable numbers on words—length does

not share the tendency noted in c). Ref

sults for individual groups of words

according to the number of syllables are

fairly evenly balanced, the least stable

words being disyllables (see in particu—

lar test B).
e) Failure of testees to respond at

all ("O-judgments") is also not directly

dependent on word-length; at higher

noise levels the testees resorted to

this solution more frequently with di-

and trisyllables than with monosyllab—

les.

f) The link between a word's stabili-
ty and its length comes out most strong-

ly in the section, giving the number of

syllables remaining the same.

The set of errors where at least the~

number of syllables was preserved in

both test A and test B was submitted to

further analysis in terms of their pho-

neme composition.

Results obtained from analysis of

vowel switches

a) Under test conditions vowels re-

main fairly stable. Of the mis—heard

words (with the right number of syllab—
les) less than half have the error in a

vowel. In test A—2 the figure is 36%.

The higher.percentage in test A-1 is due

to the single figure of the higher num-

ber of errors in the third syllable of

trisyllabic words; in test A-2 this ten-

dency does not reappear. The causes

would appear to do with something other

than sound; it concerns just one word in

each column: pracovna — pracovnik, hor—
livost —.horlivec.

b) Errors in quantity are less fre—
quent than changes in the quality of a

P0 1.9.2
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vowel. .

c) The vowel in monosyllables 1 con—

spicuously stable. .,. ;_‘

d) It may'.b‘e similarly assumed that

the first syllable of polysyllables will

haye its vowel better preserved than

those in the other syllables. This ten—

dency'is'indeed strong in trisyllables.

In disyllables in test A—2 the ratio of

errors in the two syllables is fairly

evenly balanced. The reason is the high

number of errors in the first syllable

of the word in column 13 of the test.

Once more the result is based on confu-

sion in two words only. but this time

there can be no doubting the influence

of sound factors. The cases are confu—

sions of dfikaz — vytah (56 out of 83

errors)) and prival — uval (29 out of 61

errors). Insofar as there is a tendency

for greater stability in the first syl—

lable of disyllables, it is not so

strong as to outweigh other phonic prop—

erties of the word.

Mutual substitutions of vowels

separately

a) The direction of substitution

seems not to be arbitrary since there

are some discernible tendencies.

However, in interpreting the results

consideration has to be given to those

cases where there is a high incidence of

substitution in.one word and where the

motivation may be other than phonic

(most often it is conditioned morpholo-

gically). Those are the cases of the

above-mentioned substitution if the end—

ing pracovna - pracovnik (46 instances a

- i in test A-1). Similar cases znalec -
znalost (#2 instances of g — g) and hor-

livost - horlivec (45 instances of g -

3) may be explained as changes of gram—

matical morphemes as well, but a strik—

ingly similar tendency of this vowel

substitution may be pointed out in test

A-2, in which a possible influence of a

morpheme change is not probable.

b) The vowel 5 appears to be relati—

vely stable, especially long é. By con-

trast most errors affected the vowels ;

and g.-These two vowels shoWed a tenden-

cy to mutual substitution in the mate-

rial. Interchange between .a and o is

also relatively frequent. Syllabib 1

tends to survive better than syllabic a.

Results obtained by analysis

of mis—heard consonants.

The analysis 'of _mistakes_ affecting

consonants and consonantal clusters was

also carried out on the basis of the set

of mis—heard words where the number of

syllables was preserved. Consonants have

not yet been.1ooked at individually, the

overall picture of substitutions having

been worked out with respect to certain

pre-stated types of errors. ,.

6 basic types of change were distin-

guished. " '

x1 - simplification of- consonantal

clusters by the loss of one or more con-

sonants (e.g. for zgdech — ggech or

gech);
x . - loss of a consonant or conso-

nants, the consequence of which is the

loss of the consonantal element in the

given position altogether (e.g. for go-

zor — gzén, for vzdegh ~ zdg);
x - addition of a consonant or con—

sonants where there was already, i.e.

creation or expansion of a consonantal

cluster (e.g. for iih'- mnich, for
ggdech - vzhled);

x4 — addition of a consonant where no

consonant existed before (e.g. for grech ‘

4 Eonec, for mluvg — prfivag);
x5 - simple substitution of a sins]-e

consonant (e.g. for jig - gig, for streg

- strep);
x - substitution of an entire conso-

nantal cluster, or one of its elements

with retention of the right number of
elements in the cluster (e.g. for gietel

- gvere, for blesk - ylek);
x7 - syllables with changed open/c10-

sed character.

Thus in processing the results we

also distinguished positions of conson-

antal elements before and after a vowel,

for various reasons including the infor-

nation which this offered on the chanse

in the character of a syllable in terms

of its being open or closed.
To obtain more telling values for

comparison of the obtained frequencies:

Ehe following characteristics were ad-
ed:

Y1 — number of correctly heard conBO'

nants in erroneously received words;

y2 - number of correctly heard consO‘
nants clusters in erronesouly received

words;

Y3 - number of syllables with rer

tained oPeri/closed character in errone‘
ously received words;

Y4 - sums of erroneous words with
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retained numbers of syllables; ’
y — sums’ of erroneous words‘ with

'retained numbers of_syllables.
0n the basis of interpretations made

to date the following may be stated:

a) As expected, the number of.mis—
heard consonants is conspicuously higher

than the figure for vowels. Among the

mis—heard words with the right number of

.syllables retained erroneous identifica-

.tion of consonants ammounts to 65% in
test A11 and 75% in.test A-2. Relating

these erroneous identifictions to the

simple total 'of mis-heard words. this

represents 175.67. in test A-1 and 195.27.
in test A—2, i.e. approximatively two

errors per word on average affect conso—

nants.

b) By contrast with the foregoing,

the character of the syllable as closed

or open proves a highly stable property.
Error frequency of this type is lower

than the frequency of wrong vowels. The

results of the two tests are very evenly

balanced, whether the ratio of wrong and
right identifications (A-1: 0.14, A-2:
0.13) or the'relation to the number of
wrong words (A—1: 20.6%, A-2: 18.6%) is
used as a characteristic.

The analyses show further the need to
distinguish the position of the syllable

in the word. Of particular stability are
monosyllables and the first syllables of

polysyllables. On the contrary, endings

preserve the character of a syllable to

a considerably lesser degree. Again the

reasons may be other than phonic. This

may have something to do with the fact

that the destruction of the character of

a syllable at the different noise levels
does not rise in proportion to difficul-

tv in listening, but peaks in both tests
at the penultimate level.

0) Comparison of the right and wrong
interpretation of the test items reveals

a clear tendency for a consonant to be

more stable before a vowel than after
one. This tendency is observed at-all

noise levels and applies to words of

different length. However, it is not

.tied more to the first syllable. In the
material given, the most stable conso-
nant or consonantal element is at the

head of the second syllable of di— and
trisyllables.

With more detailed processing of the
results of the test, there are a number
0f further tendencies discernible, some

also to do with the actual nature of
specific substitutions.

'For example, with deformation of

wrword-initial consonant clusters——¢hat

consdhant which1immediately precedes.the1

vowel is often preserved,le:g. in test~

A—2 the ratio of wrong‘hnd-rightfsolut—

ions for consonants in the first syllab—" 3 "I

Is immediately preceding the vowel is

1.5 (for the whole consonantal unit in

this position it is 3.76); a similar

tendency is found in monosyllables, in

both tests moreover.

In the material used the nasal consor

nants.proved relatively stable, -and it

'is precisely their nasality which survie

ves. The commonest error with nasals is

their substitution by a different nasal

consonant. For example, the ratio of

wrong and right solutions in test A—1 at

the most difficult noise level is 0.63

(i.e. correct responses-are in the majo—

rity), and if we take as correct also

those cases where the substitute was

also nasal, the value drops to 0.17;

similarly for test A—2 a ratio of 1.06

drops to 0.31.

It is expected that additional modif—

ications will be made to the parameters

used in order to ascertain more exactly

which of the phenomena discovered con-

tribute effectively to the identificat—

ion of speech.
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Speech distorted by helium in the
breathing‘gas, as is the case in saturation
diving at depths below 50 msw, is rendered
unintelligible by an upward frequency shift
of spectral components.

When responents label spectras of
linear interpolations between /i:/ and /e:/
spoken in air, we get a categorical
transition in the vowel continuum.
Interpolation spectras from 54, 120 and 300
msw are being categorised with decreasing
accuracy, while the respondents' ability to
label appropriately increases from 300 to
500 msw. ' 7- ' ' - - » .

The difference limens (DL) for F1 and
F2 for the vowel /i:/ have been investi-
gated for the same depths. DL for F1 7
remains relatively stable, with a rise from
300 to 500 msw. DL for F2 is raised from 0
to 300 msw, and lowered from 300 to 500
ms.

These findings will be discussed.

:momcnon

In saturation diving the nitrogen and
most of the oxygen in the breathing gas is
replaced by helium. Table 1 lists typical
compositions of breathing gases at various
depths, in this case from an experimental
dive in pressure chambers at The Norwegian
Underwater Technology Center (NUTEC) in
Bergen, Norway. (The small quantity of N2
is a consequence of an unintentional conta-
mination.) ,

Depth (mew):
0: 54: 120: . 300: 500:

Pressure
in atm.: 1 6.4 13.0 31.0 51.0
02 in %: air 8.6 4.1 1.6 0.9
N2 in %: air 0.1 3.4 1.6 0.0
He in %: air 90.4 92.6 96.9 99.1

Table 1. Contents of breathing gases at
various depths /1/. .

Intelligibility can be described by

.. - ~ _ N-5007 Dergen

the output from a Modified Rhyme Test
(MRI), where_intelligibility is the
percentage of correct identifications in a
mltiple forced choice test, adjusted to
correct for the potential guesswork
involved.

Table 2 list typical MRT-scores for
speech at depths between 0 and 500 new.

Depth (msw):
0: 100: 200: 300: 400: 500:

‘MRT-score: 97 _56 _50 46 42 ‘17

Table 2. Intelligibility as a function of
depth. Data modified from Slethei
/2/.

The decrease in MRT—score is mainly
caused by the helium, but the increalBe i’c‘t
ambient pressure contributes to the effe-

/3/. (Rank-order correlation between MRI‘
score and the proportion of helium is
-0.99, between MET—score and ambient les
pressure -0.77, based on the data in Tab
1 and 2.) 11

The loss in intelligibility 13 ”30
from 200 to 400 mew, and from 400 to 5° ing
there is even an increase. This flatten
and rise in MRT-soore cannot be accoun e
for by changes in depth, ambient pressur
or composition of the breathing 985' be
somewhat more detailed analysis seems t°
needed.

It should be borne in mind that true
MR'r-score may disguise differences tha
pertinent to the understanding Of mine
speech, because the vowel phoneme 15 for
same for all words that are candidates is
the respol'ldents' best forced choice. _
might suggest that studies of the Pemegt
tion of vowels could shed some more 1121011
into the auditory darlmess at depths b
200 meters.

In order to approach some of theproblems related to the perceptil-Qn °£ .
helium 'Peech, we have made two studies’
9113 deals with categorical perceptiw °

P01.10J

vowels in helium-oxygen speech (Part I),
the other deals with how difference limens
(Dis) behave in this breathing gas (Part
II). DLS will be studied for F1 and F2
separately.

At the time of finishing this paper,
both parts comprise data from 15 respond-
ents with no prior experience with helium-
oxygen speech. Both-studies will be
extended to 20 respondents.

. m.

I

ML; Formant parameters (Fl-F4,
8W1-8W4) for the Norwegian-~vowels /i:/ and
/e:'/ spoken in air /4/ byone diver-.were -
used as end point values, .and‘18_ iinearf'f" "
interpolations were calculated. All the 20
vowels were synthesized by a LPC-based
formant cascade synthesizer. The same
procedure was repeated for the same vowels
spoken in atmospheres for 54, 120, 300 and
500 msw.

Each of the 5 sets was headed by the
/i:/-/e:/-pair 3 times to serve as anchor-
ing points for the identification tasks.
Each set was randomized individually.
These 5 sets, together with pauses and some
sinusoid control signals, were DA-converted
directly onto analog audio tape.

The stimuli were presented to the
respondents via earphones, and the respond-
ents were asked to tick off theirbest-
identification as either /i:/ or /e:/ for
each stimulus. The empirical material for
Part I thus consists so far of 1500 in-
dividual and independent data points.

m F1 for the vowel /i:/
Spoken in air was varied with respect to
frequency and bandwidth and pairs of vowel-
like stimuli were produced. Stimulus pairs
were organised to fit into an Ax-paradigm,
where F1 frequency for the x spectrum was
varied from 2% to 12% above that of the A
spectrum in a cumulative manner. x1 has a
first formant frequency 2% above A, x; has
a first formant frequency 2% above that of
X1 and so on. AX and M2 would then
constitute two d1 ferent pairs of vowel
stimuli. »

This procedure was carried out for all
depths for F1 and F2.

The test material consisted of 800
vowel pairs. They were presented to the
reapondents via earphones, and the respond-
ents were asked to determine whether A and
X were identical or different in quality by
ticking off appropriate boxes on a response
sheet. The empirical material for Part II
consists of 12000 individual and independ-
ent data points. ‘

Rimes. '
ML. Table 3 presents the results

for Part I. Stimulus No l is the end
point /i:/ and No 20 is the end point /e:/.

' Number of respondents identié’ ’ ..
Stim. fying S as /i:/ for each depth:

0: 'No: 54: 120: 300: 500:

1 15* 15* 7 5 11
2 15* 12* 4 ' 11 11
3 15* 13* 4 s 13
4 15* 11 ’ 3 5 10
5 - 15* 13* 3 7 9 _
6 15* 11' 3 7 s
7 _ 10 s _ 3_ 6' 3 _
s 14* 13* 7 7 - s
9

- 6 10 4 5 7
_10 - . 2* 10- 1* 9 4
11 . -1* - 2* 3* 7 ’5
12 1*' 3*' 4 ' 5 3*
13 2* 3* 3* 3* 1*
14 0* 1* 2* 11 5
15 0* 2* 4 1o 4
16 0* 1* 2* 7 5
17 0* 1* 5 3* 3*
18 . 0* 0* 1* 4 1*
19 0* 0* 1* 7 1*
20 0* 0* 3* 7 4

Table 3. Number of respondents identifying
stimuli 1-20 (/i:/-/e:/) as /i:/ for
the depths 0 ,54, 120, 300 and 500
msw. Significant identifications as
N* .

In Table 3 we have indicated which of
the identifications were statistically
significant according to the binomial
distribution (a1pha=0.05) . A non-direc-
tional hypothesis was considered for depth
a 0, and a directional hypothesis for depth
> 0. In the stimulus continuum, the
turnover point (between S 7 and S 8) was
used as dividing point for directing the
null-hypothesis towards /i:/ or /e:/.

From Table 3 we can calculate the
number of statistically significant
identifications for each depth. The
results from this calculus are presented in
Figure l.

Eszo

é-IS

E40

h o 54 120 g; 500
Figure 1. Number of statistically sig-

nificant identifications in vowel
stimulus continuum per depth.
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.If .we disregard 0 new and consider the. .

cases where a stimulu's’is correctly identi-

fied as either /i:/ or /e:/, i.e. when

stimulus number is either < 8 or stimulus

number is >' 7, we find that only 4 out of

28 stimuli have been identified correctly

as /i:/, while 25 out of 52 have been

. correctly identified as /e:/. Testing

se ro ortions a ainst an expected equal

1girl-Sporgiog, we findgthat the difference is

statistically significant. (Chi-square

goodness of fit, with expected equal

proportions.) . . .

. “pert II. In eh;3x5§eredigm, the DL is
defined as 'the minimally detectable differ- ‘ '-

ence between A and X. For 15 respondents,

we can reject a hypothesis that a threshold

has been detected erraneously if 11 out of

15 responents agree that A and X are

different. (Binomial. distribution, non-

directional, alpha = 0.05.)

Table 4 lists the D15 as the mean
percentage of difference between A and X,

and the typical formant frequency when the

difference has been detected by 11 respond-

ents. The typical formant frequency is the
mean of the A and X values.

Typical
Formant: Depth: DL: SD: frequency:

F1: 0 10.7 * 366
54 11.2 1.2 786

120 10.4 * 1225
300 10.4 3.1 1597
500 15.0 4.6 1917

F2:
0 9.9 2.7 2451

54 12.7 3.9 4823
120 14.9 3.2 5237
300 22.0 6.8 5974
500 18.8 5.4 6185

Table 4. DL and standard deviations as
a function of depth. (* indicate in-
sufficient data.) Typical formant fre-
quencies when DL is detected.

The decrease in DL for F2 from 300 to 500
new becomes more apparent when presented in
graphical form in Figure 2.

W
3113.1... The labelling tasks per-

formed in Part I clearly demonstrate that
vowels simulating helium speech spoken in
isolation differ in difficulty as objects
for labelling. The Modifyed Rhyme Test
disguises this difference. This calls for
developing descriptive techniques which
combine the reliability of the MRT with an
ability to exploit variation within the
linguistic material. MRT is only able to

max _
:‘25

3-20 -: Fl F2 _.-

E-‘S

E—w

: E E E E E
0 4 120 00 500

Figure 2. Difference limens for F1 and F2

per depth.

differentiate between those combinations of

VC- and CV-structures that are included in

the finite set of response words.
Algorithms aiming at reconstructing

the speech signal as it would have been in

air at 1 atmosphere, take the tSical
properties of thebreathing gas into

consideration. This is of course necessary:

but auditory and perceptual aspects are
being neglected. The upward shift .13
frequencies causes the formants to be W

M the auditory region where pitch
resolution is optimal for speech 991’“?
tion. For the vowels /i:/ and /e=/ "h 3
means that the second formant graduallyiw

loses its importance as one for identif
tion, until the first formant has been
enabled to take its place. This is thzt
most probable explanation for the effe
shown in Table 4 and in Figure l-

f DL
Part II; Flana an's findings /5/ °

for vowel formant fgequencies in the ”91°"
of 3-5% have recently been questioned b1; in
Ghitza and Goldstein /6/, who report D
the region above 12%. Our findings ”it”
largely in accordance with those of Gh in
and Goldstein, with an increase for F1

the region above 1.5 kHz. for F?
The considerable increase in DL 2) 1'

from 0 to 300 we (Table 5 and Figul'a 300
011117 to be expected. The decrease fig
to 500 mws is unexpected. Although
standard deviations are uncomfortablzhw
large, it is worth while asking W1!
is such a decrease. new

The same explanation may sufficetive
The frequency of F1 increases in Islam to!
importance as a cue to detecting the f the
F2 as the F2 frequency is moved out °
region of optimal pitch resolution'
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. and perceptual phonetics may contribute to

6.

N ‘Ns a _ .
Developing instruments for improving-

the efficiency of comunication‘system is a
demanding- task, where the knowledge and .
skills from various professions may eontri--.-'-- -
buts.

There is a considerable room for
improving the methods and techniques which
describe the efficiency of such systems.

Knowledge from the fields of auditory

the develo ‘ent of instrumentation for
communicat on systems.

The Norwegian Underwater Technology
Center (NUTEC) has given valuable assist-
ance in the research reported here.

Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek
(IPO) in Eindhcven generously allowed my to
use their computer facilities to produce
the speech synthesis.
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amour

Problems do 1a perception do 1a parole

dens demauvaises conditions acou-

stiques - communication vorbalo dens

1'erganisation modems du travail dons

los différentes branches do l'industrie,
du transport, etc. Factours influen-

qant 1a qualit‘ do comprehension.

L'omploi do nouvollos techniques
modernes dens l'organiaatien et la ges-
tien do l'industrio, des mines, du tran-
sport ot d'auti'es branches do 1'écenemie
nationals nous a permis d'observer quo
1a parole y joue un role do plus en plus
important, car lo message verbal repre-

sents aujourd 'hui non seulement on in-
strument do communication, mais il est
devenu un instrument do travail. Tenant
compte do cottesituation il est impor-
tant d'étudier lea conditions ot lea cir-
censtances qui favorisont l'optimalisa—
tion do la qualité do compréhension dans
tous les domaines do l'économio natio-
nals. _

Pour qu'un message verbal important
(ayant sa fonction dens l'organisation
du travail) accomplisse sérieusoment ea
fonction informative, il est necessaire
que tous ses composants soiont Parfaite-
ment comprehensibles pour. cheque membre
du collectif sans laisser 1a moindre

ambiguité, aussi négligeablo qu'ollo

puisso Gtre. Una information pou expli-

cite ou deformée risque do troubler non

seuloment los conditions do travail, min

aussi d'engondrer dos- aocidonts do tra-

veil»

Do co point do me, lo sujot parlant doit

tenir cempte a la fois do Is capacité 4'

comprehension do 1'auditeur, do so ra-

pidité a fixer 1 information at enfin
a réagir, en fonction du signal émifi:
Pour accomplir un acte de travail ado-

Quat. Il est toujours nécessaire dc"?

voir comment at on combien do temps one

information pout atre rogue.

PWI‘ Pouvoir classer les difforonts t7?”

do communication nous avons raesomb16 5“.

échantillons représontatifs do Is comlu'

nicatien vex-bale dos chomins do for, all

transport urbain ot aérion, dos min“,

de la hauto metallurgie ot do 1’agricu1'

ture. Lo materiel obtenu est asses 1'10”

at on mé‘me temps hétéregone - 0° qui ’6' .
Pond a l'bypothoee pr‘linineire d “é

desré different dos deformations 911°”

tiques do co genre do communicatiGno

Nous nous semmes posés 18 9119“”:

JUN-11:5 quelle mosure i1 sorait P0951131.
do eaisir certains typos do 659““t
5‘1 Signal acoustiquo pour on £81" an.
classification. En tout cas, 195 agar;
nations do signal acoustique 119 ”men
Pas stre étudiéos d'une faqon 1591“:

P0 1.11.1
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est nécsssaire do les suivro non souls-

ment d'apros leur position dens loo
groupes rythmiquos, mais aussi d'apros
lo car-actors cemploxo do l'énonc'é (1o
debit, 1a durée, 1e genre do l'infsrma-
tion, etc.). Cheque type do P.C. (posts
do commando - c.-§-d. 'dispatching")
a sa faoon spécifique pour transmottro

_ los messages verbaux at par consequent.

i1 .faut so rendre compte qu'il 'y a meme
uno différonto quantite do l'information
dans les messages 'simples" (c'ost-a-dire
instructions no centenant pratiquoment

quo dos nets-clo) par rapport aux

phrases “complexes" dens lesquolles déja
lo contexts ot 1a structure gramticalo
jouont un r31o important;
Les premiers sondagos out montré qu'il
exists difforents typos do deformations

dos elements consonantiquos, vocaliquos,
syllabiques ainsi que les deformations
dos structures rythmiques do la phrase.
Dos 1o debut de nos recherches. nous
evens realise. plusieurs tests différonts

ot nous evens compare la faoon do per--

"Ftiu dos profossiennels ~ employee
dans la milieu do travail donné - a cello

'dos prephanes qui no conneissont pas lee
'mécanismes do compensation" typiques
Pour cheque profession. Pour illustror
certains problomes importants, nous pré-

_ sontons briovementv quelques résultats
at: test suivant- _- ‘
P'aprEs loo rochorehos preliminaires
noes evens prepare on test pour los a1»
locuteiresprophanoo (25 étudiants, Phi‘
1°1°8uee, 18-20 ans). Dans co test,
nOtro attention a porté non soulement
301‘ l'intolligibilité générale, mais
“ht particulioromont our l'intolligi-
bum dos indications numériques. Nous
Evens donc procédé a l'analyse do nos
mtériaux do maniéro a ebtonir un aper-
9“ Bpécial do 1a deformation dos indi-
cations numériques qui sent on general

dans tous los types do P.C. assez nem-

brouses ot leur porcoption exacts so

montro trio importanto.
Retro test a beta compose do 178 sog-

monts dent;

8 dans l'intervalle 0 - 0.9 s.

47 dons 1'intorva11o 1 - 1.9 s.
62 dens l'intorvallo 2 - 2.9 s.
40 dens 1"interva11e 3 - 3.9 s,.
18 dens l'intervallo 4 - 4,9 s.

3 dans‘l'intervalle 5 - 5.9 s.

L'intervalle la plus favorable pour la
perception s'ost montro ontro ls.-4o.
(ce qui represents 83.7% do tous los

segments testes). Les intervalles an

deeseus d'une seconde.-nous les evens
cheisis soulement pour aaveir do quollo

manioro 1'allocutairo sorait capable do
porcovoir dos segments tres brefs, ot

au contraire, coux qui dépassaient 4s.-

- pour nous rendre compte quollo sorait

1o nembro limitatif do données pereuos

par les allocutaires.

Les differences dens los resultats as

sent montréos d'abord dans les réaetiens

dos allecutaires

, a) d'aprés lo type do P.C.;
b) d‘apros la composition syntaxiquo

dd segment;

r_c) d'apres‘la perception des mots-clot
Lee 178 segments contenaiont au total
471 indications numeriques, tols qu'en

. 1es trouvo dans les phrases spontannéos

dos P.C.- . Do co nembro do 178 segments

14 sementssoulemont ont été porous
avoc um; intelligibilito do 100% (dent
6 no contenant qua dos indications nu-

mériquos, 3 segments "combines” at 5 seg-

ments contonant dos indications non-nu-

mériquos). '

Nous pouvons resumer los résultats do

so test spécifiquo dens loo points sui-

vents:
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1) Le degré de l'intelligibilité dépend

d'abord de la precision de l'articu-

lation, du rythme et du débit de lo-

cutenr et en meme temps de la compo-

sition syntaxique des segments. Ces

tacteurs'semmontrent encore plus im-

portants au moment of: le bruit géné-

ral du milieu de travail s'accro’it ou

si la qualité de transmission du

signal acoustiqua diminua.

Si 1e locuteur prononce son message

distinctement en respectant 1a repar-

tition rythmique de 1'énoncé, l'in-

telligibilité est suffisante meme

dans un bruit assez important.

2) Pour 1a communication dans de mau-

vaises conditions acoustiques 11

s'avere que ce sont lea voyelles qui

rsprésentent les elements portant

l'information. Nous nous sommes ren-

dus compte qu'il exists souvent une

certaine 'matrice des voyelles" qui

rests assez stable.

P.ex.: l'indication numérique "522"

a été peroue comma: "222",

~2,5,22-, '9,22',

I‘522"' bdgtsgtdvgcgtdva/ e-e-a-e-a
”222' ldnst'gdvgcgtdvg/ e-e-a-e-a

"2 ,5 ,22" /dv3gpj_e_tdvgcgtdvg/e-e-a-e-a
"9,22'I lagntdvgcgtdvy e-e—a-e-s

Tous les changements indi‘oués sont.
dans ce type do P.C. théoriquement
possibles', car ils y donnent un sens

,réel. ' 1

Si un changement des voyelles se na-

nifestait nous avons examine, quel
type do changement se montrait comme
typique, et au contraire, quel type
nous pouvions considérer p1ut8t en
tent qua périphériQue.

3) La durée des messages bien intelli-
gibles est de 38. environ (mé‘me
s 11 y a des differences dans la
structure des messages). Les mots

initiaux et finales sont aussi bien

intelligibles que tous les autres

(excepté les mots monosyllabiques com-

mencsnt par les sifflantes au début

d'un message .ou _des. mots trés longs

a la ‘fin d'un message dépassant 65.).

4) L'intelligibilité des ”notions-codes“

an début ou a la fin d'un message re-

presents un probléme special.

Nous présumons qu'il est important d'en-

registrar dans les analyses prélimin'airea

tous les types de changements, mé‘me ceux

qui nous paraissent marginaux. Dans 1a

communication courante , 1'allocutaire

"compléte'I automatiquement les diffé-

rentes informations grace a la connais-

sance du milieu du travail, do 1'ensemb1e

des mécanismes de compensation. Maia dans

une communication professionnelle qui-

dirige des systemes du transport ou‘ de

la production importants, il est neces-

saire de demander de telles conditions:

dens lesquelles l'intelligibilité soit

reellement de 100%.

P0 1.1.1.3
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ACOUSTICS AND PERCEPTION OF SPEECH IN VARIOUS MODES OF ARTICULATION

- ‘ B.M.Kolesnikov L.M.Zakharov

De t. of Philology Moscow State University
p Moscow, USSR, 119899

ASSTRACT

This paper presents preliminary data and
observations from reSearch on acoustic modifica-
tions of speech in various modes of articulati-
on. We consider acoustic variables of speech wi-
thin a general nodel of speech production in
which the mode of articulation (MA) is an inde-
pendent source of acoustic change. Intelligibi-
lity scores of the word-lists heard under condi-
tions of noise differ due to the degree of phy-
sical manifestation of phonetic features which
is the highest in forced speech and the lowest
in sloppy speech.

INTRODUCTION

Quite a number of papers have recently been
published on acoustic properties of speech and
its perception. The bulk of this research deals
with speech in a comparatively narrow range of
acoustic change. However, speech often may dif-
fer acoustically due to external conditions of
communication or to the internal state of the
speaker. One example is forced speech (FS). .
Speech which is produced in the mode of forced
articulation. As a rule FS is louder than normal
speech (NS) and therefore less subject to disto-
rtions and more intelligible due to its more ef-
fective use of the hearer's attention. FS occurs
in many situations of everyday life and is a
universal means of overcoming distance, ambient
noise, an ihterlocutor's dullness or a child's
disobedience (in the latter two cases FS is not
logically motivated and has negative emotional
'oonnotations). - ' -

I Another modification of speech has not yet
been sufficiently analysed. It is the speech
Produced in a state of extreme weariness or in—
toxication. This variety of speech with slurred
articulation is commonly called sloppy speech
(53). It's acoustics are markedly different
from those of normal speech (NS) and forced
sPeach. We distinguish three modes of articula-
tion (MA) and three corresponding modifications
Of speech: normal, forced and sloppy respecti-
vely.

.METHOD
In our experiments acoustic peculiarities

““d Perception of FS and SS as compared with NS
have been the main object of interest. Word-

lists of 14 words have been read by 6 speakers
possessing certain dramatic skills. Speakers were
asked to imagine a situation where it was neces-
sary to "out-voice" ambient noise or imitate the
speech of an operator exhausted by 48 sleepless
hours.

Recordings thus obtained were presented to
a group of subjects who were asked to describe
the speaker's condition and any peculiarities of
his speech. Here follow some examples of such de-
scriptions: "neutral speech" (about normal arti—
culation), "speech most likely produced at a mee-ting (about forced articulation), "indifference,
or rather weariness near to drowsiness" (about
slurred articulation). The recordings were used
for further acoustic analysis.

The sonagrams of the recorded stimuli were
made by means of the "Kay Elemetrics" Sons-graph.
The measurements of fundamental frequency, dura-
tion and spectral characteristics of the stimuli
were made on the sonagrams. The main data are
presented in the following tables.

In table I FS and SS are compared with NS.
A plus-sign stands for increased measured durati—
on of a segment in various “As as compared with
NS, a minus—sign stands for decreased measured
duration and 5 stands for equality of measured
duration.

The table shows that while a word in general
becomes longer in F8, stressed vowels and to a
lesser extent preceding consonants are consisten—
tly lengthened. The remaining segments (unstres—
sed vowels and other consonants are not necessa-
rily lengthened. Other consonants are lengthened
55% of the time for speaker I and 82% of the time

- for speaker II. Unstressed vowels are lengthened
64% of the time for Speaker I and 86% of the time
for speaker II. '

In SS the character of duration change is
different for both speakers. Thus speaker II len-
gthens half of all the words, and in only 29% of
these cases lengthens vowels stressed or unstres—
sed. Speaker I, who lengthens 40% of the words,
constantly makes this by lengthening stressed vo-
wels. He lengthens unstressed vowels only 62% of
the time, He does not lengthen preceding conso-
nants. However, consonants other than preceding
ones are lengthened more consistently - 100% of
the time for speaker I and 91% of the time for
speaker II. ,

The tendency to lengthen consonants was con-
firmed in experiments on a larger scale employing

Po 1.12.1
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5 and 6 speakers and a greater number of words.

The consonants in F8 do not always increase in

duration in unstressed syllables. Lengthening

occurs as follows: sonants — 52%, fricatives -

13%, plosives and affricates — 59% as compared

to their duration in NS. In F5 for consonants

preceding stressed vowels lengthening occurs

thus: sonants — 51%, fricatives - 53%, plosives

and affricates - 52%.

Table I. Duration change in F8 and SS

as compared with N8

Stimulus forced‘speegh $ sloppyéspesfh E

* '2 i-‘~‘§u’ 3 a— s: a: .5
"rd 35133 32:3 323 :2 gazg

Speaker ‘s-§§ K5o4¢3>s>¢ao

II + + + + - + d d +

ia-ma I + + + + + + + - - +

II + + + + + + + -

azu— I + + + + + + - -

II + + + + + + +

a-lpha I + + + + + + + +

II + + + + + + ~

uzda- I + + - + + + -

, II + + + + - +

i-m a I + + + 5 + — +

II + + + + + +

uzhe- I + + + + + + + +

II + + + + - +

e—ta I + + + 4 + + + +

II + + + (5) + - - (+) +

ke-pka I + + - (+) + + + + (d) +

II + + + + + - + +

i-kry I + + + + + + + +

II + + + (+) + + - - (+) +

t‘o-sh'a I 5 + - (+) + o + (+) +

II + + - + — _ -

kho-lodno I + + _ + + + _ +

. 1 II + + + + + - — +

‘za-pcnk I + + + + + + - + +

. II + + + + + - 5 - 6' -

Pals—tka I + + _ + _ + ,. ‘* 5 +

II + + + d + + + - + +
analgi-n I + f + 5 _ + + + i +

In SS consonants other than preceding ones

tend to lengthen thus: sonants - 69%, frioati-

ves — 67$, plosives and affricates - 76%. The

preceding sonants in SS tend to maintain their

duration or shorten in the following manner:

sonants - 57$. fricatives - 69%, plosives and

affricates - h8%.
Table 2 shows that FS is characterized by

lengthening of vowels. However, such lengthen—

ing depends on a number of circumstances. Thus

for example only 5 out of 6 speakers lengthen

stressed vowels. One speaker might shorten all

the vowels, whereas another might lengthen the

stressed /u/ and /i/ and shorten all the rest.

One circumstance might be the tempo chosen by

a Speaker - vowel lengthening is Characteristu

of slower tempo. Another might be the degreeto

which articulation is forced. Curiously enough

speakers I and IV are the same person. TheSemmd

set of his recordings were made after an intuvu

of 6 months. The data are totally different:the

first recordings display shortening of almostau

vowels, but the second recordings displaylsn?

thening of the stressed vowels. It is worthnmr

tioning that the tempo in the first case wasslm

wer than in the second. Five out of six speflmn

lengthen the stressed /i/ and /u/ to a greater

degree than /a/, /o/, /e/ in PS.

As far as the unstressed vowels are cmmen

ned, there are not consistent differences between

various MAS. Only one speaker out of six cmmtmr

tly lengthened unstressed vowels and only once!

six constantly shortened the unstressed vowels

(the same speaker also shortened the stressed vo-

wels).
The duration of unstressed vowels waSImt

found to depend on their identity, positiMIe

tive to stress or consonant environment.Thedw

ration change of unstressed vowels did notrewfl

any evident regularity.

The SS is characterized by an irregular and

individualized manner of vowel duration ohmma

2 speakers (I and III) tend to lengthen ahmst

all vowels, three Speakers (II, V, VI) tendto

shorten almost all vowels. One speaker lmuflmm

almost all stressed vowels and shortens alnofl

all unstressed vowels. Moreover, the oharadmr

of vowel duration change in SS does not depmm

on the speaker's chosen tempo. The durationof

all vowels was not found to depend on theiridur

tity, position relative to stress or cmwonufi

environment.

One can point out two contrasting tendflmh'

in intensity characteristic of FS as coni’m’d

with NS.
I. Greater prominence of the stressedvowl

(the difference between maximum intensity(ll“)A

for stressed and unstressed vowels beingless m

NS). When forcing is very strong a speakerJU“

"shouts out" the stressed syllable whileth°

rest of the word is almost inaudible. d

2. The levelling of intensities of-stres.”

and unstressed vowels (the’difference bet'ee“

»‘Imax'of the stressed vowel and Imax 6‘ th9‘msv

ressed ones in F8 is less than in NS)‘-Inthao
extreme case of PS a speaker'besins verbaUJ
scan all the syllables. ' an”

Some speakers displayed the first tene w

others displayed the second, and some diflfl”
both tendencies. However, speakers more ofiail:3

displayed only one tendency With polysyllabmr

word. The first tendency is Pred0'mantin g
ced speech if in the normal Spee°h the “”591
vowel is not distinguished by its inwig'“

is the case if the stressed vowel 1“ “ '0
/i/ or /u/ and the preceding 170'“ is la/l'yed.

In SS also both tendencies are disptzmr
However, the second one (levellins 0‘ in inur
ties) is more frequent. In such 08595 the“

Sity contrast may disappear, that 15’ vo'ntb
tensity may coincide with consonant 1“tmliw
the consonants being sonants as well as Vown
and voiceless fricatives. It is “°t infreq

P()'1J12.2
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pala—tka +- ++
zanponki 6- +-

kho-lodno —- ++
t'o—sh'a d

that all sounds in a word are of equal intensi-

ties.

Table 2. Duration change of vowelsin FS and SS as compared with NS (msec)

speZ§gel stressed pretonic posttonic

MA . la/ ' /o/ /e/ /u/ 71/ /a/ " /u/ /a/ /’a/ /i/ /i/ /c/

'NS 200 185 210 260 180

I FS +25 +15 +40 +30 +40

SS +65 +50 +90 +95 +65

110 120 140 160 150 140 65

+10 -10 +10 +15 +30 -25 +10

+10 +40 +15 0 +55 -10 -10

NS 145 130 130 105 105

II FS +25 +25 +25 +55 +30

SS -10 -25 -15 +15 -25

95 90 75 95 80 75 50

+25 +25 +30 +30 +15 0 +25

-15 +25 -10 -25 +55 -70 ~10

NS 140 120 145 160 140

III FS +55 +55 +75 +55 +55

75 1 105 so 80 95 65 50
+15 i e +10 +15 -15 +10 +10

NS 230 210 235 265 230

IV FS -30 -15 -25 -65 -80

SS +65 +40 +55 -15 +65

160. 130 160 175 130
+15 -25 -40 -4o -10
+25 ‘ +55 -10 -25 -3o

NS 195 195 175 200 200

V FS +25 +40 +40 -15 +15

SS -30 -75 -4O -40 -105

120 130 130 170 120

+30

+25

~15 -25 -40 +10

-50 o -75 -15

NS 160 155 195 185 140
VI FS -10 -3o -10 +10 +25

53 -1o -15 -40 +25 , -1o

170 j 115 95 80 9o
—30 5

-15 -30 -25 0 +25

+40 -15 -10 +55

Table 3. Intensity of vowels in F5 and SS
as compared with NS

forced speech sloppy speech

speaker
stimulus \\\II IV I III V VI II IV I III V
word

a—lpha _ - - 3+ + _ - + —

uzda- — + _ + + — 4. + + —

ia—ma - + + — + + + - + -

+ 5
uzhe- + + - + ++ - + - é -

e—ta - - - + + + r - + - -
k°”Pkfl - + + + -
33““ e + + - + + -- + 4 + +

analgisp 5+ ++ ++ 5- ++
l-kry -- ++ + - + ++ ++ 5+ + + —

1".“ - - - - + + - + - - +

+ (stressed) vowel more intensive

- (stressed) vowel less intensive

d (stressed) vowel equally intensive

SPECTRUM

Only visual estimates of the spectrum have

been made. Due to these estimates there are no

regular substantial changes in the spectrum in

PS as compared with that of NS. E and F; of the
vowels remain at the same frequencies and retain
their normal intensity values. It is important
that E -F1 difference does not change perceptib—
ly in F8 even for /i/, though this contradicts

Some observations reported in the literature.
Despite increasing intensities of higher for—
mants, errors in perception can be more satisfa—
ctorily explained by errors in the horizontal
rather than the vertical position of the tongue
in articulation, that is, infwrmation about fl
is more easily perceived than that‘about F3 (of.
frequent substitutions /u/~«¥if::2t / and /o/—- ‘
/e/). However, in PS there are occasional pecu—
liarities of spectrum that serve to increase its
intelligibility as compared with NS. The peculi—

arities are as follow:
I. Vowel formants occupy the most characte-

ristic frequencies in the spectrum (e.g. F, for
/a/ and F3 for /u/ are higher than in normal
Speech).

2. Consonant noise is amplified at more

P()'1:12.3 .
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characteristic frequencies than in NS.
3. The formants of sonants are physically

more distinct (e.g. better physical manifesta—
tion of nasal formant, etc.).

In general these peculiarities may, toge-
ther with the lengthening of sounds frequent in
PS, explain the increase in the intelligibility
of rs as compared with us.

FREQUENCY

Table 4. Fonmx and A Fo of the stressed vowels
in various MAS

Vowel MA NS FS SS

speaker (may A5 Fame: 45 final. Are
1 152 15 zoo 52 117 3
11 I30 13 190 38 113 20

/a/ IV 131 16 14a 44 I06 9
v 129 6 272 102 117 11
v1 141 19 173 34 -
I 135 I3 208 55 137 0
11 ’ 140 10 202 35 137 25

/o/ 1v I34 17 156 40 119 12
v 136 -9 230 so 115 11
v1 140 21 174 34 -, -
1 122 5 210 56 117 2
II 142 12 I98 #2 127 15

/u/ 1V 1&4 19 173 61 108 8
V 138 9 276 106 113 8
VI 143 20 I93 40 ' —
I 150 20 240 85 135 15
II 150 10 215 30 140 25

/t / IV 140 I7 155 28 113 8
V 140 13 283 75 120 10
VI 181 23 187 48 - _
I 133 13 235 55 118 , 10
II 143 15 I95 50 123 23

/1/ IV I30 14 170 43 III ‘ 3
V 145 9 285 106 118 9
VI 141 '15 185 40 -
I 128 5 218 50 123 7
II 140 13 202 38 132 20

/e/ IV 138 20 155 47 103 7
V' 132 II 281 88 117 8
VI 138 15 180 37 -

As could be seen in table 4, an increase of
Po of 50% in the average is characteristic of FS
(the range of Fo—increase is from 11% for spea—
ker 1V to II3% for speaker V). In SS Pom.xinc-
reases by about 13% (the range of Fo—increase is
from 1% for speaker I to 25% for speaker IV). In
addition, there is difference between Puma; and'
Fonfin over the same vowel four times greater in
PS than in NS (the range is from 1,6 times for
speaker VI to 17 times for speaker V).

These speech events are consistent and rep—
roducable and as such can serve to distinguish
between various modes of articulation.

It is probable that the degree of forcing
determines Fe values. The intensity increase and
the rise of F0 (maximum and change) are absolute
indicators of FS, while the intensity decrease
and the fall of F0 (maximum over stressed vo-
wels) are absolute indicators of SS.

0

PERCEPTION

To investigate perception of speech in vari- |

ous MAs four word-lists containing 31 stimuli ,

each were read by 3 speakers. The record level i

was adjusted so that all stimuli were equal in '
intensity. Thus the factor of intensity was ex-

cluded since it effects perception greatly, FS

being about 3 times more intensive and SS two

times less intensive than NS. Three groups of

subjects listened to the recordings under the ,
conditions of noise. The intelligibility score
for each word—list has been calculated. To neut-
ralize memorizing the order of presentation was'
as follows: NS, FS, SS. I

The average intelligibility scores were 58%
for NS, 66% for F8 and 48% for $3. The factor of
intensity being neutralized three main variab-
les: fundamental frequency, duration and spect—
rum-determined speech intelligibility. Energy
distribution among vowels effects perception as
well. Duration, on the other hand, does not ef-
fect intelligibility as such (in SS duration is ‘
often greater than in NS without any evident of— '
feet). The accuracy of articulation is an impor-
tant factor in the increase of intelligibility
in F8 and reduction of intelligibility in SS.

It is not infrequent in PS that the better
physical manifestation of formants and formant
transitions accounts for better vowel identifi-
cation and better identification of place for
adiacent consonants. Consonants in F8 are chara-
cterized by amplified parts of the spectrum re-'
levant for their identification.

There are certain errors in PS, such as su-
bstitution of fricatives for plosives, which may
result from release lengthening in plosives (su- }
bstitution KR for K, etc.) and inserted vowels
(/ci-kl/ is perceived as /ti -pel/, /ku—pol/,
etc.), These errors, however, are compensated
for by better recognition of other sounds, final
vowels and consonants in particular.

Thus the increased intelligibility of F5 59
compared with NS and SS is explained not only by
its being louder but by the change in other para-
meters like duration, fundamental frequency and
spectrum. 0n the other hand, the increased loud-

4

,ness and more "imperative" sound of FS mobilize
the hearer's attention to a greater degree. This
nay be one reason for the inappropriate use of ’
PS to overcome an interlocutor's dullness or 8
child's disobedience.

CONCLUSION

PS and SS may be considered as special va'rieties of speech characteristic of everydaysPeech communication and, as such, may be 0’theoretical and practical interest. The Pe°“11"rities of FS and SS may prove useful for But°“"tic speech recognition and hi 1 s th°‘sis of speech. Sh qucl ty y“
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INTELLIGIBILITY OF ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, AND SPANISH CONSONANTS GENERATED
BY RULE OVER SIMULATED TELEPHONE BANDWIDTHS

BATHSHEBA J. MALSHEEN MARISCELA AMADOR-HERNANDEZ MELANIE YUE JAMES T. WRIGHT

Speech Plus, Inc.
640 Clyde Ct.
Mountain View, CA USA 94043

ABSTRACT

The intelligibility of synthetic
English, French, German and Spanish
initial consonants was- tested under
normal and telephone bandwidth
conditions. Segments were synthesized
by language-specific rules using the
CallText 5000 text-to-speech converter,
based on a cascade—parallel .formant
synthesizer derived from MITALK-79. The
data were compared with those of a human
speaker- of each language. Nonsense
syllables were presented in an open-
response format. The results show that
(1) on the average synthetic segments
for all four languages are 35% less
intelligible than human ones, and (2)
telephone bandlimiting only slightly
degrades synthetic consonants. The
findings from nonsense syllables differ
from those previously reported for real
English words, which were substantially
degraded by bandlimiting.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade several
researchers have tested the segmental
intelligibility of a number of English
synthesis—by-rule systems [1,2]. The
results of these tests have indicated
that the intelligibility of high-quality
text-to-speech systems is approximately
90% for consonants in real English
words. Nevertheless, the level of
intelligibility for synthetic phonemes
is still significantly lower than that
of natural speech. Pisoni, et al suggest
that synthetic speech lacks the full
compliment of perceptual cues necessary
to decode speech. Put in a different
way, synthetic speech lacks the
acoustic—phonetic redundancy of natural
Speech, and is acoustically
"impoverished".

In order to further investigate the
Properties of synthetic speech, we
measured the intelligibility of
synthetic initial consonants for
English, French, German, and Spanish,
306 compared the results of each
language to those of a human speaker. In

addition, we set out to determine the
effects of telephone bandlimiting on the
intelligibility of synthetic consonants,
in order to learn more about how
listeners decode and process these
segments. In a previous paper, Wright,
et al.[31 found that when consonants in
monosyllabic real English words were
tested under a telephone bandwidth
condition, both human and synthetic
consonants suffered significant losses
in intelligibility. In this study, we
were interested in ascertaining
differences in segmental intelligibility
between human and synthetic speech when
stimuli were nonsense syllables which
contain no semantic information to aid
in phoneme identification. Finally, we
wished to determine whether any
consistent phonemic error patterns
could be identified for a number of
languageespecific synthesis—by—rule
systems.

Segments were synthesized by rule
using the CallText 5000 text-to-speech
converter, which is based on a cascade-
parallel formant synthesizer derived
from MITALK-79 [4]. Whereas the CallText
English synthesis-by-rule system is a
commercial product which has undergone
considerable development and linguistic
improvement over the past few years,
the other language systems are in
earlier stages of development.

METHOD OF TESTING

The intelligibility of initial
consonants for all four languages was
tested in an open-response format. Test
stimuli for each language were CV
nonsense syllables which included all of
the phonemes occurring in initial
position in each language. Three tokens
of each phoneme followed by /i,a,u/
were presented to six native speakers in
each listening condition. All testing
was conducted in a sound-treated room
at the. Phonology Laboratory of the
University of California at .Berkeley.
None of the subjects had euer before
heard synthetic speech.

4
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For English, human and synthetic
stimuli were tested in normal and
telephone bandwidth conditions.
Synthetic stimuli for French, German,
and Spanish were tested in normal and
telephone bandwidth conditions. In
addition, the same stimuli were recorded
by French, German, and Spanish native
speakers. All recorded human speakers
were male.

An average U.S. long-distance
telephone line was simulated for the
telephone bandwidth condition. Our
motivation for simulating a long-
distance telephone connection rather
than using an actual long-distance line
was the variability in transmission
performance reported in the "1982/83 End
Office Connection Study" [5]. The
variability reported suggests that it
would be difficult to replicate the
actual telephone channel characteristics
at different times or to ensure that an
actual given connection was typical. The
telephone channel introduces many
distortions which we potentially could
have modelled. We chose to simulate the
telephone connection's frequency
response and some aspects of its noise
characteristics. Our simulator included
an octave filter bank to create a
transfer function closely matching the

average long—distance frequency responu
reported in the End-Office Connectiw
Study. Because the data in the study
represent only the measurements from om
central office to the other, the filter
bank was adjusted to incorporate the.
additional losses of the end loops

These losses are estimated to be 1.75dB
per 1000 Hz at each end. The simulatm
used a codec to maintain a constant
signal-to—noise ratio over a wide rang
of signal levels.

RESULTS

Figure 1 compares mean percentages
of error for natural and synthetk
consonants in the normal bandwidth
listening condition. Note the
considerable increase in errors for the
synthetic stimuli when compared withthe

human ones.
error percentages between the fan
synthetic language systems reflect the
varying degrees of system development.

FiQure 2 compares mean erru
percentages for English human and
sYnthetic consonants in normal am

telephone bandwidth listening
conditions. As shown in this figurh
error rates for the human stimuli an
more affected by bandlimiting than the“
for the synthetic ones. The mear

1 E Human
80 Synthetic

mm-
6'

aeo-
n

so-

35.1

@
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Synthetic

percentage of error for human consonants
increased in the telephone bandwidth
condition from 5% to 12%, but the
synthetic one increased only from 33% to
35%. '

Figure 3 compares intelligibility
results for synthetic segments in all
four languages for normal and telephone
bandwidth conditions. The synthetic
segments, which have high error rates in
the normal bandwidth condition, degraded
only slightly in the bandlimited
condition. The average increase in
errors for the telephone condition was
only 4% from the normal bandwidth
condition.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Although the data in this study
represent only six subjects per

langaE, the results clearly indicate
that synthetic nonsense syllables are;
much less intelligible than human
nonsense syllables. Additionally, the
data show that the synthetic segments,
unlike human ones, suffer only slight
degradation due to the attenuation of
hlgher frequencies. These results for
sYnthetic consonants in nonsense
syllables are different from those found
for real words by Wright, et al.
consonants in real words which were

generated by the same synthesizer,
degraded substantially when bandlimited.
These consonants, however, had
intellibility levels of approximately
90% under the normal bandwidth
condition. It appears that once
intelligibility drops below a certain
level the effects of bandlimiting are
minimal.

Our findings support Pisoni's
contention that synthetic speech is
acoustically impoverished. Presumably, a
great deal of the acoustic—phonetic
information necessary to signal
phonemic distinctions -is missing or
incorrectly specified in the synthetic
stimuli. Nevertheless, the fundamental
phonetic information which is correctly
specified in the synthetic stimuli-—the
information responsible for the 65%
intelligibility of the segments--appears
to be sufficiently robust to withstand
bandlimiting.
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TIME AND FREQUENCY RESOLUTION CONSTRAINTS 0N SYNTHETIC SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY

J.E. CLARK
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Research CentreResearch Centre
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North Ryde, N.S.W. 2113 North Ryde,

Australia Australia

ABSTRACT

The effects of time and frequency resolut-

ion properties of resynthesised natural

speech on its intelligibility were invest-

gated at the phonological level. An auto-

matic analysis-resynthesis channel vocoder

was used to manipulate the time and frequ-

ency properties of the synthetic speech.

The original natural speech and a high

quality formant vocoder.provided the comp-
arative performance benchmarks. The test

materials were noise-masked monosyllables.

Results showed that vowels made the great-

est demands on frequency resolution, with

both consonants and vowels showing similar

overall demands on time resolution. The

higher information rate channel vocoders

were markedly superior in consonant intell-

igibility to the formant vocoder benchmark.

INTRODUCTION

This investigation was motivated by a

General interest in the performance of

Speech synthesis systems, and in the

parametric coding required to represent the

phonologically related information content
with perceptual adequacy.

Limitations in the intelligibility and per-

ceptual robustness of synthesised speech
have been observed since the time of
Stewart [1]. There has been accumulating

Quantitative evidence of this limitation in

more recent times [2], [3], [4], [5].
Prompting Pisoni et al [4] to comment that
“..it seems more advisable to use a low-
cost synthesizer to provide spoken
confirmation of database entries than as a

voice response system in the cockpit of a
JEt fighter or a helicopter." (p.1675).

OBJECTIVES

The broad objectives of this study were:

1. To try and determine some of the ways in
Which the intelligibility of synthesised

sPeech is constrained by resolution of the
information (in its time and frequency
§omains) of the information contained in
Its resynthesis parameters.

R.H. MANNELL D. OSTRY

Radiophysics Division
C.S.I.R.O.

University North Ryde

N.S.W. 2113 N.S.W.

Australia

2. To relate the findings on synthesis
parameter manipulation to the intelligib-
ility of the original natural speech and a
known high quality formant vocoder as
benchmark comparisons.

METHODOLOGY

Speech Processing Systems

A classical channel vocoder was chosen as

the means for manipulating the parametric

information content of the resynthesised

speech signal. This class of vocoder has

time and frequency resolution properties

which are explicit in their structure.

Moreover, they make few apriori assumptions

in their parametric encoding about the nat-

ure of the phonologically related informat-

ion bearing properties of the time-varying

spectrum of speech signals. They do, of

course, make some necessary assumptions in

relation vocal tract excitation sources,

about the nature of its periodicity and

aperiodicity.

The channel vocoder is the earliest electr-

onic speech analysis-resynthesis device. It

was first developed some 50 years agor mot-

ivated by an interest in reducing telephone

transmission bandwidths. This is achieved

(without great coding efficiency) by only

transmitting the relatively slow time-

varying changes in the energy envelopes of

the speech signal spectrum as sampled by a

filter-bank analyser spanning the range of

frequencies of interest in the signal to be

processed. The output of each analysis

filter is detected and processed to produce

the necessary slow time-varying envelope

signal, and this information is then trans-

mitted for resynthesis at the other end of

the transmission path. The resynthesis is

achieved using a corresponding filter-bank

excited by periodic and/or aperiodic func-

tions of uniform spectral energy, or a mix

of both, as appropriate The actual excita-

tion level appropriate to each filter is

set using a multiplier controlled by the

energy envelope signal derived from the

corresponding analysis filter channel.

Excitation function information defining
whether it is periodic or not, and in the
former case the period itself, is derived
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The vocoder was realized as software on a
V 2 11/75:, and cakes no attezp: to rest
any partic.lar criteria of encoding or
cc:p-:a:ional efficiency, give: that it is
only intended as a signal nazipulation
device. Identical filterbanks were used for
analysis and resynthesis.

Despite the venerable age of this speech
processing device, there are several quite
basic questions about its design parazeters
which are not clearly resolved in the lit-
erature. It is not the purpose of this
paper to discuss vocoder design, but it is
worth noting that in developing the vocoder
used in this present investigation, several
different analysis-resynthesis filter types
were tried together with several ferns of
analysis filter energy detection before
settling on the configuration used in this
investigation.

Opinions in the literature [7]. [8], on
requirezents for analysis/synthesis filter
properties vary. Despite soce claims that
it is desirable to use filters with relat—
ively shallow skirt slopes and having well
dahped impulse responses, and that filter
skirt response overlap is relatively unim-

.portant because of the large amount of
correlated energy occurring in adjacent
bands, it was found in this study that such
filters produced speech of unacceptable
quality and intelligibility. By contrast
each of several filters tried with steep
skirt slopes and much more restricted res-
ponse overlap produced far better speech
quality.

The effective frequency resolution of the
system is set by the number of filters, and
may be selected from 6. 12, 24, and 48, to
give uniform bandwidths of approximately
800, 400, 200 and 100 Hz respectively. The
sampling rate of the vocoder is lOKHz, and
hence the frequency range of the filterbank
is 0 - SKHz in all cases.

a question of optizal criteria in

terbank energy detection systems aho

as unresolved in the literature. Forth

ct investigation. the need for inh-
nt :anipulation of the vocoder dna

me e a Hilbert filter a suitaMe
e to :eet the output ripple ud

onse speed criteria. This is ratMr
cific to the uses of the vocoder,br

ing designed to provide an output energy
envelope with a maximally rapid inpuhe
response.
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A separate set of low pass filters wue
used to linit the bandwidth of the mmrw
envelope signals, so sinulating ohangesin
the vocoder data transmission rate. Th“
controls the effective tire resolution M
the information transmitted for resynflr
esis. The cut-off of this filter may beSEt
to give effective parameter update ratesof
16. 20. 4C. and 60mS. It nay also bebY'
passed to give a liniting vocoder tinerer
olution set by the combined effects ofthe
analysis filterbank and energy detecfion
systens.

A1gorithzs for deriving pitch and voidmfi
status excitation data abound: the sdmfi
used here is not claimed to have anY 5P”
cial merit. but was a time-domain tYF
Specifically tailored to the needs of cms
vocoder. The excitation signals for resflr
thesis in the vocoder are derived by dirflt
extraction of smoothed pitch data, and!
voicing detection system which deternigfl
whether the signal is periodic. aperi°d”'
or a mixture of both. The detection Sis?“
contains hysteresis to minimise voicmg
decision jitter.

The fornant vocoder used was a standard
high quality system at the Joint Speflh
Research Unit, using a copy of the masWt
r“Offline Of the benchmark natural SP8ech
materials as input, The resynthesis usesa
four formant systems based on the We
known J.S.R.U. synthesiser, chosen becflfie
°£ its renutation for very high dual”!
Speech output.

The Perceptual properties of the acoust1c
speech Signal were tested in conditiOESf
near nininal linguistic context to minim”?
the confounding effects of toli“‘i°"n pm/
CESSIDQ by listeners. A set of 11 Ib‘.
words and 19 CV nonsense syllables rep“
seating a selection of the common 7°"ds
and consonants of English resPECtivdy
were emPloyed.

Natural Speech versions of the tefimaterials that were used as input to “xvocoder were tested to provide a benCPmfiyfor the vocoder speech intelligibllls
data. The original natural Speech "L
rec°rd5d t0 Professional standards 1“
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echo free sound treated room. The full

range of time resolutions were tested using
a 24 channel vocoder, and the full range of

frequency resolutions were tested using a

10mSec time resolution (data update rate).
The formant vocoded speech was processed
with a 10mSec time resolution.

All the speech types were tested unmasked,

and masked, the latter at signal to noise
ratios of +6, 0 & -6 dB. The masking noise
had a sloping spectrum approximating the
long term spectrum of male speakers of

English, and all the test stimuli were
level normalised using the standard Leq

method. The test stimuli presentations were
all randomised and recorded with a 500Hz
tone preceding each stimulus, and an inter-
stimulus interval of 5 Sec. The stimulus
and test tape generation was done digitally

on the VAX 11/750. Listeners were drawn
from amongst students and staff at
Macquarie University. No listeners exper-
ienced with the task or with speech syn-
thesis were employed, and listeners were
not used for more than a single test sess-

ion. Prior to the test sessions listeners
were given a simple speech discrimination
test to ensure that they could accurately
identify common monosyllabic words down to
a presentation level of 45dB s.p.l. before
being included in the test crew. All the
test materials were presented at +70dB
s.p.l. using TDH49 headphones with standard
cushions and circumaural seals in a sound
treated room. '

Analysis Procedures
The response data was entered into a com-
puter program which produced intelligibil-
lty scores by individual test condition,
and pooled intelligibility scores.

RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows intelligibility by frequency
resolution by masking. The vowels are
overall more resistant to masking than the
consonants, with the formant vocoder vowels
the most resistant of all. Both the 48 and
24 channel vocoders produce highly
intelligible vowels at all but the deepest
masking condition, whilst the poor perform-
ance of the 12 and 6 channel vocoders
demonstrates the importance of frequency
resolution. Note the rising intelligibility
With noise in the 6 channel case.

The synthesised consonants show lower over-
all intelligibility than the vowels,
although the 48 and 24 channel vocoders
show a resistance to masking which is
comparable to or better than natural speech
in conditions of moderate masking. The
formant vocoder is a little poorer than the
12 channel vocoder, except in moderate to
heavy masking. '

VOWELS CONSONANTS

100

ll
0 7r

I
F 1” l I I
0 +6 0 -6

dB (S/N) ' dB (S/N)

I I
+6 0 -6C

u

Fig.2 Intelligibilty X Frequency X Masking

Fig. 3 shows intelligibility by time
resolution by masking. The vowels are rel-
atiVely tolerant of reduced time resolution
with no degradation until the 40mS condit-
ion, and a slight rise in intelligibility
with moderate masking. The consonants show
a similar pattern but with more rapid
degradation at 40 and 60mS. The 10mS con-
dition is least resistant to moderate mask-
ing. The formant vocoder has a performance

which is comparable to or slightly better
than a 40ms 24 channel vocoder.

VOWELS CONSONANTS

O -"T'1C£rrl I I r

0 +6 0 -6 U +6 0 -6
dB (S/N) dB (S/N)

Fig.3 Intelligibility X Time X Masking
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Figs. 4 & 5 show intelligibility by frequ-

ency and time resolution respectively, with

pooled masking data. Vocoder vowel intell-

igibility decreases rapidly below 24

channel frequency resolution, and requires

very high frequency resolution to approach

formant vocoder performance. Consonant

performance is far more tolerant of reduced

frequency resolution, and suggests the for-

mant vocoder to have a performance similar

to that of a 12 channel vocoder.

Time resolution effects on performance are

more consistent for both vowels and con-

sonants, with appreciable reductions in

intelligibility occurring at 40mS and above.

ALL VOWELS ALL CONSONANTS

100
Natural.

I

.. .. 32911151}.

0 I I I I I I I I I I
48 24 12 6 FMT 48 24 12 6 FMT

Channels Channels

Fig.4 Pooled Intelligibility X Frequency

ALL VOWELS ALL CONSONANTS

100

_.--__-_----.!la£ere.1.

.. O
I---- ------ Natural

s so _ O

.

0 I I I I I I I I I I
10 20 40 60 FMT 10 20 40 60 FMT

MSECS msecs

Fig.5 Pooled Intelligibility x Time

CONCLUSIONS

1. Overall intelligibility is more degraded

by reduction in frequency resolution thu

by reduction in time resolution under Um

conditions tested (insofar as the tm

domains can be compared).

2. The comparative intelligibilities M

vowels and consonants are reversed by prw

gressive reduction in frequency resolutiom

but not time resolution. This illustratn

the more stringent demand on freqummy

resolution in vowel parameter coding.

3. Time resolution reduction has a mom

consistent effect overall than freqummy

resolution reduction.

4. The formant vocoder shows a much greater

performance differential between vowelsand

consonants than the channel vocoders. Thu

generally poorer performance of consonant

intelligibility with the formant coda

speech suggests that it has appreciflfly
less adequate parametric coding of consmr

antal information content than the 48 and

24 channel vocoders.
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PERCEPTUAL SPACES AND THE IDENTIFICATION OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC SENTENCES

N. BACRI
Laboratoire de Psychologie Expérimentale

C.N.R.S. - E.H.E.S.S.
54, bd Raspail 75006 PARIS

Is synthetic speech just degraded speech
or is it processed as a specific percep—
tual space? The identification responses
to 8 phonetically balanced lists of ten
sentences each, using several syntactic
structures, were studied for four sets of
stimuli (natural speech, lPC speech, syn—
thesis by diphones using two text-to-
speech systems). All the stimuli were
intensity equalized, then degraded by a
masking pink noise. Phonetic and prosodic
cues effects were strong, while the effect
of syntax was weak. The choice of senten-
ce identification strategy depends on the
natural vs synthetic nature of the speech
used and on SNR: a step-by—step decoding
for impoverished synthetic speech and a
SNR below 8 dB, backward lexical inter—
pretation for natural speech or a low
noise.ACOUStic cues redundancy and mas-
king noise level impose the choice of
specific cognitive processing modalities.

In the case of spoken language, sentence
perception and comprehension imply the in-
teraction of both acoustic and linguistic
sources of knowledge to identify word bounda-
ries, select word candidates and construct a
meaningful sequence. According to identifica-
tion tasks using a gating paradigm in which
Signal duration is varied /3. 4, 9/, data
support the assumption of a parallel and
interactive processing of acoustic—phonetic
information and of syntactic-semantic infor—
mation provided by the sentence context.It
is the redundancy of lower-order and higher-
order sources of information which can ex-
Plain the listener's ability to understand
Speech even under degraded conditions. But
the redundancy of acoustic-phonetic cues by
themselves is also of importance. It is pos~
51ble to evaluate its weight by comparing
sentence recognition performance for natural

’ I

This paper was supported by the CNET. Expe-
riment was carried out in col. with P. Grail-
10t: when the author was on leave at CNET.
Lannion-A. She would like to thank him, C.
Sorin and other members of RCP Department for
their help.

speech and synthetic speech of different
qualities.
Previous research has demonstrated that syn-
thetic speech is more difficult to recognize
than natural speech /8/.This is perhaps due
to what Nusbaum and Pisoni /7/ call the "noi-
sy speech" hypothesis‘i.e. the fact that
acoustic structure of synthetic speech is
somehow degraded, as is the case of natural
speech in noise. But according to the "impo—
verished speech" hypothesis, the rather bad
performance for synthetic speech corresponds
to a specific cognitive processing. Listeners
must adapt their perceptual and identifica-
tion strategies to a signal which is in its
nature different from natural speech: they
have to build a new perceptual space.

The present experiment aims at studying how
naive listeners, without a previous knowledge

of synthetic speech, can manage to understand
sentences with different degrees of syntactic
complexity, either natural or digitized, or
generated by good vs. low—cost text-to—speech
systems. Moreover stimuli were degraded by
adding varying amounts of pink noise. The

main hypothesis is that the level of perfor-
mance and kind of errors will be linked to
the quality of the sets of stimuli i.e. to
the characteristics of the potential percep-
tual space. In any cases they will be signi—
ficantly different for natural and synthetic

speech. Another assumption bears on the ef-

fect of syntactic and semantic complexity. As
speech becomes less intelligible, according
either to its quality or to speech-to—noise
ratio (SNR), listeners will rely more heavily
on linguistic structure, so that easy-to-
parse sentences would be better understood
than less predictable ones, specifically as
the quality-of synthetic speech becomes worse
/7/. Finally, following the researches on
synthetic speech training /2/, it can be
hypothesized that the results will improve
from the first to the second session.

Speech materials and systems
Eight phonetically balanced lists of ten
sentences each, covering a range of syntactic
structures and semantic degrees of plausibi-
lity /l/, were read by a trained female spea-
ker, with a neutral intonation and a 4.27
syllables/second speech rate. The first set
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of stimuli, A1, consisted of these naturally

spoken sentences. Audio tapes of the original

sentences were then sampled at 16 kHz (16
coefficients), digitized by a linear predic-
tion coder, and stored on disk by a PDP-ll/34
computer. This second set of materials will
be referred to as A . The two other sets were

generated using syn hesis by diphones accor-

ding to two text—to—speech systems. The high-
(quality one, A3, was processed With all

frames set to 13 ms using a PDP-ll/34 compu-
ter, and generated from a diphone dictionary
recorded by a male speaker at a 3.42
syl./sec. speech rate. Prosody was a gopd
approximation of natural speech. The last set
of stimuli, A4, was processed by a low—cost
system using a diphone dictionary recorded by
a female speaker at a 3.18 syl./sec. speech
rate. This dictionary was implemented on a
micro-processor (26 ms period). Some rough
prosodic markers were added.

Procedure and subjects j
Mean intensity of all the stimuli was equa-
lized at 71/72 63 lin. The stimuli were mas-
ked by pink noise the intensity of which
decreased from trial to trial. In the first
trial, SNR were of - 2 dB for natural speech,
+ 4 dB for LPC speech and high-quality sys-
tem, + 8 dB for low—cost system. These values
were chosen so that no correct response could
be given at the first presentation. At each
of the 6 successive presentations, the level
of noise was diminished by 2 dB steps for
natural speech, 2 dB then 3 dB steps for
synthetic speech. Four groups of 5 subjects
each participated in the experiment during 2
sessions, at an interval of 5 days. All
groups were given the same recognition task.

Subjects had to say what they had understood
after each presentation of each sentence.
Order of presentation was counterbalanced,

and the systems were crossed with the lists
according to a latin square design. For each
group the factorial design was as follows:

SS * L8. (A4 * D2) * 5610

(S: subjects, L: lists, A: systems, D: test
session, Se: sentencesL
Speech-to-noise ratio at the identification
threshold for all the responses, correct
response percentages for each list, sentence
or system, perceptual confusions and SNR at
the identification threshold (IT) for correct
responses were analysed.

Results and discussion
An ANOVA was performed on the SNR at the IT,
after the IT reached by a subject in erro-
neous responses in the last trial was in-
creased by 4 dB. Overall analysis showed that
all the factors had a significant effect,
especially the factor Systems (F(3, 48) =
682, p<.0001). Interactions were also signi-
ficant. Three major findings were obtained
for post hoc comparisons. First, the main
discrepancy is between natural speech and
low—cost text-to—speech system, as was expec-
ted, while the weakest is between LPC and

. . _ 16)
h h ualit text-to speech systems (P(l,

=1%9.%8, p<y.01). This last result confirms

the good quality of this syntheSis, as well

as the basic difference between natural and

coded or synthetic speech (Table I).

Mean SNR 5d
syiiems 2.59 .805

A2 10.45 1.269
A3 12.01 1.801

A 15.80 2.735

Table I4— Mean SNR at the identification

threshold (dB) as a function of the systems.

A : natural speech; A : LPC speech; A3: high-

quality text—to-speec system; A4: low-cost

text-to—speech system.

Second, the effect of syntactic-semantic

differences between sentences is significant

(F(9, 144) = 9.59, p<.001), but it is higher
for natural speech than for synthetic speech,
and is not related to the intrinsic quality

of synthetic speech. For synthetic speech
systems, the presence of easy-to-parse sen-
tences does not facilitate identification,
compared with less expected structures.
Third, differences between sessions are sig-
nificant (F(1, 16) = 13.41, p<.01), but this
effect is only due to the contrast between
the reality of a kind of training for the
“poor" system A4 and the lack of learning in
all the other conditions (Table II).

Sessions
Systems 1 2 Change

Al 2.48 2.70 + 0.22
A2 10.72. 10.18 - 0.54
A3 12.22 11.80 — 0.42
A4 16.99 14.62 - 2.37

Table II — Mean SNR at the identification
threshold (dB) as a function of systems and
sessions.

A complementary study of only the correct
responses confirmed these findings. Mean SNR
for A and A3 are nearly the same (Table
III). gut it would be misleading to conclude
that these two systems present the same de-
gree of intelligibility, for the distribution
of erroneous responses indicates that text-
to—speech systems are less intelligible than
coded speech (Table IV).

Systems Mean SNR sd
A1 2.24 .894
A2 9.04 2.446
A3 9.00 2.960
A4 12.72 2.837

Table III - Mean SNR at the IT (dB) as a
function of systems, for correct responses.

One can also see that a training effect aP‘
pears only for the "bad” synthetic speech-
Moreover, the extent of the improvement from
the first to the second session varies depen-
ding on the sentence. But it is worth noting
that some easy-to—parse sentences are less
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well understood than more difficult ones.These two results suggest that acoustic-
phonetic cues play a role as well as syntac—tic or semantic information.

Sessions
Systems 1 2 Change

A1 3 4 —'1
A2 14 9.5 + 4.5'
A3 26 23 + 3 .
A4 28 . 18.5 + 9.5

Table IV‘- Percent erroneous responses, foreach system and each session.

Analysis of perceptual confusions revealedsystematic errors only for the text—to—speechsystems. For example, initial /m/ and thenasal oppos1tion, initial /v/ and the opposi-tion /v-f/ led to numerous identificationerrors. On the contrary, no systematic errorappeared for LPC and natural speech. From amorpho-syntactic and syntactic point of view,monosyllabic pronouns and prepositions werewell identified, whereas mono or polysyllabicnouns in a subject noun phrase brought abouterrors. For all the positions, adverbs andadjectives were often omitted or modified.Generally speaking, errors located at thebeginning of a sentence were usually notcorrected, irrespective of syntactic struc-ture. The only syntactic structure that wasmisunderstood was of the injonctive type (3sentences). 0n the other hand, semantic plau-Sibility played a role only when it was verylow, irrespective of speech quality.
Though the verb is generally considered asthe main component of a sentence /6/, thelarge number of misleading identifications ofthe first lexical items suggests that liste—ners processed information from left toright, according to a step-by—step decodingstrategy. Sequential processing did not pre—vent backward error rectifying in some cases(4/.HoweVer backward corrections occurredJust when first responses had exhibited agood degree of approximation to the signal.Fruitful corrections were always supported bya correct identification of sentence "scaf-folding" provided by pronouns and preposi-tions. These results correspond to what canbe called a comprehension strategy: locatingsyntactic marks allows the listener torestore missing phonemic or syllabic in-formation. But a striking result of erroranalys1s is that this kind of restorationappears only either for natural speech andcoded speech or during the last trials forthe other systems i.e. when the noise wasvery weak. The choice of a comprehensionstrategy is constrained by listening condi-tions as well as by the quality of signal.SNR analysis agrees with this assumption.Intelligibility per se of the signal wasevaluated for correct responses as a functionof SNR at the identification threshold. Inspite of some restrictions related to therange of syntactic structures /5/, cumulativefrequenCies for each SNR are a reliable indi-

cator of intelligibility /10/. Identificationdata for each system are shown in Figure l aspercentages of correct responses according toSNR carried out in each condition.
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Figure 1 - Percent correct responses as a
function of SNR, for each system. A1:+; A2:A
A3rk; A4ze.

e Intelligibility gain (IG) for natural
speech reaches about 13% for a SNR of -2dB to+2dB, improves by 9%/dB between SNR of +2dB
and +4dB, then stabilizes around 3%-4%/dB.
- As for coded speech, IG is 8%/dB between
SNR of +4dB and +6dB, to 13%/dB between SNRof +6dB and +8dB, then decreases to 6%—8%/dB
for a +8dB to +12dB SNR range, and to 3.6%/dB
between SNR of +12dB-+14dB. A plateau is
reached around a SNR of +18dB.
— A3 high—quality text—to—speech system is
characterized by a less steep gradient. IG
varies from 8%/dB to 5%/dB between SNR of
+4dB to +12dB, then increases slowly by
2.5%/dB till the highest SNR tested.Plausi-
bly a plateau could appear around a SNR of
19dB or 20dB, and an intelligibility of 85%
could be reached.
- Evolution of 16 for the low-cost syntheticsystem A4 is quite similar to that of A . The
gain is rather strong at first (9%/ B to7%/dB for a SNR range of +8dB to +14dB). It
then decreases to 4%-2%/dB for a +14dB to+18dB SNR range. Around a SNR of +18dB, the
slope flattens out.
The more striking feature of Figure 1 lies in
the clear contrast between natural and syn-
thetic speech intelligibility. Comparisonbetween A1 and A shows clearly that intelli—
gibility of LP(.2 coded speech decreases asneise gets louder. Discrepancy between thetwo systems is maximum for a SNR of +4dB and
reaches a 75% loss of intelligibility. Thisloss is then reduced to about 45%, but re-
mains high even for a rather weak noise.Thus, in the best listening condition, codedspeech intelligibility does not exceed 90%.This result agrees with the hypothesis bea-ring on the specificity of synthetic speech,compared with natural speech.
Secondly, asymmetry of A2 and A3 intelligibi-lity curves gives some interesting informa-tion pertaining to listener's strategies. The
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resistance to noise of A is rather good for
a loud noise. Intelligibility loss is indeed
of 40% with regard to natural speech, but
only’of 10% compared with LPC speech.0n the
contrary, when SNR increases as noise becomes
weaker, the gap between the systems A and A3
widens out. Assumption will be ma e that
listeners adjust their identification strate-
gy not only to the system, but also to the
listening condition. When noise is very loud,
they rely mainly on acoustic information. So
very useful cues are given by the text-to-
speech system. As a matter of fact, A3 is
characterized by clear segmentation cues, as
for example prosodic cues i.e.F0 movements
and syllabic lengthening which are cues to
word boundaries in French. As listening con-
ditions get better, listeners can adopt an-
other strateQY, and give more attention to
the sentence as a whole. This global compre-
hension strategy greatly improves the respon-
ses for a rather redundant speech as A or
even A2, but it does not find a suffiCient
ground in impoverished synthetic speech to
really succeed in A4 and even A . That is
perhaps why guessing or backward restoration
very often fail when listeners are working
with the two text-to—speech systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Impoverishment of speech by a pink noise
varied mainly as a function of the system
from which signal was generated. Relative
weakness and lack of stability of sentence
effect suggest that perceptual processing, in
this experiment, has borne mainly on acous-
tic-phonetic cues, and secondly on prosodic
segmentation cues.Listeners relied more on
acoustic than on specifically linguistic
information. Higher-order information was
used, as demonstrated by the occurrence of
backward lexical identification mechanisms;
but its effect depends on the main effect of
the quality of the system. Our results agree
with the conclusion of Nusbaum and Pisoni
/7/: "the differences in perception of natu-
ral and synthetic speech are largely the
result of differences in the acoustic-phone-
tic structure of the signals" (p. 239). Howe-
ver, unlike them, we found that linguistic
context becomes more important as the quality
either of speech or of listening gets better,
as is the case when one examines error resto-
ration as well as identification thresholds.
Furthermore, acoustic information is all the
more processed as either speech qualitywor
SNR are worse. In such bad listening condi-
tions, subjects process the signal in a step-
by—step fashion; more clearly so for synthe-
tic speech than for natural speech.
Dissymmetry between responses is sufficient
to rule out the hypothesis that synthetic
speech is equivalent to natural speech de-
graded by noise. On the contrary, our results
agree with the definition of synthetic speech
as "impoverished speech" /7/, different in
its nature from natural speech. They support
the conclusion that the differences of intel-

ligibility between natural and synthetic
speech are related to the characteristics of

speech signal. Different generating systems

offer different patterns of cues to 1iste-

ners. So listeners must construct and process

several "perceptual spaces". The three syn-

thetic speech systems generally present the

same kind of confusion errors, more or less
frequent depending on the quality of the

system. Furthermore, two kinds of proceSSing
strategies can be hypotheSized: a step-by-
step decoding strategy and a global compre-
hension strategy. But further research is
needed to better understand how perceptual
spaces are built, what their consistency is,
and how their processing can be improved.
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ASSESSING THE INTELLIGIBILITY AND PROCESSING SPEED OF PROCESSED SPEECH

KERRIE MACKIE PHILLIP DERMDDY
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RICHARD KATSCH

126 Greville, St., Chatswood. N.S.W. 2067. AUSTRALIA.
ABSTRACT - The present study examines evaluationmeasures designed to assess the intelligibility,and speed of processing of natural speech withharmonic distortion. The results indicate thateven for highly intelligible processed naturalspeech delays in processing time are aconsequence of poor acoustic phoneticinformation. The results also indicate the valueof including more sensitive tests of speechintelligibility in evaluation protocols forspeech transmission evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
In the development of voice communicationdevices,listening tests have always been animportant part of evaluation procedures. Theprimary focus of these evaluation procedures hasbeen the assessment of the intelligibility andquality of the speech through the device comparedto some arbitrary standard. However, withcontinuing improvements in speech transmissionsystems the aim of the assessment procedure haschanged to one which compares the output ofspeech transmission systems to listening resultsfor natural speech.

The improvement in the quality andintelligibility of modern communications systemshas produced a need for more sensitive assessmentprocedures which are appropriate to theevaluation of devices such as hearing aids whereintelligibility is typically high, to theevaluation of synthetic speech produced'by textto speech systems where intelligibility has aWlde range of adequacy. The speech assessment ofhearing aids is an active area of work and theevaluation of synthetic speech has produced someimproved measures for speech evaluation(1).

In the present study we investigated measures ofintelligibility and of processing speed todetermine their relationship. Pisoni, et al (1)have applied a range of intelligibility andprocessing measures to the assessment ofsynthetic speech. They report that listenershave slower response times to synthetic speechcompared to natural speech and they concludedthat the increase in processing time is due tothe poorer segmental intelligibility of thesynthetic speech stimuli compared to naturalspeech. That is, difficulties at the acoustic

phonetic level for synthetic speech underlielater processing time increases. In the present.study we investigate measures of intelligibilityand processing speed to determine theirrelationship for natural speech stimuli whichhave harmonic distortion.

EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment was designed to demonstratethat the harmonic distortion of the stimuliincreased the processing time for listeners in amanner similar to that reported for syntheticspeech (1). The processing speed task chosen wasthe auditory lexical decision task. In this taskthe listener hears a stimulus and must decide asquickly as possible whether it is a word or a nonword. Stimuli consisted of monosyllabic Englishwords or pronounceable non-words. Pisoni, et al(1) reported that the lexical decision taskshowed slower reaction times for synthetic speechrelative to natural speech, although for bothsynthetic and natural speech the relationshipbetween words and non-word reaction times wassimilar. Pisoni, et al (1) concluded thatsynthetic speech is processed in a similar mannerto natural speech at the lexical level, but thatthe impoverished acoustic-phonetic structure ofsynthetic speech led to its longer processingtime overall.

STIMULI
The speech stimuli were recorded by an adult malespeaker onto a computer speech storage/editingsystem using a 12 bit analogue to digitalconverter at a sampling rate of 36K samples persecond. The stimuli were copied into threeseparate disc files which were then separatelyprocessed using an algorithm based on Schroeder(2) in which noise is added to the digitallysampled speech randomly over a specified time toproduce harmonic distortion of the originalwaveform. .The speech produced can be expressedas a change in signal-to-noise (S/N) ratiocompared to natural speech. The S/N ratio isdetermined by the amount of distortion which isadded per sample. In each file the speech wasprocessed to give a S/N ratio of either 0, +3, or+6dB. The speech in each file was highlyintelligible. This is attributable to the highsampling rate of the speech and the fact that thedistortion technique is based on random noiseaddition per sample. When lower sampling rates ;‘are used, the result is considerably moredegradation of the sampled speech for the samesignal to noise ratio (2).
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the amount of distortion. Accuracy results againindicate high intelligibility and no differencesbetween the different conditions. .

In the forced choice comparison task, the subjectheard an undistorted CV syllable followed one
second later by a tone and another CV syllablewhich was distorted. The subject's task was tomake a yes/no Judgement as to whether the secondsyllable was the same as the first syllable.
Subjects were required to make these judgementsas quickly as possible. The results indicatedthat for all conditions there was no difference~in accuracy Judgements but that subjects required ‘longer processing times with the more distortedstimuli.

These data from the processing measures showconsistent processing speed differences betweenthe stimulus conditions in the absence ofintelligibility differences, suggesting that theincreased processing time is the result of higherlevel cognitive factors rather than difficultiesat the representational level.as found insynthetic speech by Pisoni, et al (1).

To investigate this discrepancy we carried outtwo further intelligibility measures to ensurethat the segmental intelligibility of the stimuliin each of the conditions was in faCt the same.These measures included an adaptive speech testusing the PEST procedure (3) and a stimulusrepetition task (4).

In the PEST procedure the subject was required topress one of two buttons in front of them toindicate which stimulus was presented. Theresponse alternatives changed on each trial andwere displayed on a screen. The subject'sresponses were monitored for proportion correctand if this fell below a specified criterion,then the stimulus level was increased. If itfell above the specified criterion then thestimulus level was lowered. In this way, thepresentation level of each stimulus was changeddepending on the performance of the subject. Thetesting was continued until a specified criterionof performance was achieved. The results for thePEST procedure are expressed as the dB level atwhich the speech recognition threshold wasachieved. The results show significant,differences between the thresholds for the three. 'conditions. The recognition threshold for theleast distorted conditon (+6) is 2 dB better thanfor the +3 condition. which in turn is about 2dBbetter than the 0 condition.

The second intelligibility measure contrasted thesubject's performance when the stimulus waspresented once per trial compared to three
the stimulus before a response wasrequired. Clark. Dermody & Palethorpe (4) foundthis procedure differentiated between syntheticand natural speech, with natural speech showing asignificant increase in intelligibility withthree repetitions while synthetic speech did not1mProve. .In the present study the speech stimuli

. by PU1E".Proceedings

were presented near the 50% correct level (basedon the OdB condition). Subjects were presentedwith the single repetition or the threerepetition condition in a counterbalanced design.The results indicate that there is a repetitioneffect in each test condition and that the leastdistorted condition produces the greatestrepetition effect. That is. speech in each ofthe test conditions is processed in a similar wayto natural speech in the Clark,et al (4) study,but with a slightly reduced effect because thespeech stimuli were more distorted. ThesereSults are similar to the results for thelexical decision task which also showed that thedistorted stimuli behaved in a similar manner tonatural speech in that case with longer
processing time.

CONCLUSIONS
The results from experiment 2 suggest that evenwhen.processed natural speech is highly
intelligible at suprathreshold levels, it canstill produce slow processing times compared tonatural speech. The results of a sensitivespeech intelligibility task using the PESTprocedure indicates that there are slight butsignificant differences for recognition of theprocessed speech which produce the slowerprocessing times. This result is consistent with‘the notion that poorer acoustic phonetic

processing will.slow processing time for
synthetic speech which is impoverished comparedto natural speech as suggested by Pisoni, et al(1). The present study extends this finding tonatural speech that has had noise added. ‘

The present results suggest i) that high
intelligibility at suprathreshold levels shouldnot be used as a sole criterion for speech
transmission if comparision with natural speechis intended and ii) that sensitive measures ofboth intelligibility and processing time can beused to differentiate processed natural speechfrom natural speech in listening performance whensuprathreshold intelligibility of the processedspeech is equivalent to natural speech.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the paper is a presenta—

tion of a new objective measure for

estimation of speech transmission quality

and to perform a preliminary evaluation of

conformity between the results obtained by

means of the proposed method Iand

subjectively measured speech intelligibi—

lity. The new method uses likeneSs fun-

ctions of the acoustic patterns as an

index for the evaluation of speech

transmission quality. Eight likeness

functions as distance or proximity

_ Hamming. Euclidean,

eunnkowski. Chebyshev, Camber, Chi-square.

Tanimoto and derectionai- cost-v-were.

investigated; As the test signal three

key phrases of natural speech were used.

The preliminary results indicate the

possibility of good estimation of speech

transmission quality by measuring and

counting the likeness functions, espe—

cially by means of Hamming. Euclidean,

Minkovski and Chebyshev distance measures.

INTRODUCTION

Speech intelligibility as a measure of

speech transmission quality may be

classified as either subjective or

objective. The subjective measurement is a

procedure for determining the communica—

tion channels intelligibility using a

predetermined vocabulary and selected

speakers and listeners panel.

Subjective measurement techniques gene-

raly attempt to determine intelligibi-

lity for an information presented in

one of the following three forms:

a) nonsense syllables (logatoms) list

b) limited list of words,

c) list of sentences.

In subjective measurement methods the

inteligibility is determined by the

ability of the listeners to identify

spoken (or recorded) syllables. logatoms,

words or sentences. A number of

subjective methods have been devised with

the desirable results. However, the

SPEECH TRANSMISSION QUALITY

Czeslaw Basztura

d Acoustics Technical University

reguirements for listeners panels greatly
restricts the utility of, these methods,_

and a Jong—sought goal is to replace the

subjective scoring with objective measu-

rements. An objective measure for the

fidelity of a speech communication system

is a measure that is computed from data

which contain no human subjective respo-

nse. .

There is a hypothesis that it is possible

to design a relatively compact objective

measures which are in a good correlation

with subjective results over a subset of

distortions and disturbances introduced by

speech transmission channels [ l,2,5,6 ].

Over the years some number of papers

contained informations about evaluation

of speech transmission systems bY

objective measures [ 1,2,7,8.]-

These measures include signal to noise

ratios, arithmetic and geometric spec—

tral distance measures (Viswanathan et aL

[7], cepstral distance measures (Bar-

nwell et a1. [1.2 l ). various parametric

distance measures such as pseudo-area fun-

ctions ‘and log are a fuctions from LPC

analysis (Gray and Markel [51). MT?
( Steeneken and Houtgast l6] ), and many

more [7.8].

The task of comparing and contrasting the
validity of such measures is immense. To

check the validity of a particular

objective measure over a given class Of

distortions and disturbances. a researcher

must create a data base of distorted

speech and corresponding data base of

subjective results.

The essential features of computation ofa

relationship between subjective and obJe'

—ctive measures are illustrated in Fig.

METHOD

In 'further analysis a following basic

definitions and presumptions were mode:
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Fig.1 The computation of a
between objectiVe and
measure.

. relationship
subjective quality

a) The typical telephone channels. re —
:gnted by an adjustable model of ptfie

e telephone channel as an investiga—
ted obJect. are used.

b) :he criterion _reference for objective
teasure is subjectively measured loga—

oms speech intelligibility.

c) The. measurement
subJective and ob
the same.

d) As a test signal for objective measu—
rements three ‘ '
phrases were usedfOllowmg p9115h key

_conditions for both
jective procedures are

. ALO ( part of word "Hello" ).

. JUTRO BEDZIE LADNY. DZ
W111 be a fine day“) IEN

3.
FUNKggg?gfig¥s;3po ngDATNOSCI CJI PO-

(§31 SYGNALU MOWY. NY JAKOSCI TRANSMI—' erification of the like 'ness funct -:? usefulness to evaluation of speegh
gnal transmission quality".)

(“Tomorrow

e) As an objective measure.
and proxim
functions:

. i.e. distance
1ty measures. eight likeness

t... _'..'. . -
{1(9. ..

Hamming, Euclidean. Minkovski.Chebyshev.
Camber, Chi-square. Tanimoto and dire—
ctional cos were examined.

The likeness function have a form :

.-.. _..P -’-‘-, , .U‘N .‘ » ‘. r r ..i ._ . ..,d. (xsy)=[Z]xP-{P[] 024‘ . 1.x,
1"“ '

were: p-1,2... P
vector parameters from.speech signal.

Xp- P- th
(from the undistorted speech signal)

Yp— p— th element of vector (fro
_distorded speech signal)' m a

- ciFHN If '
For r-l DHN_ Hamming distance

'r-2 (1 - Euclidean distance.

» 5.-;Chebyshev distance:

czE o . .
- . ' . I

d ( ,Y)’ = mgx (XV-Y» 2/,

Camber distance:

P .
éiCAPI ,Y? é: I)(p"\?>’ ,

pglTYP’

Chi—square distance:

cm P 4
d. (XXVZX—W k-YL

p=1 P P ”Exp ZYP
Directional cos proximity!n

4/

€09 xYT’x =
b ( 'Y) MIN! 5/

Tanimoto proximity:

Esthhfxir):=: >(\{37

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

First step in the experiment is '
of an adequate test signals. SecaChgrzS
blem relies on finding an effective set
of parameters representing the test sig-
nal and presence of distortions and dis—
turbances in these signals.
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Next problems depend on the assumed met-

hod (Compare “METRO “).

l sis of the previous investiga:

Ehznsanaay 4] shows a fairly large eff:d

ctiveness of representing the vaice 9th

speech features by_ parameter .set 1::e_

being‘ the distribution of the time f a

rvals between the zero — crossing 0

speech signal [Fig.2] 7/

Y gt{Y4’Yz,.lym2} .

400. ---¥
300- "'7'+-- .--1

400~

4 2 3 4 5 5 7 a
time channels

Fig.2 An example of the time intervals

distribution between the zero-crossing

of a speech signal (for two voices. the

same text). P-B). ,

An especial computer Program counted

likeness functions ( as objective measu—
res) and made statistical correlation
analysis of figure of merit Ll-function
of (LP). ‘ .
Some of the results are shown in Pig. 3.

EUCLIDEAN

. LF
455%! -

Fig.3 Examples of the statistical depen-
dences of LI and LP.

. of the results of the experi-
campgrgionthe 40 ,different telephone cha-ment ' '' lemented by a physical model ofEgiighongp channel permits the follow1ng

observations and conclusions to be given:

a) Hamming distance gives a good corre-
- Ll with LF for all of the test

;§;;:?s (especially for 3 degrees of po-

lynomial regression)

For example:

"L1=32,91—o.0421d”‘_+
M2 -10 HA38/ .+0.451-10'5(d )-0.63MO (d )

Euclidean and Minkovski (r-3) distan-

:; ( likewise the Hamming distance ) give

a good correlation for third key phrase

For example: ' ‘

LI=90,2-O.0484 a” +
_ . 9/

+ 0364~10'5(d5”)2- 0. 24.10" 9(d 5")"

- - ' _ Mw ' .
_ Ll=89.6-0.0203d. + 10/

+0.z.z.2anat)"(<l““’)?—o,’53.-1t3”(d""’)3
c) Chebyshev distance'gives a good corre-

lation (especjally for third key Phr°5°
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SPEAKER RECOGNITION

FROM PHONATED VS. WHISPERED VOWELS

UNDER DIFFERENT FILTERING CONDITIONS
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Universitat Kiel
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ABSTRACT

The perceptual contribution of glottal

source and vocal tract characteristics to

speaker recognition was investigated in

two listening tests. A group of eight

female speakers produced sustained /e/ and

/o/ vowels in isolation, both whispered

and phonated. 500 ms portions of these

vowels were used as stimuli under differ-

ent filtering conditions (0—1, 1-2, 2-5

and 0-5 kHz). JThe results indicate that

neither these filtering conditions nor

vowel quality exert systematic influence

upon speaker identification. Glottal

source information, however, proved to be

of considerable perceptual importance.

‘ INTRODUCTION

Relatively little is known about those

perceptual cues in the acoustic speech

signal that contribute to the recognition

of speakers by the human listener. Follow-

ing up investigations reported in the

literature, e.g. l1, 2/, this paper

examines the role of glottal source and

vocal tract information via a direct

comparison of speaker identification rates

for phonated vs. whispered vowels. By

taking isolated vowels spoken on a mono-

tone speaker-specific supraglottal timing

characteristics and pitch movements are

ruled out as possible cues. At the same

time, the question as to whether there are

specific frequency domains of special

importance was investigated by "band-pass

filtering and by the use of two vowels

with different spectral composition.

PROCEDURE

A group of eight female German speakers

(students of phonetics at Kiel University)

produced sustained /e/ and /o/ vowels in

isolation, both whispered and phonated.

They were instructed to approximate vowel

durations of about 1-2 seconds, a condi-

tion which was fulfilled with ease by all

subjects. A second requirement concerned

the phonated vowels, which had to be pro-

duced on a monotone. The pitch level,
however, could be freely chosen at an

individually comfortable level. Auditory

examination as well as an analysis of the

fundamental frequency showed that the

vowels were produced with only slight

perturbations, which were very unlikely to

contribute to the recognition of the

individual speakers.

After 5 kHz low-pass filtering (12 dB/

octave) the speech material was digitized

at a sampling rate of 10 kHz and manip-

ulated ~in the following way: From the

middle of each vowel a 500.ms portion was

taken to serve as the raw material for a

stimulus. Subsequently, loudness differ:

ences between the vowel portions were

auditorily equalized by amplitude

manipulation. After digital-to-analogue

conversion the speech samples were filter-

ed, with three different bandpasses

(0-1 kHz, 1-2 kHz and 2—5 kHz; 24 dB/

octave) and re-digitized. Starting from

this material, following a second digital-

to-analogue conversion two stimulus tapes

were constructed, containing whispered and

phonated vowel portions respectively. Each

tape comprised 64 stimuli (8 speakers x 2

vowel qualities x 4 filtering conditions;

the fourth condition being 0-5 kHz) in a

randomized order. Each stimulus was com—

posed of a 100 ms warning tone and sub-

sequent 0.5 sec pause followed by a vowel

portion, repeated four times at intervak

of 1.5 sec, and an ensueing 6 sec resPonse
pause”

The group of speakers, who were all
well-acquainted with one .another: 31“
acted as listeners, being presented wiw

the stimuli over a loudspeaker in a QUiet
room. The two experiments (whiSpered and

phonated vowels respectively) were P9P
formed in two sessions separated bY a
week. The listeners indicated then

answers by writing down the Perceivad
identity of the speakers on a prepared
answer sheet.

RESULTS

For clarity of presentation we Wln
deal firstly with the effect of the
different filtering conditions upon
Speaker identification, secondly with t“
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Pi 1 kft__g;__; Power spectra from four different
V°we1$ (Speaker 2)
/e/;
/o/:

phonated (a) and whispered (b)
phonated (c) and whispered (d)

influence of vowel quality and, finally,
with the role of glottal source. The
statistical significance of the identifi-
cation results was tested by means of
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed—rank tests.

Filtering conditions
The overall spectra of the vowel

portions are differently ' shaped (cf.
Fig. 1), firstly due to the different
positions of the first four or five
formants in /e/ vs. /o/ (vowel quality)
and, secondly, due to differences between
the glottal spectra in phonated vs.
whispered vowels (glottal source).
Therefore, it might seem plausible. to
expect an effect of different filtering
conditions upon the recognition rates (of.
Table I). Although in both cases there
were sizeable differences between the best
and the worst scores (16% and 13% reSpec-
tively), they failed to reach statistical
significance.

Table I
Overall identification scores
(percent correct)

Phonated-vowels ' .'
0-1 1-2 2—5 0-5 kHz

29 35 35 .45 %

Whispered vowels
0-1 1-2 2-5 0-5 kHz

13 21 10 23 %

Vowel quality ‘
The overall recognition rates for /e/

vs. /o/ amounted to 34% vs. 38% in the
case of phonated vowels and to 17% vs. 16%
for the whispered vowels. In view of the
small differences between the two condi-
tions it is not surprising that they were
statistically insignificant. This insig-
nificance also holds when the individual
filtering conditions are treated sepa-
rately.

Glottal source
In contrast to both factors discussed

above, the identification rates were
affected by the glottal source ~parameter
in a consistent way. At 36% the overall
correct identification rate for phonated
vowels' lies significantly above that of
17% for the whispered ones (1% level). The
effect holds for both vowel qualities
(over all four filtering conditions) as
well as for the filtering conditions (over
th: kI‘two vowel qualities), except for
- 2.

~ There are two aspects of the glottal
source that might be responsible for the
consistently higher identification scores
in the case of the phonated vowels. In.the
first place, it is thinkable that speaker-
specific pitch height was used as a
primary cue in the identification task.
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Alternatively, the spectrum of the glottal

excitation is a possible candidate. With

both possibilities in mind the data were

examined further. Unlike the glottal

spectrum, on which no data were available,

mean fundamental frequency could be

calculated for each speaker and turned out

to vary between ca. 180 Hz and 250 Hz.

Subsequently, a rank was given to each

speaker, firstly according. .to their

fundamental frequency (where a rank of 1

meant the speakers' own F0, a rank of 2

the next nearest pitch value etc.) , and

secondly according to their perceptual

confusion with other speakers (over both

vowel qualities and all filtering con-

ditions; a rank of 1 standing for the

highest recognition rate etc.) . Calcu-

lation of Kendall correlation coefficients

showed significant relationships (for one

speaker at the 5% level; otherwise 1%)

xwith values of r: 0.57, 0.67, 0.69, 0.72,

0.73, 0.76, 0.84 and 0.96. Obviously,

speakers with similar fundamental fre-

quencies are far more likely to be

confused than speakers showing different

pitch height. So it seems that the

listeners relied upon the F0 factor to a

varying, sometimes rather high degree in

their identification of the various

speakers.

'Following a procedure similar to the

one described above, correlations between

perceptual confusions in the phonated vs.

the whispered condition were calculated.

Since the information present in whispered

vowels is almost exclusively vocal tract

information, it was postulated that high

correlation rates might indicate a high

perceptual value of such information.

These‘ correlation rates turned out to be

significant for only two speakers (r: 0.64

and 0.81 respectively, at the 5% and 1%

level respectively). Overall recognition

rates for these speakers happened to be

'-the highest ones (48% and 47% respectively

for phonated vowels as against 34% and 28%

for whispered vowels). Therefore, it seems

likelytthat vocal tract information served

as a perceptual cue in these two cases in

addition to the glottal source parameter.

DISCUSSION

Of the three factors investigated in

this paper, various filtering conditions,

vowel quality and glottal source, only the

latter turned out to have a systematic

influence upon the speaker identification

scores. The enhancing effect of glottal

source information on identification can

probably be accounted for by the speaker-
specific pitch height, which is in line

with the findings of Compton /1/. '

further, the results suggested a pre-
dominance of the glottal source parameter
over vocal tract filtering characteris—

This confirms the findings of LaSS,

Hughes, Bowyer, Waters and Bourne /3/ for

speaker sex identification. Possibly due

to the use of synthetic stimuli instead of

natural speech Lehiste and Meltzer '/4/‘

arrived at the opposite conclusion, 'Whilst

LaRiviere /2/ found both factors to con—

tribute about equally to speaker recogni-

tion. One should note, however, that in‘

the present paper no data about the con-.

tribution of the glottal spectrum Was

available, so that its minor relevance had

to be inferred from the data on fundamen—

tal frequency and from the mostly weak

correlations between perceptual confusions

for phonated vs. whispered vowels.

tics.

The fact that the four filtering condi-

tions failed to influence the listenerS'

identification judgements may be due to

there being only 16 stimuli in the sample

(8 speakers x 2 vowel qualities per

filtering condition; cf. the clearer

effect of 24% for 1020 Hz low-pass vs.

1020 Hz high—pass found by Compton /1/

using considerably more stimuli). However,

with vowel quality the sample size (32) is

twice as big (8 speakers x 4 filtering

conditions per vowel quality); this

increases the likelyhood of the vowel

quality results being representative.
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SPEAKER RECOGNITION BY MEANS-CF SHORT SPEECH SEGMENTS.ANALYSIS
USING TIME—VARYING LINEAR PREDICTION IN LATTICE FORMULATION

_ JANUSZ ZALEWSKI _
Technical University of Wroclaw,50-37C wroclaw,Poland

Abstract - This paper presents the.method

of speaker recognition.in.this technique

the reflection coefficients obtained from

short speech segments by means of time-

varying linear prediction in lattice
formulation procedure was utilized as

the identification parameters and the mi-

nimum of time-average spectral difference

between the corresponding short speech
segments was the recognition criterion.

The results of the recognition task using

this method has been compared with others.

INTRODUCTION

The procedure utilized in any approach to

speaker identification could substantially

influence the resulting level of the ulti-

mate identification accuracy of the used t5
chnique.In this regard,two distinctly sepa-

'rate operational phases may be identified
for any approach of this type. First,the i-

dentification parameters and associated

measurement technique must be chosen.Seco§

dly,statistical distance measurement and a

ssociatted decision criterion must be i-

dentified and evaluated.

as

In the research we have previously re-

ported /1,2,3/ the speaker has been repre-
sented by some phonemes,or short segments

of speech regarded as the reference samples.

The minimum cumulated distance measure bet-
ween corresponding test and reference sam-

ples was the decision criterion.The method

we have presented may be succesfully used

a procedure for identifying individuals

from their speech.- at last under laboratg
ry conditions.The parameter sets,chosen for

speech waveforms parametrisation was the

predictor coefficients and the cepstrum
obtained via parametric analysis of speech

signals,using an autoregressive modeltFor

linear predictive coding,it is asumed that

the signal is stationary over the time of

analysis,and therefore the coefficients
given in this model are constants.However

speech signal to be modeled.even in shortr

segments as are the.phonemes. is not sta
I

Ationary.Therefore it seems to be reasonable

to use an autoregressive signal modelling

in which the coefficients are time-varying

i.e. each coefficient in the model is allo-

wed to change in time,by assuming it is a
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THEORETICAL. BASES ‘ ‘1 .

The fundamental works on linear prediction‘

of time-varying signals was done by Lipora

ce /4/, Hall/5], Hall et al. /6/ Turner

and Dickinson/7/,and Jurkiewicz/Bl. In prg

sent research it was utilized time-varying

linear predictor in lattice formulation

done by Jurkiewicz, who has reformulated

the linear predictive technique to estima-

te the variable parameters kj(n) of the in

versef filter in lattice form,as depicted

in Fig.1, rather than in direct form. That

is the inverse filter is in lattice form,

and its parameters kj(n) are estimated by

minimizing the given (after Burg) MSE

norm /8/-

L (£201) + b2(n)) (1)
133‘? 3 3

where

n
n n

f' (n) f _ i“)

k1“),

k1“),

. l

2'1
b (n) b (“i 2.1 I iH

2.1 boin) b1h) bidini
3.1

E 1% I. the iIeI se filte! in lattice £01m

F
G”

= f n + k n .b. (I'll-l) (2)

combination of some 5 -t of known fj(n) j 1 ( ) j: ) J 1( ’( )

i .ear‘ ..
‘

'

['l I‘ ‘ ‘ l'") V 'I-
= n- k. n). i 5

8 f1] ction Th1.) 1‘ (161 $110 ID for 0011111 b .(n) bj 1 ( ) J( 3-1 ( )

i . a.

I + If n

‘ y ' ‘3 V '
= b n) = S n) Lb

{“1011 1 Chum ing beha ior of the Signal,such f (n) (

. .3. o

1
ha 9

"
( )

Prop iety Should enable the model to V ( N I . )

and u1(n) are the time series (eg trigono-

metric functions as in Fourier series)

,benoting

ll (n) ' i (6)

(n.1) (7)

j to simplifi-

$3-1~ ff nJ ( )

' = b.
t3 (n) 0-1

and omitting the subscript

cate notation,equations (1) - (5) become

L

D=z(f2(n) +b2(n)) (8)
n=0

f(n) = f'(n) + k(n).b'(n) (9)

b(n5 = b'(n) + k(n).f‘(n) (10)

-1

k (n) = N q1 . u1 (n) (11)

1=O

Minimizing the error D with respect to emm

coefficient ql by setting

12:0
Qq

yelds the linear normal equations

'1: 0,1, ooN‘1 (13)

,1=°,1’00N-"1 (12)

ql ' R11 ‘ Si
L

1,1 = Q0 ui (n). new?“where R

$363129.2.2
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8

{“1
e

Si = ui (n) 0 C(11) (15)
n=o

C(n) = - 2 {(n) . b'(n) (1e)

d(n) = f'2(n) + b'2 (n) (17)

The coefficients q are specified by the

equation (13) , or in matrix form

R x Q = S (18)

Below is the complete algorithm for descri-

bed time-varying linear prediction in lat-

tice formulation:

In each j-th step of analysis (i.e. in j-th

section of the filter:

-the matrix R and the vector S are com-

‘puted from equations (14),(15),(16) and(17)

- the set of equations (13) or (17) are

solved,
.

-the signals f'(n3 and b'(n) are filtered

according eq (9) and (10) in the lattice sy

stem (Fig.1) '

This set of operations is repeated in each

succeding step 3, for 3:1,2 to J.

In the experiments described in this paper

each of 10 reflection coefficients kj(n)

was evaluated, according eq (9), as the li-

near combination of 3 or 5 time functions.

1 i=0

cos(n(i+1)JI/m ), 1 odd (19)111(1'1) =

sin(n i JI / m ), i even

i: 0'1'00l.’ N

NT“ 'ncM /T , -

{)c = digital cut-off frequency of

T O

ki(n) spectrum,

M = period of the ui(n) functions set.

For each sample,from the filter parameters

trajectories ki(n),the 10 sets of A0 cep-

strum coefficients was evaluated; each set

at one of 10 equidistant time instants.

From the cepstrum coefficients of the refe-

rence sample c1. and those of the test sam-

ple Ci, the time average spectral differen-

ce (i.e. the time-average Euclidean distan-

ce of c1 and c sets,multip1ied by 10/ln 10)i
was computed. The time-average spectral dif-

ference is

_g _ 2 1/2
2 fiz1 (°k’°k)')d = 10.@og fi-(L‘1 2%

1:1

where ok = ck(l) are the cepstral coeffi—

cients of the test sample,c£ = ck l) are

the cepstral coefficients of the reference

sample, 1 - succeding time instant at which

the cepstra are evaluated,L ~ number of

time instants at which the cepstra are eva-

luated (here 10), K number of cepstral co-

efficients representing the sample (here ho)

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE ’

Subiects were the same 20 male speakers as

in speaker recognition experiments /3/,whe-

re speakers have been represented by some

phonemes,and the parameter set for speech

waveforms parametrisation,was the predictor

coefficients,obtained using autoregressive

model with constant coefficients.The speech

material consisted of 240 utterances,inclu-

ding 2 repetitions of 6 Polish vowels la,

o,e,i,u,y/each spoken in two contexts.The

speech signal was manually segmented,to de-

ESEBIZS)J2.13
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tach the vowels,pre-emphasized 6 dB per oc-

tave,low —pass filtered with 5 kHz cut-off

frequency,sampled at a rate of 10 ksamples

per second and converted into digital form

by means of 8-bit A/D converter.The seg-

ments of 100 ms duration was processed to

obtain 10 time-varying reflection coeffi-

cients trajectories. To compare test and re-

ference samples, the average spectral dif-

ferences between them was computed. In the

first speaker recognition experiment the

speakers were represented by a single pho-

neme,in the second by pairs (15 combined

tions),in the third by three (20 comb.)and

in the h-th - by four phonemes (15 comb.).

The minimum distance criterion was used as

the decision rule,i.e. the m-th test sample

was considered to be identical with the npth

reference,if for 5:1 to 20 and j£n,dmj‘ dInn

where dmn denote the distance measure (ave-

rage spectral difference) between the m-th

_ test and the n-th reference sample.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The detail results of all 112 recognition

experiments will be presented at the Con-

ress.Hereafter are presentedsome typical

results obtained in two experiments,first

where the speakers were represented by pho-

neme "i“ and second where the representa-

tion included phonemes “i" and "a".The re-

sults are compared with results of experi-

ments with parametrization obtained using

constant model. In table 1, the average re-

cognition errors are shown; subscript 1 de-

notes the first experiment,subscript a,i de-

notes the second,subscript v - variable mo-

del, subscript c - constant model.

TABLE 1. RECOGNITION ERRORS

Eilv Ei,c Ea,i,v Ea111c

0.050 0.183. 0.000 0.008

Several conclusions can be drawn from the

result of this research.First it may be sta-

ted that representation of speakers by short

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIlIIIIIIIII---------........
.

speech segments and compariSOn of corres;

ponding segments may be succesfullly used

in a procedure for identifying individuals

from.their Speech. Second, the time-varying

linear prediction procedure in lattice for.

mulation is a convenient form of the parame

trisation procedure.Finally,it is shGWn that

augmenting.the number of speech segments re-

presenting the Speaker,cou1d possibly resu1t

in an even more powerful identification

process. 1
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a method of automatic

speaker recognition in open sets ensuring a

good effectiveness of elimination of stran-

gers’ voices, 1.e. the voices that do not

belong to a given set of known speakers.

The applied procedure is discussed and des-

cription of speaker recognition experiments

based on this procedure presented. The re-

sults obtained for a test material consist-
ing of speech samples produced by 10 known

speakers and 10 other speakers are very
promissing /99 % of correct elimination of
strangers' voices/ and confirming the perk
tinence of theoretical assumptions.

INTRODUCTION
In-tasks of automatic speaker recognition
such situations may occur in which it cannot
be assumed that an unknown voice to be rec-
ognized belongs to a known set of classes of
voices /closed set/. Thus, a problem arises
to work out an algorithm of recognition that
Conld operate in open sets of speakers, 1.6.
with no assumption that a speech sample of
an unknown speaker must belong to one speaa
ker from a given set of speakers. The idea
of such approach to the problem of automatic
Speaker recognition was presented to the 10
ICPhS [1] . The present paper contains the
analysis of this problem taking as a basis
the classical Bayes's decision criterion.
One of the main purposes of this study was
to perform the analysis of probability of
error and risk connected with a decision-ma-

king process in open sets with regard to the
selection of discrimination threshold and
the manner of approximation of conditional

distribution of strangers' voices.

THEORETICAL BASES

In automatic Voice recognition speech sank
ples are represented by their patterns, 1.e.
multidimensional vectors of parameters in
observation space XK /K - space dimension/.
The vectors x extracted from speech samples
of particular speakers form distributions
characterized by densities of conditional
probabilities 0(xlm) , where m is a speaker
number or generally a class. It may be assu-
med that these distributions are normal dis-
tributions expressed by the formula /Fig.1/:

_K -1 r._. ~
Qkklm)-(2"fl)zl3m|zexpfé-(x-WQT Bmkx-Wm)} /1/

where Bm - covariance matrix for a class
V - mean vector for a classm

1 an -
w1n g E Z;xm,i

Q:

m=1,2,..fi Ml- number of'classes

is1,2,..Im I - number of utterance
repetitions for a class

Tr - sign of vector transposition

In recognition process the classical Bayes’s
decision criterion considers a probability
mly) with which a test pattern y repre.
'sents the class m.

P m y . °(Y|m)Ph(I) :5". 0(t m
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and — in relation to the open set - also the

error of false acceptance:

was defined as

M
H = 34 Qav Qav = I172 Q(wml m) /15/

:1
I13/ where z~- coefficient /experiment parameter/

,.-_ ‘ For the second case two versions of defining

individual thresholds Hm were distinguished:

the Q(xio) distribution may be approximated

by means of M planes, one by one for each

V subspace Xm.
“CA

Qmo) = six) m =

'
f

— robability of appearances o

‘
where Pm getterns from a given class

The classical approach to recognition prob—

lem relies on finding a minimal risk Rm(y)

connected with assigning the pattern y to

the class m.

XEXE /6/ r5 = No—

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Speaker recognition experiments in open set

- K
where Gmkx) = gm’o + nnk + Xk /7/

M
' ‘ /3/

MY) = 21', Cm,1QkV|1)P1
L=‘

- ement of decision matrix re—

where Cm’l gresenting the cost of decision
' the

‘ ulti from ass1gning

pittern§%rom the class 1 as be—

longing to the class m. 2 .

{ngcase pf.speaker recognition in open sets

the.set of classd§?§pnsists of M known cla-

sses /closed>set/ and onefimulbdobjest.class

r voices that- do-

conecorresponding to all othe

not belong to the set M. These voices

stitute so called "ground" or strangers’

voices class /m = 0/. The conditional dis-

tribution Q(x‘0) of ground‘ is in general

case.a multimodal distribution with parame-

ters that are not known.

Considering these assumptions the recogni-

tion procedure in open sets may be presen-

ted as consisting of two stages:

1.1dentification in the closed set, i.e.

finding mx for which

Rmx(y) mgr: My) /4/
m

what means a temporary assigning a test

pattern y to the class m“.

2.Verification, i.e. checking the condition

Rust-‘7) < ROM /5/
If the condition /5/ is fulfilled, the pat-

tern y belongs to the class mx ; in the op-

posite case it belongs to the class m = O,

i.e. the ground.

It is to observe that the formula [4/ perk

mits to devide the parameter space into M

subspaces XE. Similarly, the ineguality /5/

defines areas XSm in subspaces Xm /Fig.2/.

It follows that it is not necessary to know

the total distribution of (2040), but only

the limits

tion in the vicinity of these limits. Thus,
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of areas xgm or Q(x|0) distribu-

K4

is the equation of plane m in subspace XE

/Fig.2/. Discontinuities of such approxima.

tion at the borders of subspaces Xm are in.

significant for the verification process.

RECOGNITION ERRORS

'The information about errors is contained--~'

in the statistics of identification and ve—

rification shown in Fig.3. In_this figure

O particular symbols have the meaning:uV

N — number of voice patterns

w — patterns belonging to the closed set

0 - patterns from beyond the closed set

P - initially correctly‘recognized

B - initially incorrectly recognized

A - accepted by verification

E - eliminated by verification

for example NWPE indicates the number of

patterns from the closed set, correctly re-

cognized by the classifier, but next rejec-

ted in the verification process.

Within the closed set the statistics of in-

correct recognitions is represented by:

N.8 = NB /8/

“w

Verification procedure devides this error

into two components:

N= R
NBA NBE /9/

= -fi-— and = “N'-

SA 1:1 ‘55 w

and introduces verification errors: the

error of incorrect rejection expressed 85

-l NWPEd, = v /10/

N + N 1

or as OCH= —-}r——-———WPE WE =06 +5 /11/
W

m NWPE " “WEE _ I /12/
at = “W -06 + a; ,

were performed in the following conditions:

a/ A specific cue material was used. It was

a Polish sentence "Jutro bedzie ladny dzien"

/Tomorrow it’ll be a fine day/. Distribu-

tions of time intervals between zero-cross-

ings [3] were extracted from this sentence

and used as vectors of parameters. The di-

mension of observation space was K = 4 /the

parameters of the largest discrimination

power were selected/.

b/.The learning sequence consisted of 100

vectors xm,i obtained from Im = 10 repeti-

tions of the utterance by M = 10 speakers.

c/ The testing sequence consisted of 10

other repetitions of the utterance by 10.

speakers from the closed set and 10 repeti-

tions by 10 speakers from beyond the closed

set. Thus, the open set contained 200 vec-

tors ym’i obtained from 20 speakers.

Since the main concern of this study was

verification procedure for a fixed measure—

ment set—up, the experiments were arranged

in such a way that first speaker identifica-

tion procedure was applied to the total tes-
ting sequence and next verification proce-

dure was utilized for different values of

verification parameters.

In the recognition process m;,1, Rm*(ym,i)
and Ro(ym,i) were calculated for each pair
mli /see formulas 3,4 and 5/, assuming that
the elements Cm,l of matrix C are equal 1 in

case of incorrect decisions or 0 in case of
correct decisions.
From the possible ways of Q(x|0) approxima-

tion /eq. 6 and 7/ two simple cases were ins
Vestigated in the experiments /see Fig.2/:

01o Q(XIO) = H H = const /14/
2 Q(xi0) a Hm m =X€X1Kn /15/

For the first case the decision threshold'

Hm =5\Q(wm|m) /17/

and ' Hm =rm0(wmlm) , /18/
where 5%“ - coefficient selected individu-

ally to minimize verification risk for a

given class on the basis ofoc and [3 errors.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiments are set‘to-

gather in Table 1 which presents the errors

for different approximations of Q(x[0) and
3A values that minimize the verification

risk. The influence ofa‘coefficient oncé

and 6 errors for the case nr 1 /eq. 14 and
16/ is shown as example in Fig. 4.‘Analyzing

the data presented in-Table i it may be no-

ticed that the speaker recognition scores

are very little differentiated in the exam-

ined cases. This may be the result of very--

effective discriminating power of the. vec-

tors applied and/or too small size of the

test set. It is, however, necessary to em—

phasize that the results obtained confirmed

the pertinence of methodological assumptions

what was the main purpose of this study.

The methodological considerations permit-to

state that the proposed method of voice re-

cognition in open sets is very elastic and

it enables to adjust the global character-

istics, i.e.OCIandIB errors, to adopted

strategy of recognition system. For a given

set of patterns describing the voices it is

always possible to optimize the recognition

by a proper selection of approximation of

the ground class distribution, i.e. by pro-

per selection of decision threshold. It is

a basic advantage of the presented method

of speaker recognition in open sets verified

experimentally for a test population of 20

speakers. '
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Table 1. Recognition errors

' Case 1°~eq16 2°-eq17 2°-eq17 2°-eq18 . ¥;uzfli
y=2.1o‘5 3:2.10‘4 3:3.10'4 may”, / \

Error % % % % ' f E
' . .7.— .. :1» 1-4- fine-db .

. * 67 8 e 8 8 g x: 1
1 §;. 5 6 6 6 15‘ “%f

Sg 2 __-__ 2 2 2 “1
. 06‘ 1 __2 1 1 u:

ci”' 9 ___1o 9 9 ¢«»x§“-o
at”. 3 _ 4 3 3 -

- - 1 F .2 Illustration of approximation of
[3 1 1 2 Q xlo} and determination of decision thres-

- hold H for one dimensional 7paceil -
fl ' x 0 '- case nr e .REFERANCES - 8" xlO) - case 111' 2 /ego15/

1. W.Ma3ewski, Cz.Basztura, Speaker recog- - '
nition in open sets, Proceedings of the
Tenth International Congress of Phonetic
Sciences /M.P.R. Van den Broecke and A.Co-
hen eds./, Foris Publications, Dordrecht,
1984, 322-325.

2. J.Z.Cypkin, Podstawy teorii ukladéw
uczacych sie, WN-T, Warszawa, 1973.

.3. Oz.Basztura, w.Majewski, The application,
of long-term analysis of the zero-crossing
of a speech signal in automatic speaker
identification, Archives or Acoustics, 3,
1, 1978, 3-15.

FIGURES

Fig.3. Statistics of recognitions in open
sets; a - recognitions accepted by verifi-
cation, b - recognitions rejected by veri--
fication, c - patterns from the closed set,
d - patterns from beyond the closed set,
e - classes.

«m’ .
.eofi

. g n I

.624 an"? , _

Fig.1. Examples of Q(xlm) distributions in E a'case of two dimensional space IK.- 2/.

° . a:o ‘ 10'“6

Fig.4.oé and [3 errors in the function offor the case nr 1 leq.14 and 16/.
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Al murmu- I_l I'm-mm SPEAKER WIT!“ USING THE SDDD INDEX
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bet-nerd WIS Albert mm llarielle BRUYIIIIICKX

Uhiversité de l'ltat a Hons - Departewent de Phonetique et Psycho-

ABSTRACT

The voices of 10 Belgian
bilingual (Dutch-French) subjects were analysed
by leans of a high resolution frequency
analyser (400 channels m). Long Tern Average
Spectra (LTAS) of the subjects'voices were
co-puted both on the basis of French and of
Dutch utterances (balanced texts). The SDDD
index was used in order to coepare these LTAS.
Its discriwinating ability in an inter—language
speaker recognition task was evaluated by leans
of the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
curves for all the coaparison conditiom under
investigation and revealed to be greater than
the one of the cross-correlation coefficient.

IWIN

. ‘ Although Long Tera Average Spectra
(LTAs) have been used in various contexts and are
usually considered as good acoustical cues to
voice quality, ,several of their properties are
not yet well knowh. ‘Anong others, the question

_of the L'rAs resistance to changes in ' ,the
languages used by speakers _ is still
controversial . '

On the one _ hand, several
experiaents suggest that languages exert strong
effects on LTAs. KIUKAANNImI and MANILA reportdifferences between Finnish and English data [1].
HALLE. de BOYSSON

- BARBIE and SAGARD suggest
that even L'rAs frol 8 and 10 aonth old babies canbe influenced by the language of the social group
they belong to [2]. mausxr and HOLLIEN [3} and
ZALEWSKI, HAJEWSKI and HOLLIS" [4] obtain
recognition rates different for Aaericans and
P0168; this seews to suggest language-related
LTAS differences. On the other hand, saneauthors consider ' that L'l'As are language-independant to ease extent. an"! [5) noticesthat LTAS he drew frow English texts uttered byAustralian look such like those fro. ANIANSSON

.. ‘ ' acoustique - Avenue du Chaepde Hers, 3-7000 nous - 321.6190!

[6] drawn frow Swedish speech. On the basis of
an experiment involving Pia-antes, Italian and
French, 1051 '[7] concludes that each speaker
possesses "relative" L'l'AS invariance, irrespec-
tive of the language spoken. HARMEGNIE'S and
LANDERCY [8] report few differences between LTAS
drawn fro- Dutch and French utterances produced
by bilingual subjects- As NOLAN relarks [9],
there is a conflict between these research trends
and it is unclear whether LTAS can be considered
as language-independent cues to voices quality.

In this paper, which constitutes a
contribution to this problea, we will study to
what extent inter-language speaker recognition
based on LTAS is possible. Because its discri-
Iinatory ability is supposed to overcowe those of
classical indices, a new dissiailarity index,
SDDD [10, 11] will be used for the purpose of
cowparing spectra; its power will be assessed by
cowparison with the correlation coefficient.

mn'rwnrr

__.______.asstias
The speakers were 10 bilingual ‘

Belgian subjects, between 18 and 21 years old.
Each of then uttered two texts ten tiles in
succession : a phonetically balanced French text
and a phonetically balanced Dutch text. Both
texts were about 18 seconds long. The recording
sessions. took place in a sound-proof recs. The
subjects were sitting in front of the Iicrophone, -
placed at a constant 40 ca distance fro. their
lips. All texts were recorded on a NAGRA ‘ IV s
recorder, by weans of a lm 84- NEUHANN wicrophone.

msissLegelxeie
The acoustical analyses were

perfor-ed later by leans of a 400-channels 2033
Bruel Kjaer FIT analyser (BR 2033). Its sawpling
frequency was set to 12.8 kHz, in order to obtain
a 0-5 kHz frequency span. with this setting, the
spectra presented a 12.5 Hz resolution over the
whole frequency band under investigation. The BR
2033 built-in linear averaging process was used
in order to cowpute LTAS. The 200 (10 subjects x
2 languages x 10 utterances) so-obtained LTAS
were then translitted from the analyser to a 4341
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IBM computer via a personal computer, for storage

and further coaputations.

CO!29Ii§99-h:99299:9
—— Inter— and intra—language coapa-

risons were perforwed. For intra-language

coaparisons. the sane procedure was used both for

the Dutch and the French LTAS : 1. (intra-speaker

cowparisons) for each of the 10 speakers, one

coaparison was perforaed for each possible non-

redundant pair of his 10 LTAS (i.e. 45 compari-

sons); 2. (inter-speaker comparisons) for each

possible non—redundant pair of different speakers

(i.e. 45 pairs), all possible cosparisons of

their respective 10 LTAS were performed (i.e. 100

coaparisons for one pair). For each language,

450 intra-speaker and 4500 inter-speaker coapari-

sons were therefore perforaed.

For inter-language coaparisons.

all the french LTAS were cospared with all the

Dutch LTAS; 1000 intra—speaker and 9000 inter-

speaker coaparisons were therefore perforaed.

For each coaparison, both a

similarity (R) and a dissimilarity (SDDD) index

were computed.

Indices for the comparison of LTAS

In order to define the indices, it

is convenient to consider each LTAS as a

k-dimensional vector, with k being the total

nunber of frequency channels taken into account

in the spectrua. Therefore, spectrus 5 may be

defined as a

S a (5., ..., s., ..., S.) (l)

with 5., the level of the i“ frequency

component. In this paper as well as in most

previous ones (l,4,8,10.12). the s. values will

be expressed in decibels.

. ' The Bravais-Pearson cross-correla-

tion coefficient (3) can be used as a siailarity

index for the coeparison of LTAS. It expresses

the tendency of the s. values to covary with the

i values and it ranges, in absolute values froa

O (co-plate independence of the 3.‘ and s:

variabilities) to 1 (perfect correlation of the

s.and s.values). I can be defined as :

5: or Ins-s;- M;
(2)‘

-sl‘ ‘ T '5 '5

there ll. and were the seam for all S. and s:

values, respectively, and :3 and J; are the

corresponding standard deviations. If the

spectra beeing cospared are identical, the

correlation between the s. and s. values is i.

an the contrary, a weak correlation indicates a

lack of siailarity of the spectral shapes. I is

usually considered as one of the best indices

because : 1. it exhibits a discrialnating ability

in the sane range than the one of other classical

indices (e.g. the euclidean distance) (4); 2.

unlike other classical indices. I is insensitive

to changes in the overall levels of the spectra

and, therefore, does not require any intensity

norsalization.

The Standard Deviation of the

interspectral Differences Distribution (SDDD) has

been recently introduced [10, 11]. SDDD leasures

the variability of the S. - S! differences. It

is defined as :

SDDDg s [7];- .Z{ $.«S,'—MD]1 (3)

where MD is the average of the s. - s:

differences. If the shapes of the spectra

compared are highly sililar, the differences

values are al-ost invariant and tend to

concentrate around a. given central tendency

influenced only by the between-spectra overaii

level difference. If the shapes are different,

one can find large level differences in certain

frequency channels and saall ones in others; the

standard deviation of the differences increases.

SDDD can therefore be used as a dissiailarity

index for LTAS. Like 2, SDDD is insensitive to

changes in the levels of the spectra; aoreover,

in recent intra—language speaker recognition

experiments [10, 11], SDDD has revealed to be

sore discriainative than R.

IISULTS

The distributions characteristics

of the SDDD values drawn free all kinds of

coaparisons are presented in table 1. This table

shows that, in the case of intro-language

coaparisons, the intra—speaker distributions are

Mean Standard titre-e
deviation Values

{3999122999
Intra spk. 2.912 .421 1.9-4.7

Inter spk. 4.966 .805 3.0-8.3

22299192399
Intra spk. 3.162 .510 2.0-4.9

Inter spk. 5.138 .789 3.0-7.8

Frenchzggtgh

Intra spk. 3.941 .514 2.6-5.5

-Inter spk. 5.221 '.866 2.9-8.7

Igéig__i :‘ Characteristics of the inter- and

intra-speaker distributions of the SDDD value:

drawn froa intra-language and inter-lan9U59'
comparisons.

well separated free the inter-Sp‘ak'r
distributions (French : lean SDDD intra I 2.912

Ogainst wean SDDD inter s 4.66: Dutch : wean SDDD
intra t 3.162 against seen SDDD inter I 5.135%
Nevertheless the separation of inter- ufl
1“Ta-Speaker distributions is less iaportantln
the case of inter-language comparisons (mean SD”D
intra - 3.941 against aean SDDD inter a 5.221%

siailar observations can be drawn free table 2:
about the distributions of the correlation 1&95'
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‘intra-language

In order to study sore accurately

the relationships between these distributions, we

decided to plot the corresponding Relative

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. For each

Mean standard Extreme
deviation Values

Irsnsnzzreesn
Intra spk. .932 .002 .84-.97

.Inter spk. .805 .007 .52-.94

129229022;e
Intra spk. .928 .002 .8l-z97

‘ Inter spk. .817 .006 .57—.94

[reeshlmtsh
Intra spk. .886 .003 .78-.96

Inter spk. .798 .007 .43-.94

Tgblg_2 : Characteristics of the inter- and
intra-speaker distributions of the R values drawn

froa intro-language and inter-language compari-
sons.

comparison condition (French/French, Dutch/Dutch
and French/Dutch), a series of values across the
entire 'range of variation of each index were
successively considered as rejection thresholds
for a recognition task. The corresponding false
alarm- and correct recognition rates were drawn
fros the observed distributions and considered as
couples of coordinates in the Rec space. six (2
indices x 3 coeparison conditions) Roc curves
were plotted this way (see fig. 1).

- It is well known that the area
enclosed in the entire Roc space beneath a ROC
curve _ is a distribution-free seasure of
sensitivity [13]. It is therefore very easy,
even froa simple direct exasination of figure 1,
to perfors a ranking of the- six curves on the
basis of the corresponding discriminative powers.
In order of decreasing discriminating ability.
this ranking. is :- 1. SDDD, intra-language
coaparisons (french/French); 2. SDDD, intra-
1fln9U590-colparisons (Dutch/Dutch); 3. R, 'intra-
language comparisons (French/French); 4. a,

coaparisons (Dutch/Dutch); ,5.
SDDD, inter—language cosparisons; 6. R, inter-
lnnguage coaparisons. .

In order to obtain more
inforaative figures than this ranking, we also
eyeluated the surfaces beneath the curves. For
this Purpose, each curve was fitted by a
Folvnomial function thanks to polynolial
re9ression techniques. Polynoses of the sixth
and seventh order were used and a good fitting
la: achieved in every case (residual sun of
squares was in the .01 - .001 range). The
DOIYDOIial functions were thereafter integrated.
Table 3 gives the values of the surfaces thus
obtained (taking into consideration that a
unit-surface would wean perfect discrisination‘
and a .5 surface would wean randos recognition).

‘ DISCUSSION

Both indices under investigation
lead to the sane main conclusion, i.e., LTAS-

based speaker recognition is language dependant :

the ROC curves clearly show that the inter-

language comparisons are less speaker-discrisi--

FALSE ALARM RATES
0 J0 .32_ .30 .40 .50 .60

O 0

40
11

11
11

30
0

9.70

g
7.60

T
I

8
.50.

R
A

E
5.40. - “Ed?

I SDDD,French/'French
11' SDDD.Dutch/Duich

.30. III mFrench/French
I! R,Dutch/Dutch
I SDDD.French/Dutch

20 I! R,French/Dutch

.10.

0.

[iggg§__i : Receiver Operating Characteristics

curves for both indices in each cosparison
condition.

nant than the intra-language conparisons. This

finding. see-s to plead for the idea that

languages exert sose effects‘ on LTAS. Moreover,

both indices reveal better perforaances with LTAS

drawn frow French utterances than 'with those

drawn from Dutch texts. This is in agreement

with hajewski and Hollien's suggestion that the
power of long term spectrua as an identification
tool might be soaewhat language dependant (3).
It should be noticed, however, that although LTAS
turn out to be language—dependant, it still
convey enough cues to the speaker's personnality
to wake inter language speaker recognition
possible : our Rec curves demonstrate that the
power of the inter-language recognition process
is still far better than chance. In this sense,
we can agree with Tosi's conclusion [7] that LTAS
possess "relative" invariances, irrespective of
the language they cone fros. .
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In other words, our general

conclusion as to the urns resistance to changes

in languages could be : long tern spectra are

influenced by the language spoken (at least when

bilingual Dutch/French subjects read 18 seconds

long texts), but the speaker influence is

greater; LTAS-based inter—language recognition is

therefore less saf'e than intra—la'nguage reco-
gnition, but quite possible.

This conclusion leads to the
question of the relative power of inter—language

recognition. Firstly, it is quite obvious, fro-

figure 1 and table 3, that SDDD is sore powerfull

SDDD R

trench/French . 994 . 983

Dutch/Dutch . 987 . 963

French/Dutch . 910 . 856

1-9955} : Areas of the entire 20:: space beneath

each ROC curve.

in all coeparison situations. In a case where

one suspects that the cosparison situation could
lower the discriainative ability of the
cosparison procedure (e.g. in the case of inter-

language recognition), SDDD should therefore be
prefered. Further-ore, if the soc surfaces

listed in table 3 are aeasures of the
corresponding discriainative abilities, their
ratios can infora about the relative powers of
the indices in each situation. One can cospute,
this way, that the power of SDDD in inter-
language recogaition is about 92 8 of its own
power for intra-language recognition, although
the power of R in inter-language recognition is

' _ only about 88 t of its own power for intra-
language recognition. Thus, not only SDDD is
sore speaker—discriminant than R, it is soreover
less sensitive to changes in the cosparison
conditions (at least language variations).

As a final resark, we lust
eaphazise that our data were collected on a
restricted nuaber of subjects only: any overge—
neralization would therefore be hazardous. Ile
nevertheless think that they convey structures
strong enough to consider our findings at least

.as firs working hypotheses for our future
research.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements for the quantification of the speaker
dimension of a database of spoken language are
presented. These measurements are'structured in
two dimensions - utterance extent and acoustic
feature. Utterance extent ranges from the
macro-acoustics of long—term statistics to the
micro-acoustics of the organisation of the
syllable, while the acoustic features cover the
phonetically motivated areas of Energy, Timing,
Excitation, and spectral Colour. An example is
given of the application of a small sub-set of“
these measurements to extract representative
speakers from a 33-speaker database of spoken
Australian English for the development of robust
speech processing for a cochlear implant project.

INTRODUCTION

The acoustic-phonetic description of the speaker
dimension of speech has received some solid
attention in recent years [2,5].” These studies
have approached the issue from the standpoint of
phonetics with acoustics used to give quantitative
backup to the phonetic judgements. In this paper,
the starting point is acoustics, and the aim is to
present a hierarchy of measurements that can
specify speaker characteristics with increasing
refinement, and to apply a subset of these
measurements to a specific practical task.

Much work in acoustical speaker characterisation
has in view high resolution speaker discrimination
for a variety of purposes. One route to this goal
is the direct route of looking for discriminating
cues. This route however begs the question of thedensity of the speaker space from which testspeakers are selected. My route'is to first of allmap out the speaker space and, with progressiverefinement, plot out the trajectory of speakerswithin that space as they use language in different
”BY: and over periods of time. This approach ismotivated by the belief that speech technologyneeds an adequate model of speaker characteristicswhich is compatible with, complements: andinteracts with linguistic models of speech-

: have selected four phonetically motivatedimensions which reflect the roles of diverse
Organs of the human body that are involved in the 7ProduCtion of speech. Variance in speech timing,
energYI excitation, and spectral colour can beuniquely and independently individual; Each of
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these dimensions may be examined at more than one’
level of utterance extent (Figureul). As speech is
implemented by sets of short-term articulatory
gestures superimposed on longer term breath
resources and even longer term patterns of
articualtory status, my analysis strategy aims to
see the short-term against the background of the
long—term, and to use the long-term to constrain
the short-term descriptions. Analysis across all
the four feature domains and the timescales is in
progress but only a subset are presented by results
of its application to the speakers in a 33-speaker
database of spoken Australian English.

LONG BREATH SYIIABLE
TERM GROUP

ENERGY W's-m Multisyllabls Contour
Ehmgy Penna

Oman“

TMNG ”mm “d mull-5° Duration
Bnnfllcnmp hwuwnh

Shaxiume

InngJenm
EXIITNTH) Ekdhnhn hflonafinn (haunt

N Enquuxy Penna
Distribution

comun W's-m Contour
Spuinun

Figure 1. Analysis structure for Quantification of
of Speakers (see text).

- SPEECH TIMING

The timing of speech is influenced by many factors
including the cognitive process of assembling the
message, and the musculature of respiration and

articulation. The way in which these factors
influence speech timing can be measured in
different ways ranging from the macro-timing of
overall duration of utterances, to the micro—timing
of individual articulatory gestures. The overall
duration of a lengthy utterance involving many
respiratory cycles will encompass the summation of
many different timing strategies. Measurement of
overall duration is technically trivial but
provides a foundation on which to build the timing
picture for a speaker. The direct contribution of
pauses for inspiration (respiratory) may be removed
by the decomposition of longer utterances into
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